
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/04/2019; Application No. : 018049052 ;European Union 

4185676    17/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468045]
REAGENS S.P.A.

Via Codronchi 4 I-40016 S. Giorgio di Piano (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Salts for industrial purposes; perchlorates; industrial chemicals; calcium salts; barium compounds; industrial chemicals; 
additives (chemical -) for rubber processing; additives (chemical -) for plastic processing; antioxidants for use in 
manufacture; stabilizers for plastic polymers.

5715



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 88155939 ;United States of America 

4208205    15/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471426]
Life Technologies Corporation

5781 Van Allen Way Carlsbad CA 92008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Kits comprised of enzymes, reagents, nucleotides, and assays for scientific or research purposes.

5716



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/01/2019; Application No. : 2019/00692 ;Sweden 

4220699    12/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474080]
Nanologica AB

Forskargatan 20G SE-151 36 Södertälje Sweden

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals, chemicals in the nature of nanomaterials and fluorescent chemical powders, thin films, membranes and fluids 
for use in cosmetics, food, diagnostics, insulation, separation, coatings, catalysis, research, testing, analysis, 
manufacturing and production of a wide variety of goods for scientific and industrial purpose.

5717



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4228231    14/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474839]
JIANGSU HUACHANG CHEMICAL CO., LTD.

NO. 1 NANHAI ROAD,YANGTZE RIVER INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL PARK, BONDED ZONE, JINGANG 
TOWN, ZHANGJIAGANG CITY, SUZHOU CITY JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fertilizer; phosphate fertilizer; calcium superphosphate (fertilizer); mixed fertilizer; soil for flowerpots (terms considered 
linguistically incorrect by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); humus surface fertilizer 
(terms considered linguistically incorrect by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
chemical fertilizer; plant fertilizer; animal fertilizer; nitrogenous fertilizer.

5718



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4228722    05/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475722]
ANHUI JINHE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

NO.127, DONGDAJIE STREET, LAIAN COUNTY, CHUZHOU CITY 239200 ANHUI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Methanol; formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]; Acesulfame Potassium 
being artificial sweetener; adhesives for industrial purposes; firming agent; melamine.

5719



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4230600    21/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474520]
BASF SE

Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38 67063 Ludwigshafen am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography; synthetic aromatic, flavor and fragrance ingredients (chemicals); 
aromatics (chemicals); aromatics flavors and fragrances for industrial purposes.

5720



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4230694    21/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474624]
BASF SE

Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38 67063 Ludwigshafen am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography; synthetic aromatic, flavor and fragrance ingredients (chemicals); 
aromatics (chemicals); aromatics flavors and fragrances for industrial purposes.

5721



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/03/2019; Application No. : 018038445 ;European Union 

4195677    11/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1469502]
Mankiewicz Gebr. & Co. (GmbH & Co. KG)

Georg-Wilhelm-Str. 189 21107 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Coating compositions in the nature of paint; coating compositions in the nature of lacquers; paints for use in 
manufacturing; lacquers for use in industry; clear coatings used as paints; spray coatings [varnishes]; resurfacing 
materials [coatings] in the nature of paints; protective products for use on metals [paints]; coating preparations for 
protection against rust; paints for protection against corrosion; corrosion inhibitors in the nature of a coating; 
preservatives for metals [paints]; chemicalproof paints; coating preparations for protection against wear; coatings for the 
finishing of surfaces [paints or oils]; preservatives; weatherproofing coatings [paints]; moisture repellant coatings 
[paints]; coatings for use as primers; ground coatings [paints and oil]; paint additives in the nature of binders; 
preparations for drying paints; thinning preparations for paints and for coatings; thinners for lacquers and other paints.

5722



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/01/2019; Application No. : 018006799 ;European Union 

4196382    11/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1469240]
Rickert GmbH & Co. KG

Robert-Bosch-Straße 21 46397 Bocholt Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Colorants; house paint; dispersion paints; varnish; varnish; preservatives; protective coatings for roofs [paints]; anti-rust 
preparations; paints for protection against corrosion; anti-rust preparations; coatings for preserving against rust; 
preparations for preventing the deterioration of wood; preparations for preventing the deterioration of wood; mordants; 
thinners for paints; thinners for lacquers; thinners for colours; ground coatings [paints and oil]; transparent coating 
materials [paints]; textured coatings [paints]; weatherproofing coatings [paints]; antifreeze in the form of coatings; 
preparations for waterproofing [paints]; protective coatings in the nature of paints for building purposes.

5723



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 40201906535S ;Singapore 

4208257    10/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471738]
LIVINWALL PTE. LTD.

10 UBI Crescent, 04-46 UBI Techpark Singapore 408564 Singapore

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paints.

5724



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/09/2018; Application No. : 88114223 ;United States of America 

4229552    14/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1475222]
Diversey, Inc.

2415 Cascade Pointe Blvd., Trademark Legal Department Charlotte NC 28208 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Floor finish.

5725



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/10/2016; Application No. : 694394 ;Switzerland 

3522612    15/11/2016

[International Registration No. : 1330031]
MICHAEL KORS (SWITZERLAND) INTERNATIONAL GMBH

Via Cantonale 18, CH-6928 Manno Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics for body and beauty care, hair lotions; cosmetics; non-medicated skin care 
preparations; perfumes for personal use.

5726



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3
 

4185694    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1445800]
Clean Beauty Co Ltd
Studio 311, Record Hall, 16-16a Baldwin's Gardens London EC1N 7RJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; essential oils; soaps; perfumery; cosmetic kits; bubble bath; bath salts; body, face and skincare 
lotions, gels, oils, milks and creams; night creams; cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes; organic cosmetics; non-
medicated cosmetics; make-up primers; beauty balm creams; skin, lip and hair balms and salves; body and facial washes 
and scrubs; facial toner; face and body masks; face serums; clay skin masks; skin cleansers; cosmetic gels; bath and 
shower gels; collagen preparations; facial peel preparations; cosmetics containing hyaluronic acid; cosmetics containing 
panthenol; cosmetics containing keratin; pores tightening mask packs used as cosmetics; eye compresses for cosmetic 
purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; cosmetic breast firming preparations; cosmetic preparations for dry 
skin during pregnancy; talcum powder; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic 
purposes; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes, tissues and towelettes; cleaning pads 
impregnated with cosmetics; cotton wool balls; cotton wool pads; cotton swabs; cotton buds; self-tanning lotions; sun 
block; SPF sun block preparations, oils and lotions; sun protection lipstick; after sun lotion; nail varnish; artificial nail 
tips; nail strengthening treatment lotions, creams and oils; nail varnish remover; teeth whitening strips, pastes and gels; 
teeth whitening strips and preparations; toothpaste; tooth polish; tooth powder; dentifrices and mouthwashes; breath 
fresheners; hair care creams, lotions, tonics and mousses (with the exception of argan oil); hair dye; beard dye; beard 
oils, balm, lotions and tints; beard balm; shaving balm; aftershave balm; eyebrow cosmetics; adhesives for cosmetic 
purposes; cleaner for cosmetic brushes; artificial eyelashes; cosmetic dyes; contour powder, cream and sticks; pomade 
for cosmetic purposes; temporary tattoo transfers for use as cosmetics; henna for cosmetic purposes; glitter for 
cosmetic purposes; body paint.

5727



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4185930    29/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468379]
Juan Antonio Canovas Canovas

Calle Segre, 32 (Pol Industiral Plá d'en Coll) E-08110 Montcada i Reixac (Barcelona) Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; shampoos; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

5728



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4189477    18/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1467324]
VIVAWAVE Co., Ltd.

(Nonhyeon-dong, HYAR Building) 6F, 650-1, Nonhyeon-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Heo Jaeseok

(Seongsu-dong 1 ga, ESA River House) B-1102, 190, Gwangnaru-ro, Seongdong-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; make-up removing preparations; perfumes; toiletry preparations; essential oils; soaps for personal use; 
cleansing preparations for personal use; false eyelashes; removable tattoos for cosmetic purposes; make-up; beauty care 
cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; cosmetic creams; oils for 
cosmetic purposes; hair rinses; shampoos; mask pack for cosmetic purposes.

5729



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/01/2019; Application No. : 7020190000102 ;Republic of Korea 

4201577    11/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1470171]
Glotrek Trade Inc.

11F., Glaston Bld., 108 Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Aromatics for household purposes; functional cosmetics; pre-moistened cleansing tissues; non-medicated body care 
preparations; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; non-medicated pet shampoo; shampoos; toiletry preparations; 
cleaning preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry preparations; bleaching preparations for laundry use; 
cosmetics for animals; soaps for personal use; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical 
purposes; dentifrices; beauty masks; cosmetics; toiletry preparations; cleaning and polishing preparations; aromatic 
essential oils; essential vegetable oils; essential oils; natural essential oils.

5730



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4216763    10/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1473213]
MORFOSE KISISEL BAKIM VE KOZMETIK ÜRÜNLERI SANAYI TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Barbaros Hayrettin Pasa Mahallesi, 1992 Sokak, No: 16 Kat:12 Daire:249 Esenyurt Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching and cleaning preparations, detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes, 
laundry bleach, fabric softeners for laundry use, stain removers, dishwasher detergents; perfumery; cosmetics (except 
medicated cosmetics); fragrances; deodorants for personal use and animals; soaps (except medicated soap); dental care 
preparations, dentifrices, denture polishes, tooth whitening preparations, mouth washes, not for medical purposes; 
abrasive preparations; emery cloth; sandpaper; pumice stone; abrasive pastes; polishing preparations for leather, vinyl, 
metal and wood, polishes and creams for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, wax for polishing.

5731



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4220757    12/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1473976]
HYSSES SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.

19 Tai Seng Avenue, 06-10 Home Fix Building Singapore 534054 Singapore

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Air fragrancing preparations; non-medicated soaps; perfumery; essential oils; non-medicated dentifrices; room 
fragrancing preparations; aromatics for perfumes; aromatics for fragrances; aromatics [essential oils]; cosmetic kits; 
cosmetic creams; cosmetic creams; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; skincare cosmetics; beauty care 
cosmetics; perfumery; soaps.

5732



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4228332    03/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1380467]
TALAGAEVA ELENA VLADIMIROVNA

kv.143, d. 3, Kommunisticheskaya St, Ramenskoye RU-140002 Moskovskaya oblast Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Lip glosses; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; scented water; lavender water; 
toilet water; depilatory wax; waxes for leather; creams for leather; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; 
deodorants for human beings or for animals; perfumes; perfumery; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; cosmetic dyes; 
cosmetic creams; cream for whitening the skin; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils 
for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; soap; deodorant soap; shaving soap; cakes of toilet soap; cosmetic kits; false nails; eau de Cologne; cotton 
sticks for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; toiletries; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; nail care 
preparations; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; make-up powder; false eyelashes; 
eyebrow cosmetics; hair colorants; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos.

5733



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : 2018/07567 ;Sweden 

4228598    24/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474915]
Beauty Pro AB

Hantverkargatan 44 SE-112 21 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
False eyelashes; glue for false eyelashes; mascara; eye shadow; eyeliner; concealers.

5734



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4229403    03/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1384458]
TALAGAEVA ELENA VLADIMIROVNA

kv.143, d. 3, Kommunisticheskaya St, Ramenskoye RU-140002 Moskovskaya oblast Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Abrasives; amber [perfume]; scale removing preparations for household purposes; antistatic preparations for household 
purposes; aromatics [essential oils]; air fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; flavorings for beverages 
[essential oils]; breath freshening sprays; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; balms other than for 
medical purposes; lip glosses; polishing stones; abrasive paper; emery paper; polishing paper; petroleum jelly for 
cosmetic purposes; shoe wax; cobblers' wax; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; sachets for perfuming linen; drying 
agents for dishwashing machines; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; toilet 
water; laundry wax; parquet floor wax; non-slipping wax for floors; depilatory wax; mustache wax; tailors' wax; polish for 
furniture and flooring; shoemakers' wax; polishing wax; massage gels other than for medical purposes; heliotropine; 
dental bleaching gels; geraniol; make-up; deodorants for pets; scented wood; perfumes; non-slipping liquids for floors; 
windshield cleaning liquids; greases for cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash for cleaning; perfumery; decorative transfers for 
cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery]; shaving stones [astringents]; smoothing stones; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic 
pencils; silicon carbide (abrasive); carbides of metal [abrasives]; alum stones [astringents]; tripoli stone for polishing; 
adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; quillaia bark for washing; corundum [abrasive]; 
beard dyes; colorants for toilet purposes; cosmetic dyes; laundry starch; laundry glaze; creams for leather; waxes for 
leather; polishing creams; shoe polish; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; polishing rouge; hair spray; nail polish; 
hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for 
cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of citron; essential 
oils of lemon; oils for cleaning purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; oil of 
turpentine for degreasing; whiting; cleaning chalk; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; 
musk [perfumery]; soap; deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes of toilet soap; antiperspirant 
soap; soap for foot perspiration; almond soap; mint for perfumery; cosmetic kits; emery; nail art stickers; false nails; eau 
de Cologne; bases for flower perfumes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; joss sticks; pastes for razor strops; 
dentifrices; pumice stone; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening strips; abrasive cloth; glass cloth; 
lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; toiletries; hair waving 
preparations; laundry soaking preparations; grinding preparations; douching preparations for personal sanitary or 
deodorant purposes [toiletries]; smoothing preparations [starching]; color-removing preparations; leather bleaching 
preparations; polishing preparations; denture polishes; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations 
for slimming purposes; starch glaze for laundry purposes; furbishing preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; 
laundry bleach; dry-cleaning preparations; paint stripping preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; make-up 
removing preparations; floor wax removers [scouring preparations]; varnish-removing preparations; nail care 
preparations; cleaning preparations; preparations for cleaning dentures; wallpaper cleaning preparations; preparations for 
unblocking drain pipes; laundry preparations; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; 
color- [colour-] brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; shining preparations (polish); make-up powder; 
diamantine [abrasive]; stain removers; scouring solutions; false eyelashes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; 
safrol; laundry blueing; turpentine, for degreasing; potpourris [fragrances]; bleaching soda; washing soda, for cleaning; 
bath salts, not for medical purposes; bleaching salts; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; preservatives for leather 

5735



[polishes]; ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent]; astringents for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up 
preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent waving; preparations to make 
the leaves of plants shiny; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; depilatory preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin 
care; shoe cream; cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; mascara; detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations 
and for medical purposes; degreasers other than for use in manufacturing processes; bleaching preparations 
[decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes (essential oils); 
emery cloth; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos; shampoos for pets; dry 
shampoos; sandpaper; soda lye; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint essence 
[essential oil].

5736



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/01/2019; Application No. : 312489 ;Israel 

4229426    10/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475592]
JUDEAN DESERT HERBS DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING LTD

36 Gruner Street 5121206 Bnei Brak Israel

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; non-medicated cleansing preparations for the skin; cleansing and moisturizing 
creams, oils, lotions and preparations; cosmetic lotions; cosmetic facial care preparations; anti-ageing skincare 
preparations; cosmetic gels; massage creams, other than for medical purposes; cosmetic nourishing creams; non-
medicated skin serums; cosmetic masks; cosmetic lotions and creams for reducing the appearance of age spots and 
freckles; eye creams and gels for cosmetic use; skin exfoliants; non-medicated exfoliating preparations for the face; 
massage oils and lotions; oils for cosmetic purposes; sun-tanning and sun protection preparations; after-sun creams; 
facial peel preparations for cosmetic purposes; skin care preparations, namely, skin peels; hand cream; non-medicated 
foot creams; hair care preparations; beauty scrums; body sprays for cosmetic use; cosmetics for eyelashes and 
eyebrows; ampoules containing cosmetic preparations; creams for cellulite reduction for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic 
pads and wipes; nail care preparations; cosmetic soaps; bath soaps in liquid, solid or gel form; bath salts, not for medical 
purposes; cosmetic preparations containing alginates; seaweed for use in cosmetology.

5737



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4229469    17/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475530]
IMAN JAPLAGHY

No:19Dubai Bazar 15Khordad St Bazar Tehran Iran

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Shampoos; cakes of soap; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; ethereal oils; cosmetics; perfumes; dentifrices; 
air fragrancing preparations; facial cleansers.

5738



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/02/2019; Application No. : 4-2019-05224 ;Viet Nam 

4229564    28/02/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475261]
VAN XUAN FMCG INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED

No. 110-112, Kinh Duong Vuong Street, Ward 13, District 6 Ho Chi Minh City Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; cosmetic kits; make-up; perfumery; skin whitening creams; nail polish.

5739



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4229565    08/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475259]
3D INTERNATIONAL LLC

20724 CENTRE POINTE PKWY UNIT 1 SANTA CLARITA CA 91350 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Degreasing preparations not used in manufacturing processes for use on engines, tires, wheels, machinery, tools and 
floors; soaps and detergents for automobile finished surfaces; carpet shampoo; carpet cleaner with deodorizer; 
upholstery cleaners for automobile carpeting and upholstery; preparations for cleaning, protecting and preserving vehicle 
surfaces, namely, vinyl tops, carpets, upholstery, magnesium wire wheels and chrome spokes; glass cleaners; gum 
remover; adhesive remover; tar remover; automobile interior and exterior dressings in the nature of wipe-on pastes and 
aerosol sprays used for protecting, cleaning, restoring and beautifying rubber, vinyl, and leather surfaces; automobile wax 
for cleaning, glazing, sealing and shining paint, glass, metal, leather, vinyl, plastic, and wood surfaces; and general 
purpose cleaning, polishing, and abrasive liquids and powders.

5740



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4229571    13/02/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475266]
SHAN TOU WELLICE DAILY COSMETICS CO.,LTD

LONGMEI INDUSTRIAL DIST., HUDI ROAD, SHANTOU GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cakes of toilet soap; shampoos; facial cleansers; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; perfumery; cosmetics; 
perfumes; hair gel; dentifrice.

5741



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/07/2018; Application No. : 184472051 ;France 

4230582    05/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1474721]
PUIG FRANCE, Société par Actions Simplifiée

65-67 Avenue des Champs Elysées F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicinal toiletry preparations and cosmetic products; perfumery products, essential oils; fragrances for personal 
use; eau de Cologne; eau de parfum; toilet water; perfumed water; perfumes; perfume extracts; non-medicinal body care 
and cleaning preparations; non-medicinal body lotions, milks and creams; deodorants for personal use; antiperspirants 
for personal use; non-medicinal soaps; non-medicinal soaps for personal use; non-medicinal soaps for personal use in 
liquid, solid and gel form; non-medicinal bath gel; non-medicinal shower gel; non-medicinal bath preparations; non-
medicinal bath salts; non-medicinal skin care preparations; perfumed powders; non-medicinal shampoos; non-medicinal 
shaving preparations; non-medicinal pre-shave preparations; nonmedicinal after-shave preparations. 

5742



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000017525 ;Italy 

4230617    01/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474472]
VALENTINO S.P.A.

Via Turati, 16/18 I-20121 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics, including night and day creams; preparations for cleaning and care of the face and body; bubble bath; shaving 
foam; aftershave; make-up foundations; nail polish; body deodorants for men and women; hand and body soap; 
shampoos and hair rinses; hair spray; dentifrices; fragrances, namely perfume, eau de Cologne, and essential oils for 
personal use for men and women.

5743



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000017521 ;Italy 

4230734    01/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474760]
VALENTINO S.P.A.

Via Turati 16/18 I-20121 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics, including night and day creams; preparations for cleaning and care of the face and body; bubble bath; shaving 
foam; aftershave; make-up foundations; nail polish; body deodorants for men and women; hand and body soap; 
shampoos and hair rinses; hair spray; dentifrices; fragrances, namely perfume, eau de Cologne, and essential oils for 
personal use for men and women.

5744



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 4 
 

 

4230682    23/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1474660]
Grupa LOTOS S.A.

ul. Elblaska 135 PL-80-718 Gdansk Poland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Engine oils, industrial oils for surface lubrication, technological oils included in this class, lubricating, motor, grease for 
machines, combustible oils, fuel oils, compressor, turbine, machine, marine oils, gasoline and diesel oils; mineral, semi-
synthetic, synthetic oils.

5745



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/04/2017; Application No. : 40201705927X ;Singapore 

3613532    27/04/2017

[International Registration No. : 1359202]
PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICALS PTE LTD

101 Cecil Street, 17-07 Tong Eng Building Singapore 069533 Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.

6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Mineral dietary supplements for humans; pharmaceutical drugs.

5746



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/07/2017; Application No. : 40201713316V ;Singapore 

3659900    21/07/2017

[International Registration No. : 1369909]
PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICALS PTE LTD

101 Cecil Street, 17-07 Tong Eng Building Singapore 069533 Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.

6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Mineral dietary supplements for humans; pharmaceutical drugs.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

5747



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/11/2018; Application No. : 728549 ;Switzerland 

4186104    19/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468134]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

5748



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4188469    19/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1434277]
BIOFARMA

50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances and foodstuffs for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

5749



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 88155234 ;United States of America 

4189143    08/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1467570]
Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc.

12780 El Camino Real San Diego CA 92130 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neurological, central 
nervous system, and movement diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of tardive 
dyskinesia.

5750



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4190166    12/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468495]
ALPHA (FUJIAN) BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

NO.36, GUOBAO ROAD, DONGQIAO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, NINGDE CITY 352100 FUJIAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Medicines for human purposes; medicinal herbs; disinfectants; depuratives; medicines for veterinary purposes; 
pesticides; teeth filling material; sanitary napkins; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietetic foods adapted for 
medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes.

5751



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : 018029806 ;European Union 

4190281    17/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1467527]
Eye Pharma S.p.A.

Via Borghero 9 I-16148 Genova Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietetic substances adapted for medical use.

5752



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4193208    12/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468704]
SUZHOU HYBIOME BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING CO., LTD

BUILDING NO. 4, NO. 8, JINFENG ROAD, SUZHOU GAOXIN DISTRICT, SUZHOU CITY JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Drugs for medical purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical 
purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; 
depuratives; veterinary preparations; insecticides; dressings, medical; teething (preparations to facilitate -).

5753



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/04/2019; Application No. : 88392395 ;United States of America 

4195492    18/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468980]
Capsugel Belgium NV

Rijksweg 11 B-2880 Bornem

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Empty capsules for pharmaceutical products, dietary and nutritional supplements, vitamins, herbal supplements and 
mineral supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements; vitamins; herbal supplements; mineral supplements.

5754



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 4492073 ;France 

4198269    15/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1469036]
BIOFARMA

50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes cedex France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products; medical preparations; veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances and foodstuffs for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

5755



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4199551    10/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1469818]
CHENGDU KANGHONG PHARMACEUTICALS GROUP CO., LTD.

NO.36, SHUXI RD., JINNIU DISTRICT, CHENGDU SICHUAN China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Disinfectants; solutions for contact lenses; media for bacteriological cultures; medicine cases, portable, filled; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; depuratives; medicines for veterinary purposes; pesticides; disinfectant wipes; 
dressings, medical; teeth filling material; medicines for human purposes; medicinal tea; biochemical medicine; gases for 
medical purposes.

5756



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 04641/2019 ;Switzerland 

4200897    04/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1470110]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

5757



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 04642/2019 ;Switzerland 

4201790    04/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1470082]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

5758



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/10/2018; Application No. : 017968053 ;European Union 

4205993    11/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471243]
Entasis Therapeutics Limited

3rd Floor, 1 Ashley Road Altrincham WA14 2DT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations, namely antibiotics.

5759



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/10/2018; Application No. : 017967815 ;European Union 

4206404    11/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471363]
Entasis Therapeutics Limited

3rd Floor, 1 Ashley Road Altrincham WA14 2DT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations, namely antibiotics.

5760



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4207265    03/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1455036]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

5761



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : 729448 ;Switzerland 

4208204    05/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471346]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

5762



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : 2019-034598 ;Japan 

4228367    04/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475029]
LIVEDO CORPORATION

45-2, Handa-otsu, Kanada-cho Shikoku-chuo-shi Ehime 799-0122 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Disposable incontinence diapers; incontinence diapers; pull up diapers; disposable incontinence pads; incontinence 
pads; disposable incontinence liners; incontinence liners; diapers; diaper covers; disposable diapers for incontinence; 
urine absorbing pads; sanitary pads; urine absorbing liners; paper liners for diapers; sanitary liners.

5763



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 2019-038067 ;Japan 

4230589    10/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474701]
TOKUYAMA CORPORATION

1-1, Mikage-cho, Shunan-shi Yamaguchi 745-8648 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Material for dental crowns and dental bridges; materials for artificial teeth; materials for use in dental prosthetics and 
dental fillings; dental composite materials; materials for tooth restoration; dental materials.

5764



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 21/09/2018; Application No. : AM 51875/2018 ;Austria 

4230750    31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1474873]
Biogena Naturprodukte GmbH & Co KG
Strubergasse 24 A-5020 Salzburg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; sanitary preparations 
for medical purposes; dietic food and substances adapted for medical and veterinary use; dietetic products for a 
balanced diet; starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; food for babies; powdered milk for babies; dietary 
supplements for humans and animals; antioxidants for medical purposes; nutritional supplements and dietetic food 
supplements for sports and performance enhancement, adapted for medical use; meal replacement powders for sports 
and performance enhancement for medical use; mineral food supplements, consisting primarily of vitamins, amino acids, 
minerals and trace elements, adapted for medical purposes; vitamin preparations; preparations for making medicated 
dietetic beverages; medical plasters; materials for surgical dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; 
disinfectants; preparations for destroying noxious animals, fungicides; herbicides.

5765



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4216038    17/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1472694]
SHANDONG BAISHENG METAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

INTERSECTION OF JINSHAN ROAD AND HUBEI ROAD, HIGH-TECH ZONE, LINYI CITY 276000 SHANDONG PROVINCE 
China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Roofing of metal; metal building materials; building boards of metal; roofing tiles of metal; aluminium-plastic panel; 
flashing of metal, for building; tiles of metal for building; ceilings of metal; roof flashing of metal; refractory construction 
materials of metal.

5766



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4218183    16/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1473198]
LINYI JINHU COLOR COATING ALUMINUM INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

ZHUDI, MACHANGHU TOWN, HIGH-TECH ZONE, LINYI CITY 276000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Roofing of metal; metal building materials; building boards of metal; roofing tiles of metal; aluminium-plastic panel; 
flashing of metal, for building; tiles of metal for building; ceilings of metal; roof flashing of metal; refractory construction 
materials of metal.

5767



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4228345    23/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1474995]
QINGDAO HONESTPARTNER INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

No. 1, Haodeboer road, Jiaoxi industrial park, Jiaozhou city, Qingdao city Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-electric metal cable joints; steel pipes; barriers of metal for roads; highway collision barrier (terms too vague in the 
opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); pipes of metal; pipework of metal 
functions of metal for pipes; elbows of metal for pipes; manifolds of metal for pipelines; refractory construction materials 
of metal; metal rope bushing (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); water-pipes of metal; penstock pipes; anti-friction metal; metal pipe for ventilation and air conditioning 
equipment.

5768



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4192322    10/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1468564]
SHENZHEN QIANHAI ZOOME TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

ROOM 201, BUILDING A, NO.1 QIANWAN 1ST ROAD, QIANHAI SHENZHEN-HONG KONG COOPERATION ZONE, 
SHENZHEN CITY 518000 GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Churns; mills [machines]; food preparation machines, electromechanical; bottle washing machines; beverage preparation 
machines, electromechanical; agitators; mixing machines; blenders, electric, for household purposes; mixers [machines]; 
mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated; kitchen machines, electric; scale collectors for machine boilers; 
water heaters [parts of machines]; cleaning appliances utilizing steam.

5769



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2018; Application No. : 4020180163370 ;Republic of Korea 

4199667    10/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1470743]
MIJINSYSTEM Co., Ltd.

6, Jungbu-daero 2565 beon-gil, Yangji-myeon, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Spring balancers for machine tools; grinders; nut assembling machines; drilling machines; bolt assembling machines; air 
screwdrivers; air drills; air impact wrenches; air hammers; electric screwdrivers; electric hand drills.

5770



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4200034    09/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1470447]
CHONGQING HONGJIANG MACHINERY CO., LTD.

404 TANHUA ROAD, YONGCHUAN DISTRICT CHONGQING China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Carburetter feeders; trimming machines; metalworking machines; stands for machines; tools (parts of machines); 
injectors for engines; joints (parts of engines); cylinder heads for engines; motors for boats; control mechanisms for 
machines, engines or motors; centrifugal machines; pumps (parts of machines, engines or motors); pressure valves (parts 
of machines); shaft couplings (machines); steam/oil separators; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; 
machine wheelwork; journals (parts of machines).

5771



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : 017999985 ;European Union 

4205917    09/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471327]
Krebs & Riedel Schleifscheibenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG

Bremer Straße 44 34385 Bad Karlshafen Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Grinding machines and grinding tools for grinding machines; grinding apparatus and grinding tools for grinding 
apparatus; sharpening wheels [parts of machines], in particular worm grinders, slip rings, dish grinding wheels, profile 
grinding wheels, single profile grinding wheels, grinding wheels, flat-side grinding wheels; discs for abrading for use with 
power tools; cutting discs (parts of machines); flexible grinding wheels (parts of machines); grinding wheel bundles (parts 
of machines); vulcanised fibre discs [parts of machines]; sharpening wheels [parts of machines]; grinding bits (parts of 
machines); abrading inserts for use with machines; sanding belts for use with machines; grinding instruments for 
machines.

5772



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 017971818 ;European Union 

4207082    10/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1472121]
Vestas Wind Systems A/S

Hedeager 42 DK-8200 Aarhus N. Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Windmills, wind power plants, wind turbines and other wind-powered machines, parts and accessories for the 
aforementioned goods; mill towers and masts, blades, blade hubs, mill housings, machine beds, rotation devices, yaw 
rings and gears; mill towers and masts, blades, blade hubs, mill housings, machine beds, rotation devices, yaw rings and 
gears, devices for setting the pitch of the wings, brakes and brake devices, main shafts, universal joints, transmission 
devices, clutches and electric generators and reserve power supply plants; generators, including electricity generators; 
wind and solar generators, electric; solar power generators; electrical generators using solar cells; blades for wind 
turbines, wind power installations, wind turbines and other wind-powered machines, including blades with built-in heating 
elements; apparatus (machines) for removing ice formation, including on wind turbines, wind power installations, wind 
turbines and other wind-powered machines; control apparatus for machines, engines or motors, including controllers for 
wind turbines; and parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

5773



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4207170    17/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471866]
ZHEJIANG NAITUO SEWING MACHINE CO., LTD.

No. 19-1 Airport Road, Xiachen Street, Jiaojiang, Taizhou Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Leather-working machines; automatic handling machines being manipulators; fabric cutting machines; button locking 
machines; cloth feeding machines being sewing machines; sewing machines; overlock sewing machines; bedplates for 
industrial sewing machines; stitching machines; driving motors other than for land vehicles.

5774



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4212742    28/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1472383]
NINGBO SUPREME ELECTRONIC MACHINERY INC.

No. 219 North Jingu Rd., Yinzhou District Ningbo China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hemming machines; sewing machines; stitching machines; cup seaming machine; edge sewing machine; rotary steam 
presses, portable, for fabrics; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; robots [machines]; motors, other than for 
land vehicles; pumps [machines].

5775



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4214073    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472719]
NANJING YANTU CAR ACCESSORY CO., LTD.
(JIANGNING DEVELOPMENT ZONE) 5F, BUILDING 1, NO. 99 SHENGTAI ROAD, JIANGNING DISTRICT, NANJING 
JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Weeding machines; mixing machines; electric juicers; automatic handling machines [manipulators]; electric 
wrenches; compressed air pumps; door openers, electric; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; butter 
machines; pistons [parts of machines or engines].

5776



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4228338    09/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475003]
HEBEI LOYAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

YUNKAI ROAD SOUTH, LUQUAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, SHI JIAZHUANG CITY HEBEI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bottle-making machine; tube extracting mill; tube coiling machine; glass-working machines; apparatus and instruments 
for glass industry (including for manufacture of glass for daily use); abraded glass polishing machines; automatic blow 
molding machines; glass cutting machine; pipe grinding machines.

5777



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-050576 ;Japan 

4230672    16/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474678]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOYOTA JIDOSHOKKI

1, Toyoda-cho 2-chome, Kariya-shi Aichi 448-8671 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Spinning frames; machines for making textile articles; spinning machines; looms; automatic looms.

5778



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4230730    05/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474746]
O.C.E.M. - OFFICINA COSTRUZIONI ELETTRO-MECCANICHE-S.R.L.

Via Gran Bretagna, 107 I-50126 FIRENZE Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Floor polishing machines; kneading machines; construction machines; concrete mixers [machines]; presses [machines 
for industrial purposes]; concrete paving machines; sandblasting machines; basket presses; machines and apparatus for 
polishing [electric]; stacking machines; floor sanders; silkscreen printing machines; construction machines; surface 
treatment machines for floors and coverings; surface treatment machines for floor and covering tiles; pallet transferring 
machines; cargo handling machines; robotic handling apparatus; unmanned transportation conveyors being cargo 
handling machines; materials handling conveyors.

5779



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 8 
 

 

4196504    19/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1469511]
NINGBO LUSN INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

3-1, BUILDING B, NO.962 MINGSHU ROAD & NO.35 SHIQIAO ROAD, JIANGSHAN TOWN, YINZHOU DISTRICT, NINGBO 
CITY ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Manicure sets; tableware [knives, forks and spoons]; nail files, electric; nail buffers, electric or non-electric; tweezers; 
knives; ladles [hand tools]; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; beard clippers; nail clippers, electric or 
non-electric; pliers.

5780



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 8 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/11/2018; Application No. : 88205463 ;United States of America 

4225387    18/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474299]
Magpul Industries Corp.

8226 Bee Caves Road Austin TX 78746 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pocket knives.

5781



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 8 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 110 853 ;Germany 

4230664    22/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1474697]
Metabowerke GmbH

Metabo-Allee 1 72622 Nürtingen Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); hand tools, namely manually operated grinding tools and cutting tools; saws 
[hand tools]; grinding discs; emery grinding wheels; grinding wheels; cutting discs; saw blades.

5782



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 88168160 ;United States of America 

4187919    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468090]
PopSockets LLC
5757 Central Avenue Boulder CO 80301 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Structural components for hand grips, stands, and mounts adapted for handheld electronic devices, namely, smartphones, 
tablet computers, cameras, and portable sound and video players, namely, detachable expandable grips.

5783



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4188430    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468436]
SHENZHEN BENJIE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
8/F, B UNIT, 10 BLDG, HUAFENG TECHNOLOTY PARK, FENGTANG AVE. FUYONG, BAO’AN, SHENZHEN 518000 
GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; learning machine; sound recording carriers; cameras 
[photography]; sound pick up; batteries, electric; earphones; portable telephones; portable media players.

5784



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 88179201 ;United States of America 

4190153    22/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467489]
Shure Acquisition Holdings, Inc.
5800 West Touhy Avenue Niles IL 60714 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Microphones.

5785



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 30/11/2018; Application No. : 35014715 ;China 

4190371    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467519]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
HUAWEI ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 518129 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smartphones; tablet computers; computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; operating 
system programs; data processing apparatus; computer memory device; computer software, recorded; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; computer operating software; digital signal processors; memories for data processing 
equipment; computer operating programs; central processing units for processing information, data, sound or images; 
computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; computer hardware; graphics accelerators; 
computer screen saver software; computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; computer 
chatbot software for simulating conversations; computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and 
photographs; computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to mobile telephones; computer software for 
processing digital images; computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; computer programs for user 
interface design.

5786



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 017969839 ;European Union 

4191577    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467484]
THALES DMS FRANCE SAS
2 avenue Gay-Lussac F-78990 Elancourt France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Airborne radars.

5787



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 23/10/2018; Application No. : 4493897 ;France 

4195260    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469261]
PROPHESEE
74 rue du Faubourg Saint-Antoine F-75012 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Neuromorphic algorithms (computer programs), software systems (registered programs), processors (central data 
processing units) and imaging cameras, excluding medical data processing and management software.

5788



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4195279    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469130]
JIANG SU KUAI XIN GUANG XUE KE JI YOU XIAN GONG SI
Glass Industrial Park, Situ Town, Danyang, Zhenjiang City Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eyeglasses; eyeglasses [optics]; sunglasses; eyeglass chains; eyeglass frames; eyeglass frames; eyeglass cases; contact 
lenses; containers for contact lenses.

5789



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4195668    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468629]
SHENZHEN JINHEWANG ELECTRONIC CO., LTD.
Floor 3, No. 29, Liaokeng Road, Baoyuan Community, Shiyan sub-district office, Bao’an District, Shenzhen City 518000 Guangdong 
Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Projection apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; integrated circuits; theft prevention installations, electric.

5790



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4196549    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468672]
FOSHAN NATIONSTAR OPTOELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
NO.18 SOUTH HUABAO ROAD, CHANCHENG DISTRICT, FOSHAN GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Semi-conductors; silicon epitaxial wafer; chips [integrated circuits]; light-emitting diodes [LED]; transmitting tube; 
semiconductor apparatus.

5791



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2018; Application No. : 34940075 ;China 

4196820    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469147]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
HUAWEI ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 518129 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data processing apparatus; computer software [recorded]; computer hardware; computer memory devices; computer 
servers; computers; switchboards; network communication equipment; laptop computers; computer software for 
controlling and managing access server applications; Internet servers; computer network servers; network servers; local 
area network server; network hosting server.

5792



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 88179932 ;United States of America 

4199535    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469815]
SATMAP Incorporated
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 560 Washington DC 20006 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer servers; computer blade servers; computer programs, downloadable computer programs and mobile device 
software for matching contacts and agents in a contact center system, for matching callers and agents in a call center 
system, for matching tasks and agents in a task assignment system, for matching customers and field agents in a dispatch 
center system, for one-to-one matching of individuals in a computer-based data system, for measuring, benchmarking, 
comparing, and reporting of matching service performance, for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, processing, 
transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information, for artificial intelligence matching services, for machine 
learning matching services, for providing web-based access to applications and services through a web operating system 
or portal interface and for providing mobile device-based access to applications and services through a portal interface.

5793



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4199540    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469823]
SAFE AI
741 Calla Dr, Unit 1 Sunnyvale CA 94086 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for automotive technology, namely, artificial intelligence software featuring analytics and 
methodologies for safe autonomous navigation of motor vehicles; automotive navigation systems, namely, artificial 
intelligence software and hardware for safe autonomous navigation of motor vehicles.

5794



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

4226079    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473645]
GUANGZHOU MIPO INUSTRIAL LIMITED
A ROAD 2 FROM SIX BUILDING THREE OR FOUR LAYER, LUOGANG DISTRICT GUANGZHOU CITY China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; printers for use with computers; toner cartridges, 
unfilled, for printers and photocopiers.

5795



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4228721    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475716]
Hyperlean S.r.l.
Via G. Verdi 4 I-60122 ANCONA (AN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; coin-operated mechanisms for vending machines and 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and 
computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

5796



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2018; Application No. : 88209445 ;United States of America 

4230625    13/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474523]
Oracle America, Inc.
500 Oracle Parkway Redwood Shores CA 94065 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs for use in developing and executing other computer programs, and instructional manuals in 
association therewith in downloadable electronic form.

5797



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 10 
 

 

3536068    11/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1301112]
MOTUS GI, INC.
150 Union Square Drive New Hope PA 18938 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices, namely, a device for attachment to a colonoscope for use in cleansing during colorectal procedures.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

5798



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 12/04/2019; Application No. : 88383092 ;United States of America 

4187926    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468301]
Exactech, Inc.
2320 NW 66th Court Gainesville FL 32653 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical implants comprised of artificial materials and associated fixation hardware.

5799



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 11/12/2018; Application No. : 88224684 ;United States of America 

4190162    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467745]
Cook Medical Technologies LLC
750 Daniels Way, P.O. Box 2269 Bloomington IN 47402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices for use in the delivery of diagnostic and therapeutic agents in the field of regenerative medicine; infusion 
catheters.

5800



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 21/01/2019; Application No. : 4020190010721 ;Republic of Korea 

4202065    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469996]
Glotrek Trade Inc.
11F., Glaston Bld., 108 Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
High-frequency esthetic skin massage apparatus for household purposes; electric skin massaging apparatus for 
household purposes; electric facial massage vibrators for household purposes; esthetic massage apparatus for 
household use; electric facial peeling machines for household purposes; electric skin measuring devices for use as parts 
of esthetic massage apparatus; electric whole body massage apparatus for esthetic purposes; portable electric massaging 
apparatus; portable electric facial peeling machine.

5801



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 05/09/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 021 558 ;Germany 

4230725    26/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474932]
Waldemar Link GmbH & Co. KG
Barkhausenweg 10 22339 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical instruments; surgical implants; prostheses, in particular endoprostheses; endoprothetic implants made of 
artificial materials; artificial acetabulum; artificial hip joints; artificial knee joints.

5802



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 34244096 ;China 

4230757    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474851]
CHISON MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
NO.228, CHANGJIANG EAST ROAD, BLOCK 51 AND 53, PHASE 5, SHUOFANG INDUSTRIAL PARK, XINWU DISTRICT, WUXI 
214142 JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; medical apparatus and instruments; diagnostic apparatus for medical 
purposes; X-ray apparatus for medical purposes; galvanic therapeutic appliances; radiological apparatus for medical 
purposes; radiotherapy apparatus; physiotherapy apparatus; ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus for medical use; orthopedic 
articles.

5803



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 16/11/2018; Application No. : UK00003354180 ;United Kingdom 

4185636    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1445396]
Jemella Group Limited
Bridgewater Place, Water Lane Leeds LS11 5BZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair dryers.

5804



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 025 704 ;Germany 

4230579    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475094]
OSRAM GmbH
Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6 80807 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting apparatus, especially electric lamps and luminaires; lighting apparatus and systems composed thereof, especially 
on basis of light emitting diodes (LED), also on basis of organic LEDs; LED lamps and luminaires and their parts (included 
in class 11); lighting lamps and lighting apparatus and systems consisting thereof, as well as their parts (included in class 
11) on basis of LEDs; LED composed modules, namely modules consisting of LEDs and organic LEDs, with light functions 
for illumination applications.

5805



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 12 
 

4189061    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467361]
SHANGHAI QIAKONG INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CO., LTD.
ROOM 109, BUILDING 4, NO.455, YANZHAN ROAD, SONGJIANG DISRICT SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Strollers; motorcycles; electric tricycle; electric bicycles; electric vehicles; bicycles; pumps for bicycle tires; 
motor scooters; tires for vehicle wheels; anti-theft devices for vehicles.

5806



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 1964045 ;Australia 

4200875    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470150]
BIS Industries Limited
L1 Brightwater House, 355 Scarborough Beach Rd OSBORNE PARK WA 6017 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Large load carrying trucks for use in mining and quarrying; large self-powered load carrying trucks for use in mining and 
quarrying.

5807



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 12 
 

4207154    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471867]
Xiaodao Science and Technology Corp.
JiuYuan Industrial Park, BaoDi District Tianjin City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric bicycles; electric tricycles; motor tricycles; electric vehicles; motorcycles; moped; golf carts [vehicles]; 
motorcycle wheel hub; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; mopeds.

5808



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 12 
 

4208680    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471914]
Xiaodao Science and Technology Corp.
JiuYuan Industrial Park, BaoDi District Tianjin City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Moped; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; electric vehicles; mobility scooters; motorcycles; electric 
tricycles; motor tricycles; bicycles; electric bicycles; mopeds.

5809



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 12 
 

4216838    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473048]
Xiaodao Science and Technology Corp.
JiuYuan Industrial Park, BaoDi District Tianjin City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric bicycles; electric tricycles; moped; golf carts [vehicles]; motorcycle wheel hub; motorcycles; mopeds; motor 
tricycles.

5810



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 12 
 

4228350    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474997]
QINGDAO YAKAI AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY AND TRADE CO., LTD.
NO.340, SANCHENG ROAD, PINGDU CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bodies for vehicles; tilting-carts; mine cars; refrigerated vehicles; refrigerated railway wagons; sprinkling trucks; trailers 
[vehicles]; dining cars; wagons; trucks for food delivery.

5811



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 12 
 

4229569    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475258]
SEGER SES VE ELEKTRIKLI GEREÇLER SANAYI ANONIM SIRKETI
Demirtas Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, M.Karaer Caddesi, No: 22 Bursa Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Anti-theft alarms for vehicles, horns for vehicles.

5812



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 23/05/2013; Application No. : 647115 ;Switzerland 

2667552    30/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1176629]
RICHEMONT INTERNATIONAL SA
Route des Biches 10 CH-1752 Villars-sur-Glâne - Fribourg Switzerland Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry; jewelry products; cuff links; tie clips; rings; bracelets; earrings; necklaces; brooches; key rings of precious 
metal; timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; chronometers; wall clocks; watch cases; dials (clock and 
watch making); movements for timepieces; alarm clocks; watch straps; boxes of precious metal for watches and jewelry.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

5813



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 14 
 

4209230    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471637]
Wang Zhen
No.1, Lane 3, Longquan Road, Tengzhou Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bracelets [jewellery]; jewellery charms; hoop earrings; jewellery for the head; earrings; necklaces [jewellery]; ankle chains; 
drop earrings; jewelry for women; rings [jewellery].

5814



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 17 
 

4228267    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474831]
GUANGZHOU BANSHANG RUBBER PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
ROOM 2417, NO. 5 HUANGPU EAST ROAD, HUANGPU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rubber, raw or semi-worked; stuffing rings; rubber seals for jars; sealant compounds for joints; acrylic resins, semi-
processed; cylinder jointings; padding materials of rubber or plastics; cords of rubber; flexible hoses, not of metal; 
soundproofing materials; electrical insulating materials.

5815



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 17 
 

Priority claimed from 15/08/2018; Application No. : 40201816127S ;Singapore 

4229531    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475132]
GOLDEN CYCLE MARKETING PTE LTD.
40 Jalan Pemimpin, 01-08 Tat Ann Building Singapore 577185 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plastic sheet material adapted to be cut into shaped pieces for use in making signs and devices for advertising, display 
and instructional purposes; adhesive tapes for uses other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes.

5816



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 17 
 

4229562    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475278]
TIANJIN KAIHUA INSULATION MATERIAL CO., LTD
No. 27 Yijing Road, Dongli District Tianjin China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insulating varnish; insulating materials; insulating paints; dielectrics [insulators]; insulating oils; insulating tape and band; 
insulators; insulating oil for transformers.

5817



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 18
 

4185679    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1425516]
PI-Design AG
Kantonsstrasse 100 CH-6234 Triengen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Wallets; purses; attaché cases; card wallets [leatherware]; bags; traveling bags; bags (envelopes, pouches) of 
leather for packaging; bags for campers; bags for climbers; beach bags; net bags for shopping; handbags; school 
satchels; shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; shoulder bags; overnight bags; backpacks; umbrellas; umbrella 
covers; parasols; walking sticks; boxes and cases of leather or leather fiber; leather key cases; luggage tags of leather; 
suitcases; trunks and suitcases; traveling sets (leatherware); cases for business cards and credit card cases.

5818



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 18 
 

Priority claimed from 09/11/2018; Application No. : 88187743 ;United States of America 

4228210    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475441]
The Basu Group, Inc.
2227 US Highway One, 162 North Brunswick NJ 08902 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
All-purpose carrying bags; backpacks; belt bags and hip bags; book bags; bum bags; clutch bags; clutch purses; 
cosmetic bags sold empty; messenger bags; purses; school bags; sports bags; evening handbags; handbags, purses and 
wallets; leather handbags; toiletry bags sold empty; tote bags; travel bags; cosmetic carrying cases sold empty; goods 
made of leather, namely, key cases; business card cases; coin cases, not of precious metals; luggage; trunks being 
luggage; suitcases; suit bags; wheeled suitcases and tote bags; garment bags for travel; umbrellas; bags for umbrellas, 
parasols.

5819



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 19 
 

Priority claimed from 29/11/2018; Application No. : 4-2018-42103 ;Viet Nam 

4230648    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474597]
Gom My Joint Stock Company
Hoang Gian Moi Village, Hoang Tien Commune Chi Linh Town, Hai Duong Province Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fired clay bricks and tiles for building, terra-cotta (building material).

5820



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 21 
 

4095433    27/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449789]
WANG, SOO JUNG
104-1202, deokso-ro 206, Wabu-eup, Namyangju-si Gyeonggi-do 12274 KR
SONG, BANG HYANG
301, Yangjae-daero 1404-41, Gangdong-gu Seoul 05363 KR
WANG, YOUNG BIN
102, 2203, Deokso-ro 118-27, Wabu-eup, Namyangju-si Gyeonggi-do 12214 KR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Containers for household or kitchen use; buckets; portable plastic containers for household and kitchen use; all-purpose 
portable household containers; lunch pails; mixing bowls; containers for side dishes; sandwich boxes; containers for 
preserving food; kitchen utensils; nests of food boxes; cake covers; buckets for household use; vacuum containers for 
foodstuffs; vacuum flasks for holding food; plastic cups; glasses [receptacles]; kitchen containers; lockable household 
containers, not of metal, for food; mugs, not of precious metal.

5821



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 21 
 

4205934    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471731]
YIWU WEIXIAO IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD
Room 705, No. 1377, Chouzhou North Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cauldrons; stew-pans; frying pans; cooking pots; iron pans; cooking pot sets; pot lids; kitchen utensils; hot pots, not 
electrically heated; food steamers, non-electric.

5822



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2013; Application No. : 86127168 ;United States of America 

2725044    09/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1198503]
COOLEY LLP
1299 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Suite 700 Washington DC 20004 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Articles of clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, hats; headgear, namely, sports hats, caps; infant wear.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

5823



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 25 
 

4196429    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469202]
LIN YUWEI
NO. 10, XINMA ROAD, ZHOUWEI VILLAGE, LUOZHOU TOWN, CANGSHAN DISTRICT, FUZHOU CITY FUJIAN PROVINCE 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; coats; sandals; shoes; boots; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; girdles; slippers.

5824



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 25 
 

 

4196506    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469443]
LISEN YE
NO. 3, SIMAO, GUIYAO VILLAGE, LONGMEN, ANXI COUNTY, QUANZHOU CITY 362000 FUJIAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; head scarves; shoes; hosiery; underwear; hats; swimsuits; layettes [clothing]; belts [clothing]; gloves 
[clothing].

5825



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 25 
 

4196788    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468983]
RYO RACING WEAR ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
1F., NO.3, LN. 28, WENFU ST., FENGSHAN DIST 830, KAOHSIUNG CITY TAIWAN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jackets (clothing); coats; raincoats; shoes; socks; gloves (clothing); belts (clothing); pants.

5826



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 27/12/2018; Application No. : 4511138 ;France 

4199691    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471044]
SOCIETE TEXTILE DES ARTICLES RENOMA S.T.A.R.
113 avenue Victor Hugo F-75116 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, clothing of leather; underwear; layettes [clothing]; dress suits; wedding dresses; bathing suits; bathing 
caps; footwear, slippers; socks, tights, stockings; headgear; belts, suspenders; scarves, headscarves, shawls, gloves, 
neckties; bathrobes; disguises (costumes).

5827



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 28/01/2019; Application No. : 88279690 ;United States of America 

4201970    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470454]
Nirvana, LLC
c/o Jill Berliner, Rimon P.C., 2029 Century Park East, Suite 400N Los Angeles CA 90076 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shoes, namely, boots, boots uppers, half-boots, boots for sports, lace boots, ankle boots, ski boots, football boots, felted 
boots, football shoes, slippers, bath slippers, beach shoes, sandals, bath sandals, esparto shoes or sandals, footwear, 
footwear uppers, foot muffs, gymnastic shoes, heels, non-slipping devices for footwear; clothing, namely, shirts, short-
sleeve shirts, t-shirts, tanks, camisoles, sports singlets, vests, coats, collars, detachable collars, belts; dresses, dress 
shields, fishing vests, fur coats, fur jackets, jumpsuits, hoodies, hoods, jackets, jerseys, sports jerseys, jumper dresses, 
kimonos, layettes, leotards, outer jackets, winter jackets, outdoor clothing, overcoats, topcoats, petticoats, waistcoats, 
parkas, cloak, cape, ponchos, suits, sweaters, pullovers, uniforms, overalls, smocks; pants, namely, shorts, trunks, beach 
trunks, breeches, hosiery, leggings, tights, panties, pants, trousers, stockings, gaiters, lounge pants; headgear, namely, 
hats, bucket hats, caps, baseball caps, bandanas, headbands, shower caps, top hats, cap peaks, turbans, visors, berets; 
beanies, skull caps; dresses, dressing gowns, uniforms, karate uniforms, kimonos, aprons, gabardines, capes, 
hairdressing capes; baby clothing, namely, bibs, baby jumpsuits; scarves, fur scarves, fur stoles, veils, neckties, bowties, 
boas, mufflers, ponchos, pocket squares, shawls; underwear, namely, boxer shorts; bras, brassieres, teddies, knickers, 
panties, bodices; pajamas, bodysuits, leotards, underpants, underclothing; gloves, fingerless gloves, mittens, ski gloves, 
cuffs, wristbands, socks, sock suspenders, garters, stockings, stocking suspenders, sock suspenders, suspenders, 

5828



girdles, trouser straps, gaiter straps; swimsuits, bathing suits, beach clothes, bath robes, bathing caps, overalls, smocks, 
shower caps, sleep masks, skirts, skorts, sashes, wet suits for water sports; clothing, namely, clothing of leather, clothing 
made of man-made leather, clothing made of imitations of leather, waterproof clothing, cyclists' clothing, embroidered 
clothing, motorists' clothing, money belts, muffs, ear muffs, footmuffs, ready-made clothing, ready-made linings, clothing 
for gymnastics, hoods, knitwear, layettes, leg warmers, uniforms, paper clothing, paper hat, pockets, togas; heels, soles, 
inner soles, non-slipping devices for footwear, welts for footwear, studs for football boots; cuffs, wristbands, sleep 
masks.

5829



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 25 
 

4226088    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473678]
Franky De Smet-Van Damme
's Gravenstraat 63 B-8000 Brugge

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, including t-shirts, printed t-shirts, short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts, sweaters, hooded pullovers, hoodies, 
footwear, shoes, sneakers, headgear, hats [headwear], baseball caps; caps [headwear].

5830



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 28 
 

4195498    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468911]
ANHUI INNSTAR FITNESS EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
BUILDING B-13D, GONGTOU LIHENG INDUSTRIAL PLAZA, FANHUA WEST ROAD, TAOHUA INDUSTRIAL PARK, 
JINGKAI DISTRICT, HEFEI ANHUI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Body-building apparatus; machines for physical exercises; game equipment; toys; protective paddings [parts of sports 
suits]; fishing tackle; apparatus for games; fitness swing machine or sports swing machine.

5831



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 28 
 

4202821    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468848]
CHUZHOU HENG JIA SPORTS PRODUCTS LIMITED
INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT AREA C, LAIAN COUNTY, CHUZHOU CITY 102400 ANHUI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Playing balls; bladders of balls for games; balls for games; body-building apparatus.

5832



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 18/10/2018; Application No. : 728853 ;Switzerland 

4228271    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474815]
Alex Hochstrasser
Seefeldstrasse 178 CH-8008 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees.

5833



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 28 
 

 

4230568    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475460]
GUANGZHOU PAPER INFINITY CULTURAL PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
Floor 1-2, Building 62, No. 200, Fangcun Avenue East, Liwan District, Guangzhou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys; dolls' houses; confetti; toy models; scale model kits (toys); toy figures; playing cards.

5834



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 28 
 

 

4230645    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474580]
Beijing Calorie Information Technology Co., Ltd.
301, No. 22 Jianchang Hutong, Dongcheng District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Games; shin guards [sports articles].

5835



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 28 
 

4230646    26/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474593]
LUXILON INDUSTRIES, naamloze vennootschap
Vosveld 11 B-2110 Wijnegem

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rackets, racket covers and bags; nets for sports, balls, badminton plumes; strings for rackets for tennis, badminton, 
squash and racketball; grips for rackets; ball machines.

5836



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 22/10/2018; Application No. : 88164538 ;United States of America 

4190811    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467517]
Beyond Meat, Inc.
1325 E. El Segundo Boulevard El Segundo CA 90245 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Meat substitutes; vegan and vegetarian meat products; plant-based meat substitutes.

5837



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 29 
 

4195249    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469151]
SHANGHAI DIFENGSHENG CULTURE COMMUNICATION CO., LTD.
B62, BUILDING 18, NO.2788, JIZHAI ROAD, MINHANG DISTRICT SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Yoghurt / yogurt; nuts, prepared; milk beverages, milk predominating; crystallized fruits / frosted fruits; potato crisps / 
potato chips; fish-based foodstuffs; peanuts, prepared; milk products; fruit jellies.

5838



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 29 
 

4196383    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468723]
JIA YI FAN
NO.45 XIATANG STREET, RIHUI ROAD VILLAGE, LINGXIA TOWN, JINDONG DISTRICT, JINHUA CITY ZHEJIANG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Peanuts, processed; fruit, preserved; charcuterie; hot dog sausage; chips (fruit); flakes (potato).

5839



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 29 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 018036244 ;European Union 

4230590    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474728]
VISCOFAN, S.A.
C/ Berroa, nº 15, 4ª pl., Polígono Industrial Berroa E-31192 TAJONAR (NAVARRA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gut for making sausages; natural and artificial sausage casings.

5840



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 30 
 

 

4199669    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470944]
UNITOP Spólka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia
Andrzeja Struga 61 PL-90-959 Lódz Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.

5841



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 30 
 

4200906    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470253]
STAR LAKE BIOSCIENCE CO., INC. ZHAOQING GUANGDONG
NO.67 GONGNONG ROAD NORTH, ZHAOQING CITY 510623 GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee; tea; tea-based beverages; sugar; candy; honey; pastries; cereal preparations; noodles; popcorn; starch for food; 
ice cream; cooking salt; soya sauce; seasonings; leaven; aromatic preparations for food; preparations for stiffening 
whipped cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff.

5842



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 30 
 

4208286    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471683]
Shandong Huamei Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
Huamei Industrial Park, Meigui Town, Pingyin County, Ji'nan City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee; tea; tea-based beverages; sugar; honey; cereal preparations; wheat flour; popcorn; ice cream; condiments.

5843



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 30 
 

4228331    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475629]
Rizhao Gongqing Tea Co., Ltd.
West Hill, Yatou Village, Houcun Town, Donggang District, Rizhao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tea; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes.

5844



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 32 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003381431 ;United Kingdom 

4228603    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474889]
Nasco Foods Ltd
Dean Way Great Western Industrial Park UB2 4SB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Carbonated soft drinks; dark malt drink; light malt drink; ginger beer; cola; lemonade; orangeade; non-alcoholic beer; 
fruit juice; apple juice; orange juice; cranberry juice; mango juice; red grape juice; alcoholic beer; alcoholic pale ale.

5845



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 33 
 

 

4193129    19/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469575]
GUIZHOU MOUTAI DISTILLERY (GROUP) XIJIU CO., LTD.
XIJIU TOWN, XISHUI COUNTY, ZUNYI CITY 564622 GUIZHOU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages, except beer; fruit extracts, alcoholic; wine; rice alcohol; sake; spirits [beverages]; alcoholic 
beverages containing fruit.

5846



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 33 
 

4228585    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475053]
KING ALCOHOL INDUSTRIES (S) PTE. LTD.
16 Wan Lee Road, Jurong Industrial Estate Singapore 627946 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Acanthopanax wine (ogapiju); alcoholic beverages (except beers); alcoholic beverages containing fruit; alcoholic 
carbonated beverages, except beer; alcoholic cocktails containing milk; alcoholic cocktails in the form of chilled gelatins; 
alcoholic energy drinks; alcoholic essences; alcoholic extracts; alcoholic preparations for making beverages; alcoholic 
punches; alcopops; anise [liqueur]; baijiu [chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; basi [alcoholic beverage]; black 
raspberry wine (bokbunjaju); blackcurrant liqueur; blended whisky; blended wine; bourbon whisky; brandy; brandy based 
liqueurs; chinese brewed liquor (laojiou); chinese mixed liquor (wujiapie-jiou); chinese spirit of sorghum (gaolian-jiou); 
chinese white liquor (baiganr); cider; cider coolers (beverages); cocktails; cooking wine; dessert wine; distilled alcoholic 
beverages; distilled beverages; distilled spirits of rice (awamori); wine-based drinks; dry fortified wine; dry red wine; dry 
sparkling wines; dry white wine; fortified wines; fruit based alcoholic beverages; fruit extracts, alcoholic; gin; ginger wine; 
grape wine; japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor (shiro-zake); kirsch; malt whisky; mint flavoured liqueurs; minuman 
brem [rice wine]; mulled wines; napoleon brandy; nira [fermented alcoholic palm juice]; nira [sugarcane-based alcoholic 
beverage]; non-sparkling wines; orange liqueurs; peppermint liqueurs; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-
based; prepared wine cocktails; red wine; rice alcohol; rose wines; rum [alcoholic beverage]; rum punch; sake; sato [rice 
wine]; sparkling cider; sparkling fruit wine; sparkling grape wine; sparkling wines; spirit-based cocktails; spirits 
[beverages]; still wines; strawberry wine; sweet fortified wine; sweet red wine; sweet sparkling wine; sweet white wine; 
sweet wine; table wines; teuk thnot chhou [fermented alcoholic palm juice]; tonic liquor containing mamushi-snake 
extracts (mamushi-zake); tonic liquor flavored with japanese plum extracts (umeshu); tonic liquor flavored with pine 
needle extracts (matsuba-zake); tuak [fermented alcoholic palm juice]; tuba [fresh coconut wine]; tubu [alcoholic 
beverage]; vermouth; vintage wines; vodka; whisky; white wine; wine; yellow rice wine.

5847



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 33 
 

 

4230690    07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1474648]
Sky Group Slovakia, s. r. o.
Nálepkova 7122/28 Piešt’any Slovakia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Distilled beverages; wines; liqueurs; mead [hydromel]; spirits; eaux-de-vie; piquette; perry; whisky; alcoholic beverages, 
excluding beers; rum; vodka.

5848



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 33 
 

4230712    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474529]
Quanzhou QiPaiRed Import and Export Trade Co. Ltd
Building 206, District 9, Chengxi Road South, Licheng District, Quanzhou City 362000 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fruit extracts, alcoholic; wine; brandy; whisky; alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; 
rice alcohol; vodka.

5849



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 34 
 

4193175    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468777]
SHENZHEN COOLBAR TECH CO., LTD.
No. 712, Building B, Chentian Dingjunshan Film Culture Science and Technology Creative Park, Chentian Community, Xixiang Street, 
Baoan District 518102 Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigars; cigarette cases; electronic cigarettes; tobacco; cigarette tips; ashtrays for smokers; cigarette paper; flavourings, 
other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; matches; lighters for smokers.

5850



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 34 
 

4208285    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472188]
SHENZHEN FREEMAX TECH CO.,LTD.
1ST & 3RD FLOOR, NO.17, DAXING 1ST ROAD, BUYONG VILLAGE, SHAJING STREET, BAOAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 
GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; cigarette cases; 
oral vaporizers for smokers; lighters for smokers; tobacco pipes; tobacco; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use 
in electronic cigarettes.

5851



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 34 
 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2018; Application No. : 017987289 ;European Union 

4229578    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475238]
Adalya Tobacco International GmbH
Vogelsanger Weg 80 40470 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco and tobacco products (including substitutes); matches; articles for use with tobacco; flavorings, other than 
essential oils, for tobacco; tobacco free cigarettes, other than for medical purposes; cigarettes containing tobacco 
substitutes, not for medical purposes; personal vaporisers for smokers and electronic cigarettes, and flavourings and 
solutions therefor.

5852



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 35 
 

4196457    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469186]
CHOCOLOCO INTERNATIONAL SA
15, Rue Pierre-Fatio CH-1204 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Organization of trade fairs, exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes; promotion of the goods and 
services of others; public relations; business management and organization consultancy; advertising; advertising 
consultancy.

5853



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 35 
 

4205911    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472204]
MOREMOON CARTOON MEDIA LLC
2ND FLOOR, BUILDING A, BIHAIFUTONGCHENG ER QI, XIXIANG AVE., BAOAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN GUANGDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Organize fashion shows for advertising or sales; import-export agency services; marketing; shop window dressing; 
auctioneering; rental of sales stands; talent agency services in the nature of business management of performing artists; 
demonstration of goods; design of advertising materials; advertising.

5854



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 27/02/2019; Application No. : 40201904111Q ;Singapore 

4207107    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471951]
DigitalCrowd Pte. Ltd.
6 Battery Road, 10-01 Singapore 049909 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brokerage; capital investment; charitable fund raising; electronic funds transfer; financial analysis; financing services; 
hire-purchase financing; investment of funds; lease-purchase financing; lending against security; loans [financing]; 
organization of monetary collections; providing financial information via a web site.

5855



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 38 
 

Priority claimed from 12/03/2015; Application No. : 86562047 ;United States of America 

3168303    24/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263601]
TATA COMMUNICATIONS (AMERICA) INC.
2355 Dulles Corner Boulevard, Suite 700 Herndon VA 20171 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telecommunication services, namely, providing an online team collaboration user interface for web browsers, tablets and 
mobile devices featuring text messaging, video conferencing, file sharing, content feeds and app integration.

5856



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 38 
 

4195310    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469540]
GUANGZHOU SHIRUI ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
192 KEZHU ROAD, SCIENCE PARK, Economic and Technical Development District 510663 GUANGZHOU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Radio broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; television broadcasting; message sending; electronic bulletin board 
services [telecommunications services]; communications by computer terminals; videoconferencing services; computer 
aided transmission of messages and images; teleconferencing services; providing online forums; providing Internet 
chatrooms; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; transmission of digital files; providing user 
access to global computer networks; voice mail services; streaming of data; transmission of greeting cards online.

5857



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 40 
 

Priority claimed from 05/12/2018; Application No. : 725538 ;Switzerland 

4208289    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472173]
IHI Ionbond AG
Industriestrasse 211 CH-4600 Olten Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vapor deposition of substrates with ceramic and metal compounds; vapor deposition of substrates with ceramic and 
metal compounds according to the order and specifications of others; vapor deposition of substrates with ceramic and 
metal compounds for protective purposes based on PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) technologies.

5858



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 40 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2018; Application No. : 81982/2018 ;Switzerland 

4230691    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474631]
Oerlikon Surface Solutions AG, Pfäffikon
Churerstrasse 120 CH-8808 Pfäffikon Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Stripping of substrates, in particular of coated tools, in particular coated with wear-resistant materials.

5859



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 41 
 

4228315    08/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475666]
HWANG, OOG
A-2005, 48, Jungang-daero, Seongsan-gu, Changwon-si Gyeongsangnam-do 51504 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tutoring; education information; consultancy relating to education instruction; instruction in art psychotherapy; 
intellectual property rights education academies; publication of books; practical training [demonstration]; arranging and 
conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of congresses; organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes.

5860



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 05/10/2018; Application No. : 88145132 ;United States of America 

4185772    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467832]
VIMODE LLC
3225 Greens Avenue Orlando FL 32804 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for allowing users to virtually try on apparel, shoes and 
accessories.

5861



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2018; Application No. : 88206697 ;United States of America 

4187915    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467821]
KMC Commander, LLC
19476 Industrial Drive New Paris IN 46553 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring and scheduling changes, providing alarms and 
analyzing and reporting energy usage trends in HVAC systems, lighting systems, security systems and other building 
systems; installation of building control software; application service provider featuring application programming 
interface (API) software for monitoring and scheduling changes, providing alarms and analyzing and reporting energy 
usage trends in HVAC systems, lighting systems, security systems and other building systems; software development 
and product development in the field of building control; computer software development in the field of building control; 
application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for use in building control; 
engineering services in the field of design, manufacture, assembly and installation of control systems for HVAC, lighting, 
security and other building operations.

5862



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 42 
 

4200825    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471103]
CloudEngage, Inc.
421 W. Riverside Ave. Suite 1555 Spokane WA 99201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software accessible via the Internet and mobile services, for delivering 
geo-targeted information and location discovery services to consumers and members of loyalty programs, namely, retail 
store or other local outlet or office location information and directions, advertisements, offers and incentives; software as 
a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data analysis and management to aid companies or organizations that 
distribute services through multiple local outlets; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software accessible via 
the Internet and mobile services, for delivering geo-targeted information and location discovery services to consumers 
and members of loyalty programs, namely, retail store or other local outlet or office location information and directions, 
advertisements, offers and incentives for digital commerce for media companies and other organizations to resell to their 
advertisers, members or affiliates.

5863



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 19/10/2018; Application No. : 3347012 ;United Kingdom 

4213913    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472594]
VAKT Global Limited
Floor 24, 1 Canada Square London E14 5AB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Platform as a service [PaaS]; software as a service [SaaS]; design, development, creation, hosting, operation and 
maintenance of computer platforms and websites (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations); design, development, creation, hosting, operation and maintenance of software 
platforms and websites (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); design, development, creation, hosting, operation and maintenance of software and platforms for secure 
network operations (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); design, development, creation, hosting, operation and maintenance of software and platforms utilising 
blockchain technology (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); design, development, creation, hosting, operation and maintenance of software, computer platforms and 
websites for use in digital contracts used in the execution of actions within a decentralized or centralized blockchain 
(terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); design, 
development, creation, hosting, operation and maintenance of software, computer platforms and websites for use in the 
post-trade and pre-settlement phases of commercial transactions (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); constructing an internet platform for electronic commerce; 
electronic data and document storage; design and development of computer software and systems; design and 
development of software to enable or facilitate the uploading, downloading, posting, displaying, linking and sharing of 
data, images, text and graphics; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications via websites, cloud 
computing networks and online platforms; providing online network services that enable users to transfer data and to 
share data via the Internet (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); providing use of online platforms utilising blockchain technology (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing use of non-downloadable cloud-based 
software for use in facilitating third party businesses to transact business by allowing users to perform electronic 
business transactions via the internet; design, development, creation, hosting, operation and maintenance of application 
programming interface (API) software for use in and deployment and management of smart contract systems (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); installation, maintenance 
and technical support of computer software and systems (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – 
Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing users of electronic communications networks with means of 
identifying, locating, grouping, distributing, and managing data (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); technical and technological consultancy services (terms too vague 
in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); computer consultancy services 
(terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); information, 
advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid services.

5864



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 12/11/2018; Application No. : 20182540 ;Belarus 

4229567    11/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475283]
Limited Liability Company "BlitzTeam"
ul. Platonova, d. 49, pom. 24 220005 Minsk Belarus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; water analysis; computer system analysis; 
handwriting analysis [graphology]; chemical analysis; energy auditing; architectural services; recovery of computer data; 
interior design; industrial design; graphic arts design; oil-field surveys; geological surveys; engineering; computer virus 
protection services; installation of computer software; meteorological information; material testing; textile testing; 
bacteriological research; biological research; geological research; research in the field of environmental protection; 
cosmetic research; mechanical research; chemical research; research and development of new products for others; 
scientific research; analysis for oil-field exploitation; underwater exploration; technical research; calibration [measuring]; 
web site design consultancy; computer security consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; consultancy in the 
design and development of computer hardware; architectural consultancy; Internet security consultancy; computer 
software consultancy; data security consultancy; technological consultancy; oil-well testing; quality control; vehicle 
roadworthiness testing; land surveying; dress designing; updating of computer software; monitoring of computer 
systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; 
monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; maintenance of computer software; 
authenticating works of art; design of interior decor; quality evaluation of standing timber; quality evaluation of wool; 
digitization of documents [scanning]; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; urban planning; 
providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site / providing information on computer 
technology and programming via a website; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to 
carbon offsetting; providing search engines for the Internet; conversion of computer programs and data, other than 
physical conversion; conducting technical project studies; computer system design; rental of web servers; computer 
rental; rental of computer software; unlocking of mobile phones; geological prospecting; oil prospecting; hosting 
computer sites [web sites]; server hosting; construction drafting; cloud seeding; consultancy in the field of energy-
saving; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; 
creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer programming; technical writing; duplication of computer 
programs; cloud computing; chemistry services; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; 
packaging design; off-site data backup; computer technology consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; 
scientific laboratory services; weather forecasting; styling [industrial design]; cartography services; data encryption 
services; research in the field of physics; electronic data storage; surveying; electronic monitoring of credit card activity 
to detect fraud via the Internet; electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the 
Internet.

5865



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 12/11/2018; Application No. : 20182539 ;Belarus 

4230670    11/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474692]
Limited Liability Company "BlitzTeam"
ul. Platonova, d. 49, pom. 24 220005 Minsk Belarus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; water analysis; computer system analysis; 
handwriting analysis [graphology]; chemical analysis; energy auditing; architectural services; recovery of computer data; 
interior design; industrial design; graphic arts design; oil-field surveys; geological surveys; engineering; computer virus 
protection services; installation of computer software; meteorological information; material testing; textile testing; 
bacteriological research; biological research; geological research; research in the field of environmental protection; 
cosmetic research; mechanical research; chemical research; research and development of new products for others; 
scientific research; analysis for oil-field exploitation; underwater exploration; technical research; calibration [measuring]; 
web site design consultancy; computer security consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; consultancy in the 
design and development of computer hardware; architectural consultancy; Internet security consultancy; computer 
software consultancy; data security consultancy; technological consultancy; oil-well testing; quality control; vehicle 
roadworthiness testing; land surveying; dress designing; updating of computer software; monitoring of computer 
systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; 
monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; maintenance of computer software; 
authenticating works of art; design of interior decor; quality evaluation of standing timber; quality evaluation of wool; 
digitization of documents [scanning]; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; urban planning; 
providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site / providing information on computer 
technology and programming via a website; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to 
carbon offsetting; providing search engines for the Internet; conversion of computer programs and data, other than 
physical conversion; conducting technical project studies; computer system design; rental of web servers; computer 
rental; rental of computer software; unlocking of mobile phones; geological prospecting; oil prospecting; hosting 
computer sites [web sites]; server hosting; construction drafting; cloud seeding; consultancy in the field of energy-
saving; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; 
creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer programming; technical writing; duplication of computer 
programs; cloud computing; chemistry services; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; 
packaging design; off-site data backup; computer technology consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; 
scientific laboratory services; weather forecasting; styling [industrial design]; cartography services; data encryption 
services; research in the field of physics; electronic data storage; surveying; electronic monitoring of credit card activity 
to detect fraud via the Internet; electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the 
Internet.

5866



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 43 
 

Priority claimed from 12/06/2018; Application No. : 017916528 ;European Union 

3895073    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412941]
KERTEN UNLIMITED COMPANY
13-18 City Quay Dublin 2, D02 ED70 IE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of food and drink; temporary accommodation; café services; cafeteria services; restaurant services.

5867



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 43 
 

4228650    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475741]
Startright Enterprise Pte Ltd
190 Clemenceau Avenue, 04-02 Singapore Shopping Centre Singapore 239924 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nurseries and day care centers; child day-care services; providing child care centers.

5868



Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 45 
 

Priority claimed from 04/03/2019; Application No. : m 2019 04999 ;Ukraine 

4214206    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472929]
Romanoff Roman Borysovych
prospekt Shevchenka, 33, kv. 80 m. Odesa 65058 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online social networking services.

5869



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 14/10/2013; Application No. : 2964/2013 ;Iceland 

2932595    11/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1235277]
GLU MOBILE INC.
500 Howard Street, Suite 300 San Francisco CA 94105 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer 
software; video games software for mobile devices, personal computers, consoles and tablets; electronic game 
programs; downloadable electronic game programs; electronic game software; computer game programs; downloadable 
computer game programs; interactive game programs; interactive game software; cinematographic apparatus; protective 
carrying cases specially adapted for phones and handheld computers; computer operating programs, recorded; computer 
software, recorded; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer 
software applications, downloadable; computer keyboards; digital photo frames; headphones; microphones; mouse 
pads; smartphones; USB flash drives.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; equipment for playing a board game, namely, playing board, dice, rules of play, question and answer cards, card 
boxes, player tokens and scoring wedges sold both as a unit and separately; board games; electronic game equipment 
for playing video games, namely, hand held units for playing video games other than those adapted for use with an 
external display screen or monitor; non electric hand-held skill games, soft dolls, not for animals; puzzles; toy action 
figures, not for animals; balloons and yo-yos; plush toys, not for animals; toy figures attachable to pencils; plush toys 
that connect to belts by a hook; non-articulated PVC figures; rubber balls; bags especially designed for skis and 
surfboards; chips for gambling; cups for dice; paper party hats; playing cards; puppets; marionettes; skateboards; 
snowboards; teddy bears; toy masks; video game machines; interactive games; apparatus for games adapted for use with 
television receivers.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; providing entertainment 
information in the fields of electronic game programs, electronic game products, and electronic game programs and 
products through a web site; television programs in the field of entertainment; entertainment services in the nature of 
creation, development, and production of films, animation or animated films; entertainment services, namely, providing 
an on-line interactive trivia computer game that may be accessed network-wide by network users; entertainment services 
in the nature of conducting interactive trivia question and answer games, and interactive critical thinking question and 
answer games in bars, pubs, restaurants and entertainment establishments whereby individuals or teams of players 
compete against one another for prizes; amusement parks; club services [entertainment or education]; education 
information; educational examination; game services provided on-line from a computer network; operating lotteries; 
publication of books; providing entertainment services via computer, electronic and online databases; providing and 
publication of on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring user-defined content in the field of social-networking; electronic 
publishing services, namely, publishing of online works of others featuring electronic media, multimedia content, videos, 
movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, and related information via the Internet and other 
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communications networks on topics of general interest.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer programming; computer software 
design; graphic arts design; software as a service; designing and hosting a web site featuring technology that enables 
online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple web sites; providing information on topics of general interest from searchable indexes and 
databases of information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics and audio visual information, on 
computer and communication networks, namely, provision of search engines for the Internet; designing and hosting a 
web site that gives users the ability to upload photographs; computer services, namely, designing and hosting an 
interactive web site featuring technology that allows users to manage their online photograph and social networking 
accounts; hosting on-line web facilities for others for managing and sharing on-line content; providing information from 
searchable indexes and databases of information; providing search engines for obtaining data via communications 
networks; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to participate in discussions and 
engage in social, business and community networking; computer services, namely, hosting online web facilities for 
others for organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive discussions via communication networks; 
application service provider services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

3059223    14/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1250978]
AUSTRALASIAN CONFERENCE ASSOCIATION LIMITED 
148 Fox Valley Road Wahroonga NSW 2076 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.29;Preserved, dried, frozen, processed and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams; compotes; eggs; milk and 
milk products; edible oils and fats; meat, fish, poultry and game; food spreads; peanut butter; nut butters; nut cheese; 
soy based spreads and dips; nut and seed spreads; prepared nuts; nut meat; nut extracts; roasted nuts; flavoured nuts; 
nut based foods containing cereals; nut products; meat substitutes; fish substitutes; poultry substitutes; game 
substitutes; meat extract substitutes; dairy products; milk; milk based beverages; milk products; yoghurt; yoghurt 
spread; whey; dairy substitutes; milk substitutes; soy based beverages including soy milk; tofu; products made from 
tofu; preserved soy beans and products made from preserved soy beans; egg products; tomato juice for cooking; tomato 
puree; juice for cooking; soup, bouillon, stock and broth and preparations for the foregoing; textured vegetable protein; 
soy protein; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry, vegetables or fruit; products made from potatoes; 
milk-based beverages; fruit spreads; edible oils; edible fats; crystallised fruits; snacks prepared from fruit, potatoes, 
vegetables, cheeses and/or meat; cooked, dried, frozen or preserved meals prepared from meat, fish, poultry, games, 
fruits and vegetables; vegetable extracts; food consisting predominantly of vegetables or fruits; mixtures comprised 
primarily of dried fruits, prepared nuts, seeds, milk products, yoghurt, dairy substitutes in any combination of the 
foregoing; preserved lentils, croquettes; vegetarian meals consisting predominantly of vegetables or fruit; snack foods 
made from fruit or vegetables; malted nut powder; prepared foodstuffs consisting of or made substantially of legumes; 
milk-based food preparations with added vitamins and minerals in this class; rice milk; meat substitutes; fish substitutes.

Cl.30;Breakfast cereal; cereal preparations; cereal products; grain and grain products; coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; 
tapioca; artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; pastry; confectionery; yeast; baking-powder; 
salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); spices; ice; processed cereals; flour; foods consisting predominantly of 
cereals; biscuits; cookies; crackers; cakes; preparations for making cakes; coffee substitutes; artificial tea; chocolate-
based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; coffee-based beverages; honey; treacle; golden syrup; cornflakes; cereal-
based energy bars and snack foods; rice-based energy bars and snack foods; frozen yoghurt; ice cream; oat flakes; 
peanut confectionery; rice cakes; rice products; soy flour and sauce; prepared meals consisting predominantly of rice, 
pasta or noodles; fruit confectionery; corn snacks; cereal based snacks; cereal extracts; cereal-based beverages; 
custard; ices; gravy; malt extract for food; seasonings other than essential oils; flavourings other than essential oils; 
flavourings for beverages other than essential oils; condiments; puddings; cereal based foods containing nuts; malted 
wheat extract; yeast extracts; yeast spreads; chocolate and coffee based beverages; farinaceous foods; farinaceous food 
pastes; preserved herbs; soy bean paste; soy flour; pasta; noodles; semolina; sago; sweeteners; salad dressings; cereal 
based snack foods; almond paste; bean meal; sausage binding materials; vanilla and vanilla substitutes; cereal-based 
food preparations with added vitamins and minerals in this class; fruit sauces; sauces.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/10/2015; Application No. : 683939 ;Switzerland 

3335328    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1292791]
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Provision of information regarding the results of clinical studies concerning diseases and disorders of the 
respiratory system.

Cl.44;Provision of medical information concerning diseases and disorders of the respiratory system.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2016; Application No. : VA 2016 01271 ;Denmark 

3506820    27/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1327250]
B & J ROCKET SALES AG
Haldenstrasse 5 CH-6340 Baar CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Rasps [machine tools] and parts thereof (not included in other classes); rubber rasps [machine tools] and parts 
thereof (not included in other classes); blades (machine tools); blades for powered machine tools; blades for use with tire 
rasps [machine tools]; blades for rubber rasps [machine tools]; disposable blades for use with machines; sharpeners for 
rasps and for rasp blades [machine tools]; power-operated rubber buffing and rasping machine tools; blades for power-
operated rubber buffing and rasping tools and machine tools; parts and accessories (not included in other classes) for 
power-operated rubber rasps and for power-operated rubber buffing tools; blades for powered hand tools; powered hand 
tools for buffing and rasping; blades for powered hand tools for rubber buffing and rasping; parts and accessories (not 
included in other classes) for powered rubber rasps and for powered rubber buffing hand tools.

Cl.8;Rasps [hand tools] and parts thereof (not included in other classes); rubber rasps [hand tools] and parts thereof 
(not included in other classes); blades (hand tools); blades for use with tire rasps [hand tools]; blades for rubber rasps 
[hand tools]; blades for knives; planing blades; disposable blades for use with hand tools; sharpeners for rasps and for 
rasp blades [hand tools].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

3597612    27/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1273316]
Norwegian Brand Ltd.
Ground Floor, Imbus House, Dublin Airport Co. Dublin Ireland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.16;Brochures; entrance cards, tickets and boarding cards in printed form, printed matter; travel and in-flight 
magazines; periodicals.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organization, performing and 
monitoring of sales promotion incentive programs, frequent flyer programs and customer loyalty programs; retail 
services, in-flight sales services and Internet sales services for tobacco, cosmetics, clothing, watches, wine and liquor, 
jewelry and sunglasses.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunication related to travels, transport by air and aviation; electronic transmission 
of news and data for ticket sale; electronic transmission of data and documents for business purposes via computer 
terminals from a computer-based database; electronic news transmission related to flight reservations, check-in and 
boarding controls for air travels; electronic issuing of tickets, namely electronic transmission of data for ticket issuing 
and providing of access to data in flight reservation systems and databases.

Cl.39;Airline services; travel services; air transport services; transport of passengers and goods by automobiles, 
trains, ships and airplanes; travel booking agency services; travel arrangement services for individuals and groups; travel 
booking, reservation or information services relating to travel; vehicle rental services; vehicle parking services; courier 
services; cargo storage and handling services; aircraft chartering services; package holiday services for arranging travel; 
booking and reservation services for travel tours; information services relating to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; accommodation booking agency services; 
arranging holiday accommodation; reservation of temporary accommodation, hotel rooms and restaurants; tourist 
agency and travel agency services for booking accommodation; bar, cafe, snack-bar, cocktail lounge services, airport 
waiting lounge services and restaurant services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2017; Application No. : 703093 ;Switzerland 

3642769    13/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1365967]
CARGOLOGIC AG
Fracht Ost Postfach CH-8058 Zürich-Flughafen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.35;Commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; electronic inventory 
management services.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; valuation of freight and cargo; customs 
clearance for others; customs brokerage financial services for others.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel organization; preparing the transportation of air freight, 
delivery and transport of freight; transport of passengers and cargo by air; freighting; loading, packing, storing, 
collecting, transporting and unloading cargo, and providing information; advisory services relating to the storage and 
transportation of goods, freight or cargo; advice relating to freight forwarding services; unloading of cargo and luggage; 
freight forwarding services other than customs clearance of products for third parties; airline services for the transport of 
cargo; freight brokerage; freight transport; international air freight transport; air freight; air freight forwarding services; 
freight forwarding agency services; global transport of cargo for others by all available means of transport; warehousing 
of freight; storage of containers; transport of freight by air and sea; arranging the transport of air freight; air freight 
forwarding; cargo shipping preparation; tracking of freight vehicles by computer or via global positioning systems 
(transport information); supply chain logistics and returns logistics, consisting of storing, transporting and delivering 
cargo; rental of loading containers; provision of information relating to freight brokerage; rental of containers for 
warehousing and storage; rental of containers for the transport and storage of goods; rental of transport and storage 
containers; rental of warehouses; rental of storage or transport pallets of goods; preparation of transport and storage of 
goods; packaging and storage of goods-distribution; logistics services consisting of the transport and warehousing of 
goods; supply chain logistics and returns logistics services consisting of storing, transporting and delivering 
merchandise for others by air, rail, ship or truck; transport and storage services relating to storage logistics, distribution 
logistics and returns logistics; transportation logistics services; storage of bonded goods; transport brokerage; logistical 
services in the transport sector; provision of information relating to the transport of freight.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; advice and 
services provided by consultants relating to computer software, information technology advice; writing of computer 
programs; updating of software; software development (design); installation and maintenance of software; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for stock management and logistics services relating to transport; 
programming of software for stock management and logistics services relating to transport; rental of software for 
inventory management; design and development of software for logistics; design and development of software for 
logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2017; Application No. : 703086 ;Switzerland 

3643768    13/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1366016]
CARGOLOGIC AG
Fracht Ost Postfach CH-8058 Zürich-Flughafen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; electronic inventory 
management services.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; valuation of freight and cargo; customs 
clearance for others; customs brokerage financial services for others.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel organization; preparing the transportation of air freight, 
delivery and transport of freight; transport of passengers and cargo by air; freighting; loading, packing, storing, 
collecting, transporting and unloading cargo, and providing information; advisory services relating to the storage and 
transportation of goods, freight or cargo; advice relating to freight forwarding services; unloading of cargo and luggage; 
freight forwarding services other than customs clearance of products for third parties; airline services for the transport of 
cargo; freight brokerage; freight transport; international air freight transport; air freight; air freight forwarding services; 
freight forwarding agency services; global transport of cargo for others by all available means of transport; warehousing 
of freight; storage of containers; transport of freight by air and sea; arranging the transport of air freight; air freight 
forwarding; cargo shipping preparation; tracking of freight vehicles by computer or via global positioning systems 
(transport information); supply chain logistics and returns logistics, consisting of storing, transporting and delivering 
cargo; rental of loading containers; provision of information relating to freight brokerage; rental of containers for 
warehousing and storage; rental of containers for the transport and storage of goods; rental of transport and storage 
containers; rental of warehouses; rental of storage or transport pallets of goods; preparation of transport and storage of 
goods; packaging and storage of goods-distribution; logistics services consisting of the transport and warehousing of 
goods; supply chain logistics and returns logistics services consisting of storing, transporting and delivering 
merchandise for others by air, rail, ship or truck; transport and storage services relating to storage logistics, distribution 
logistics and returns logistics; transportation logistics services; storage of bonded goods; transport brokerage; logistical 
services in the transport sector; provision of information relating to the transport of freight.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; advice and 
services provided by consultants relating to computer software, information technology advice; writing of computer 
programs; updating of software; software development (design); installation and maintenance of software; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for stock management and logistics services relating to transport; 
programming of software for stock management and logistics services relating to transport; rental of software for 
inventory management; design and development of software for logistics; design and development of software for 
logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals.
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Priority claimed from 16/02/2017; Application No. : 016370603 ;European Union 

3659648    14/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1369989]
Otis Elevator Company 
1 Carrier Place Farmington CT 06032 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.7;Conveyors (machines); elevators; moving walkways; moving platforms (machines); escalators; lifts; hoists; moving 
stairways; electric motors (not for land vehicles); electric generators; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Installation, servicing, maintenance, repair, modification and renovation services, all relating to ventilation 
apparatus and equipment, conveyors (machines), elevators, moving walkways, moving platforms (machines), escalators, 
lifts, hoists and moving stairways; maintenance of electronic equipment; information, advice and consultancy in respect 
of all of the aforesaid services.
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3688198    28/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377027]
Black & Veatch Holding Company
11401 Lamar Avenue Overland Park KS 66211 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Procurement, namely, purchasing equipment, machinery, materials and supplies for others for use in connection 
with projects; data processing and data management for others.

Cl.36;Financial analysis and consultation services in connection with engineering, architectural and construction 
projects.

Cl.37;Commercial building construction, construction management; building construction consultation; building 
demolition; and repair and restoration of commercial buildings for others.

Cl.42;Engineering and architectural design for others and computer programming for others; construction planning.
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3809166    08/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1396588]
STARTUP HEALTH, LLC
2000 Broadway, 18th Floor New York NY 10023 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, namely, books, manuals, curricula, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the field of 
health and wellness business ventures.

Cl.35;Business support services, namely, business consulting, business development, business venture and formation 
consulting, business growth consulting, and business management to new and existing businesses in the fields of health 
and wellness; advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business development, business 
venture and formation consulting, business growth, and business management in the fields of health and wellness; 
administration of a program for enabling participants to obtain discounts on products and services; market research and 
market intelligence services in the fields of health and wellness; marketing and promotion services in the field of health 
and wellness business ventures.

Cl.41;Peer to peer business coaching services in the field of health and wellness; professional business coaching 
services to new and existing businesses to executives and staff of new and existing businesses in the field of health and 
wellness in the nature of individual and group training; providing educational mentoring services and programs in the 
field of business growth, business management and business development; providing group coaching to new and 
existing businesses in the fields of health and wellness; providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of health 
and wellness business ventures, and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; providing education in 
the field of health and wellness business ventures rendered through video conference, workshops, and seminars.
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3838704    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1402204]
GOPRO, INC.
3000 Clearview Way San Mateo CA 94402 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Bags, tote bags, backpacks, duffel bags, travel bags, luggage, overnight bags, athletic bags, gym bags, grip bags, 
kit bags, sports bags, sports packs, waist bags, shoulder bags, crossbody bags, purses, wallets, handbags and clutches; 
umbrellas.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; women"s, men"s and children"s clothing; shirts, tops, polo shirts, t-shirts, tank 
tops, sweatshirts, sweaters, hoodies, pullovers, jerseys, sports jerseys, vests, jackets, rain gear, rain jackets, slickers, 
wind-jackets and vests; pants, slacks, jeans, athletic clothing and gear, shorts, athletic pants, yoga pants, sweat pants, 
warm up suits, track suits, sports skirts, athletic tights, socks, stockings, underwear, sports bras, pajamas, and 
loungewear; jerseys, pants, shorts and uniforms for skiing, hang gliding, snowboarding, hockey, wrestling, surfing, 
skateboarding, cycling, motocross, running, water-skiing, diving, and engaging in sports related activities; bathing suits, 
bathing trunks, wet suits, athletic sleeves, compression sleeves, bandanas, belts, gloves; headwear, hats, caps, scarves, 
headbands, sweatbands, and visors; footwear, shoes, tennis shoes, sneakers, running shoes, sandals, slippers, rain 
boots, boots for sports.
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Priority claimed from 08/08/2018; Application No. : 724216 ;Switzerland 

4085561    22/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1448063]
BUNGE LIMITED
50 Main Street White Plains NY 10606 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN MASILAMANI
B-25, Sector 92 NOIDA, Uttar Pradesh 201304, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of 
pharmaceuticals; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of food; antioxidants for the manufacture of cosmetics; 
vitamins for the manufacture of cosmetics; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; antioxidants 
for the manufacture of food supplements; proteins for the manufacture of food supplements; vitamins for the manufacture 
of food supplements; proteins for the food industry; vitamins for the food industry; chemical products for preserving 
foodstuffs; chemical additives for oils; oils for the preservation of food; vitamins for use in the manufacture of 
pharmaceuticals; preserving agents for the pharmaceutical industry; lecithin (raw material); lecithin for industrial 
purposes; lecithin for the food industry; chemical additives for food and beverages based on ascorbic acid, carbohydrate, 
tocopherols, lecithin, vitamin E, sterols and ester sterols, glycerin, proteins, tocotrienols, squalene, carotenoids; 
antioxidants for the manufacture of pharmaceutical products.

Cl.5;Medicinal preparations; pharmaceutical preparations; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical use; 
dietetic foods for medical use; antioxidants for medical use; food supplements; antioxidants used as food supplements; 
adjuvants for medical use; lecithin for pharmaceutical use; vitamin preparations; preparations for medical use containing 
vitamins, trace elements, fatty acids, amino acids, enzymes and coenzymes, or plant extracts for medicinal use; food 
supplements of proteins, carbohydrates, ores, lipids, sterol or other nutrients including ascorbic acid, tocopherols, 
lecithin, vitamin E, sterols and ester sterols, glycerin, proteins, tocotrienols, squalene, carotenoids.

Cl.29;Processed food preparations (dishes) made with meat, fish, poultry, game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried 
and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, containing 
natural components, antioxidants, carotenoids or other natural components, ascorbic acid, tocopherols, lecithin, vitamin 
E, sterols and ester sterols, glycerin, proteins, tocotrienols, squalene, carotenoids, not for medical use; lecithin for 
culinary use.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2018; Application No. : 4020180148438 ;Republic of Korea 

4087273    20/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1447885]
PUBG CORPORATION
7F, 8F, 12, Seocho-daero 38-gil, Seocho-gu Seoul 06655 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
C-915, Kailas Business Park, Hiranandani Link Road, Parksite, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai - 400079, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Virtual reality game software; computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless 
devices; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable mobile coupons; downloadable computer game 
programs; laptop bags; laptop carrying cases; laptop computers; mouse pads; respiratory masks, other than for artificial 
respiration; bullet-proof clothing; protective gloves; protective helmets; games (cartridges for video -) [software]; video 
games software; sunglasses; sports helmets; eyeglasses; interactive multimedia computer game programs; magnetically 
encoded credit cards; magnetically encoded key cards; electronic coupons; games (cartridges for computer -) [software]; 
computer keyboards; disc featuring computer game software; computer game software; computer mice; headsets for use 
with computers; cell phone cases; headsets for cellular phones.

Cl.41;Gaming services; providing of electronic publications (not downloadable); production of animations; production 
of audio and video programmes; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; planning/operating/arranging of online 
game competitions/other game competitions; game services provided on-line from a computer network; production of 
sound and video recordings; providing on-line information about computer games; game services provided on-line from a 
computer network or mobile phone network.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2018; Application No. : 76247/2018 ;Switzerland 

4090917    23/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449234]
VF INTERNATIONAL SAGL
Via Laveggio 5 CH-6855 Stabio CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather, unworked or semi-worked; imitation leather; animal skins; traveling bags, trunks; traveling trunks, 
traveling bags; bags; handbags; school satchels; sports bags; suitcases; backpacks; wallets; belt bags and waist bags; 
address tags for luggage; umbrellas; key case pouches, key cases; make-up bags (sold empty); toiletry cases (sold 
empty).

Cl.28;Sports equipment and articles (except clothing); costume masks; toys; plush toys, stuffed toy animals; bath toys; 
figurines [toys]; games.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 717389 ;Switzerland 

4090935    12/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449222]
BOEGLI-GRAVURES SA
Rue de la Gare 24-26 CH-2074 Marin-Epagnier Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Embossing machines; embossers for embossing thin sheets, thin foils of aluminum, thin sheets of polymers, thin 
laminates comprising paper, polymers, or both; embossing machines for embossing laminated sheets, sheets of metal, 
metal-coated paper or metal-coated laminated products; installations comprising a packaging machine and an embossing 
machine synchronized with the packaging machine; parts and accessories for embossers not included in other classes, 
including embossing rolls, crease rolls, embossers with heating for thermal treatment of embossing materials; machine 
tools for the mechanical, chemical or photo-lithographic structuring of embossing rolls; machine tools for non-rotational 
relief structuring, in particular by laser ablation; machine tools for the macroscopic or microscopic structuring of thin 
sheets by laser, in particular for creating aesthetic effects, diffractive light effects, mechanical or tactile effects, physical 
effects, security features or a combination thereof; machine tools for structuring of surfaces by direct laser beam printing, 
particularly for creating aesthetic effects, special optical effects or security features; machine tools for structuring of the 
surface of a metal object by direct laser beam printing, particularly for creating aesthetic effects, special optical effects or 
security features; printing ferrules, not hand-operated.

Cl.40;Engraving; engraving of embossing rolls; embossing of calenders; laser engraving of materials in submicron, 
micrometric or macrometric sizes for aesthetic, technical, physical or safety purposes; embossing on all media, including 
thin sheets.

Cl.42;Design and optimization of embossing tools; technological consulting services for obtaining improved aesthetic, 
physical and mechanical embossing results; process design for reading markings or security elements embossed or 
generated by laser structuring or photo-lithography; design of processes for reading markings for identification and/or 
authentication purposes; design of hidden decorations or markings using light diffraction, in particular of security 
elements or methods of encrypting and decrypting information; design of aesthetic, technical or physical effects, 
especially on jewelry, watches, pharmaceuticals, food or valuable products.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 717116 ;Switzerland 

4090948    12/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449190]
BOEGLI-GRAVURES SA
Rue de la Gare 24-26 CH-2074 Marin-Epagnier Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Embossing machines; embossers for embossing thin sheets, thin foils of aluminum, thin sheets of polymers, thin 
laminates comprising paper, polymers, or both; embossing machines for embossing laminated sheets, sheets of metal, 
metal-coated paper or metal-coated laminated products; installations comprising a packaging machine and an embossing 
machine synchronized with the packaging machine; parts and accessories for embossers not included in other classes, 
including embossing rolls, crease rolls, embossers with heating for thermal treatment of embossing materials; machine 
tools for the mechanical, chemical or photo-lithographic structuring of embossing rolls; machine tools for non-rotational 
relief structuring, in particular by laser ablation; machine tools for the macroscopic or microscopic structuring of thin 
sheets by laser, in particular for creating aesthetic effects, diffractive light effects, mechanical or tactile effects, physical 
effects, security features or a combination thereof; machine tools for structuring of surfaces by direct laser beam printing, 
particularly for creating aesthetic effects, special optical effects or security features; machine tools for structuring of the 
surface of a metal object by direct laser beam printing, particularly for creating aesthetic effects, special optical effects or 
security features; printing ferrules, not hand-operated.

Cl.40;Engraving; engraving of embossing rolls; embossing of calenders; laser engraving of materials in submicron, 
micrometric or macrometric sizes for aesthetic, technical, physical or safety purposes; embossing on all media, including 
thin sheets.

Cl.42;Design and optimization of embossing tools; technological consulting services for obtaining improved aesthetic, 
physical and mechanical embossing results; process design for reading markings or security elements embossed or 
generated by laser structuring or photo-lithography; design of processes for reading markings for identification and/or 
authentication purposes; design of hidden decorations or markings using light diffraction, in particular of security 
elements or methods of encrypting and decrypting information; design of aesthetic, technical or physical effects, 
especially on jewelry, watches, pharmaceuticals, food or valuable products.
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4090997    06/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449150]
WERFENLIFE S.A.
Plaça d'Europa, 21-23 E-08908 L'HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Diagnostic reagents for medical or veterinary use; immunoassay reagents for medical or veterinary use; medical 
reagents for clinical use; reagents for clinical analysis for medical or veterinary use; reagents for microbiological analysis 
for medical or veterinary use; reagents for use in analyzers for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents for in-vitro use in 
laboratories for medical or veterinary purposes; chemical reagents for testing for medical or veterinary use.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments for analysis in laboratories and clinical diagnosis of human diseases.

Cl.35;Procurement services for third parties, sale services and import-export services for: in-vitro diagnosis and 
analysis products, apparatus and instruments, diagnostic kits comprising receivers for samples and reagents for testing 
selected bacteria, equipment for biomolecular tagging consisting of reagents for use in scientific research, mixtures of 
chemical reagents in kit form, other than those for medical or veterinary use, mixtures of chemical reagents, not for 
medical or veterinary use, testing reagents for scientific use, monoclonal antibody reagents for medical use, diagnostic 
reagents, other than for use in medical laboratories, diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use, assay reagents, 
other than those for medical use, assay reagents for industrial use, immunoassay reagents, other than those for medical 
use, laboratory reagents for scientific use, reagents for microbiological analysis not for medical or veterinary use, 
reagents for chemical analysis, reagents for research, reagents for medical research, reagents for use in 
immunoserology, reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological analysis, reagents for use with 
analyzers, other than for medical or veterinary use, diagnostic reagents for medical or veterinary use, immunoassay 
reagents for medical or veterinary use, medical reagents for clinical use, reagents for clinical analysis for medical or 
veterinary use, reagents for microbiological analysis for medical or veterinary use, reagents for use in analyzers for 
medical or veterinary use, reagents for in-vitro use in laboratories for medical or veterinary use, chemical reagents for 
testing for medical or veterinary use, computer applications and computer programs intended for laboratory information 
systems, data management for specific clinical applications, comprehensive solutions for communication, clinical 
diagnosis and patient-focused systems, such as management of therapies, chronic disorders and telemedicine, medico-
surgical products for use in the hospital sector, scientific, analytical and laboratory instruments.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 717132 ;Switzerland 

4091041    12/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449216]
BOEGLI-GRAVURES SA
Rue de la Gare 24-26 CH-2074 Marin-Epagnier Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Embossing machines; embossers for embossing thin sheets, thin foils of aluminum, thin sheets of polymers, thin 
laminates comprising paper, polymers, or both; embossing machines for embossing laminated sheets, sheets of metal, 
metal-coated paper or metal-coated laminated products; installations comprising a packaging machine and an embossing 
machine synchronized with the packaging machine; parts and accessories for embossers not included in other classes, 
including embossing rolls, crease rolls, embossers with heating for thermal treatment of embossing materials; machine 
tools for the mechanical, chemical or photo-lithographic structuring of embossing rolls; machine tools for non-rotational 
relief structuring, in particular by laser ablation; machine tools for the macroscopic or microscopic structuring of thin 
sheets by laser, in particular for creating aesthetic effects, diffractive light effects, mechanical or tactile effects, physical 
effects, security features or a combination thereof; machine tools for structuring of surfaces by direct laser beam printing, 
particularly for creating aesthetic effects, special optical effects or security features; machine tools for structuring of the 
surface of a metal object by direct laser beam printing, particularly for creating aesthetic effects, special optical effects or 
security features; printing ferrules, not hand-operated.

Cl.40;Engraving; engraving of embossing rolls; embossing of calenders; laser engraving of materials in submicron, 
micrometric or macrometric sizes for aesthetic, technical, physical or safety purposes; embossing on all media, including 
thin sheets.

Cl.42;Design and optimization of embossing tools; technological consulting services for obtaining improved aesthetic, 
physical and mechanical embossing results; process design for reading markings or security elements embossed or 
generated by laser structuring or photo-lithography; design of processes for reading markings for identification and/or 
authentication purposes; design of hidden decorations or markings using light diffraction, in particular of security 
elements or methods of encrypting and decrypting information; design of aesthetic, technical or physical effects, 
especially on jewelry, watches, pharmaceuticals, food or valuable products.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2018; Application No. : UK00003338063 ;United Kingdom 

4091065    10/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1450137]
SCOT YOUNG RESEARCH LIMITED
Lye By Pass, Lye Stourbridge, West Midlands DY9 8HG GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; detergents; all for use in professional and industrial 
cleaning; hand cleaners; hand cleaning preparations.

Cl.7;Sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; manually and electrically operated machines for abrading, 
cleaning, polishing, scouring, scrubbing, sweeping, mopping and waxing floors and other surfaces; cleaning machines; 
wringing machines; wringing machines incorporating rollers; electric cleaning machines for mop heads; washing 
machines for cleaning materials; machines for wringing mops, cloths, sponges and pads; machines for cleaning mops, 
cloths, sponges and pads; electrically operated mops; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Safety, security, protection and signalling devices; alarms and warning equipment; mechanical signs; illuminated 
signs; luminous signs; parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.12;Human-powered trolleys and carts; cleaning trolleys; laundry trolleys; carts and trolleys for use in cleaning and 
washing; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed matter; manuals [handbooks]; instructional manuals; training manuals.

Cl.19;Signs, information and advertising display signs, non-metallic; non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of 
metal; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned.

Cl.20;Display stands and signboards of wood or plastics; plastic signboards; printed vinyl signboards; signboards for 
use when cleaning and washing; caution signboards for use when cleaning and washing; parts and fittings for all the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.21;Apparatus, instruments and materials for cleaning purposes; utensils and household containers (not of precious 
metal or coated therewith); tools for cleaning glass, windows and hard wall surfaces; buckets; buckets incorporating mop 
wringers and buckets incorporating castors; dusters; mops; mop heads; mop holders; scrapers and wipers; window and 
floor scrapers and wipers; carpet sweepers; floor sweepers (not being machines); brooms; scouring pads; scrubbing 
brushes; brushes for cleaning; bottles; bottles incorporating spraying apparatus (not being machines); dustbins; refuse 
bins; waste paper bins; litter and waste scoops; sponges (other than surgical sponges); sponge holders and sponge 
wringers; handles for cleaning tools; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, detergents, 
hand cleaners, hand cleaning preparations, sweeping machines, cleaning machines, washing machines, laundering 
machines, wringing machines, washing machines for cleaning materials, mechanical signs, illuminated signs, luminous 
signs, cleaning trolleys, laundry trolleys, non-metallic non-luminous signs, non-metallic non-mechanical signs, plastic 
signboards, printed vinyl signs, signs for use when cleaning and washing, caution signs for use when cleaning and 
washing, tools for cleaning glass, tools for cleaning windows, tools for cleaning hard wall surfaces, buckets, buckets 
incorporating mop wringers and buckets incorporating castors, dusters, mops, mop heads, mop holders, scrapers, 
wipers, window and floor scrapers and wipers, carpet sweepers, floor sweepers (not being machines), brooms, scouring 
pads, scrubbing brushes, brushes for cleaning, bottles, bottles incorporating spraying apparatus (not being machines), 
dustbins, refuse bins, waste paper bins, litter and waste scoops, sponges (other than surgical sponges), sponge holders, 
sponge wringers and handles for cleaning tools; wholesale services connected with the sale of cleaning, polishing, 
scouring and abrasive preparations, detergents, hand cleaners, hand cleaning preparations, sweeping machines, cleaning 
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machines, washing machines, laundering machines, wringing machines, washing machines for cleaning materials, 
mechanical signs, illuminated signs, luminous signs, cleaning trolleys, laundry trolleys, non-metallic non-luminous signs, 
non-metallic non-mechanical signs, plastic signboards, printed vinyl signs, signs for use when cleaning and washing, 
caution signs for use when cleaning and washing, tools for cleaning glass, tools for cleaning windows, tools for cleaning 
hard wall surfaces, buckets, buckets incorporating mop wringers and buckets incorporating castors, dusters, mops, mop 
heads, mop holders, scrapers, wipers, window and floor scrapers and wipers, carpet sweepers, floor sweepers (not being 
machines), brooms, scouring pads, scrubbing brushes, brushes for cleaning, bottles, bottles incorporating spraying 
apparatus (not being machines), dustbins, refuse bins, waste paper bins, litter and waste scoops, sponges (other than 
surgical sponges), sponge holders, sponge wringers and handles for cleaning tools; advisory, consultancy and 
information services relating to the aforementioned.

Cl.37;Cleaning services; industrial cleaning services; domestic cleaning services; cleaning of property; cleaning of 
industrial premises; cleaning of commercial premises; cleaning of public areas; interior and exterior cleaning of 
buildings; loft cleaning; facade cleaning; building cleaning; cleaning of schools; cleaning of structures; cleaning of 
hotels; cleaning of buildings; cleaning of factories; cleaning of hospitals; cleaning of offices; cleaning of shops; cleaning 
of public buildings; cleaning of domestic premises; cleaning of wall surfaces; cleaning of furniture; cleaning of 
furnishings; cleaning of blinds; cleaning of floor coverings; cleaning of floor surfaces; cleaning and care of fabric, textile, 
leather, fur and goods made thereof; carpet cleaning; rug cleaning; cleaning of mats; cleaning of upholstery; cleaning of 
machines; waste disposal [cleaning service]; waste disposal for others [cleaning service]; waste removal [cleaning]; 
abrasive cleaning of surfaces; household cleaning; office cleaning; industrial cleaning; rental of cleaning and washing 
machines and equipment; maintenance of cleaning machines; janitorial cleaning services; cleaning of domestic utensils; 
polishing (cleaning); cleaning equipment hire; rental of cleaning apparatus; rental of cleaning machines; leasing of 
cleaning machines; rental of industrial cleaning machines; leasing of machines for cleaning upholstered furniture; vehicle 
cleaning; polishing [cleaning] of vehicles; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the aforementioned.

Cl.41;Training; conducting workshops [training]; conducting workshops [training] relating to cleaning; courses 
(training) relating to cleaning; practical training [demonstration]; provision of training facilities; technical training relating 
to hygiene; production of training films and videos; publication of training manuals; all relating to cleaning and hygiene 
only; training services related to cleaning; training services related to domestic cleaning; training services related to 
industrial cleaning; training services relating to the cleaning of hotels; training services relating to the cleaning of 
restaurants; training services relating to the cleaning of factories; training services relating to the cleaning of hospitals; 
training services relating to the cleaning of offices; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the 
aforementioned.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2017; Application No. : UK00003273703 ;United Kingdom 

4092660    25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1450204]
Spirax-Sarco Limited
Charlton House,15 Cirencester Road, Cheltenham Gloucestershire GL53 8ER United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Control, metering, monitoring, regulating apparatus and instruments; sight glasses and check valves fitted with 
sight glasses; control valves operated automatically by electric or electronic control, by solenoid or by temperature or 
other changes in physical conditions for regulating the flow of gases and liquids; gauges; apparatus, equipment and 
instruments for remotely controlling, metering, monitoring, communicating with and measuring and reporting the 
efficiency, performance and energy consumption of industrial systems, industrial apparatus, steam systems, components 
of steam systems, steam traps, valves, filters, strainers, pumps, separators, air compressors, lubricators, regulators, 
gauges, boilers, boiler systems, heat exchangers, heating installations, steam heaters, and steam producing apparatus; 
computer software for remotely controlling, metering, monitoring, communicating with and measuring and reporting the 
efficiency, performance and energy consumption of industrial systems, industrial apparatus, steam systems, components 
of steam systems, steam traps, valves, filters, strainers, pumps, separators, air compressors, lubricators, regulators, 
gauges, boilers, boiler systems, heat exchangers, heating installations, steam heaters, and steam producing apparatus; 
wireless communication apparatus; programmable control apparatus; remote control apparatus; multiple control signal 
transmission units; parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Professional consultations and advice relating to engineering, and fluid and steam control; feasibility studies 
relating to engineering, and fluid and steam control; technological, research and consultation services relating to 
engineering, and fluid and steam control; construction drafting, engineering, industrial design and mechanical research; 
inspection and audit of engineering systems; remotely monitoring, measuring and reporting the condition, efficiency, 
performance and energy consumption of industrial systems, industrial apparatus, steam systems, components of steam 
systems, steam traps, valves, filters, strainers, pumps, separators, air compressors, lubricators, regulators, gauges, 
boilers, boiler systems, heat exchangers, heating installations, steam heaters, and steam producing apparatus, including 
by means of a secure online portal accessible through a global computer network; providing online non-downloadable 
software for remotely controlling, metering, monitoring, communicating with and measuring and reporting the efficiency, 
performance and energy consumption of industrial systems, industrial apparatus, steam systems, components of steam 
systems, steam traps, valves, filters, strainers, pumps, separators, air compressors, lubricators, regulators, gauges, 
boilers, boiler systems, heat exchangers, heating installations, steam heaters, and steam producing apparatus, including 
by means of a secure online portal accessible through a global computer network; installation, updating, maintenance 
and repair of computer software; professional consultations and advice relating to the remote monitoring and control of 
industrial systems, steam systems, boiler systems and fluid and steam control equipment; conducting surveys of 
industrial premises; preparation of technical reports; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the 
aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 27/02/2018; Application No. : 1906779 ;Australia 

4092758    27/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1450026]
PLANT IP PTY LTD
GPO BOX 1025 SYDNEY NSW 2001 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI
INDIA IP PARTNER WZ-113A, TOP FLOOR, NEAR SUBHASH NAGAR METRO STATION, NEW DELHI 110018

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Cold storage boxes (electric); apparatus for the lighting of vehicles; apparatus for ventilating vehicles; brake 
lights for vehicles; vehicle lights; heating installations for vehicles; vehicle lighting.

Cl.12;Luggage racks for vehicles; luggage carriers for attachment to vehicles; parcel shelves for vehicles; shelves 
adapted for use in vehicles; storage boxes and containers adapted for permanent attachment to vehicles; consoles being 
parts of vehicle interiors; boot liners for automobiles; interior panels for vehicles; roof top carriers for vehicles; storage 
systems adapted for use in motor vehicles; car tidies; interior fittings (trim) for vehicles; interior pouches for vehicles.

Cl.35;Retailing of goods (by any means); wholesaling of goods (by any means); reseller services, namely, 
distributorship services in the field of motor vehicle parts and accessories; wholesaling of goods; providing information, 
including online, about advertising, business management and administration and office functions.
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Priority claimed from 16/10/2018; Application No. : 88157539 ;United States of America 

4185613    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467133]
Deer Management Co. LLC
1865 Palmer Avenue, Suite 104 Larchmont NY 10538 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analytics, business 
management, business operations, and business organization, rendered to startups, entrepreneurs, emerging companies 
and small-cap and mid-cap companies; business networking services; organizing business networking events; compiling 
financial, securities, stock exchange, trade and quote, index value and other financial market information for business 
purposes.

Cl.36;Financial services, namely, providing venture capital and growth equity funding; providing early and mid-stage 
financing to emerging, small-cap and mid-cap companies; creation, operation and management of venture capital and 
growth equity funds for others; providing financial information, commentary, and advice in the field of venture capital, 
financial investments, growth equity funding, start-ups, and emerging growth companies.

Cl.41;Providing mentoring and coaching services and educational programs in the field of business and sales to 
startup companies.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2018; Application No. : 88153060 ;United States of America 

4185618    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467190]
Siden, Inc. a Delaware C Corp
204 South Union Street Alexandria VA 22134 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Distribution of electronic content, namely, distribution of data via a global computer network or the Internet.

Cl.42;Storage services for electronic content, namely, electronic data storage.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2018; Application No. : 4495539 ;France 

4185713    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468500]
INGREDIA
51 avenue Fernand Lobbedez F-62000 ARRAS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; veterinary products; dietetic foods for medical use; dietetic foodstuffs for veterinary use; 
food for babies; food supplements.

Cl.29;Jellies; jams; compotes; eggs, milk and dairy products.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 88155301 ;United States of America 

4186220    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468022]
Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc.
12780 El Camino Real San Diego CA 92130 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neurological, central 
nervous system, and movement diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of tardive 
dyskinesia.

Cl.42;Research and development services in the fields of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 88155255 ;United States of America 

4187920    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468541]
Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc.
12780 El Camino Real San Diego CA 92130 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neurological, central 
nervous system, and movement diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of tardive 
dyskinesia.

Cl.42;Research and development services in the fields of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 88155279 ;United States of America 

4188438    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468404]
Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc.
12780 El Camino Real San Diego CA 92130 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neurological, central 
nervous system, and movement diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of tardive 
dyskinesia.

Cl.42;Research and development services in the fields of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology.
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Priority claimed from 16/10/2018; Application No. : 88157224 ;United States of America 

4189119    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468242]
Cree, Inc.
4600 Silicon Drive Durham NC 27703 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Light emitting diodes (LEDs); diodes; semiconductor devices; semiconductor chips.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; lighting fixtures; downlights; spotlights; table lamps; light 
bulbs; flashlights; electric lanterns; outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; lighting apparatus for motor 
vehicles; portable utility lights; horticultural lighting, namely, lights for use in growing plants.
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4190161    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468223]
SUZHOU DAOXIANGCUN FOOD CO., LTD.
NO. 19 WEIWEN ROAD, WEITING, SUZHOU INDUSTRIAL PARK, SUZHOU 215000 JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Eggs; fruit jellies; milk products; meat, tinned; edible fats; potato flakes; fish-based foodstuffs.

Cl.30;Ice cream; tea; condiments; honey; pastries; cereal preparations; soya sauce; coffee; bread; noodles; candy; 
cereal-based snack food.

Cl.35;Advertising; accounting; personnel management consultancy; business management assistance; sales 
promotion for others; word processing; rental of vending machines.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2018; Application No. : 729666 ;Switzerland 

4190289    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467796]
Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of fragrances, fragrance 
ingredients and compounds; chemicals for use in the formulation of fragrances.

Cl.3;Fragrances and perfumery products; encapsulated fragrances for use in fabric softeners; essential oils as 
fragrances for laundry purposes; chemical fragrances for use in the manufacture of textile fabric softener.
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Priority claimed from 30/09/2018; Application No. : 88137747 ;United States of America 

4190661    28/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467610]
Allogene Therapeutics, Inc.
210 E. Grand Avenue South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, preparations for use in the treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical 
and biological preparations for immunotherapy, including T Cell therapy.

Cl.44;Providing medical information to patients and medical professionals in the form of reports in the field of 
immunotherapy and cancer treatment.
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4190809    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467646]
Ideoli Group, Inc.
20W Vanderventer Ave., Lower Level Port Washington NY 11050 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lighting fixtures.

Cl.20;Furniture.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 88368214 ;United States of America 

4195127    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469402]
D'Addario & Company, Inc.
595 Smith Street Farmingdale NY 11735 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Metronomes.

Cl.11;Humidifiers for musical instruments.

Cl.15;Parts and pieces for musical instruments, namely, strings, tuners, keys for tuning instruments drum patches for 
dampening drum sounds, drum mufflers, mutes, dampeners for musical instruments used to modulate the sound of the 
instrument, snare drum wires, beaters for playing percussion instruments, sticks for playing, percussion instruments, 
brushes for playing percussion instruments, grips and grip tape used to help a musician to hold drumsticks, specially 
adapted bags for carrying sticks and brushes for playing, percussion instruments, reeds, mouthpieces, straps, reed 
cases, reed guards, namely holders for reeds for musical instruments; mallets for playing percussion instruments, picks, 
guitar stands, guitar slides, namely an apparatus to produce a specific sound on a guitar neck, guitar rests, namely a 
support for guitars, capos, winders for musical instrument strings, namely an apparatus for winding strings on tuning 
pegs, tuning devices for musical instruments.
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Priority claimed from 08/11/2018; Application No. : 1384728 ;Benelux 

4195286    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469199]
Signify Holding B.V.
High Tech Campus 48 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Control apparatus and computer software programs for lighting apparatus and lighting systems; lighting control 
apparatus; lighting control systems; remote control apparatus for controlling lighting; mobile apps for lighting apparatus 
and lighting systems; optical control apparatus; thermal control apparatus; signaling apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of images; projectors; apparatus for the transmission of data; 
databases; electric converter; ballasts for lighting installations; LED drivers; light emitting diodes (LEDs), organic light 
emitting diodes (OLEDs), laser diodes and zener diodes; lasers; electronic components for lighting; sensors and 
detectors; electric power unit [transformers]; batteries; starters for electric lamps; electric cables and wires; parts of the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting; lighting fixtures and lighting installations; lamps; parts of the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 10/10/2018; Application No. : 017966695 ;European Union 

4195292    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469125]
Uber Active Limited
Collops Farm, Collops Road Stebbing, Essex CM6 3SZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Eyeglasses; sunglasses; eyeglass frames; sunglass frames; cases for eyeglasses and sunglasses; protective 
eyewear; sports eyewear.

Cl.18;Carrying cases; bags; cosmetic bags; cosmetic bags sold empty; toiletry bags; toiletry bags sold empty; sports 
bags; luggage; suitcases; umbrellas; handbags; purses; wallets; leather and imitations of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; articles of underclothing; underwear; intimate apparel; men's underwear; women's 
underwear; underpants; briefs; boxer briefs; pants; knickers; hosiery; stockings; tights; socks; loungewear; T-shirts; 
vests; tank tops; undershirts; robes; jerseys; sweaters; pullovers; blouses; shirts; sweat shirts; shorts; trousers; 
sleepwear; sleep shirts; pyjamas; slippers; nightwear; leisurewear; sportswear; swimwear; sports pants; sports bras; 
sports vests; sports shirts; sports socks; sports headgear [other than helmets]; sports caps; sports footwear; belts for 
clothing; articles of outer clothing; outerwear; coats; jackets.
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4195646    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468643]
ALPHA (FUJIAN) BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
NO.36, GUOBAO ROAD, DONGQIAO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, NINGDE CITY 352100 FUJIAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; sharpening preparations; perfumery; make-up; perfumes; 
dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for animals.

Cl.5;Medicines for human purposes; depuratives; pesticides; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; medicines for veterinary purposes; teeth filling material.

Cl.41;Instruction services; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; club services [entertainment or education].
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2019; Application No. : 018050747 ;European Union 

4196508    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468828]
iLOQ Oy
Yrttipellontie 10 FI-90230 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of 
metal; safes; ores.

Cl.9;Electronic and electromechanical locks and lock cylinders; electronic keys; electronic lock plates and counter 
plates; units for programming the above-mentioned locks, cylinders and keys; components included in all the above-
mentioned items; software for using the above-mentioned items.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals.
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Priority claimed from 07/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 112 437 ;Germany 

4196756    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469155]
SMS group GmbH
Eduard-Schloemann-Straße 4 40237 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in the industry, namely metallic and metallic-ceramic coatings; tempering preparations.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely coating of metals for others.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2018; Application No. : 88153445 ;United States of America 

4198968    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470512]
Proscan Reading Services, LLC
5400 Kennedy Avenue Cincinnati OH 45213 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Providing educational courses in the field of medicine via online, non-downloadable videos.

Cl.44;Providing medical information through medical reference materials, namely, medical case studies and histories, 
medical reference texts, medical reference articles, radiological images, medical illustrations, and diagnoses via a web-
based subscription service over the internet.
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Priority claimed from 16/10/2018; Application No. : AM 52053/2018 ;Austria 

4198975    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470822]
Lunatone Industrielle Elektronik GmbH
Paukerwerkstraße 5 A-1210 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Lighting control apparatus; electronic units for controlling light-emitting diodes (leds); light emitting diodes (leds); 
electronic power supplies; transducer energisers; electric drives for machines including linear-motors.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus, including lighting apparatus with light-emitting diodes (leds); light sources including light 
sources comprising light emitting diodes (leds).

Cl.42;Project management and planning of installations for lighting; development of lighting apparatus; development of 
components of electrical industrial plants, including plants for preparation and processing of textile and plastic fibres.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2018; Application No. : 88177107 ;United States of America 

4198983    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470744]
Brain Corporation
Suite 100, 9401 Waples Street San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Robotic floor cleaners.

Cl.9;Computer hardware and computer peripherals; electric sensors; proximity sensors; sensors for determining 
location, position, velocity, acceleration and temperature; sensors for sensing the presence or absence of objects; 
sensors for determining a location of a robot; electrical sensors for determining a location of a floor cleaner; computer 
hardware for operating robots; computer hardware for operating floor cleaners; computer hardware to enable computer-
controlled navigation; a control system, namely, micro-processor based hardware used to operate and monitor robots; a 
control system, namely, micro-processor based hardware used to operate and monitor floor cleaners; computer hardware 
for interfacing with a human operator of a robot; computer hardware for interfacing with a human operator of a floor 
cleaner; computer software for operating robots; computer software for operating floor cleaners; computer software for 
operating artificial intelligence; computer software for navigation of robots; computer software for navigation of floor 
cleaners.

Cl.42;Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software 
problems; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing robotic computer hardware 
and software problems, analyzing performance, reporting of incidents, sending commands and instructions, sending 
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status alerts and performance reports, and providing diagnostics of robots; technical support services, namely, 
troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems, analyzing performance, reporting 
of incidents, sending commands and instructions, sending status alerts and performance reports, and providing 
diagnostics of floor cleaners; remote monitoring of the functioning and use of robots and assistance services, namely, 
maintenance, repair, installation, and updating of robotic computer software; remote monitoring of the functioning and 
use of floor cleaners and assistance services, namely, maintenance, repair, installation, and updating of robotic computer 
software; technical services to remotely operate robots; technical services to remotely operate floor cleaners; technology 
consultation and research in the field of artificial intelligence; consulting services in the field of artificial intelligence; 
computer system design; design and development of computer hardware and software; providing on-line non-
downloadable software for controlling, and processing and sharing data for floor cleaners, robots, and artificial 
intelligence systems.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 017968113 ;European Union 

4199564    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471091]
JUST A NEW HEALTH sprl
Rue Auguste Goermans, H-M.12 B-1320 Beauvechain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; measuring devices; monitoring 
instruments; measuring, detection and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; apparatus for measuring the 
size of body limbs; image recording apparatus; image transmission apparatus; data processing equipment; computers; 
software; software in the medical field; software in the field of sports; downloadable mobile applications for portable 
computer devices; downloadable mobile applications for mobile computing devices in the medical field; downloadable 
mobile applications for mobile computing devices in the field of sports; apparatus and instruments for measuring body 
limbs.

Cl.10;Surgical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs; orthopedic articles.
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4199602    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470719]
GeneProof a.s.
Vídenská 101/119 CZ-619 00 Brno Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical substances for use in diagnostics on the basis of molecular-biological and molecular-biochemical 
reactions.

Cl.5;Medical preparations for in vitro diagnostics.

Cl.10;Diagnostic kits for medical purposes based on the principle of molecular-biological and molecular-biochemical 
reactions; apparatus for in vitro diagnostics.
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Priority claimed from 19/10/2018; Application No. : 4493030 ;France 

4199668    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470954]
GROUPE GRIMAUD LA CORBIERE
3 La Corbière Roussay F-49450 SÈVREMOINE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Live animals, foodstuffs for animals; agricultural, horticultural and forestry products (neither prepared, nor 
transformed), grains (seeds).

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design services relating thereto in the field of animal 
health, namely evaluations, assessments and research in the scientific and technological fields provided by engineers; 
medical analyses and research carried out on animals; research and development of new products for third parties; 
biological research, bacteriological research, research into animal genetics; analyses in the field of animal genetics; 
laboratory research, namely genotyping of animals; consulting services relating to scientific and medical research; 
research and development of chemical and pharmaceutical products, biological products and vaccines; quality control 
services.

Cl.44;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry services; consulting services relating to animal health; veterinary services; 
animal breeding.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 88151008 ;United States of America 

4199726    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470784]
VVC-WFM Intermediate Holdings LLC
c/o Veritas Capital Fund Management LLC, 9 West 57th Street, 29th Floor New York NY 10019 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for storing, retrieving, displaying and distributing electronic medical records, population health 
management, care coordination, and related patient analytics, information, and reports, and instructional manuals 
therefor sold together as a unit; computer software for automating the administrative, financial, billing, and clinical 
records of healthcare organizations, for analyzing the administrative, financial, billing, and clinical records of healthcare 
organizations, for healthcare regulatory compliance by managing healthcare data, creating reports for submission to 
regulatory authorities, for capturing, distributing, managing and viewing electronic documents, for electronic data 
interchange (EDI) of healthcare transaction information, and for managing workflow in the delivery of healthcare.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for storing, retrieving, displaying and distributing 
electronic medical records, population health management, care coordination, and related patient analytics, information, 
and reports, and instructional manuals therefore sold together as a unit; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for automating the administrative, financial, billing, and clinical records of healthcare organizations, for 
analyzing the administrative, financial, billing, and clinical records of healthcare organizations, for healthcare regulatory 
compliance by managing healthcare data, creating reports for submission to regulatory authorities, for capturing, 
distributing, managing and viewing electronic documents, for electronic data interchange (EDI) of healthcare transaction 
information, and for managing workflow in the delivery of healthcare; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, 
hosting software for use by others for storing, retrieving, displaying and distributing electronic medical records, 
population health management, care coordination, and related patient analytics, information, and reports, and 
instructional manuals therefore sold together as a unit; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software 
for use by others for automating the administrative, financial, billing, and clinical records of healthcare organizations, for 
analyzing the administrative, financial, billing, and clinical records of healthcare organizations, for healthcare regulatory 
compliance by managing healthcare data, creating reports for submission to regulatory authorities, for capturing, 
distributing, managing and viewing electronic documents, for electronic data interchange (EDI) of healthcare transaction 
information, and for managing workflow in the delivery of healthcare.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2018; Application No. : 017963922 ;European Union 

4200822    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470352]
IAQ LABORATORY LIMITED
Flat/RM 2002, 20/F, Kai Tak Commercial Building, 317-319 Des Voeux Road Central, Central District Hong Kong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Air analysis apparatus; air measuring apparatus; air pollution measuring devices; air temperature sensors.

Cl.11;Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; ventilation apparatus; mobile ventilating apparatus; 
ventilating units; air conditioning apparatus; air cooling apparatus; cooling appliances and installations; air purifying 
apparatus and machines; air purifiers; air cleaning apparatus; air sterilisers; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; 
air freshening apparatus; air humidifying apparatus; air filtering installations; air filters; filters for air purifiers; filters for 
air conditioning.
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Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : 729339 ;Switzerland 

4201135    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471087]
Wiederkehr Recycling AG
Titlisstrasse 332 CH-5622 Waltenschwil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels; fuel substitute; fuels from recyclable material recycling; industrial oils and greases; lubricants.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; scrap and crapshooter; goods of common metal not included in other classes.

Cl.7;Machinery and machinery for the separation, sorting and recycling of recyclable material and waste; machines for 
the treatment of materials; machines for the treatment of common metals; robots; parts and components of the above 
products not included in other classes.

Cl.17;Semi-processed plastic materials; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; rubber, gutta-percha, gum, 
asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; packing, stopping and insulating 
materials; flexible pipes not of metal.

Cl.39;Logistics services related to transport; distribution of energy; packaging and storage of merchandise; rental of 
warehouses; rental of containers for storage and transportation; Information and consultation related to the above 
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services.

Cl.40;Recycling of waste and trash; recycling of recyclable materials; sorting and separating waste and recyclable 
materials; treatment of waste; recycling of vehicles; treatment of materials; metal treating; treatment of plastic materials; 
custom assembling of materials (for others); energy production from recyclable materials; energy production in the 
context of recycling; information and advising services related to the above services.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 88151009 ;United States of America 

4201559    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470242]
VVC-WFM Intermediate Holdings LLC
c/o Veritas Capital Fund Management LLC, 9 West 57th Street, 29th Floor New York NY 10019 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, namely, human capital management software for tracking, recording, analyzing and managing 
the activities of employees, consultants and other human capital; computer software, namely, human capital management 
software for tracking, recording, analyzing and managing human resources data, budgets, employee time and attendance, 
employee staffing and scheduling, payroll information, employee compensation information, employee performance 
reviews, personal information about employees, employee productivity, employee workflow, employee educational 
requirements and information, patient classification data, recruiting activities and job applicants.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring human capital management software for tracking, recording, 
analyzing and managing the activities of employees, consultants and other human capital; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring human capital management software for tracking, recording, analyzing and managing human resources 
data, budgets, employee time and attendance, employee staffing and scheduling, payroll information, employee 
compensation information, employee performance reviews, personal information about employees, employee 
productivity, employee workflow, employee educational requirements and information, patient classification data, 
recruiting activities and job applicants; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting human capital 
management software for use by others for tracking, recording, analyzing and managing the activities of employees, 
consultants and other human capital; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting human capital management 
software for use by others for tracking, recording, analyzing and managing human resources data, budgets, employee 
time and attendance, employee staffing and scheduling, payroll information, employee compensation information, 
employee performance reviews, personal information about employees, employee productivity, employee workflow, 
employee educational requirements and information, patient classification data, recruiting activities and job applicants.
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4201948    26/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469959]
Assotsiatsia torgovykh kompany "TOGAS"
Nikitsky boulevard, house 17, basement suite I, room 8 RU-119019 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; abrasives; amber [perfume]; scale removing preparations for 
household purposes; antistatic preparations for household purposes; aromatics [essential oils]; air fragrancing 
preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; flavorings [flavourings] for beverages [essential oils]; breath freshening 
sprays; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; balms other than for medical purposes; lip glosses; 
polishing stones; abrasive paper; emery paper; polishing paper; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; cobblers' wax; 
cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; sachets for perfuming linen; drying agents for dishwashing machines; adhesives for 
cosmetic purposes; scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; toilet water; laundry wax; parquet floor wax; non-
slipping wax for floors; depilatory wax; mustache wax; tailors' wax; creams for leather; polish for furniture and flooring; 
shoemakers' wax; polishing wax; massage gels other than for medical purposes; heliotropine; dental bleaching gels; 
geraniol; make-up; deodorants for pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals; depilatory preparations; scented 
wood; perfumes; non-slipping liquids for floors; windshield cleaning liquids; greases for cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash 
for cleaning; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery]; shaving stones [astringents]; smoothing 
stones; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; silicon carbide [abrasive]; carbides of metal [abrasives]; alum stones 
[astringents]; tripoli stone for polishing; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; quillaia 
bark for washing; corundum [abrasive]; beard dyes; colorants for toilet purposes; cosmetic dyes; laundry starch; laundry 
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glaze; shoe cream; polishing creams; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; polishing rouge; incense; hair spray; nail 
polish; lotions for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic 
purposes; oils for toilet purposes; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; oils for cleaning purposes; 
bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; oil of turpentine for degreasing; whiting; 
cleaning chalk; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; soap; 
deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot 
perspiration; almond soap; mint for perfumery; cosmetic kits; emery; nail art stickers; false nails; eau de Cologne; bases 
for flower perfumes; joss sticks; pastes for razor strops; dentifrices; pumice stone; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic 
purposes; breath freshening strips; abrasive cloth; glass cloth; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving 
preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; toiletries; hair waving preparations; laundry soaking preparations; 
grinding preparations; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; smoothing 
preparations [starching]; color-removing preparations; leather bleaching preparations; polishing preparations; denture 
polishes; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; starch glaze for laundry 
purposes; furbishing preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; dry-cleaning preparations; paint 
stripping preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; make-up removing preparations; floor wax removers [scouring 
preparations]; varnish-removing preparations; rust removing preparations; nail care preparations; cleaning, polishing, 
degreasing and abrasive preparations; cleaning preparations; preparations for cleaning dentures; wallpaper cleaning 
preparations; preparations for unblocking drain pipes; laundry preparations; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic 
purposes; sunscreen preparations; color- [colour-] brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; shining 
preparations [polish]; make-up powder; diamantine [abrasive]; stain removers; scouring solutions; false eyelashes; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; safrol; laundry blueing; turpentine, for degreasing; potpourris [fragrances]; 
bleaching soda; washing soda, for cleaning; bath salts, not for medical purposes; bleaching salts; fumigation 
preparations [perfumes]; preservatives for leather [polishes]; ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent]; astringents for 
cosmetic purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes; 
neutralizers for permanent waving; preparations to make the leaves of plants shiny; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics for animals; mascara; detergents other than for use in manufacturing 
operations and for medical purposes; non-medicated toilet preparations; degreasers other than for use in manufacturing 
processes; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; talcum powder, for 
toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; emery cloth; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; shampoos; shampoos 
for pets; dry shampoos; sandpaper; soda lye; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint 
essence [essential oil].

Cl.24;Frieze [cloth]; velvet; household linen; diapered linen; bath linen, except clothing; bed linen; table linen, not of 
paper; buckram; fustian; sleeping bag liners; felt; gauze [cloth]; damask; jersey [fabric]; table runners; drugget; shower 
curtains of textile or plastic; curtains of textile or plastic; net curtains; zephyr [cloth]; banners; canvas for tapestry or 
embroidery; bolting cloth; crepe [fabric]; crepon; furniture coverings of textile; fabrics for textile use; filtering materials of 
textile; wall hangings of textile; non-woven textile fabrics; plastic material [substitute for fabrics]; textile material; 
moleskin [fabric]; pillowcases; mattress covers; bed blankets; brocades; handkerchiefs of textile; travelling rugs [lap 
robes]; coasters [table linen]; linings [textile]; hat linings, of textile, in the piece; curtain holders of textile material; bed 
throws; bed covers; bed covers of paper; furniture coverings of plastic; towels of textile; cloth; hemp cloth; gummed 
cloth, other than for stationery; printers' blankets of textile; door curtains; sheets [textile]; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; 
bath mitts; shrouds; glass cloths [towels]; cloths for removing make-up; face towels of textile; place mats, not of paper; 
table napkins of textile; mosquito nets; calico; table covers; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; tablecloths, not of paper; 
billiard cloth; taffeta [cloth]; ticks [mattress covers]; tick [linen]; lingerie fabric; fabric, impervious to gases, for 
aeronautical balloons; jute fabric; fabric for footwear; textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; ramie 
fabric; esparto fabric; rayon fabric; fiberglass fabrics, for textile use; adhesive fabric for application by heat; linen cloth; 
upholstery fabrics; hemp fabric; lining fabric for shoes; traced cloth for embroidery; chenille fabric; printed calico cloth; 
knitted fabric; cotton fabrics; silk fabrics for printing patterns; woollen cloth; elastic woven material; fabric of imitation 
animal skins; haircloth [sackcloth]; cheese cloth; tulle; flags, not of paper; flannel [fabric]; trellis [cloth]; covers for 
cushions; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; covers [loose] for furniture; pillow shams; cheviots [cloth]; silk [cloth]; labels of 
cloth; sleeping bags for camping.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2018; Application No. : 1383219 ;Benelux 

4201969    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470430]
Centrient Pharmaceuticals Netherlands B.V
Alexander Fleminglaan 1 NL-2613 AX Delft Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical ingredients for pharmaceutical preparations and for pharmaceutical use, especially ingredients for the 
manufacture of antibiotics, statins and antifungals.

Cl.5;Active pharmaceutical ingredients, also for antibiotics, statins and antifungals.
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4202614    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471012]
Honeywell International Inc.
115 Tabor Road Morris Plains NJ 07950 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable or recorded software for use in connecting, controlling, securing, monitoring, automating, 
managing, maintaining, analyzing, optimizing and ensuring the safety and enhancing the user experience of industrial and 
manufacturing processes, assets and facilities, commercial buildings, utilities assets and facilities, aviation and 
transportation operations and facilities, cybersecurity systems and the related management of industrial and commercial 
workers and managers; downloadable or recorded software for data collection, analysis and optimization and 
management in the fields of industrial and manufacturing processes, assets and facilities, commercial buildings, utilities, 
aviation and transportation operations and facilities, cybersecurity systems and the related management of industrial and 
commercial workers and managers.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for use in connecting, controlling, securing, monitoring, 
automating, managing, maintaining, analyzing, optimizing, and ensuring the safety and enhancing the experience of 
industrial and manufacturing processes, assets and facilities, commercial buildings, utilities assets and facilities, aviation 
and transportation operations and facilities, cybersecurity systems and the related management of industrial and 
commercial workers and managers; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in 
connecting, controlling, securing, monitoring, automating, managing, maintaining, analyzing, optimizing, and ensuring 
the safety and enhancing the user experience of industrial and manufacturing processes, assets and facilities, 
commercial buildings, utilities assets and facilities, aviation and transportation operations and facilities, cybersecurity 
systems and the related management of industrial and commercial workers and managers.
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4205895    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471894]
Dongguan Bandicoot Leather Goods Co., Ltd.
Floor 2, Building A, Baidai Industrial Park, Changping, Daojiao, Dongguan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Animal skins; school bags; backpacks; handbags; travelling bags; pocket wallets; bags; key cases; briefcases; 
umbrellas.

Cl.25;Coats; trousers; outerclothing; clothing; layettes [clothing]; judo uniforms; waterproof clothing; raincoat; 
theatrical costume; sashes for wear.

Cl.35;Organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion for others; import-export 
agency services; marketing; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; 
systemization of information into computer databases; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes.
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Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : 018029813 ;European Union 

4207144    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471826]
Eye Pharma S.p.A.
Via Borghero 9 I-16148 Genova Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic creams.

Cl.5;Dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes, namely, food 
supplements based on liquid hyaluronic acid to be taken orally, as integration of the endogenous hyaluronic acid that is 
lost with aging.
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4207147    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471835]
VICTOR RACKETS INDUSTRIAL CORP.
1st Floor, No. 3-2, Lane 67, Nan Kang Rd., Sec. 3 Taipei 11563 Taiwan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Animal skins; imitation leather; travelling trunks; backpacks; handbags; travelling bags; briefcases; bags for 
sports; bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; pants; coats; sports jerseys; tee-shirts; warm-up suits; sleeveless jerseys; sports shirts with short 
sleeves.
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4207399    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471656]
Dongguan Bandicoot Leather Goods Co., Ltd.
Floor 2, Building A, Baidai Industrial Park, Changping, Daojiao, Dongguan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Animal skins; school bags; backpacks; handbags; travelling bags; pocket wallets; bags; key cases; briefcases; 
umbrellas.

Cl.25;Neckties; turbans; suspenders; shawls; mantillas; belts [clothing]; girdles; scarves; braces for clothing 
[suspenders]; strap [clothing].

Cl.35;Sales promotion for others; accounting; import-export agency services; auctioneering.
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4208276    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472181]
ZENCOLOR GLOBAL, LLC
2980 MCFARLANE ROAD COCONUT GROVE FL 33133 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer graphics software for color editing and color measurement; computer graphics software for monitoring 
color calibration; color measuring apparatus, namely, colorimeters; handheld electronic device used to interpret and 
identify specific colors, for use in identifying colors of goods, namely, phones, smartphones, personal digital assistants, 
PC tablets and netbooks for use in identifying colors of paints, fabrics, furniture and apparel.

Cl.42;Developing customized standards in the nature of color analysis to assure color consistency and accuracy in the 
reproduction and specification of colors; specifying and verifying color as used by printers and graphic artists in the 
nature of color analysis in the field of graphic design, web design, industrial design, architecture and interior design; 
specifying colors for corporate identification programs by providing color analysis for matching against standards for a 
color, to the order and specification of others for the purposes of interior design; providing color analyses for matching 
against existing standards for a color and developing customized standards in the nature of color analysis to assure color 
consistency and accuracy in the reproduction of colors; specifying colors for corporate identification programs by 
providing color analysis for matching against standards for a color, including its strength, tone and transparency, to the 
order and specification of others for the purposes of graphic design, web design, industrial design, architecture and 
interior design; providing color matching in the nature of color analysis with respect to various consumer products for 
the purposes of graphic design, web design, industrial design, architecture and interior design; data mining.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 017968345 ;European Union 

4208352    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471532]
Umdasch Group NewCon GmbH
Josef-Umdasch-Platz 1 A-3300 Amstetten Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Formwork and parts therefor for concrete construction; concrete formwork elements; battery moulds; 
transportable buildings and parts therefor for formwork applications; parts for all the aforesaid goods being goods in this 
class.

Cl.7;Machines and installations composed thereof and parts of installations for the manufacture of precast concrete 
parts; accessories and aids for manufacturing prefabricated concrete parts, namely concrete pumps and concrete 
compactors, unloading cranes, loading and unloading machines; formwork robots (machines); formwork pallets (parts of 
machines); production line machines; feeding, lifting and hoisting devices for formwork.

Cl.19;Concrete; ready mixed concrete; concrete and prefabricated concrete components; formwork and parts therefor 
for concrete construction; carrier and support structures and parts therefor for formwork, for use in concrete 
construction; all the aforesaid goods not of metal.

Cl.37;Installation, assembly, dismantling and rental of concrete formwork; installation of concrete forming systems; 
construction consultancy in the formwork technology and concrete construction sector; all of the aforesaid services for 
others.

Cl.42;Engineering and consultancy in the formwork technology and concrete construction sector, including planning, 
design and development of formwork, carrier and support structures and scaffolding, and parts and fittings therefor, and 
development, technical and logistical handling, supervision of formwork projects; consultancy in the field of concrete 
technology and technical construction process consultancy, including monitoring, testing and examination of concrete 
maturity; all of the aforesaid services for others; construction planning in the formwork technology and concrete 
construction sector.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 017968699 ;European Union 

4208641    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471533]
DLG e.V.
Eschborner Landstr. 122 60489 Frankfurt am Main Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, in particular newspapers, catalogues, prospectuses, posters and photographs; instructional and 
teaching material (expect apparatus).

Cl.35;Organisation of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; consultancy with regard to 
the arranging and conducting of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes, included in this 
class, organisation and arranging of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes, namely 
organisation of trade fair participations; presentation of companies and their products and services for advertising 
purposes, and sales promotion and organising of business contacts, including on the internet; public relations services; 
advertising, rental of advertising space, marketing, market research and market analysis; providing and rental of 
equipment for exhibition areas and exhibition stands, publicity material rental.

Cl.41;Organising and arranging of conferences, special shows for cultural, instructional and educational purposes, 
congresses, symposiums, product presentations and competitions for cultural, instructional and educational purposes; 
publication of periodicals, catalogues and prospectuses; organising, arranging and conducting of seminars, workshops 
(training) and exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2018; Application No. : 4502206 ;France 

4209218    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471906]
BOSTIK SA
420 rue d'Estienne d'Orves F-92700 Colombes France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry; chemical products for the manufacture of adhesives; adhesives (adhesive 
materials) for use in industry; adhesives for ceiling, floor and wall tiles; glues for repair and assembly of objects, other 
than for stationery or household use; adhesives for wallpaper; separating and unsticking [ungluing] products; starch 
size; solvents (chemical products for use in industry) for glues; unprocessed epoxy, acrylic and synthetic resins; 
unprocessed plastics.

Cl.3;Solvents for adhesives.

Cl.16;Adhesives (glues) for stationery or household purposes; adhesives for do-it-yourself; paintbrushes; artists' 
materials; glues for wood for household use; glues for fabrics for household use; glues for office use; glues for glass for 
household use; glues for leather for household use.

Cl.17;Epoxy, acrylic and synthetic resins (semi-finished products); packing, stopping and insulating materials; sealant 
compounds for joints; insulating coatings; insulating varnish; adhesive tapes and strips other than for medical, stationery 
or household purposes; waterproof packings.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; mortar for building; cement; coatings (building materials); plaster; pitch; 
concrete; lime; patching and leveling plaster coats for walls, floors and ceilings; products for patching walls, floors and 
ceilings.
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Priority claimed from 26/02/2019; Application No. : 018027467 ;European Union 

4213905    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472604]
DXNMXRK ApS
Toldbodgade 3 DK-6000 Kolding Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning and fragrancing preparations; non-medicated toiletries; essential oils and aromatic extracts; ethereal 
essences and oils; blended essential oils; essential oils for personal use; essential oils for use in the manufacture of 
scented products; shoe polish; cleaning preparations for leather; leather preservatives [polishes]; creams for leather.

Cl.9;Optical devices; eyewear pouches; spectacle frames made of metal; spectacle frames made of plastic; spectacle 
frames made of a combination of metal and plastics; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; sunglasses; sunglass 
temples.

Cl.14;Time instruments; key rings and key chains, and charms therefor; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; gemstones, 
pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; clocks; precious and semi-precious stones; alloys of precious metal; 
precious and semi-precious gems; gold; gold alloys; gold thread [jewellery]; wristwatches; cases for watches 
[presentation]; cases of precious metals for watches; automatic watches; desk clocks; jewel cases; jewellery cases 
[caskets]; key rings.

Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; umbrellas; luggage tags; hipsacks; luggage; clutch bags; bags; carry-
on bags; wrist mounted purses; net bags for shopping; handbags, purses and wallets; card wallets [leatherware]; 
cosmetic purses; credit card cases [wallets]; suitcases; pocket wallets; travelling bags; rucksacks; shoulder bags; bags 
for sports.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; shoes; hats; open-necked shirts; ankle socks; bathing suits; belts [clothing]; 
underwear; trousers; blazers; blouses; pants; coats; neck scarves [mufflers]; gloves [clothing]; jackets [clothing]; jerseys 
[clothing]; ladies' dresses; crop tops; short-sleeve shirts; nightwear; sweaters; sweatshirts; hooded sweatshirts; 
sweatpants; sweatsuits; shorts; shirts; socks; tee-shirts; scarves; underpants; ankle boots; sandals; half-boots; sports 
shoes.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; retail store, online retail store, and wholesale store services 
featuring cleaning and fragrancing preparations, toiletries, essential oils and aromatic extracts, ethereal essences and 
oils, blended essential oils, essential oils for personal use, essential oils for use in the manufacture of scented products, 
shoe polish, cleaning preparations for leather, leather preservatives, and creams for leather; retail store, online retail 
store, and wholesale store services featuring optical devices, eyewear pouches, spectacle frames made of metal, 
spectacle frames made of plastic, spectacle frames made of a combination of metal and plastics, frames for spectacles 
and sunglasses, sunglasses, and sunglass temples; retail store, online retail store, and wholesale store services featuring 
time instruments, key rings and key chains and charms therefor, jewellery boxes, watch boxes, gemstones and pearls and 
precious metals and imitations thereof, clocks; retail store, online retail store, and wholesale store services featuring 
precious and semi-precious stones, alloys of precious metal, precious and semi-precious gems, gold, gold alloys, gold 
thread, wristwatches, cases for watches, cases of precious metals for watches, automatic watches, desk clocks, jewel 
cases, jewellery cases, and key rings; retail store, online retail store, and wholesale store services featuring luggage, 
bags, wallets and other carriers, umbrellas, luggage tags, hipsacks, luggage, clutch bags, bags, carry-on bags, wrist 
mounted purses, net bags for shopping, handbags, purses, wallets, card wallets, cosmetic purses, credit card cases, 
suitcases, pocket wallets, travelling bags, rucksacks, shoulder bags, and bags for sports; retail store, online retail store, 
and wholesale store services featuring clothing, footwear, headgear, shoes, hats, open-necked shirts, ankle socks, 
bathing suits, belts, underwear, trousers, blazers, blouses, pants, coats, neck scarves, gloves, jackets, jerseys, ladies' 
dresses, crop tops, short-sleeve shirts, nightwear, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, sweatpants, sweatsuits, 
shorts, shirts, socks, tee-shirts, scarves, underpants; retail store, online retail store, and wholesale store services 
featuring ankle boots, sandals, shoes, half-boots, sports shoes.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 88385635 ;United States of America 

4213914    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472593]
Lonza Ltd.
Lonzastrasse CH-3930 Visp Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Kits consisting of cell lines, reagents, enzyme substrates and/or genetically modified chemical preparations; 
reagents, nucleic acids and nucleotides for scientific use and for research purposes in the fields of clinical research, drug 
development, research in agriculture and genetics; reagent kits consisting of reagents and chemical preparations; 
samples of nucleotide sequence variants and modifications for use in the field of scientific research, clinical research and 
scientific research in diagnosis.

Cl.5;Biological preparations for use in clinical and medical cell therapy; gene therapy products, namely, modified cells 
and modified cell platforms.

Cl.42;Scientific research and laboratory services in the fields of editing, modification, engineering and regulation of 
genes, genome and cells for the development of pharmaceutical and biological preparations for human and veterinary 
use; aggregation, analysis and provision of data in the field of genomics; custom design and development of cell lines 
designed for others for scientific research, drug discovery and development; scientific research and laboratory services 
in the fields of editing, modification, engineering and regulation of genes, genome and cells for the development of 
medical diagnostic products.
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Priority claimed from 04/03/2019; Application No. : 36612854 ;China 

4213966    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472774]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartglasses; smartwatches; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; covers for 
smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks (hand-held monopods); digital photo frames; 
microphones; computer hardware; computer memories; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); transponders; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; network communication apparatus; modems; sleeves for laptops; electric batteries; chargers for electric 
batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries); tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; stands adapted 
for tablet computers; flat panel displays; flexible flat panel displays for computers; laptop computers; notebook 
computers; bags adapted for laptops; headphones; earphones; virtual reality headsets; digital video recorder for 
vehicles; set-top boxes; loudspeakers; video monitors; connected bracelets (measuring instruments); computer 
programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; optical lenses; portable media players; sound 
transmitting apparatus; camcorders; cameras (photography); computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); 
pedometers; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; biochips; infrared detectors; electronic key fobs 
being remote control apparatus; switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting sets (telecommunication); 
security tokens (encryption devices); gas testing instruments; scales; black boxes (data recorders); interactive touch 
screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; audio 
interfaces; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; equalizers (audio apparatus); digital weather 
stations; fingerprint identifier; human face recognition devices; stored program controlled telephone switching 
apparatus; radios; air analysis apparatus; materials for electricity mains (wires, cables); integrated circuits; electronic 
chips; thermal imaging cameras; bathroom scales; scales with body mass analyzers; personal digital assistants (PDAs); 
computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; video 
screens; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable 
graphics for mobile phones; wearable computers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for 
mobile phones; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; selfie lenses; laboratory robots; teaching 
robots; USB data lines or data cables; USB data lines or data cables for mobile phones; downloadable mobile phone 
software applications; holders for mobile phones; touch screens; television apparatus; electric plugs; electric sockets; 
intercoms; digital door locks; alarm central units; sensor; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; computer 
operating programs, recorded; liquid crystal displays (LCD) with large screens; electronic diaries; liquid crystal displays 
(LCD); electronic pens; video image printers; portable digital electronic scales; wrist-mounted smartphones; television 
apparatus for vehicles; computer styluses; computer programs, downloadable; ultra high-definition (UHD) televisions; 
liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions.

Cl.42;Technological research; research and development of new products for others; consultancy in the design and 
development of computer hardware; maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media; computer system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; 
data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); computer software consultancy; rental of web 
servers; providing search engines for the internet; scientific research; technical project studies; telecommunications 
technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software design; updating of computer software; web site 
design consultancy; information technology (IT) consultancy; electronic data storage; providing information on computer 
technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology consultancy; computer security 
consultancy; development of driver and operating system software.
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4214150    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473310]
Hangzhou Techderm Biological Products Co., Ltd.
Floor 2, East Building 6, No. 88, Jiangling Road, Binjiang District, Hangzhou 310051 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soap; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; polishing 
preparations; grinding preparations / sharpening preparations; perfumery; cosmetics; dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for 
animals; air fragrancing preparations.

Cl.5;Scapulars for surgical purposes; wadding for medical purposes; air purifying preparations; pesticides; babies' 
diapers / babies' napkins; dressings, medical; adhesive tapes for medical purposes / adhesive bands for medical 
purposes; teeth filling material; diapers for pets; surgical dressings.

Cl.10;Surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; suture materials; condoms; orthopedic articles / orthopaedic 
articles; stents; surgical apparatus and instruments; cushions for medical purposes; feeding bottles / babies' bottles.
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Priority claimed from 07/01/2019; Application No. : 729935 ;Switzerland 

4215769    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473266]
Heidi Chocolat Suisse SA
Täschmattstrasse 10 CH-6015 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic substances and foodstuffs, chocolate, chocolate candy, candy, petits fours (pastry) and confectionery for 
diabetics.

Cl.30;Chocolate; petits fours (cakes); chocolate candy; candy and sugar confectionery; edible ices.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; retail sale and 
wholesale of chocolate, chocolate candy, petits fours (pastry), candy, sugar confectionery and edible ices; on-line retail 
store services for chocolate, chocolate candy, petits fours (pastry), candy, sugar confectionery and edible ices.
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 028 195 ;Germany 

4215786    13/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472351]
TUI AG
Karl-Wiechert-Allee 4 30625 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; transport of persons and goods, in particular by road, rail, sea and 
air; river transport; porterage; transport of money and valuables; transportation logistics; organization, booking and 
arrangement of travels, excursions and cruises; arrangement of transport services; rental of diving suits; organization, 
booking and arrangement of excursions, day trips and sightseeing tours; travel consultancy and escorting of travellers; 
rental, booking and providing of aircraft; rental, booking and providing of ships, in particular rowing and motor boats, 
sailing vessels and canoes; rental, booking and providing of motor vehicles, bicycles and horses; parcel delivery; 
organization of trips, holidays and sightseeing tours; travel agency services, in particular consultancy and booking 
services for travel, providing information about travel, arrangement of transport services and travel; travel reservation; 
transport reservation; providing information about travel, via the Internet, in particular about reservation and booking in 
the tourism and business travel sector (online travel agencies); delivery, dispatching and distribution of newspapers and 
magazines; consultation provided by telephone call centres and hotlines regarding travels, including business travel and 
in the field of transport logistics, transport and storage; tracking of passenger or freight vehicles using computers or 
global-positioning systems (GPS); traffic information.

Cl.41;Basic and advanced training as well as education information; instructional services, in particular 
correspondence courses and language training; entertainment; film production, other than advertising films; DVD and 
CD-ROM film production; production of radio and television programs; rental of films and videos; presentation of films 
and videos; entertainer services; musical performances; circus performances; public entertainment; theatrical 
performances; arranging and conducting of concerts; ticket agency services [entertainment]; organization and providing 
of an after school children's entertainment centre featuring educational entertainment; holiday camp services 
(entertainment); physical education services; language training; training and fitness club services; providing nursery 
schools, cinema theaters, discotheque services, providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions], amusement 
arcades, amusement park services; sport camp services; providing golf courses, tennis courts, riding facilities and sports 
facilities; rental of skin diving equipment; organization of sports competitions; organization of cultural and sporting 
events; arranging of cultural and sporting events; reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural events; game 
services provided on-line [from a computer network]; rental of recorded data carriers (films, music, games), projector 
apparatus and the accessories thereof; rental of newspapers and magazines; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; 
publication of printed matter, also in the form of electronic media including CD-ROMs, other than publicity texts, in 
particular books, magazines and newspapers; publication of printed matter in electronic form, except for publicity 
purposes, in particular magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; publication of texts, except publicity texts, in 
particular of books, magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; organization of exhibitions for cultural and 
teaching purposes; entertainment and educational services provided by recreation and amusement parks; services of an 
interpreter; services of a translator; photography; radio entertainment; television entertainment; consultation provided by 
telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of education, training and further training, and entertainment; consultation 
provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural 
events; information about entertainment events, in particular provided via online networks and the Internet; modelling for 
artists.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; providing of food and drinks for guests; accommodation bureau services; 
providing and rental of holiday homes, holiday flats and apartments; providing room reservation and hotel reservation 
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services; providing hotel and motel services; catering; boarding house services; rental of meeting rooms; bar services; 
restaurant services; providing food and drinks in Internet cafés; consultation provided by telephone call centres and 
hotlines in the field of accommodation services, providing and rental of holiday homes, room reservation services and 
hotel reservation as well as accommodation and catering for guests.
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Priority claimed from 14/12/2018; Application No. : 729653 ;Switzerland 

4217474    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473525]
NewBreath Sàrl
Gartenstrasse 4 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic substances for medical use, food for 
babies; dietetic food supplements; food supplements; food preparations for infants; nutritional supplements; nutritionally 
fortified water for medical use; nutritional supplement mixtures for beverages in the form of powders; decongestants; 
medicated powders for babies; food for babies; beverages for babies; milk for babies; dietetic substances and foodstuffs 
for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; medicated lotions and creams for the body, skin, face and hands; medicinal 
herbs; herbal teas; medicated cleansers for the skin and wounds; antibacterial cleaners.

Cl.29;Milk and dairy products; powdered milk; coconut milk powder; preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; 
jellies, jams, compotes, goat's milk; rice milk for use as a milk substitute; rice milk; meal substitutes based on vegetables, 
fruit, eggs, meat, seafood and/or dairy products in liquid, solid or powder form for food.
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Priority claimed from 10/10/2018; Application No. : 88150368 ;United States of America 

4218177    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472672]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of educational materials in the fields of science, technology, 
engineering and math; software, namely, educational software featuring instruction in the fields of science, technology, 
engineering and math; computer hardware and computer peripherals; teaching robots.

Cl.41;Developing curriculum for others in the fields of science, technology, engineering and math; providing education 
information in the fields of science, technology, engineering and math for teachers and students; developing educational 
lesson plans for others in the fields of science, technology, engineering and math.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining an on-line web site for others for educational purposes in 
the fields of science, technology, engineering and math for use by teachers and students.
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4220492    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473284]
MyTona Pte. Ltd.
1 Fusionopolis Link, 06-06 Nexus @One-North, North Lobby Singapore 138542 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fireextinguishing apparatus; games software; computer game software downloadable from a global 
computer network; computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; downloadable computer game 
software via a global computer network and wireless devices; computer game programs and software for use with 
electronic games of all kinds; recorded software and programs for use with electronic games of all kinds.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; providing on-line computer 
games; providing Internet games, non-downloadable; games services provided via computer networks and global 
communication networks; information relating to computer gaming entertainment provided online from a computer 
database or a global communication network; video game entertainment services.
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4220764    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473558]
Wrisk Ltd
25 Moorgate, London EC2R 6AY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Insurance administration; insurance claims administration.

Cl.36;Insurance premium rate computing; insurance agencies; insurance brokerage services; insurance claims 
assessment; insurance claims processing; insurance consultation; insurance investigations; insurance subrogation; 
insurance subrogation and salvage; insurance services; insurance underwriting services; insurance; insurance 
(arranging of-); insurance advice; insurance advisory services; insurance against loss of credit.
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Priority claimed from 07/01/2019; Application No. : 729936 ;Switzerland 

4224162    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473287]
Heidi Chocolat Suisse SA
Täschmattstrasse 10 CH-6015 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic substances and foodstuffs, chocolate, chocolate candy, candy, petits fours (pastry) and confectionery for 
diabetics.

Cl.30;Chocolate; petits fours (cakes); chocolate candy; candy and sugar confectionery; edible ices.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; retail sale and 
wholesale of chocolate, chocolate candy, petits fours (pastry), candy, sugar confectionery and edible ices; on-line retail 
store services for chocolate, chocolate candy, petits fours (pastry), candy, sugar confectionery and edible ices.
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4225612    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473591]
Ward McKenzie Pty Ltd
47-51 Slough Rd ALTONA VIC 3018 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Food products made from preserved fruits; preserved fruits; food products made from preserved vegetables; 
preserved vegetables; mixtures of vegetables and herbs; edible oils; edible oils for use in baking; edible seeds.

Cl.30;Dried culinary herbs (seasonings); dried herbs (seasonings); garden herbs, preserved (seasonings); preserved 
culinary herbs (seasonings); preserved herbs (seasonings); baking soda (bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes); 
bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes (baking soda); processed seeds for use as a seasoning; processed grains for 
use in food.

Cl.31;Edible seeds (unprocessed); edible nuts (unprocessed); nuts (fruits); unprocessed nuts; unprocessed grains.
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Priority claimed from 30/10/2018; Application No. : 3741668 ;Spain 

4226114    07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1473699]
ITERA SOLUCIONES DE INGENIERIA, S.L.
C/ San Cristofol, 61 bajo E-46440 ALMUSSAFES (VALENCIA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components 
(other than for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic 
distribution machines; mechanical tools; industrial robotic scutching machines; supplies for machine tools; engine 
blocks for motor vehicles; intake manifolds for motor vehicles; engine cylinders for motor vehicles.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; engineering consultancy services; 
consultancy in telecommunications engineering; technical engineering; engineering surveys; technological engineering 
analysis; technical project planning in the field of engineering; preparation of engineering reports; engineering services in 
the field of environmental technology; energy auditing; certification services for energy efficiency in buildings; 
consultancy in the field of energy-saving; consultancy services for energy efficiency; energy engineering project studies; 
technical projects in energy saving and efficiency.
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Priority claimed from 22/10/2018; Application No. : 4493477 ;France 

4228229    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474845]
BEE HEALTHCARE
1 rue de la Noë F-44321 NANTES CEDEX 3 France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision) and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data processing equipment; computers; 
software; downloadable computer software applications; computer software and downloadable computer software 
applications for automated or robotic performance of medical and surgical operations, for blood analysis, blood 
collecting, blood testing, blood transfusion, blood purification, blood separation or the installation of catheters; data 
processing software; interfaces (for computers); laboratory robots; furniture especially made for laboratories; probes for 
scientific use; laboratory apparatus and instruments; safety cabinets for scientific use; scientific and laboratory 
apparatus and instruments for vascular accessibility; scientific and laboratory apparatus and instruments for blood 
analysis, blood collecting, blood testing, blood transfusion, blood purification, blood separation or the installation of 
catheters; laboratory apparatus for research and scientific or medical development; laboratory apparatus and instruments 
for collecting, measuring, testing and analyzing blood and other bodily fluids.

Cl.10;Medical, dental and veterinary surgical apparatus, instruments and devices; diagnostics and analysis apparatus 
for medical use; electronic apparatus for medical use; special furniture for medical use; probes for medical use; 
apparatus and instruments for testing relating to medical diagnostics; patient support machines and apparatus for the 
performance of medical or surgical operations; automatic and robotic medical machines and apparatus for the 
performance of medical or surgical operations; medical apparatus, devices and instruments for vascular accessibility; 
automatic or robotic medical iapparatus, devices and instruments for the vascular accessibility; medical apparatus, 
devices and instruments for blood analysis, blood collecting, blood testing, blood transfusion, blood purification, blood 
separation or the installation of catheters; automatic and robotic medical apparatus, devices and instruments for blood 
analysis, collecting blood, testing blood, blood transfusion, blood purification, blood separation or the installation of 
catheters; electronic apparatus for measuring blood pressure for medical purposes; medical or surgical apparatus, 
devices and instruments for blood analysis, collecting blood, testing blood, blood transfusion, blood purification, blood 
separation or the installation of catheters; dermal implantation instruments for catheters; apparatus and instruments for 
processing and recovery of autologous blood; apparatus, devices and instruments for collecting body fluids; tools for 
medical diagnosis.
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Priority claimed from 22/10/2018; Application No. : 17971071 ;European Union 

4228264    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474819]
BOJ OLAÑETA, S.L.
Calle Matxaria, 21 E-20600 Eibar (Guipúzcoa) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Dishwashers; washing machines; Washer dryers; vacuum cleaners; electric liquidizers; electric machines for 
ironing clothes; spin dryers (machines); electric coffee grinders; mixers [machines]; shredders; juice extractor machines; 
electric can openers; electric knives; packaging machines; electric vacuum packaging for household purposes; 
composting machines; waste compacting machines; food processors; cutting machines.

Cl.9;Kitchen scales; bathroom scales; electric scales.

Cl.11;Electric lighting apparatus; heating apparatus; steam generating apparatus; cooking apparatus and installations; 
refrigerating apparatus; drying apparatus; ventilation apparatus; water distribution apparatus; sanitary installations; 
tumble dryers; refrigerators; freezers; machines and apparatuses for producing ice; refrigerated food counters; 
refrigerated display cabinets; hot cabinets for food; apparatus for keeping food warm; gas and electric cookers; induction 
cookers; cookers with vitreous enamel surfaces; cooking stoves; deep fryers; ovens; electric steam cookers; electric 
cooking pots; electric pressure cookers; electric kettles; barbecues; electric coffee machines; roasters; sandwich 
toasters; electric apparatus for steaming; humidifiers; dehumidifiers; apparatuses and machines for purifying air; hair 
dryers; fans; cooking grills; chemically or electric heating cushions not for medical purposes; extractor hoods; sinks; 
faucets; electric boilers; electric heaters; heat accumulators; air-conditioning apparatus; steam accumulators; electric 
blankets; dryers for household purposes.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; kitchen receptacles; combs; sponges; brushes; cleaning material; glassware; porcelain ware; 
chinaware; non-electric steaming pots; trays (domestic; stew-pans; frying pans; tableware, cookware and containers; 
vacuum bottles; electric toothbrushes.
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Priority claimed from 27/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-163832 ;Japan 

4228275    22/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475494]
SHIMANO INC.
3-77, Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City Osaka 590-8577 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs (downloadable software); computer software applications, downloadable; computer software 
applications for mobile telephones; computer software applications for smartphones; computer software applications for 
tablet computers; computer software and mobile application software for customization, maintenance, repair and 
diagnosis of bicycles and bicycle components; computer software and mobile application software for updating firmware 
for bicycles and bicycle components; downloadable mobile application software for receiving, processing and displaying 
exercise data generated by bicycles; downloadable mobile application software for connecting individuals to bicycle 
support and maintenance services; downloadable mobile application software for sharing a user's location and finding 
and locating cycling courses worldwide; downloadable mobile application software for location sharing services in the 
nature of coordinating group bicycle rides; downloadable mobile application software for enabling users to view 
aggregated lifestyle content in the fields of health, bicycling, and news on various cycling events.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS); providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for customization, 
maintenance, repair and diagnosis of bicycles and bicycle components, accessible via a website; software as a service 
(SaaS) for providing information on customization, maintenance, repair and diagnostic services in the field of bicycles 
and bicycle components; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for receiving, processing and 
displaying exercise data generated by bicycles; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for 
sharing a user's location and finding and locating cycling courses worldwide; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer software for enabling users to view aggregated lifestyle content in the fields of health, bicycling, 
and news on various cycling events.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2018; Application No. : 017939352 ;European Union 

4228282    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475495]
Global Castings Germany GmbH
Johann-Rathje-Köser-Strasse 7 21683 Stade Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of common metal; building materials of metal; goods made of 
metal, namely, foundry molds of metal; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; cast steel; cast stainless steel; spheroidal 
cast iron; chilled cast iron; support pipes for machines, namely cast iron pipes; railway points; water-pipe valves of metal.

Cl.7;Machine parts, namely, parts for wind turbines and plants consisting thereof; parts of nacelles of wind turbines; 
machine tools and parts thereof; molds; pumps and parts thereof; housings [parts of machines]; axles for machines; 
transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; machine-operated tools, namely, tools for machine tools; foundry 
machines; armatures (parts of machines) cast in one piece, for different industry sectors, in particular for the chemical 
industry; machine components, namely, frames, covers, housings, machine tool holders; clutch pistons for machines; 
compressors; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; printing cylinders; extender wheels; crankcases for pumps as far 
as included in this class; pumps [machines], the aforesaid goods as adjusted machine parts; colander frames [machine 
parts]; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; bearings [parts of machines]; ball-bearings; ball-bearing rings; 
roller bearings; couplings, other than for land vehicles; parts and accessories for wind mills, wind power plants, wind 
turbines and other wind-operated machines; mill towers and masts; blade hubs; mill housings; machine beds; rotation 
devices; yaw rings and gears; devices for setting the pitch of the wings; brakes and brake devices; main shafts; universal 
joints; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; power transmission couplings, other than for land vehicles; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Installation of wind power systems; maintenance and repair of wind power plants; the pre-assembly of modules 
for the manufacturing of wind power turbines; installation, maintenance and repair of wind mills, wind power plants, wind 
turbines and other wind-operated machines; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.40;Heat treatment and coating of steel; surface polishing; treatment of materials using chemicals; treatment of 
materials by laser beam; metallurgical processing; vulcanization [material treatment]; processing of steel; heat treating of 
steel; cutting of steel; processing of light metals; metal plating and laminating; heat treating of metals and alloys; 
processing of metals; hardening of metals; machining of metals; metal plating; processing of metal parts; heat treating of 
metals; metal treating; plating; applying finish to stainless steel sheets and coils; processing of metal surfaces by 
abrasive polishing; processing of metal surfaces using precision grinding techniques; custom steel rolling and 
fabrication to the order and specification of others; alloy plating.

Cl.42;Technical assistance concerning wind mill and wind power projects; development of components for wind mills, 
wind power plants, wind turbines and wind-operated machines; advisory, consultancy and information services relating 
to all the aforesaid services; product development; technical consultancy relating to product development; product 
research and development services; development, analysis and consultancy services in the field of engineering.
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Priority claimed from 06/11/2018; Application No. : UK00003351245 ;United Kingdom 

4228284    12/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475314]
Scot Young Research Limited
Lye By Pass, Lye Stourbridge, West Midlands DY9 8HG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; detergents; all for use in professional and industrial 
cleaning; hand cleaners; hand cleaning preparations.

Cl.7;Sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; manually and electrically operated machines for abrading, 
cleaning, polishing, scouring, scrubbing, sweeping, mopping and waxing floors and other surfaces; cleaning machines; 
wringing machines; wringing machines incorporating rollers; electric cleaning machines for mop heads; washing 
machines for cleaning materials; machines for wringing mops, cloths, sponges and pads; machines for cleaning mops, 
cloths, sponges and pads; electrically operated mops; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Safety, security, protection and signalling devices; alarms and warning equipment; mechanical signs; illuminated 
signs; luminous signs; parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.11;Machines for the treatment of water to remove bacteria; machines for the treatment of water by ultraviolet 
irradiation to remove bacteria.

Cl.12;Human-powered trolleys and carts; cleaning trolleys; laundry trolleys; carts and trolleys for use in cleaning and 
washing; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.19;Signs, information and advertising display signs, non-metallic; non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of 
metal; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned.

Cl.20;Display stands and signboards of wood or plastics; plastic signboards; printed vinyl signboards; signboards for 
use when cleaning and washing; caution signboards for use when cleaning and washing; parts and fittings for all the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.21;Apparatus, instruments and materials for cleaning purposes; utensils and household containers (not of precious 
metal or coated therewith); tools for cleaning glass, windows and hard wall surfaces; buckets; buckets incorporating mop 
wringers and buckets incorporating castors; dusters; mops; mop heads; mop holders; scrapers and wipers for cleaning 
purposes; window and floor scrapers and wipers for cleaning purposes; carpet sweepers; floor sweepers (not being 
machines); brooms; scouring pads; scrubbing brushes; brushes for cleaning; bottles; bottles incorporating spraying 
apparatus (not being machines); dustbins; refuse bins; waste paper bins; litter and waste scoops; sponges (other than 
surgical sponges); sponge holders and sponge wringers; handles for cleaning tools; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, detergents, 
hand cleaners, hand cleaning preparations, sweeping machines, cleaning machines, washing machines, laundering 
machines, wringing machines, washing machines for cleaning materials, mechanical signs, illuminated signs, luminous 
signs, cleaning trolleys, laundry trolleys, non-metallic non-luminous signs, non-metallic non-mechanical signs, plastic 
signboards, printed vinyl signs, signs for use when cleaning and washing, caution signs for use when cleaning and 
washing, tools for cleaning glass, tools for cleaning windows, tools for cleaning hard wall surfaces, buckets, buckets 
incorporating mop wringers and buckets incorporating castors, dusters, mops, mop heads, mop holders, scrapers, 
wipers, window and floor scrapers and wipers, carpet sweepers, floor sweepers (not being machines), brooms, scouring 
pads, scrubbing brushes, brushes for cleaning, bottles, bottles incorporating spraying apparatus (not being machines), 
dustbins, refuse bins, waste paper bins, litter and waste scoops, sponges (other than surgical sponges), sponge holders, 
sponge wringers and handles for cleaning tools; wholesale services connected with the sale of cleaning, polishing, 
scouring and abrasive preparations, detergents, hand cleaners, hand cleaning preparations, sweeping machines, cleaning 
machines, washing machines, laundering machines, wringing machines, washing machines for cleaning materials, 
mechanical signs, illuminated signs, luminous signs, cleaning trolleys, laundry trolleys, non-metallic non-luminous signs, 
non-metallic non-mechanical signs, plastic signboards, printed vinyl signs, signs for use when cleaning and washing, 
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caution signs for use when cleaning and washing, tools for cleaning glass, tools for cleaning windows, tools for cleaning 
hard wall surfaces, buckets, buckets incorporating mop wringers and buckets incorporating castors, dusters, mops, mop 
heads, mop holders, scrapers, wipers, window and floor scrapers and wipers, carpet sweepers, floor sweepers (not being 
machines), brooms, scouring pads, scrubbing brushes, brushes for cleaning, bottles, bottles incorporating spraying 
apparatus (not being machines), dustbins, refuse bins, waste paper bins, litter and waste scoops, sponges (other than 
surgical sponges), sponge holders, sponge wringers and handles for cleaning tools; advisory, consultancy and 
information services relating to the aforementioned.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2018; Application No. : 2018-114025 ;Japan 

4228286    25/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1475474]
NIKON CORPORATION
2-15-3, Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-6290 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Laboratory apparatus and instruments; incubators for cell culture; cell observation apparatus; incubators for cell 
culture for laboratories; cell culture and observation systems for laboratories; apparatus for laboratories in the field of 
regenerative medicine; photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical 
machines and apparatus; microscopes; lenses for microscopes; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; 
electronic machines [not including geiger counters, high frequency apparatus for welding, cyclotrons [not for medical 
purposes], industrial X-ray machines and apparatus [not for medical use], industrial betatrons [not for medical use], 
magnetic prospecting machines, magnetic object detectors, seismic exploration machines and apparatus, hydrophone 
machines and apparatus, echo sounders, ultrasonic flaw detectors, ultrasonic sensors, remote control apparatus for 
closing doors and electron microscopes]; electron tubes; semi-conductor elements; electronic circuits, not including 
those recorded with computer programs; computer programs; computer programs for controlling cell culture; computer 
programs for collecting, analysing and providing information of medical, diagnosis, patient in the field of pharmaceutical 
development; computer software for medical examination and diagnostic; computer programs with added artificial 
intelligence; geiger counters; high frequency apparatus for welding; cyclotrons, not for medical purposes; industrial X-ray 
machines and apparatus, not for medical use; industrial betatrons, not for medical use; magnetic prospecting machines; 
magnetic object detectors; seismic exploration machines and apparatus; hydrophone machines and apparatus; echo 
sounders; ultrasonic flaw detectors; ultrasonic sensors; electron microscopes; microscopes for operations; operating 
microscopes and parts thereof.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments, other than walking aids, and crutches; 
medical apparatus and medical apparatus parts and fittings in the field of cell culture; regenerative medicine apparatus 
and instruments; cell observation apparatus for medical purposes; cell culture and observation systems for medical 
purposes; intraocular lenses; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; walking aids for medical purposes; crutches.

Cl.40;Processing of treatment cells (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); processing of human cells for others; rental of pharmaceutical manufacturing apparatus.

Cl.42;Designing of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such machines, 
apparatus and instruments; design and development of medical diagnostic apparatus; computer software design, 
computer programming, or maintenance of computer software; design, programming, or maintenance of computer 
software for medical examination and diagnostic; design, programming, or maintenance of computer programs with 
added artificial intelligence; testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; cell culture for 
others; research and development for the pharmaceutical industry; testing, inspection or research on cell and tissue 
culture; research on building construction or city planning; testing or research on prevention of pollution; testing or 
research on electricity; testing or research on civil engineering; quality control for others; culture, testing, inspection, 
research and quality control of cells or tissues; testing, inspection or research on agriculture, livestock breeding or 
fisheries; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments; research and development for others; testing or 
research on regenerative medicine and other medical purpose; providing information and advice of testing or research for 
regenerative medicine and other medical research; testing or research on microscopes for medical purpose and 
microscopes for medical purpose parts and fittings; rental of computers; providing computer programs on data networks; 
providing computer software for medical examination and diagnostic; providing computer programs with added artificial 
intelligence; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments.

Cl.44;Providing medical information; physical examination; providing medical information using microscope images; 
providing information and consulting on medical and regenerative medicine; rental of medical apparatus and instruments; 
rental of medical diagnostic apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2018; Application No. : 017950042 ;European Union 

4228291    01/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475561]
Nanoform Finland Oy
Viikinkaari 6 FI-00790 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Substances for promoting plant growth; plant growth regulating preparations; preservatives for plants; chemicals 
for the protection of plants [other than fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides].

Cl.5;Biotechnological preparations for medical use; medicinal preparations and substances; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances; medical and veterinary substances and preparations; diagnostic preparations for medical 
or veterinary purposes; biological preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; fungicides; herbicides; herbicides; 
insecticides; parasiticides.

Cl.44;Consultancy and information services relating to biopharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical services; 
provision of pharmaceutical information; advisory services relating to pharmaceuticals; preparation and dispensing of 
medications; providing information relating to the preparation and dispensing of medications.
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4228293    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475587]
Prehawk UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Schellengasse 2 74072 Heilbronn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; marketing services; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; search engine optimisation.

Cl.42;Provision of search engines for the internet.
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4228299    20/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1475553]
ANN KENNIS
777 Sea Oak Drive Apt 701 Vero Beach FL 32963 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Books, namely, children's books and children's activity books and coloring books.

Cl.28;Play sets for action figures and plush toys.

Cl.41;Providing a website featuring educational information in the academic fields of the solar system, space 
exploration and outer space for the purpose of academic study (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations); providing a website featuring interactive educational activities designed 
around the solar system, space exploration and outer space (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations); providing a website featuring games related to the solar system, space 
exploration and outer space (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common 
Regulations); providing a website featuring information, interactive activities and interactive games directed to children, 
which are designed to increase a child's knowledge of outer space, space exploration and the solar system (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2018; Application No. : 88118437 ;United States of America 

4228303    11/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475649]
HyperSat LLC
1354 Lewinsville Mews Court McLean VA 22102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business advisory services, namely, providing satellite hyperspectral data to assist and enable critical business 
decision making; commercial advisory services, namely, providing business management advice in the field of satellite 
hyperspectral data.

Cl.36;Government advisory services, namely, advice about government financial assistance programs and financial 
grants in the field of satellite hyperspectral data; operation and management of satellite services, namely, financial 
management of satellite operations.

Cl.38;Leasing of satellites for earth observation and scientific purposes, namely, the leasing of satellite transmission 
capacity for data acquisition; satellite communication services; transmission of sound, data and vision via satellite or 
interactive multimedia networks; operation of satellite services, namely, satellite transmission services for data 
acquisition.

Cl.42;Providing hyperspectral analysis of ground and atmosphere operating satellite with hyperspectral sensors; 
computer software consultation, namely, analysis of computer software and proprietary algorithms for visualization in the 
nature of graphical representation and analysis of hyperspectral data provided by satellite; scientific analysis of earth 
photographs and electronic images taken from satellite; operation of satellite services, namely, remote monitoring of the 
data acquisition functioning of satellites.

Cl.45;Business services, namely advising government and commercial enterprises about utilizing the analysis of 
hyperspectral images for compliance with various laws and regulations relating to environmental standards, treaties, and 
contractual obligations, all of the foregoing services expressly excluding legal services (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 34078707 ;China 

4228307    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475662]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT 518129 SHENZHEN 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soap; hair lotions; shampoos; dishwashing liquid; polishing preparations; lipsticks; chapsticks; fumigation 
preparations (perfumes); perfumes; cosmetics; dentifrices; potpourris (fragrances); air fragrancing preparations.

Cl.14;Jewellery boxes; jewelry rolls; presentation boxes for jewellery; brooches (jewellery); tie clips; jewellery of 
precious metals; earrings; cuff links; clocks; wristwatches; watch straps; watch chains; electronic desk clock with 
perpetual calendar; presentation boxes for watches; musical jewelry boxes; artificial precious stones; necklaces 
(jewellery); foot chains (jewellery); trophy of precious metals.

Cl.16;Staplers; pencil-sharpening knife; folders for papers; correcting fluids (office requisites); pencil holders; pen 
cases; stands for pens and pencils; eyesight-protecting readingrack; ink; stamps (seals); inkpad; pens (office requisites); 
pencils; writing instruments; square rulers for drawing; drawing boards; drawing materials; terrestrial globes; paper; 
tracing paper; toilet paper; towels of paper; paper rags for cleaning purposes; white paperboards; albums; bookmarkers; 
greeting cards; calendars; business cards; pads (stationery); note books; ledgers (books); postcards; architects' models; 
sketch books; wall calendars; banners of paper; vehicle bumper stickers; pop-up books; children's storybooks; 
cardboard boxes; exercise books; posters; atlases; books; printed publications; children's books with electronic sound 
generating devices; picture posters; postage stamps; stationery; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; paper 
shopping bags; rubber erasers; stamp cases; highlighter pens; ball-point pens.

Cl.18;Animal skins; pocket wallets; school bags; travelling trunks; backpacks; shopping bags; bags for campers; 
handbags; travelling bags; trunks (luggage); bags for sports; bags; business card cases; reins for guiding children; 
umbrellas; walking sticks; clothing for pets; umbrellas for children; knapsack straps.

Cl.22;Vehicle covers, not fitted; hammocks; tents; Mongolian tents; traction ropes for automobiles; mountaineering 
ropes; mesh bags for washing laundry; plastic straps for household purposes; groundsheets; bags for washing knitwear.

Cl.24;Cloth; tapestry (wall hangings), of textile; towels of textile; bath towels; flooring towels; loose covers for 
furniture; door curtains; bedspreads; quilts; bed linen; sleeping bags; towel blankets; table napkins of textile; 
handkerchiefs of textile.

Cl.25;Shirts; clothing; tee-shirts; sports singlets; windbreak coats; cyclists' clothing; waterproof clothing; footwear; 
boots; sports shoes; headgear for wear; hosiery; gloves (clothing); neck scarves (mufflers); shawls; girdles; sleep masks.

Cl.26;Embroidery; hair curlers, other than hand implements; hair barrettes; buttons; artificial flowers; lace trimmings; 
brassards; brooches (clothing accessories); hair curling pins; hair bands; safety pins, other than jewellery; artificial 
plants, other than Christmas trees.

Cl.31;Christmas trees; barley; maize; flowers, natural; flowers, dried, for decoration; live animals; nuts (fruits); fresh 
fruit; fresh vegetables; plant seeds; animal foodstuffs; pet food; beverages for pets; aromatic sand (litter) for pets; stall 
food for animals; cat litters; livestock feed; dog food; crop seeds; fresh corsages; fresh flowers; live trees.
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4228335    05/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474999]
BEIJING 7INVENSUN TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
ROOM 507, UNIT 1, FLOOR 4, BUILDING 2, NO.7 YARD, LIQING ROAD, CHAOYANG DISTRICT BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments; animated cartoons; cameras [photography]; punched card machines for 
offices; telephone apparatus; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; neon signs; measuring 
instruments; network communication apparatus; video screens; computers; laptop computers; computer peripheral 
devices; computer software, recorded; mobile telephones; camcorders; eyeglasses; contact lenses; notebook computers; 
computer programs [downloadable software].

Cl.10;Apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; medical apparatus and instruments; body rehabilitation 
apparatus for medical purposes; stents; ophthalmoscopes; ophthalmometers; physiotherapy apparatus; furniture 
especially made for medical purposes; walking frames for disabled persons; artificial eyes; armchairs for medical or 
dental purposes.

Cl.35;Marketing research; business information; professional business consultancy; sales promotion for others; 
marketing; compilation and input of data into computer databases; computerized file management; presentation of goods 
on communication media, for retail purposes; advertising; publicity.

Cl.42;Technical research; quality control; industrial design; architectural services; cloud computing; computer systems 
analysis; computer software design; maintenance of computer software; software as a service [SaaS]; information 
technology [IT] consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2018; Application No. : 88123230 ;United States of America 

4228359    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475061]
Project Hive Pet Company IP, LLC
2400 Cedar Shore Drive Minneapolis MN 55416 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Pet collars, pet leads and pet leashes.

Cl.20;Beds for household pets; pet furniture.

Cl.21;Pet drinking bowls; pet food bowls.

Cl.28;Pet toys.

Cl.31;Pet treats; pet food.
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4228364    05/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475036]
Sukra Limited
Bennett House, Long March Daventry NN11 4NR United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metallic mountings; metal brackets; metal hardware; metal supports for cables; shelf supports of metal [other than 
parts of furniture]; structural joint connectors of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; wall boards of metal; wall panels of 
metal; wall platings of metal; protective screens of metal; metal frames for the construction of racking of metal for storage 
purpose; racking structures of metal for supporting cables, pipes, tubes; cages of metal; shelving frames of metal [other 
than furniture]; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid.

Cl.9;Wall mountings adapted for television monitors; TV wall mounts; camera mounts; mounting devices for monitors 
and/or cameras; mounting racks for computer hardware; racks for loudspeakers, racks for amplifiers; racks adapted to 
house audio apparatus and/or video apparatus; mounting brackets adapted for computers; speaker mounting brackets; 
brackets for setting up flat screen TV sets; screens; monitors; turntables; projectors; audio apparatus, audio equipment; 
audio-visual apparatus, audio-visual instruments; visual display units; electronic displays and/or signboards; mounts, 
supports, brackets and turntables specially adapted for use with audio, video, personal computer, photographic 
equipment, computer monitors, monitors, radios, CD players, CD recorders, video players, video recorders, video 
screens, laptop computers, loudspeakers, projection apparatus, sound recording apparatus, sound reproduction 
apparatus, sound transmitting apparatus; mounts, supports, brackets and turntables specially adapted for use with 
television screens and television equipment; stands specially adapted for televisions, computers, computer equipment, 
cameras, video cameras, stereos, audio speakers, and/or loudspeakers; control devices and connectors for use with the 
aforesaid goods; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid; load supporting apparatus for use with audio equipment, video, 
television screens and television equipment, which allows a mounted device to be levelled whilst fixed to a wall.
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Cl.20;Furniture; display stands and stands being furniture for audio, video, personal computer and other household or 
office equipment; specially adapted mounts, supports and brackets for use with audio, video, personal computer, 
photographic and other household or office equipment; racks; racking [furniture]; shelving; support stands [furniture]; 
loudspeaker stands [furniture]; multi-purpose display stands; multi-purpose stands [furniture]; shelf units [furniture]; 
display units [furniture]; non-metallic display boards, display partitions, display racks, display shelves, display furnitures, 
display stands, signboards, shelf brackets, shelf supports; non-metallic brackets for furniture; racking structures of metal 
for storage purposes; non-metallic connecting elements for use with all the aforesaid goods; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 21/03/2019; Application No. : 4020190043607 ;Republic of Korea 

4228368    27/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474976]
Coupang Corp.
18th Floor (Sincheon-dong), 570 Songpa-daero, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for providing electronic payment for others; application software for mobile payment; computer 
software; computer software application downloadable; smart phone application (software); firmware for identifying NFC 
tag; computer software for personal information management; operating system programs; computer application 
software for mobile phones; tablet computers; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; NFC reader; electronic money cards; 
electronic payment terminal; credit card incorporating IC chip; downloadable coupon; downloadable ticket; downloadable 
electronic gift certificates; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic identifying cards for payment.

Cl.36;Mobile and internet payment services; processing electronic payments made with electronic wallet; payment 
services provided via wireless telecommunications apparatus and devices; brokerage of mobile payment; issuance of 
cyber money; issuance of electronic coupons in the nature of tokens of value via smart phones; electronic credit card 
transactions; provision of information in the field of financing via electronic wallet; electronic payment for others; 
issuance of electronic coupons in the nature of tokens of value; electronic funds transfer by telecommunications; 
issuance of electronic gift certificate; issuance of credit cards embedded with IC chip; charge card and credit card 
services; brokerage of purchase payment; issuance of pre-paid card with membership card function; credit card and debit 
card services; issuance of discount coupons in the nature of tokens of value; supervision of payment operations and of 
computer payment systems; processing of electronic credit card transactions; virtual money brokerage; consultancy 
relating to financial and monetary affairs; providing information relating to financial and monetary affairs; financing and 
loan services; advisory services relating to monetary affairs; brokerage services relating to financial instruments; 
financial asset management; financial investment analysis; financial investment services; arranging of financial 
investment; financial evaluation; payment and receipt of money as agents; financing of loans; arranging of loans; 
financial brokerage services for charging cyber money; exchanging cyber money; prepaid electronic money services; 
money transfer services; credit inquiries; processing of credit card payments; credit scoring services; fiduciary; online 
banking; banking and insurance services; processing of payment transactions via the Internet; money transfer; money 
brokerage; brokerage services for capital investments; capital investment services; fiscal valuations and assessments; 
financial analysis and research services; estate trust management; person-to-person financial services via electronic 
communications network; electronic bill payment services; electronic money trading; management of electronic money; 
issuance of electronic money; trading of securities and bonds; bill consolidation services; investment trust services; 
providing investors with financial information; electronic transfers of money; issuance of mobile discount coupon in the 
nature of tokens of value; providing rebates at participating establishments of others through use of a membership card; 
issue of gift certificates which may then be redeemed for goods or services; payment services using purchasing reward 
point; issuance of electronic payment cards in connection with bonus and reward schemes; financial services, namely, 
discount card services incorporating a point accumulation program; stored value cards services; issuance of stored 
value cards; providing discount of bills and rebates for credit card as part of a customer loyalty program; issuance of 
tokens of value; providing information on issuance of tokens of value; issuance of prepaid electronic money; issuance of 
prepaid card available for deposit; provision of financial benefits in the form of discount and bonus in proportion to 
purchase amount; credit card services, bank cards, debit cards, payment cards and other financial card services 
(providing financial benefits such as discounts, bonuses or points based on purchase amount).

Cl.38;Providing access to databases for mobile wallet; wireless telephone services for mobile wallet; message sending 
services about mobile wallet; providing access to wireless internet for mobile wallet; telephone communication services 
provided for call centers; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; providing access to 
databases for shopping information service; electronic bulletin board services for shopping information service; 
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electronic transmission of credit card and online account payment data via internet; providing on-line access to financial 
services; message sending; providing access to web sites via mobile and internet; providing access to a global computer 
network via mobile devices; transmission of video and text via applications for mobile devices; transmission of 
information via national and international networks; electronic mail and message sending; providing access to 
applications via the internet; transmission of messages, data, and content via internet.
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4228591    14/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474970]
XIAOMI INC.
FLOOR 13, RAINBOW CITY SHOPPING MALL II OF CHINA RESOURCES, NO. 68, QINGHE MIDDLE STREET, HAIDIAN 
DISTRICT 100028 BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metals in foil or powder form for 3D printers; tubes of metal; buildings of metal; railway material of metal; wrapping 
or binding bands of metal; cable joints of metal, non-electric; crampons [climbing irons]; clothes hooks of metal; bells; 
keys of metal; safes, electronic; trays of metal; containers of metal [storage, transport]; numberplates of metal; bells for 
animals; traps for wild animals; works of art of common metal; ores of metal; monuments of metal; rods of metal for 
welding; mooring buoys of metal; identification bracelets of metal; wind vanes of metal; tree protectors of metal; anti-
friction metal; steel wire; cramps of metal [crampons]; safes; machine belt fasteners of metal; boxes of common metal; 
memorial plaques of metal; cattle chains; soldering wire of metal; identification bracelets of metal, used in hospitals; 
tombstone plaques of metal.

Cl.10;Sphygmomanometers; dental apparatus, electric; electric acupuncture instruments; respirators for artificial 
respiration; teething rings; breast pumps; contraceptives, non-chemical; surgical implants comprised of artificial 
materials; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; medical apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus; galvanic 
therapeutic appliances; containers especially made for medical waste; babies' bottles; surgical implants comprised of 
artificial materials.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2018; Application No. : 01381879 ;Benelux 

4228596    18/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474918]
DIGI-Steel Besloten Vennootschap
Dorsmolen 4 NL-7591 SG Denekamp Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software.

Cl.42;Development, programming and implementation of software; computer software research.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : 017942600 ;European Union 

4228600    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474891]
Dietmar Braun
Lessingstraße 10 54329 Konz Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Information carriers [electric or electronic]; DVDs; information technology and audiovisual equipment; data storage 
devices; digital recordings; computer discs; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic 
devices; data carriers for computers having software recorded thereon; machine readable media; data storage media; 
audio/visual and photographic devices; recorded content.

Cl.16;Instructional manuals for teaching purposes; printed teaching activity guides; informational letters; manuals for 
instructional purposes; leaflets; flyers; planners [printed matter]; educational publications; printed teaching materials; 
computer software operating manuals; printed programmes; printed correspondence course materials; exercise books; 
booklets; printed brochures; printed matter; information booklets; printed information sheets; instructional and teaching 
materials; printed guides; educational books; printed seminar notes; stationery and educational supplies; printed 
publications; printed training materials; manuscript books; books; brochures; printed curricula; paper teaching materials; 
printed educational materials; printed manuals; printed informational folders.

Cl.35;Personnel placement; personnel management; business consultancy services relating to the supply of quality 
management systems; business administration services in the field of healthcare; personality testing for recruitment 
purposes; testing to determine job competency; personnel recruitment; administration of the business affairs of 
franchises; personnel recruitment agency services; employment agency services relating to nurses; office functions 
services; testing to determine employment skills; administration of foreign business affairs; employment agency services 
relating to placement of medical and nursing personnel; advertising, marketing and promotional services; permanent staff 
recruitment; recruitment of computer staff; advisory services relating to personnel placement; testing to determine 
professional competency; assistance relating to business organisation; employee relocation services; management 
advice relating to the placing of staff; human resources management and recruitment services; job and personnel 
placement; human resources consultancy; business assistance, management and administrative services; work analysis 
to determine worker skill sets and other worker requirements; analysis of business management systems; human 
resources management; placement of staff; business management and consultancy services; management assistance in 
the establishment of commercial undertakings; staff utilisation planning; personnel consultancy; provision of assistance 
[business] in the establishment of franchises; employee leasing; consultancy and advisory services relating to personnel 
recruitment; employment agency services for temporary work assignments; business efficiency studies; consultancy and 
advisory services relating to personnel management; administrative services relating to the relocation of personnel; 
consultancy and advisory services relating to personnel placement; business organisation and management consultancy 
in the field of personnel management; provision of assistance [business] in the operation of franchises; personnel 
selection [for others]; personnel recruitment services and employment agencies; job agency services for para-medical 
personnel; business consultancy and advisory services; management advice relating to the recruitment of staff; 
providing assistance in the management of franchised businesses; information services relating to jobs and career 
opportunities; job placement consultancy; assistance relating to recruitment and placement of staff; preparation of 
documents relating to business.

Cl.41;Provision of training courses; arranging and conducting of tutorials; preparation of educational courses and 
examinations; production and rental of educational and instructional materials; conducting educational support 
programmes for healthcare professionals; conducting instructional courses; arranging and conducting of educational 
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courses; organisation of seminars relating to education; organisation of seminars relating to training; education academy 
services for teaching languages; educational and teaching services; organisation of computer related training courses; 
personnel training; staff training services; arranging of classes; courses (training -) relating to medicine; language 
courses; providing online courses of instruction; provision of training courses in personal development; arranging of 
lectures; career counselling and coaching; arranging of training courses; provision of training and education; training 
services for nurses; planning of lectures for educational purposes; providing of training in the field of health care and 
nutrition; education services relating to medicine; developing educational manuals; management of education services; 
setting of training standards; audio, film, video and television recording services; arranging professional workshop and 
training courses; arranging and conducting of day school courses for adults; educational seminars; production of 
teaching reports; organisation of correspondence courses; provision of educational information; teacher training 
services; teaching; management education services; school services for the teaching of languages; arranging of courses 
of instruction; arranging teaching programmes; arranging for students to participate in educational activities; education 
and instruction services; providing of further training courses; academies [education]; providing on-line information and 
news in the field of employment training; provision of language schools and language courses; provision of facilities for 
education; language tuition; teaching services relating to the medical field; providing facilities for educational purposes; 
conducting of educational seminars relating to medical matters; school services; provision of educational services 
relating to health; training and further training consultancy; arrangement of training courses in teaching institutes; DVD 
and CD-ROM film production; school courses relating to examination preparation; consultancy services relating to the 
analysis of training requirements; organisation of language tuition; production of training videos; adult education 
services relating to medicine; adult training; provision of information relating to training; provision of courses of 
instruction in languages; teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; production of 
educational sound and video recordings; organisation of teaching activities; production of films for educational 
purposes; educational and training services relating to healthcare; development of educational courses and 
examinations; provision of education courses; education services for imparting language teaching methods; educational 
services provided by a school; interpretation and translation services; arranging and conducting of training courses; 
providing of education; provision of online tutorials; consultancy services relating to the development of training 
courses; educational services in the healthcare sector; arranging of workshops; provision of online training; development 
of educational materials; provision of educational examinations and tests; consultancy services relating to the education 
and training of management and of personnel; consultancy services relating to the training of employees; setting of 
educational standards; production of course materials to be distributed at courses for professionals; educational 
examination; professional consultancy relating to education; arranging of presentations for educational purposes; 
training of teachers; organisation of training courses; educational services provided by institutes of further education; 
consultancy services relating to training; organisation of training; arranging of demonstrations for educational purposes; 
arranging and conducting of educational events; arrangement of seminars for educational purposes; nursery schools; 
conducting of educational courses; training relating to employment skills; planning of seminars for educational purposes; 
organisation of language courses; audio, video and multimedia production, and photography.
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4228645    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1380188]
TALAGAEVA ELENA VLADIMIROVNA
kv.143, d. 3, Kommunisticheskaya St, Ramenskoye RU-140002 Moskovskaya oblast Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Lip glosses; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; scented water; lavender 
water; toilet water; depilatory wax; waxes for leather; creams for leather; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; 
deodorants for human beings or for animals; perfumes; perfumery; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; cosmetic dyes; 
cosmetic creams; cream for whitening the skin; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; 
oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; soap; deodorant soap; shaving soap; cakes of toilet soap; cosmetic kits; false nails; eau de Cologne; cotton 
sticks for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; toiletries; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; nail care 
preparations; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; make-up powder; false eyelashes; 
eyebrow cosmetics; hair colorants; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos.

Cl.35;Demonstration of goods; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of 
goods on communication media, for retail purposes; sales promotion for others; advertising; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses].
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 729544 ;Switzerland 

4228731    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475709]
Pick8ship Technology AG
Richtistrasse 7 CH-8304 Wallisellen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Robots (machines), industrial robots (machines) as well as their parts and spare parts; robot grippers, linear 
guidance systems with mechanical, electrical and electronic components (mechanical robotic systems); pallet transport 
systems, packaging and palletizing systems, roller conveyors, pallet conveyors, elevators, stackers, transporters, 
automatic machines for storage and retrieval of containers, fully automatic systems for sorting and selection of orders, 
gantry robots, transfer grip systems for transfer equipment; fully automatic sorting and collecting systems; chain or belt 
conveyors for parts, bottles, containers and packaged foodstuffs; belt conveyors and hinged chain conveyors for parts, 
bottles and containers.

Cl.39;Transport logistics; storage services relating to storage, packaging and dispatch of merchandise; logistics 
services, consisting of the storage and transport of merchandise; supply chain logistics and return logistics, including 
storage, transport and delivery of merchandise for third parties by air, rail, ship or truck; shipping services (transportation 
of merchandise); transport services; provision of information on the transport of merchandise via a website; shipping, 
delivery, distribution and storage of merchandise; transport of merchandise by truck, rail and plane; storage of 
merchandise; packaging of merchandise for transport; packaging of merchandise for third parties; rental of containers; 
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rental of mailboxes; shipping services, in particular transport of merchandise by car, train, ship and plane; logistics 
services; messaging services; packaging and storage of merchandise; loading and unloading of cargo; marine brokerage 
services; relocation (moving) services; provision of online information on the transport, packaging and storage of 
merchandise.
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Priority claimed from 05/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003343524 ;United Kingdom 

4229363    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460792]
Badoo Media Limited
332 Agiou Andreou Street, Patrician Chambers CY-3035 Limassol Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer application software for mobile phones; computer games; electronic game 
programs; computer software development tools; computer software for use as an application programming interface 
(API) to allow access to online services for social introduction, social networking and dating; software and software 
applications to enable transmission, access, organization, and management of text messaging, instant messaging, web 
links and images via the Internet and other communications networks; computer software for building social introduction, 
social networking and dating applications and allowing for data retrieval, upload, download, access and management; 
computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, streaming, linking, sharing or 
otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; downloadable software 
in the field of social introduction, social networking and dating; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile 
application; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for social introduction, social networking and 
dating; application software for social introduction, social networking and dating services via internet; downloadable 
electronic publications; including parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management services; business management provided on-line from a computer database 
or the Internet; advertising and promotion services and information services relating thereto provided on-line from a 
computer database or the Internet; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet; provision of 
space on websites for advertising goods and services; business administration services; business administration 
services for the processing of sales made on the internet; organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive 
schemes; opinion polling; writing of publicity texts; search engine optimisation; database management; collection of 
data; electronic data processing; compilation of data in computer databases; providing business information in the field 
of social media; providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; advertising and marketing services provided 
by means of social media; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, namely electronic transmission of data, messages and information between and 
among computers, mobile and handheld devices and wired and wireless communication devices; telecommunication 
services, namely, enabling users to transmit messages, comments, multimedia content, videos, movies, films, and 
photos, audio content, animation, pictures, images, text, information, and other user-generated content via a global 
computer network and other computer and communications networks; providing online communications links which 
transfer users to other websites; providing online forums, chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for users to post, 
search, watch, share, critique, rate, and comment on subjects of interest; chat room services for social introduction, 
social networking and dating; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; audio, text, video and 
multimedia broadcasting services over computer and electronic communications networks, namely uploading, posting, 
displaying, tagging and electronically transmitting data, audio, and video; providing access to computer databases in the 
fields of entertainment and education; providing access to computer databases in the field of social introduction, social 
networking and dating; providing telecommunication facilities that enable the sharing of blogs, photos, videos, podcasts, 
and other audio-visual materials; providing telecommunication facilities that enable the creation and updating of personal 
electronic web pages featuring user-provided content; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the 
aforesaid.

Cl.41;Entertainment and education services; providing, hosting seminars, presentations and discussion groups and 
providing training in the fields of personal development, relationship building and networking; electronic publishing 
services for others; electronic and online publishing services; organizing exhibitions, conferences and seminars and 
networking conferences and entertainment events for cultural and educational purposes; organising and conducting 
online educational and training events including virtual meetings and seminars; electronic publications (not 
downloadable); writing of texts, other than publicity texts; entertainment services provided by social clubs; publication of 
documents in the field of social affairs; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.
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Cl.42;Design and graphic arts design for the creation of web pages on the Internet; commissioned writing of computer 
programmes, software and code for the creation of web pages on the Internet; creating, maintaining and hosting the web 
sites of others; design and development of computer hardware and software; application service provider services; 
Software as a service [SaaS]; providing search engines for the internet; providing search engines for obtaining data via 
communications networks; computer consultancy services for the analysis of data; data mining; scientific research in the 
field of social media; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.45;Social introduction, social networking and dating services; online dating, friendship, introduction and social 
networking services; internet based dating services; location-based social introduction, social networking and dating 
services; dating services provided through social networking; online social introduction, social networking and dating 
services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; social introduction, social networking and dating 
services provided via a software application for portable electronic devices; social introduction agencies; on-line 
personal introduction services; Internet based personal introduction services; Internet based dating, matchmaking and 
personal introduction services; licensing of computer software and other technology; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : UK00003331592 ;United Kingdom 

4229407    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475621]
Peake 123 Limited
2 Pancras Square London N1C 4AG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, electronic, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electrical and electronic 
components; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; computers; single board 
computers; computer hardware; computer hardware modules for use with Internet of Things (IoT); computer software; 
computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of Things (IoT); downloadable computer software; 
computer games software; magnetic data carriers, digital recording media; calculating machines, data processing 
equipment; printed circuit boards incorporating principal components of computers and/or other devices; module boards; 
mounts for integrated circuits and microprocessors; servers; blank computer storage media; read-only memory; flash 
memory; flash memory cards; memory card readers; SD cards; magnetic data carriers; disk drives; USB flash drives; 
memory boards; motherboards; power supply units; solid state drives; central processing units; circuit boards; 
integrated circuits; printed circuit boards; expansion cards for computers; magnetic, optical, and electronic data storage 
materials and devices; computer memory devices; sound, video, audio and data recordings; electric cables; digital 
audio/video transmission interface cables; capacitors; computer peripheral devices; computer monitors; computer 
keyboards; printers; computer mice; remote control for computers; batteries; chargers; buses for computers; ports for 
computers; digital audio and video players with multimedia and interactive functions; radios; cameras; video cameras; 
web cameras; projectors; global positioning systems; communications equipment; electrical connectors, electronic 
connectors, audio connectors, video connectors, circular connectors, i.c. sockets, mains and IEC connectors, network 
and telecommunications connectors, PCB connectors, power connectors, RF and coaxial connectors, USB connectors, 
fibre optic connectors; electrical contacts; control panels; insulated copper wire; optical data media; electrical indicators, 
digital indicators, interfaces for computers; junction sleeves for electric cables; audio speakers for computers; 
microphones; microprocessors; modems; headphones; optical discs; optical fibres; plugs, sockets and other contacts; 
electric connections; transformers; transistors; transmitters of electronic signals; light emitting diodes; thermocouples; 
electricity conduits; sound amplifiers; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments; casings, cases, boxes 
and housings, all adapted for use with computer apparatus; process control apparatus; resistors; sensors; transducers; 
audio and visual apparatus and instruments; shielding apparatus, namely, safety and security apparatus for protection 
against the effect of electrostatic fields; transformers; ferrites; downloadable electronic publications; parts and fittings for 
all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Packaging materials of paper or cardboard; packaging materials made from paper or cardboard; printed matter; 
printed matter relating to computers, single board computers, computer peripherals, computer hardware, computer 
software or computing services; documents and publications relating to computers, single board computers, computer 
peripherals computer hardware, computer software or computing services; instructional and teaching material; books; 
magazines, catalogues; manuals; handbooks; pencils; pens; printed publications; stationery; greeting cards; calendars; 
bookmarks; stickers; posters; photographs; postcards; diagrams; graphic prints; erasers; pencil sharpeners; pencil 
cases; rulers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Hand held computer games; electronic hand-held game units; electric computer games; computer gaming 
machines; games controllers adapted for playing computer games; gaming wheels; joysticks for gaming, gaming 
surfaces; gaming mice; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services, and wholesale services all 
connected with the sale of, scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, electronic, photographic, cinematographic, optical, 
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, electrical and 
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electronic components, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, computers, single 
board computers, computer hardware, computer hardware modules for use with Internet of Things (IoT), computer 
software, computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of Things (IoT), downloadable computer 
software, computer games software, magnetic data carriers, digital recording media, calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, baseboards, module boards, mounts for integrated circuits and microprocessors, servers, blank 
computer storage media, read-only memory, flash memory, flash memory cards, memory card readers, SD cards, 
magnetic data carriers, disk drives, USB flash drives, memory boards, motherboards, power supply units, solid state 
drives, central processing units, circuit boards, integrated circuits, printed circuit boards, expansion cards for computers, 
magnetic, optical, and electronic data storage materials and devices, computer memory devices, sound, video, audio and 
data recordings, electric cables, digital audio/video transmission interface cables, capacitors, computer peripheral 
devices, computer monitors, computer keyboards, printers, computer mice, remote control for computers, batteries, 
chargers, buses for computers, ports for computers, digital audio and video players with multimedia and interactive 
functions, radios, cameras, video cameras, web cameras, projectors, global positioning systems, communications 
equipment, electrical connectors, electronic connectors, audio connectors, video connectors, circular connectors, i.c. 
sockets, mains and IEC connectors, network and telecommunications connectors, PCB connectors, power connectors, 
RF and coaxial connectors, USB connectors, fibre optic connectors, electrical contacts, control panels, insulated copper 
wire, optical data media, electrical indicators, digital indicators, interfaces for computers, junction sleeves for electric 
cables, audio speakers for computers, microphones, microprocessors, modems, headphones, optical discs, optical 
fibres, plugs, sockets and other contacts, electric connections, transformers, transistors, transmitters of electronic 
signals, light emitting diodes, thermocouples, trunking, sound amplifiers, electrical and electronic control apparatus and 
instruments, casings, cases, boxes and housings, all adapted for use with computer apparatus, process control 
apparatus, resistors, sensors, transducers, audio and visual apparatus and instruments, shielding apparatus, 
transformers, ferrites, downloadable electronic publications, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, packaging 
materials of paper or cardboard, packaging materials made from paper or cardboard, printed matter, printed matter 
relating to computers, single board computers, computer peripherals, computer hardware, computer software or 
computing services, documents and publications relating to computers, single board computers, computer peripherals 
computer hardware, computer software or computing services, instructional and teaching material, books, magazines, 
catalogues, manuals, handbooks, pencils, pens, printed publications, stationery, greeting cards, calendars, bookmarks, 
stickers, posters, photographs, postcards, diagrams, graphic prints, erasers, pencil sharpeners, pencil cases, rulers, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, computer games, electronic hand-held game units, electric computer games, computer 
gaming machines, games controllers adapted for playing computer games, gaming wheels, joysticks for gaming, gaming 
surfaces, gaming mice, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; advertising, marketing and promotional services, 
and information services relating thereto; business information services, business information services provided on-line 
from a computer database or the Internet; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet; provision 
of business data information or images all on-line from a database or the Internet; dissemination of advertising materials 
in form of catalogues, printed publication or by electronic means; on-line checking services for identifying whether or not 
on-line callers are pre-registered as buyers or as sellers or both for participating in on-line electronic commerce; 
provision of advertising for accessing via communication and computer networks, including the Internet and web sites; 
provision of product information for accessing via communication and computer networks; provision of commercial 
information; provision of business data and business statistical information; computerised data processing; 
computerised information dissemination and retrieval services for commercial or advertising purposes; on-line data 
processing services; compilation and retrieval of information and data; analysis of business information and data; 
administrative management of communication networks; compilation of advertisements; advisory, information and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications and communication services; transmission and broadcasting of text, messages, 
information, data, sound and still and moving images; message sending; message collection and transmission services; 
message board services; provision of chat room services; electronic mail services; transmission of photographic images; 
on-line bulletin board services; providing access to non-downloadable software to enable uploading, downloading, 
capturing, posting, showing, editing, playing or otherwise providing access to electronic media, multimedia content, 
videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, and information via 
telecommunication networks, the Internet and other computer and communications networks; providing access to non-
downloadable software to enable treaming, viewing, previewing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing, manigulating, 
distributing, publishing, reproducing, or otherwise providing access to electronic media, multimedia content, videos, 
movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, and information via telecommunication 
networks, the Internet and other computer and communications networks; providing access to non-downloadable 
software to enable sharing of multimedia content and comments among users; providing access to non-downloadable 
software to enable content providers to track multimedia content; web messaging; broadcasting services; webcasting 
services; providing online forums, chat rooms and portals for the transmission of messages, comments, information and 
multimedia content among users; providing online community forums for users; providing on-line access to databases 
and reference material; leasing of access time to computer databases; advisory and consultancy services relating to the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.41;Education and instruction services, entertainment services, provision of information relating to education and 
instruction, publication of printed and on-line matter, arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars, webinars and 
podcasts, provision of online tutorials in the field of single board computers, providing instructional videos in the field of 
single board computers, publishing online information in the field of single board computers, providing on-line electronic 
publications, not downloadable, publication of electronic books, manuals, journals and blogs on-line, developing and 
conducting educational programs in relation to computers, on-line publication of directory relating to education and 
instruction; advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Computerised information storage and online data storage; hosting a website on the internet for the purpose of 
social networking; hostng a website on the internet for the purpose of sharing technical information, providing temporary 
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use of non-downloadable software applications through a website; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud 
based software for connecting, operating and managing networked devices in the Internet of Things (IoT); technical 
support and consultation services for research, design and development of products; electronics, electronic and 
computer engineering services; industrial design; engineering drawing; material testing; mechanical research; technical 
research; product development services; leasing, rental and hire of computer hardware and computer software and 
computer programs; computer programming; design and development of computer hardware, computer software and 
computer peripherals; research and development of computer hardware and software; technical support and consultation 
services for design and development of single board computers, computer systems, databases and applications; 
information provided on-line from a computer database or from the Internet relating to computer hardware, computer 
software or single board computers, technical or engineering matters; information provided on-line from a computer 
database or from the Internet relating to computer hardware, computer software or single board computers; technical 
consultancy in the field of information technology, single board computing and Internet of Things (IoT); technical 
assistance, advice and information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services; hosting of 
digital content, namely on-line journals and blogs; hosting an online virtual community for registered users to share 
information, photos, audio and video content and to participate in discussions and forums; advisory and consultancy 
services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 09/07/2018; Application No. : 2018-88693 ;Japan 

4229425    04/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475627]
Japan as represented by Counsellor, Cabinet Secretariat, Government of Japan
1-6-1 Nagata-cho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8968 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; porterage, and 
consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; hauling, and consultancy services, 
advisory services and providing information relating thereto; delivery of goods, and consultancy services, advisory 
services and providing information relating thereto; logistics services consisting of the storage, transportation and 
delivery of goods, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; transport and 
storage of goods in refrigerated conditions, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information 
relating thereto; refrigerated transportation and refrigerated storage of food, and consultancy services, advisory services 
and providing information relating thereto; packaging services, and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; freight brokerage, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing 
information relating thereto; cargo handling, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information 
relating thereto; storage of goods, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating 
thereto; warehousing services, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; 
temporary safekeeping of personal belongings, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information 
relating thereto; temporary storage of deliveries, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information 
relating thereto; rental of warehouse space, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information 
relating thereto; rental of Loading-unloading machines and apparatus, and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; rental of wheelchairs, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing 
information relating thereto; rental of wheelchairs for nursing care, and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; conducting of travel tours, and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; escorting of travel tours, and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; travel arrangement and reservation services, excluding those for lodging, and 
consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of freezing machines and 
apparatus for industrial purposes, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto.

Cl.43;Reservations for hotels, boarding houses or other temporary accommodation, and consultancy services, 
advisory services and providing information relating thereto; providing foods and beverages, and consultancy services, 
advisory services and providing information relating thereto; providing day-care centers for the elderly (excluding ones 
involving nursing care), and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; providing 
foods and beverages to the elderly or the person in need of nursing care, and consultancy services, advisory services 
and providing information relating thereto; reservations for hotels, boarding houses or other temporary accommodation 
for the elderly, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of Futon 
and quilts, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of pillows, and 
consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of blankets, and consultancy 
services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of towels, and consultancy services, 
advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of beds for nursing care, and consultancy services, 
advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of tents, and consultancy services, advisory services 
and providing information relating thereto; rental of drinking water dispensers, and consultancy services, advisory 
services and providing information relating thereto; rental of portable buildings, and consultancy services, advisory 
services and providing information relating thereto.

Cl.44;Beauty salons, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; 
barbershops, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; affixing hair pieces 
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and wigs and hairdressing for affixing hair pieces and wigs, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing 
information relating thereto; providing beauty information and medical information relating to appearance care; providing 
bath houses, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; massage and 
therapeutic Shiatsu massage, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; 
chiropractic, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; moxibustion, and 
consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; treatment for dislocated joints, sprain, 
bone fractures, muscle strains and soft tissue injuries [judo-seifuku], and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; acupuncture, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing 
information relating thereto; consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating to medical 
practice; consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating to dentistry services; medical 
services, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; medical services, 
including Ayurveda, Chinese medicine, traditional Chinese medical science and traditional medical services, and 
consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; providing medical information relating 
to administering pharmaceuticals; providing medical information relating to nursing care prevention; medical assistance, 
and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; nursing services, and 
consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; dietary and nutritional guidance, and 
consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; nursing care, and consultancy 
services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; providing nursing care information relating to 
nursing care prevention; advisory services relating to prevention of disease and nursing care; nursing care support, and 
consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; nursing care or protective care for the 
elderly, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; providing nursing care 
facilities or protective institutions for the elderly, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information 
relating thereto; physical examination, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating 
thereto; managed health care services, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating 
thereto; preparation and dispensing of medications, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing 
information relating thereto; physical rehabilitation, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing 
information relating thereto; providing physical rehabilitation facilities, and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; introduction of hospitals, and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; agency services for medical care reservation of patient, and consultancy services, 
advisory services and providing information relating thereto; analysis of medical data of patients, and consultancy 
services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; analysis of nursing care information of nursing 
care receiver, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; consultancy 
services, advisory services and providing information relating to public health management; consultancy services, 
advisory services and providing information relating to public health management, resulting from maintenance of water 
and sewage; animal breeding, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; 
veterinary services, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of 
medical apparatus and instruments, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating 
thereto; rental of body rehabilitation apparatus and instruments, and consultancy services, advisory services and 
providing information relating thereto; rental of nursing care equipment, excluding wheelchairs, and consultancy 
services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto; rental of apparatus and instruments for use in 
beauty salons or barbers' shops, and consultancy services, advisory services and providing information relating thereto.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 012 825 ;Germany 

4229439    14/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1475602]
CHT Germany GmbH
Bismarckstraße 102 72072 Tübingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry and science, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical agents for 
washing in a manufacturing process; chemical products for the manufacture of cosmetics; adhesives used in industry; 
unprocessed synthetic resins; hardeners for activating resin systems within laminate surfaces; enzymes for industrial 
purposes; ph regulators; separating substances [chemicals]; liquid buffers; wetting preparations for industrial use; 
industrial chemicals for use in the manufacture of mordants; chemical additives and additive preparations for concrete; 
concrete preservatives, except paints and oils; anti-damp insulating compositions [other than paint]; chemical damp 
proofing preparations for cement, concrete, masonry and bricks, except paints; dispersions of plastics; plasticizers; 
additives (chemical-) for plasticizing concrete; chemical products and additives [chemicals-] for cement and grouting 
materials; rheology modifiers [chemicals] for use in the field of coating materials; chemical additives for the agricultural 
industry; chemical additives for horticultural and forestry products; wetting preparations for agricultural purposes; 
polymers for use in manufacturing agricultural chemicals; chemicals in the form of additives to paints and varnishes; 
chemical vehicles used in the manufacture of paints and varnishes; surface effect additives (chemicals); chemicals for 
use in the industrial treatment of leather; chemicals and chemical auxiliaries for the paper and pulp industry; chemicals 
for use in the industrial treatment of paper; dispersants for preventing deposits during pulp boiling (scale inhibitors) for 
the paper industry; chemical additives for the paper and pulp industry, namely anti-blocking agents; chemical dust 
binding compositions for the paper and pulp industry; barrier coatings (chemicals) for the paper and pulp industry; 
chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; biocidal preparations for the paper and pulp industry; 
flocculants for process and wastewater treatment in the paper and pulp industry; wet strengthening agents (chemicals) 
for the stability of wet paper; chemical additives for decomposing and inhibiting sticky deposits for the paper and pulp 
industry; chemical dry strength preparations, in particular chemical preparations for improving the dry strength of paper; 
chemicals for the treatment of yankee cylinder surfaces (yankee coatings); wetting preparations for the textile, paper and 
pulp industry; starches for use in manufacturing textiles; enzyme for use in the textile industry; enzyme products for use 
in fading dyed textiles; reducing agents for the textile industry; size for use in the textile industry; chemical substances 
for finishing processes in the textile industry, in particular for coating textiles with glossy, mother-of-pearl, metallic or 
glitter effects; auxiliaries [chemicals] for artificial resin finishing for the textile industry; fabric glues for industrial use; 
adhesives for seam sealing (laminating); adhesives for printing templates; adhesives for applying patches or foils to 
textiles; flock adhesives; screen adhesives; pes dispersions (polymer dispersions); dye migration inhibitors for use in 
dyeing textiles and woven textile fabrics; penetrating agents for textile printing and dyeing; chemicals for use in industry, 
namely for manufacturing cationic mordants for subsequent dyeing with pigments or other anion-charged dyestuffs; 
chemical sizing compositions for use in the manufacture of textiles; chemical sizing preparations for manufacturing yarns 
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(yarn paraffinisers); lubrication substances (chemicals) as fibre auxiliaries, especially sewing lubricants; needledfelt 
lubricants (chemicals) for use in the production of non-wovens; finishes agents (chemicals) for use in the manufacture of 
yarns (secondary spinning process preparations); chemical substances for roughening textiles (rough finishes); chemical 
preparations for removing sizes (size-removing preparations); chemical bleaching preparations and brighteners for use in 
manufacture; stabilisers for bleaching preparations; enzymatic bleaching preparations for bleaching indigo-dyed 
garments (laccases); enzyme formulations for the anti-pilling treatment of garments; enzyme formulations for creating 
used or stonewash effects on denim articles; fibre protecting preparations, in particular antioxidants for use in 
manufacture; sequestrating agents [chemicals]; mercerisation aids [chemicals]; caustifying auxiliaries [chemicals]; 
wetting preparations for use in the textile industry; wetting preparations for use in dyeing; chemicals for use as after-
treatment agents for improving the, fastness of dyes of various kinds for the textile industry (fastness improving agents); 
levelling agents [chemicals] for industrial applications; lubricating substances (chemicals) for the textile industry, namely 
crease-prevention agents; flocculants; oxidant [chemicals]; additives (chemicals) for destroying peroxide residues; 
activators [chemicals]; amylases (chemicals); soaping agents (chemicals) for use in industry, in particular for removing 
unbonded dye residues; chemical additives for the cleaning of machines, namely chemical cleaning preparations for 
removing deposits; antistatic preparations, other than for household purposes; textile finishing chemicals, namely to 
achieve modification of handle from full to rigid; textile finishing chemicals, namely grid-giving weighting agent for 
textiles; hydrophilising agents (chemicals for use in industry); silicone-based hydrophobing agents; chemical auxiliaries 
for water-, oil- and soil-repellent finishing of textiles (hydrophobing/oleophobing auxiliaries); hydrophobing/oleophobing 
preparations for finishing bed feathers; chemical auxiliaries for use in finishing processes (namely sanforization 
treatment process) in the textile industrial; finishing agents (chemicals) for the use in the textile industry, namely agents 
for preventing slipping of yarns in fabrics (non-slipping agents); softeners [chemicals] for the use in the textile industry to 
increase softness and achieve a certain handle character in the treatment and finishing of yarns, fabric and knitted 
textiles; chemical binder; binding agents [chemical preparations for use in industry] for textile printing, namely flock-
printing; polymer in the form of auxiliaries for the textile industry (binders); chemicals for binding formaldehyde 
(formaldehyde scavenger); fixing solutions; coating compositions [chemicals], other than paint; chemical additives for 
use in the production of coatings; chemical flow additives and chemical surface-active additives for coating systems; 
foaming auxiliaries (chemical substances) for manufacturing stable or unstable foam systems; foam inhibitors 
(defoamers and deaerators); thickeners (chemical auxiliaries) for the textile industry; chemical additives for 
manufacturing printing pastes (printing auxiliaries); chemical auxiliaries for dyeing pigments; chemical auxiliaries for 
inkjet printing preparation; metal protection agents for the textile industry to prevent stains caused by metal applications 
during dyeing (chemicals for the textile industry); auxiliaries for the textile industry for reducing back-staining in denim 
washing plants (anti-back-staining auxiliaries as chemicals for the textile industry); manganese dioxide neutralisation 
agents [chemicals]; chemical auxiliaries for the textile industry (spray aids); polyacrylate for treating garments; chemical 
auxiliaries for pigment discharge processes; fibre auxiliaries (chemicals) as spin finish preparation for the use in the 
spinning of fibres of finite length (staple fibres); fibre auxiliaries (chemicals) as spin finish preparation for the use in the 
spinning of textile tapes; fibre auxiliaries, in particular preparations for spun-bonded fabrics; coning oils (sliding 
substances [chemicals] for the use in the textile industry); cellulose esters for industrial purposes; hydroxyethylcellulose; 
rheological additives, other than for medical use; acrylic acidstearyl methacrylate copolymers; silicones; organomodified 
silicone oils; organosilicone compounds; silicone emulsions; raw materials for silicone waxes, namely silanes and 
siloxanes; silicone resins; silicone elastomers being raw materials for model and mould construction, and rapid 
prototyping; silicone elastomers for electro potting (potting compounds for electronic components); silicone resins for 
prototypes; anti-static silicone elastomers for pad printing; rtv [room temperature vulcanizing] silicones; two-part silicone 
rubber additive silicones (rtv-2); one-part silicone rubber [rtv-1] condensation-crosslinked silicone elastomers; lsr [liquid 
silicone rubber]; siloxanes; organomodified siloxanes; amino and amino-amido functionalised polydimethyl siloxanes; 
polysiloxanes; polyethersiloxanes; polydimethylsiloxanes; carboxylic siloxanes; carbinol siloxanes; silicone quats; 
silicone polyethers in the form of process auxiliaries and in the form of surface-active wetting and flow preparations.

Cl.2;Colorants and paints; staining [colouring] preparations; pigments; binding preparations for paints and lacquers; 
thinning and thickening preparations for coatings and dyes; additives to paints and lacquers; disperse dyes; acid dyes; 
metal complex dyes; reactive dyes; direct dyes; basic dyes [cationic dyes]; dyes and pigments for printing; silicone 
printing pastes; transparent printing pastes; white pastes and matt-colour pastes; dyes for textiles and fibrous material; 
effect pastes for the textile industry; pigment discharge (pastes) for textiles; colouring preparations for leather; colouring 
preparations for the paper and pulp industry, including coating paints.

Cl.3;Cleaning and washing preparations for bed linen and blankets, filling material and tickings for beddings; cleaning 
agents; polishing preparations; grease-removing preparations; abrasive preparations; emulsions (silicone wax 
emulsions) for laundry purposes; chemical preparations for bleaching (laundry); optical whitening agents for textiles [no 
dyes]; laundry starch.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; industrial wax; wax and non-chemical wax additives for use in industry; carnauba wax; 
silicone-based raw material (wax) for fabric softener.
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4229473    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475522]
Inzura Ltd
Surrey Technology Centre, Occam Road, Surrey Research Park GUILDFORD, Surrey GU2 7YG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; downloadable vouchers and tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty and incentive 
schemes; computer software for database management; image scanners; image capturing and developing devices; 
software for processing images, graphics and text; computer software for scanning images and documents; apparatus for 
the reproduction of images; apparatus for the transmission of images; apparatus for the processing of images; image 
capturing and developing devices; downloadable publications; downloadable image files; downloadable computer 
graphics; computer software applications [downloadable]; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; data 
communications software; data processing software; graphical user interface software; computer software for wireless 
content delivery; computer software for processing digital images; computer application software for mobile telephones; 
computer software for scanning images and documents; software for processing images, graphics and texts; computer 
software for communicating with users of hand held computers; computer software to enable the transmission of 
photographs to mobile telephone; computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, 
namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; computer programmes for image 
processing; computer programs; computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, 
namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; computer programmes for use in 
telecommunications; education software; downloadable electronic information in relation to all the aforesaid goods; parts 
and fittings in relation to all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Vouchers; gift vouchers; photographs; manuals for use with software; instruction manuals relating to software; 
computer programmes in printed forms; printed matter; paper; cardboard; books; magazines; newsletters.

Cl.35;Loyalty card services; loyalty scheme services; loyalty, incentive and bonus program services; organisation, 
operation and supervision of customer loyalty and incentive schemes; management of customer loyalty, incentive and 
promotional schemes; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising services; data 
management services; data processing management; management and compilation of computerised databases; business 
data analysis services; outsourcing services [business assistance]; outsourcing services, namely call centre outsourcing 
services; advertising, marketing and promotional services; subscriptions (arranging -) to a telematics telephone or 
computer service [internet]; information, advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Insurance services; motor insurance; vehicle insurance services; pet insurance; travel insurance; home 
insurance services; home contents insurance; household insurance; health insurance; private health insurance; accident 
insurance; insurance of buildings; arranging of insurance; insurance for property owners; medical insurance; life 
insurance; insurance brokers (services of); dental health insurance; insurance relating to personal possessions; property 
insurance; insurance & financial information and consultancy services; accident insurance underwriting services; 
information, consultancy and advisory services relating to insurance; insurance services related to mechanical 
breakdown; issuing of vouchers; issuing of vouchers for use as money; issue of tokens, coupons and vouchers of value; 
issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty schemes; financial services relating to the provision of vouchers 
for the purchase of goods; accident information and notification reporting for insurance purposes; information, advice 
and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Telematics services; telecommunications via computer terminals via telematics, satellites, radios, telegraphs, 
telephones; computer aided transmission of images; transmission of messages and images; wireless electronic 
transmission of images; transmission of data or audio visual images via a global computer network or the internet; 
transmission of data through the use of electronic image processing by telephone link; communication services for the 
electronic transmission of images; transmission of messages and images (computer aided -); electronic transmission of 
images (services for the -); information, advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Computerised analysis of data; image processing software design; software design; software development; 
application service provider [ASP], namely, hosting computer software applications of others; computer software 
programming services; software as a service [SaaS]; software hosting services; computer software design and 
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development services; software design and installation; leasing of computer software; rental of computer software; 
technical data analysis; data analysis namely computerized analysis of images; software design and development; 
software design and development for others; design and development of computer application software for mobile 
telephones; design and development of computer software for scanning images and documents; design and development 
of software for processing images, graphics and texts; design and development of computer software for communicating 
with users of hand held computers; design and development of computer software to enable the transmission of 
photographs to mobile telephone; design and development of computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities 
of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; design 
and development of computer programmes for image processing; development of computer programmes; computer 
software technical support services; information, advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Computer software licensing; licensing of computer software; licensing of computer programs; licensing of 
intellectual property; online social networking services; advisory services in relation to safety; information, advice and 
consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 08/08/2018; Application No. : UK00003330319 ;United Kingdom 

4229478    11/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475122]
J. Choo Limited
10 Howick Place London SW1P 1GW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps, bath gel, shower gel; perfumery, fragrances, eau de toilette, colognes, aftershave, perfumes in solid form; 
cosmetics, make-up preparations; essential oils, essential oils for personal use, body oils, body lotion, body cream, 
moisturizing creams, deodorant for personal use, pre-shave and after-shave lotions; creams, gels and foam for shaving; 
hair lotions, hair conditioners, foot lotions; bath preparations not for medical purposes, balms not for medical purposes; 
nail care preparations, nail varnish, nail polish, nail varnish and nail polish removing preparations; talcum powder; 
sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations; pumice stone; emery; dentifrices; shoe cream, shoe polish, shoe wax; 
cleaning and polishing preparations, including cleaning and polishing preparations for leather, footwear, handbags, 
sunglasses; room fragrance, room fragrancing preparations, aromatics for indoor use.

Cl.9;Eyewear, sunglasses, spectacles, sunglasses and spectacles cases and frames, optical frames; pouches and bags 
adapted to carry sunglasses and spectacles; laptop cases, laptop bags; mobile phone cases, smartphone cases, mobile 
phone straps; encoded bank cards, encoded loyalty cards; bags adapted for electrical apparatus and instruments, mobile 
phones, smartphones, laptops, PDAs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, 
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; pre-recorded CDs, CD-ROMs, tapes and discs; protective footwear; electronic 
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publications (downloadable); software applications (apps); mouse mats, electronic tags for goods.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery; jewellery in the 
nature of jewellery ornaments; jewellery for use on shoes and handbags; jewellery in the nature of clip-on jewellery for 
use as fashion accessories; costume jewellery; costume jewellery in the nature of jewellery ornaments; costume jewellery 
for use on shoes and handbags; costume jewellery in the nature of clip-on jewellery for use as fashion accessories; 
earrings, bracelets, chains, necklaces, clip on jewellery, arm cuffs (jewellery), wrist bands (jewellery); jewellery made of 
leather; key rings (trinkets or fobs); key fobs; trinkets of metal; key fobs of leather or imitations of leather incorporating 
key rings; horological and chronometric instruments; watches, bracelets and straps for watches, cases adapted to 
contain watches; jewellery boxes, presentation boxes for jewellery, boxes of precious metals; tie clips, cufflinks; shoe 
ornaments and handbag ornaments of precious metal; ornaments (jewellery); key rings; key chains; parts and fittings for 
the aforesaid goods; key holders.

Cl.18;Handbags, travelling bags, weekend bags, trunks, trunks for storing shoes, purses, wallets, clutch bags, travel 
wallets, luggage tags, luggage label holders, cosmetic bags, make-up bags, vanity bags, vanity cases not fitted, pouches, 
cases, bags, shoe bags, cloth bags, backpacks, garment bags, beach bags, briefcases, suitcases, attaché cases; cases of 
leather or leather board; key cases, key bags; card cases; card holders, credit card holders, debit card holders, bank card 
holders, business card cases; document cases; hat boxes made of leather or imitations of leather; parasols, umbrellas, 
walking sticks; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; laces (leather); leashes; collars and leads for animals; garments 
and clothing for pets.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear; scarves; gloves, hats, belts, swimming hats; raincoats, hosiery, sashes for 
wear, wedding dresses, fur stoles, stoles of imitation fur, fur muffs, muffs of imitation fur, ear muffs, fur hats, hats of 
imitation fur, fur coats, coats of imitation fur; kaftans; swimwear; underclothing; outerclothing.
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Priority claimed from 06/09/2018; Application No. : 017950859 ;European Union 

4229483    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475089]
Airbus Defence and Space GmbH
Willy-Messerschmitt-Str. 1 82024 Taufkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Rings of common metal for keys.

Cl.16;Stationery notes containing adhesive on one side for attachment to surfaces; stickers [stationery].

Cl.18;Business card cases; toiletry bags; adhesive card holder [wallets].

Cl.21;Cups.

Cl.25;Caps (headwear); polo shirts.

Cl.35;Business management, business administration, business consultancy and business management advisory 
services in the field of space exploration; charitable services, namely, administrative coordination of the non-profit 
services in the field of space exploration; promoting the interest and awareness of the need for the development of space 
explorations through the medium of award support, mentorship and advisory projects; administration of incentive award 
programs for the selection of aerospace technologies to encourage individuals and corporations to participate in the field 
of space exploration.

Cl.41;Arranging of contests for the selection of aerospace technologies to encourage individuals and corporations to 
participate in the field of space exploration; arranging annual award ceremonies for the presentation of awards in 
recognition of distinguished achievement of space exploration; organizing and conducting awards ceremonies in the field 
of space exploration; arranging award ceremonies and contests to incentivize and recognize individuals for 
demonstrating excellence in the field of space exploration.

Cl.42;Providing technology supported platforms for arranging, managing and conducting competitions in the field of 
space exploration.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2018; Application No. : 017978520 ;European Union 

4229484    26/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475086]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Windmills, wind power plants, wind turbines and other wind-powered machines for generating wind energy, and 
parts and fittings therefor, not included in other classes; windmill towers and masts, windmill sails, sail panels, windmill 
housings, machine foundations, sail pitch setting devices, brakes and brake devices, main shafts, cardan joints, drives, 
and couplings, all of the aforesaid goods being parts of wind energy generating machines; parts of machines, namely 
rotor blades, blade hubs, housings [parts of machines], yaw rings and gears; parts of machines, namely devices for 
setting the pitch of the wings, brakes and brake devices, main drive shafts, universal joints, gear boxes, couplings and 
current generators; generators of electricity and emergency power generators.

Cl.9;Electric signalling, measuring, counting, recording, monitoring, control, regulating and switching apparatus for use 
in connection with windmills, wind power plants, wind turbines and other wind-powered machines, and hybrid power 
plants and renewable-energy power plant installations; electric apparatus for the input, processing, transmission, storage 
and output of data; electric and electronic instruments and apparatus for data capture and control, in particular for use in 
connection with windmills, wind power plants, wind turbines and other wind-powered machines, and hybrid power plants 
and renewable-energy power plant installations; data processing equipment and computers and peripheral devices 
therefor; readers [data processing equipment]; monitoring equipment for automatically switching generators on and off, 
and for automatic restarting after a power failure, surge protectors for protection against lightning, microprocessor 
equipment for monitoring constant voltage frequencies, phase conditions, rotor speed, checking the action, thickness 
and temperature of brake pads and wind direction and strength, vibration sensors for installation in windmill caps, 
electricity meters; solar cells for generating energy; batteries; data processing programs, in particular for use in 
connection with operating and monitoring windmills, wind power plants, wind turbines and other wind-powered machines, 
and hybrid power plants and renewable-energy power plant installations; application software, in particular for use in 
connection with operating and monitoring windmills, wind power plants, wind turbines and other wind-powered machines, 
and hybrid power plants and renewable-energy power plant installations.

Cl.35;Marketing, advertising and promotional services; market research and information services; business 
organisation consultancy, professional business consultancy and business analysis of data in relation to planning and 
operating commercial and industrial installations and infrastructure equipment; business analysis, planning and 
administration of industrial work processes; all of the aforesaid services in the field of energy generation, and planning 
and operation of installations for generating energy from renewable energy sources, in particular wind power plants.

Cl.36;Financial and insurance consultancy in the field of energy generation, and planning and operation of installations 
for generating energy from renewable energy sources, in particular wind power plants.

Cl.37;Erection, construction, installation, maintenance and repair of wind mills, wind power plants, wind turbines and 
other wind-operated machines.

Cl.42;Technical assistance concerning research and technical project studies of wind mill and wind power projects and 
execution of such projects, development and testing of wind mills, wind power plants, wind turbines, wind-operated 
machines, and components therefor; conducting of technical project studies in relation to windmills, wind power plants, 
wind turbines and other wind-powered machines, and hybrid power plants and renewable-energy power plant 
installations; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; technological consultancy and technical project planning, in particular 
in the field of simulating and analysing products, and components therefor, in the context of the product development 
process in the field of energy generation, and the planning and operation of installations for generating energy from 
renewable energy sources, in particular wind power plants; computer project management in the EDP sector, in particular 
in relation to presenting, simulating and analysing products, and components therefor, in the context of the product 
development process in the field of energy generation, and the planning and operation of installations for generating 
energy from renewable energy sources, in particular wind power plants; services of an EDP programmer; maintenance 
and installation of software; platform as a service (PaaS); hosting platforms on the internet.
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-144470 ;Japan 

4229495    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475106]
Shiseido Company, Limited
7-5-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0061 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; cosmetics; perfumery, incenses and fragrances; dentifrices; false nails; false eyelashes; cotton for 
cosmetic purposes.

Cl.21;Cosmetic and toilet utensils; industrial packaging glass containers for cosmetics; make-up removing appliances; 
applicators for cosmetics.
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Priority claimed from 28/06/2018; Application No. : 017925153 ;European Union 

4229497    27/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1475084]
Smartisland Group S.r.l.
Via Giovanni Meli, 11 I-93015 Niscemi Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sensors; vibration sensors; sensors and detectors; humidity sensors; measuring sensors; remote temperature 
sensors; computer hardware for the compilation of positioning data; computer software; compiler software; biometric 
software; assistive software; integrated software packages; data communications software; computer programmes for 
data processing; software for remote diagnostics; computer software platforms; downloadable software applications; 
mobile apps; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable mobile applications for the management of 
data; cloud servers; cloud computing software; cloud network monitoring software; computer software packages; remote 
monitoring apparatus; apparatus for monitoring water consumption; monitoring control apparatus [electric]; control 
circuits.

Cl.35;Data management services; computerised data processing; data transcription; collection of data; computerised 
data verification; computerized file management, compilation of information into computer databases; information 
services relating to data processing; compilation of statistics; compilation of statistics; promotional marketing; internet 
marketing; conducting of marketing studies; estimations for marketing purposes; dissemination of advertising, marketing 
and publicity materials; trade promotional services; arranging of demonstrations for advertising purposes; organizing 
and conducting trade shows and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes.

Cl.42;Computer software programming services; design services; design of computer hardware; technical design; 
custom design of software packages; smartphone software design; design services for data processing systems; design 
and development of diagnostic apparatus; design, development and implementation of software; design of data storage 
systems; design of data processing apparatus; design services relating to process systems for the biotechnology 
industry; design services relating to data transmission test tools; design and development of computer software for 
process control; design and development of software for database management; design and development of computer 
software for evaluation and calculation of data; agricultural research; professional consulting services and advice about 
agricultural chemistry; rental of database management software; environmental monitoring services; monitoring of 
contaminated land; machine condition monitoring; monitoring of water quality; development of data bases; development 
of diagnostic apparatus; research and development of new products; development of measuring probes for 
biotechnological applications; research and development in the field of biotechnology; programming of multimedia 
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applications; rental of application software; leasing of scientific instruments, rental of operating software for accessing 
and using a cloud computing network; cloud computing; consulting in the field of cloud computing networks and 
applications; testing on agriculture.

Cl.44;Agriculture services; agricultural advice; agricultural services relating to environmental conservation; agricultural 
information services; farming equipment rental; providing information relating to farming equipment rental; insecticide 
spraying in agriculture; pest control in agriculture; professional consultancy relating to agriculture; vermin exterminating 
for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; destruction of parasites for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
information services relating to the use of manures used in agriculture.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 018002144 ;European Union 

4229500    26/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475193]
Vitrulan Textile Glass GmbH
Bernecker Str. 8 95509 Marktschorgast Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Adhesives for wall and ceiling coverings; adhesives for paperhanging; wallpaper removing compositions.

Cl.2;Colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and 
artists; pigments for use in paints; paints and washes; lacquers and varnishes; preparations for preventing the 
deterioration of wood; anti-rust preparations.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); coatings, cement coatings; mortar; render (coatings), in particular lime renders, 
mineral renders, finishing preparations for walls, reconstruction plasters, silicone resin plasters, silicate plasters, artificial 
resin plaster, fillers for repairing walls; facade profiles for building, not of metal; coatings being building materials, 
included in this class; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; wall cladding parts (for building, not of metal); 
partitions, not of metal; reinforcing woven material, mesh and nonwoven material (for buildings, not of metal); profiles (for 
buildings, not of metal), in particular decorative profiles for walls and external facades.

Cl.22;Glass fibers [fibres] for textile use; cordage; cord; nets; tents; tarpaulins; sails; sacks; raw fibrous textile 
materials; stuffing, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard.

Cl.24;Fiberglass fabrics, for textile use; wall hangings of textile; textiles and substitutes for textiles; textile piece goods 
for furnishing purposes.

Cl.27;Non-textile wallpaper; textile wallpaper.
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4229522    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475191]
NAU S.p.A.
Via S.e.P. Mazzucchelli, 7 I-21043 CASTIGLIONE OLONA (VA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles [optics], optical glasses, sunglasses, protective masks, goggles for 
sports, safety masks and goggles, parts and fittings therefor; spectacle frames; bars for spectacles; lens; spectacle 
lenses; correcting lenses; contact lenses; ophthalmic lenses; chains and cords for spectacles; spectacle cases; contact 
lens holders; credit cards; payment cards; prepaid encoded magnetic cards; computer hardware and computer software 
for medical education and for use in the management of sales outlets for optics; online publications relating to the optical 
sector.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; office functions; business management services in relation to 
franchising in the optical sector; wholesaling, retail sales and retailing in the field of optics, including via the internet, in 
relation to cosmetics, pharmaceutical preparations for ophthalmic purposes, ophthalmic preparations, preparations for 
the care and cleaning of contact lenses, solutions for contact lenses, disinfectants for contact lenses, moist wipes for 
cleaning the eye and eye hygiene, vitamins and minerals for ophthalmic purposes; wholesaling, retail sales and retailing 
in the field of optics, including via the internet, in relation to vitamin preparations for ophthalmic purposes, mineral-based 
preparations for ophthalmic purposes, dietary supplements for ophthalmic purposes, optical apparatus and instruments, 
spectacles, optical spectacles, sunglasses, sports masks, sports goggles, protective masks and goggles, spectacle 
frames; wholesaling, retail sales and retailing in the field of optics, including via the internet, in relation to arms for 
spectacles, lenses, spectacle lenses, corrective lenses, contact lenses, ophthalmic lenses, chains and cords for 
spectacles, cases for spectacles and containers for contact lenses, computer hardware and software for medical training 
and for use in the management of sales outlets for optical goods, credit cards; wholesale services, marketing services, 
retailing in the field of optics, including via the internet, in relation to encoded and magnetic payment cards and prepaid 
cards, online publications relating to the optical sector, medical and surgical apparatus instruments for ophthalmic 
purposes, prosthetic devices, intraocular lenses, spectacle cases and containers for contact lenses of leather and 
imitations of leather; publicity services; promoting the sale of goods and services of others by planning, designing and 
implementing sales promotions in the optical sector; loyalty, incentive and bonus programs in the optical sector; direct 
mail advertising in the optical sector; planning and conduction of special promotional events in the optical sector; design 
of promotional materials in the optical sector; providing data processing services relating to fulfilment of promotional 
offers in the optical sector; preparation of promotional materials, merchandising materials, advertising catalogues and 
advertising manuals for others in the optical sector; professional representation for commercial purposes in the optical 
sector.
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Priority claimed from 22/10/2018; Application No. : 201802171 ;Ireland 

4229538    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475233]
COMBILIFT UNLIMITED COMPANY
ANNAHAGH MONAGHAN, CO. MONAGHAN H18 VP65 Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mobile gantry cranes.

Cl.12;Forklifts; straddle carriers; pedestrian stackers; vehicles with hydraulic lifting equipment; parts and fittings for 
the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Engineering design services; information and advisory services in relation to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 20/08/2018; Application No. : 1380256 ;Benelux 

4229558    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475299]
ELISANA S.A.R.L.
rue Albert Borschette, 4 L-1246 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicle parts not included in other classes; aircraft passenger seats; vehicle seats; vehicle seat cushions; vehicle 
seat covers; vehicle accessories for interior design namely seat covers, upholstery and cushions, steering covers and 
fitted vehicle covers (for automobiles); upholstery for vehicle seat; vehicle seat cushions with foam springs; airplane seat 
cushions with foam springs; backrests with foam springs for vehicles; backrests with foam springs for airplanes; all the 
aforementioned goods also for the use in air vehicles and vehicles for locomotion by air.

Cl.20;Bedsprings; bed bases of wood, bed bases of wood with hardness regulators of plastic; fixed bed bases with 
controls at the head or foot of the bed; bed mattresses with latex cores; decorative cushions and seat cushions; 
upholstered furniture; mattresses with foam springs; mattress toppers; seat cushions with foam spring; pillows, 
ergonomic cushions not included in other classes; cushions upholstery; springs being non-metallic fittings for 
upholstery, support pillow, backrest cushions.

Cl.24;Bed covers [bedspreads], sheets, blankets, mattress covers, mattress covers for mattresses with latex cores, 
covers for mattress pads of latex, pillow shams; blankets, eiderdowns, wool and woollen products not included in other 
classes, namely: bed blankets, bed linen, bedclothes, covers for cushions, pillow cases, eiderdowns, bedspreads [bed 
covers], sheets; bedclothes [linen] of merino wool, cashmere, cotton or a blend of wool and cotton.

Cl.35;Advertising, services of sales promotion for others and marketing services; retail sale of vehicle parts not 
included in other classes, aircraft passenger seats, vehicle seats, vehicle seat cushions, vehicle seat covers, vehicle 
accessories for interior design namely seat covers, upholstery and cushions, steering covers and fitted vehicle covers 
(for automobiles), upholstery for vehicle seat, vehicle seat cushions with foam springs, airplane seat cushions with foam 
springs, backrests with foam springs for vehicles, backrests with foam springs for airplanes, all the aforementioned 
goods also for the use in air vehicles and vehicles for locomotion by air, upholstered furniture, mattresses with foam 
springs, mattress topper, seat cushions with foam springs, cushions upholstery, springs being non-metallic fittings for 
upholstery, support pillow, backrest cushions; advertising agencies, advertising via all public communication media; 
direct mail advertising; rental of advertising space; demonstration of goods for advertising purposes; public relations; 
market studies; presentation of goods on any communication medium for retail purposes; advertising via electronic 
media and the Internet; advertising services, including advertising promotion of goods and services, advertising 
promotion of brand identity and provision of commercial information, including via printed, audio, video, digital and on-
line media; commercial and/or advertising information, provided via a global computer network (the Internet); advertising 
information services in connection with marketing and sale of products for the home, the supply of products, clothes; 
creation and updating of advertising material; dissemination of advertising material, including tracts, prospectuses, 
printed matter, samples fitted vehicles covers for automobiles.
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4229561    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475282]
KEWPIE KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Kewpie Corporation)
4-13, Shibuya 1-Chome, Shibuya-Ku Tokyo 150-0002 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Ear plugs for divers; egg-candlers; life saving apparatus and equipment; protective helmets; cameras; cases for 
photographic apparatus; measuring instruments; solar batteries; batteries, electric; mobile telephones; cases adapted for 
mobile phones; protective cases for mobile telephones; cases for telephones; cell phone strap; smartphones; cases for 
smartphones; cases for CDs or DVDs; electronic notice boards; computers; protective covers and cases for tablet 
computers; protective cases for tablet computers; cases adapted for notebook computers; cases for electronic diaries; 
protective cases for electronic book readers; computer game software; mouse pads; protective masks; clothing for 
protection against fire; eyeglasses; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; protective helmets for sports; sports whistles; 
phonograph records; downloadable image files; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; electronic publications, 
downloadable; compact discs [read-only memory].

Cl.14;Precious metals; key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; key chains [split rings with trinket or 
decorative fob]; jewelry boxes; jewelry; earrings; ear clips; pierced earrings; necklaces [jewelry]; bracelets [jewelry]; rings 
[jewelry]; brooches [jewelry]; badges of precious metal; cufflinks; shoe jewelry; watches; clocks.

Cl.16;Sealing wax; paper containers; paper bags; wrapping paper; plastic bags for household purposes; coasters of 
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paper; plastic film for wrapping; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; paper patterns; tailors' chalk; flags of paper; 
hygienic hand towels of paper; towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; 
paper; stationery; stickers [stationery]; pens [office requisites]; writing instruments; envelopes; files [office requisites]; 
day planners; seals [stationery]; note books; rubber erasers; clips for offices; postcards; printed matter; calendars; 
posters; periodicals; books; pictures; photograph stands; office requisites, except furniture.

Cl.18;Bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; clothing for pets; bags; rucksacks; business card cases; 
purses; key cases; card cases [notecases]; vanity cases, not fitted; umbrellas; walking sticks.

Cl.20;Nesting boxes; cushions; pillows; mattresses; bedding, except linen; mats for infant playpens; industrial 
packaging containers of wood; industrial packaging containers of bamboo; packaging containers of plastic; decorations 
of plastic for foodstuffs; embroidery frames; nameplates, not of metal; fans for personal use, non-electric; nesting boxes 
for household pets; letter boxes, not of metal or masonry; hampers [baskets] for the transport of items; tool boxes, not of 
metal, empty; furniture; wind chimes; benches; inflatable publicity objects; signboards of wood or plastics; cradles; infant 
walkers; mannequins; picture frames.

Cl.21;Cosmetic utensils, toilet utensils; toilet cases; gloves for household purposes; glasses [receptacles]; bottles; 
kitchen utensils; kitchen containers; cooking utensils, non-electric; cooking pots; dishware; services [dishes]; cups; 
tumblers; lunch boxes; drinking flasks; vacuum bottles; isothermic bags; household containers for foods; place mats, not 
of paper or textile; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; kitchen mitts; coasters, not of paper or textile; 
tablemats, not of paper or textile; dusting apparatus, non-electric; utensils for household purposes; baby baths, portable; 
flower pots; watering cans; brushes, except paint brushes; piggy banks; cold packs for chilling food and beverages; 
vases.

Cl.24;Woven fabrics; textile material; fabric for dolls' clothes; towels of textile; Japanese general wrapping cloth 
(Furoshiki); household linen; baby buntings; pillowcases; covers for cushions; mattress covers; quilt covers; quilts; 
sheets [textile]; bed blankets; bed linen; lap blankets; quilted blankets; sleeping bags for babies; diaper changing cloths 
for babies; place mats of textile; table linen, not of paper; coasters of textile; shower curtains; flags of textile or plastic; 
fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; bed covers; loose covers for furniture; tablecloths, not of paper; wall hangings of textile; 
door curtains; net curtains; sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; clothing for infants; clothing for babies; layettes [clothing]; tee-shirts; sweaters; trousers; pajamas; 
hosiery; socks; underclothing; aprons [clothing]; sleep masks; shawls; scarfs; neckties; neck scarfs [mufflers]; mufflers; 
neckerchiefs; mittens; gloves [clothing]; ear muffs [clothing]; caps [headwear]; hats; headwear; garters; sock 
suspenders; trouser straps; belts [clothing]; footwear.

Cl.28;Fairground ride apparatus; video game machines; toys for pets; toys; dolls; dolls' clothes; dolls' accessories; 
dolls' clothes made by sewing fabric; dolls' houses; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and 
confectionery; games; playing cards; machines for physical exercises; fishing tackle.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : 40-2019-0052418 ;Republic of Korea 

4229566    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475289]
REFLOMAX CO., LTD.
76, Pureundeulpan-ro 1010 beon-gil, Paltan-myeon, Hwaseong-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Self-adhesive tapes (other than stationery and not for medical or household or electrical insulating purposes); 
adhesive tapes (other than stationery and not for medical or household or electrical insulating purposes); reflective 
plastic films for use in home or automobile windows; reflective plastic films, adhesive-coated for use in home or 
automobile windows; high frequency adhesive multi-layer reflective sheet; plastic film for reflecting light visually.

Cl.24;Fabrics for use in reflecting light; sheet (textile) for use in reflecting light; cloth (fabric) for use in reflecting light; 
felt and non-woven textile fabrics for use in reflecting light.
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4229575    01/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475253]
CARDIN Pierre
59 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching, laundering, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; perfumes, eaux de toilette; 
deodorants for personal use (perfumery); essential oils; laundry detergents; fabric softeners for laundry use; sachets for 
perfuming linen; soaps; toiletries and toiletry milks; talcum powder for toilet use; cosmetics; make-up and make-up 
removing products; cosmetic products and preparations for skin care, for slimming, for bathing, for skin tanning; 
cosmetic kits; cosmetic products in cream, milk, oil, emulsion, fluid, serum and lotion form, for the face, body and hands, 
anti-wrinkle care cream, non-medical energizing and toning creams and lotions, day cream, night cream; moisturizing 
creams and lotions; cosmetic scrubs in cream form; anti-aging products; exfoliating body balm; adhesives for cosmetic 
use; false eyelashes; false nails; masks for cosmetic purposes, namely masks for face care, beauty masks; moisturizing 
masks, anti-shine masks, anti-wrinkle masks; hair masks; nail polish; nail polish removers; lipstick; lip glosses; 
dentifrices; mouth care products not for medical use; hair lotions and hair care products; shampoos; hair conditioners; 
hair colorants and dyes; depilatories; shaving products, shaving soaps; after-shave lotions; cotton wool and cotton sticks 
for cosmetic use; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; massage candles for cosmetic use; massage gels other 
than for medical use; incense; scented wood; potpourris [fragrances]; shoe polish and creams; creams for leather; 
aerosol cans for footwear; cleaners for footwear [products]; shoe wax.

Cl.21;Non-electric household or kitchen utensils and containers (neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith); 
kitchen and tableware utensils of glass, porcelain and earthenware; tableware not of precious metal; cooking pot sets; 
cookery molds; tart scoops; spatulas for household use; strainers for household use; cutting boards for the kitchen; 
hand-operated coffee grinders; non-electric coffee percolators; non-electric kettles; kitchen containers; plates, bowls, 
tumblers, sweetmeat boxes, not of precious metal; pots; trays for household use; decanters; drinking vessels; stew-pans; 
boxes of glass; cookie jars; teapots; tea services; cups; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; thermally insulated 
containers for food and beverages; insulating flasks; refrigerating bottles; corkscrews; bottle openers; glass stoppers; 
thermally insulated bags; drinking flasks for travelers, non-electric portable coolers; vessels of metal for making ices and 
iced drinks; non-electric feeding bottle warmers; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; soap dispensers; toilet paper 
dispensers; boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; soap boxes; clothes pegs; trash cans; basins (receptacles); 
vases; flower pots; baskets for domestic use, not of precious metal; combs, sponges, brushes, toothbrushes, nail 
brushes; toilet cases and utensils; perfume sprayers; lip brushes; make-up brushes; brushes for cosmetic use; hair 
combs; hair brushes; cleaning brushes; exfoliating gloves; eyebrow brushes and combs; make-up sponges; toe 
separators for pedicure; containers for cosmetics; cosmetic utensils; cosmetic applicators; cases for cosmetic utensils; 
cosmetic product dispensers; nail brushes; spatulas for cosmetic use; cleaning gloves for make-up brushes; powder 
compacts for make-up; make-up sponges; footwear care articles; shoe trees; shoe horns; brushes for footwear, brushes 
for cleaning footwear, brushes for polishing footwear; wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes; polishing cloths 
for footwear; footwear polishing cloths; polishing gloves for footwear; shoe scrapers with integrated brushes.

Cl.26;Haberdashery articles (except thread); lace trimmings; lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks 
and eyes, pins and needles; snap fasteners; artificial flowers and fruit; hooks and fasteners for clothing; buckles (clothing 
accessories); ornamental novelty badges; hat ornaments not of precious metal; decorative articles for the hair; hair bands 
and hairnets, hair pins and grips, hair slides; wigs; embroidery; zip fasteners; shoe laces; buckles for footwear; 
fastenings for suspenders; belt clasps; elastic ribbons; frills (lace trimming); heat adhesive patches for decoration or 
repair of textile articles (haberdashery); spangles for clothing; sewing boxes.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000022845 ;Italy 

4229582    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475249]
PETREVEN S.p.A.
Via Larga, 201 I-47522 Cesena (FC) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation services; vehicle breakdown assistance [repair]; mining extraction; pipeline 
construction and maintenance; electric appliance installation and repair; installation and repair of air-conditioning 
apparatus; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; vehicle maintenance; rental of excavators; rental of cranes 
[construction equipment]; rental of construction equipment; rental of drainage pumps; building construction supervision; 
drilling of wells; drilling of deep oil or gas wells; drilling and pumping of oil; rental of drilling platforms.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; development and design of computer hardware and computer software.
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4229585    01/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475244]
CARDIN Pierre
59 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching, laundering, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; perfumes, eaux de toilette; 
deodorants for personal use (perfumery); essential oils; laundry detergents; fabric softeners for laundry use; sachets for 
perfuming linen; soaps; toiletries and toiletry milks; talcum powder for toilet use; cosmetics; make-up and make-up 
removing products; cosmetic products and preparations for skin care, for slimming, for bathing, for skin tanning; 
cosmetic kits; cosmetic products in cream, milk, oil, emulsion, fluid, serum and lotion form, for the face, body and hands, 
anti-wrinkle care cream, non-medical energizing and toning creams and lotions, day cream, night cream; moisturizing 
creams and lotions; cosmetic scrubs in cream form; anti-aging products; exfoliating body balm; adhesives for cosmetic 
use; false eyelashes; false nails; masks for cosmetic purposes, namely masks for face care, beauty masks; moisturizing 
masks, anti-shine masks, anti-wrinkle masks; hair masks; nail polish; nail polish removers; lipstick; lip glosses; 
dentifrices; mouth care products not for medical use; hair lotions and hair care products; shampoos; hair conditioners; 
hair colorants and dyes; depilatories; shaving products, shaving soaps; after-shave lotions; cotton wool and cotton sticks 
for cosmetic use; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; massage candles for cosmetic use; massage gels other 
than for medical use; incense; scented wood; potpourris [fragrances]; shoe polish and creams; creams for leather; 
aerosol cans for footwear; cleaners for footwear [products]; shoe wax.

Cl.21;Non-electric household or kitchen utensils and containers (neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith); 
kitchen and tableware utensils of glass, porcelain and earthenware; tableware not of precious metal; cooking pot sets; 
cookery molds; tart scoops; spatulas for household use; strainers for household use; cutting boards for the kitchen; 
hand-operated coffee grinders; non-electric coffee percolators; non-electric kettles; kitchen containers; plates, bowls, 
tumblers, sweetmeat boxes, not of precious metal; pots; trays for household use; decanters; drinking vessels; stew-pans; 
boxes of glass; cookie jars; teapots; tea services; cups; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; thermally insulated 
containers for food and beverages; insulating flasks; refrigerating bottles; corkscrews; bottle openers; glass stoppers; 
thermally insulated bags; drinking flasks for travelers, non-electric portable coolers; vessels of metal for making ices and 
iced drinks; non-electric feeding bottle warmers; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; soap dispensers; toilet paper 
dispensers; boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; soap boxes; clothes pegs; trash cans; basins (receptacles); 
vases; flower pots; baskets for domestic use, not of precious metal; combs, sponges, brushes, toothbrushes, nail 
brushes; toilet cases and utensils; perfume sprayers; lip brushes; make-up brushes; brushes for cosmetic use; hair 
combs; hair brushes; cleaning brushes; exfoliating gloves; eyebrow brushes and combs; make-up sponges; toe 
separators for pedicure; containers for cosmetics; cosmetic utensils; cosmetic applicators; cases for cosmetic utensils; 
cosmetic product dispensers; nail brushes; spatulas for cosmetic use; cleaning gloves for make-up brushes; powder 
compacts for make-up; make-up sponges; footwear care articles; shoe trees; shoe horns; brushes for footwear, brushes 
for cleaning footwear, brushes for polishing footwear; wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes; polishing cloths 
for footwear; footwear polishing cloths; polishing gloves for footwear; shoe scrapers with integrated brushes.

Cl.26;Haberdashery articles (except thread); lace trimmings; lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks 
and eyes, pins and needles; snap fasteners; artificial flowers and fruit; hooks and fasteners for clothing; buckles (clothing 
accessories); ornamental novelty badges; hat ornaments not of precious metal; decorative articles for the hair; hair bands 
and hairnets, hair pins and grips, hair slides; wigs; embroidery; zip fasteners; shoe laces; buckles for footwear; 
fastenings for suspenders; belt clasps; elastic ribbons; frills (lace trimming); heat adhesive patches for decoration or 
repair of textile articles (haberdashery); spangles for clothing; sewing boxes.
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Priority claimed from 15/11/2018; Application No. : 017986158 ;European Union 

4229586    22/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1475440]
Writelatex Limited
3rd Floor, 207 Regent Street London W1B 3HH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Photographic apparatus and instruments; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical apparatus and 
instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and 
instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; signalling 
apparatus and instruments; life-saving apparatus and instruments; scientific apparatus and instruments; teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for 
accumulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for transforming 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; 
sound transmitting apparatus; apparatus for the transmission of images; apparatus for the reproduction of images; sound 
reproduction apparatus; apparatus for recording images; sound recording apparatus; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; DVDs; compact discs; digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; 
calculating machines; data processing equipment; computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; media 
content; computer software programs; computer software platforms; computer software for use as an application 
programming interface (API); computer software packages; computer software development tools; computer software 
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applications, downloadable; computer software downloadable from global computer information networks; computer 
software to enable searching of data; computer software in the field of electronic publishing; desktop publishing 
software; media and publishing software; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable educational media; 
educational software; educational computer applications; computer software for education; downloadable educational 
course materials; interactive computer software; computer software for creating, opening, editing, collaborating upon, 
writing, publishing, finding, searching, retrieving, managing, organising, analysing, parsing, reading, annotating, linking, 
recommending, reviewing, exchanging, converting, formatting, typesetting, compiling, commenting upon, visualising, 
sharing and connecting information, data, text, documents, articles, reports, papers, posters, templates and images; parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publication and editing of printed 
matter; publication services; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; providing online electronic 
publications; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of educational materials; 
publication of electronic magazines; publication of books; providing non-downloadable electronic publications from a 
global computer network or the internet; publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer 
network; publication of material which can be accessed from databases or from the internet; providing publications from 
a global computer network or the internet which may be browsed; teaching services; computer assisted teaching 
services; publication of educational teaching materials; provision of education on-line from a computer database or via 
the internet or extranets; online academic library services; writing and publishing of texts, other than publicity texts; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; technological research; scientific services and design relating thereto; 
technological services and design relating thereto; scientific research; industrial analysis and research services; 
development of computer hardware; development of software; computer design and development; computer software 
design; computer systems design; software as a service [SaaS]; software as a service [SaaS] services; platform as a 
service [PaaS]; hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; application service provider [ASP], 
namely, hosting computer software applications of others; development of interactive multimedia software; design and 
development of software for creating, opening, editing, collaborating upon, writing, publishing, finding, searching, 
retrieving, managing, organising, analysing, parsing, reading, annotating, linking, recommending, reviewing, exchanging, 
converting, formatting, typesetting, compiling, commenting upon, visualising, sharing and connecting information, data, 
text, documents, articles, reports, papers, posters, templates and images; hosting of software being an online scientific 
writing platform, including a collaborative editor with integrated automatic document viewer; design services relating to 
the reproduction of documents; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 18/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000018759 ;Italy 

4230557    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475472]
PEGASO INDUSTRIES S.p.A.
via G. Marconi, 6 I-35010 BORGORICCO (Padova) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Feeders and hoppers, mixers; machines and machine tools.

Cl.9;Weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments.

Cl.11;Apparatus and instrument for humidifying and dehumidifying, apparatus for steam generating, refrigerating, 
drying, ventilating.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2018; Application No. : 4020180131627 ;Republic of Korea 

4230572    19/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475462]
Dunamu Inc.
5th Floor, Mirim Tower, 14, Teheran-ro 4-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul 06232 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; application software for smartphones; downloadable computer programs for digital currencies; computer 
software for arranging financial transactions; software for platforms for generating and managing blockchains; software 
for platforms for generating and managing tokens of value; software for platforms for generating and managing virtual 
currencies; software for managing distributed ledgers; software for brokerage of virtual currencies; software for trading 
virtual currencies; software for cryptocurrency exchange; software for providing virtual currency price information; 
computer e-commerce software; computer hardware; computer hardware for blockchain management; computer 
hardware for mining virtual currencies; computer-readable data carriers recorded with software; software for digital 
wallets; integrated circuit [IC] cards incorporating functions of electronic currency payment; security tokens [encryption 
devices].

Cl.35;Advertising; publicity; consultancy services relating to advertising; business advisory services; advisory 
services for business management; commercial information agency services; business consultancy services for start-up 
companies; business intermediary services in the field of product sales via telecommunication networks; updating and 
maintenance of data in computer databases; administrative processing of purchase orders; electronic data processing.
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Cl.36;Virtual currency brokerage; provision of virtual currency price information; brokerage of virtual currency 
exchange transactions; virtual currency trading services; issue and redemption of tokens of value; brokerage of tokens of 
value; issue of cyber money; exchanging cyber money; issue of vouchers; financial trading; payment services provided 
via the Internet; electronic funds transfer; electronic processing of payments; trusteeship of personal property; financial 
services, namely, providing digital wallets that stores customer account information; capital investment.

Cl.38;Communication services; Internet communication services; transmission of data, messages and information; 
digital broadcasting; providing online chat rooms, electronic bulletin boards and online forums; educational 
broadcasting; Internet portal services; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; providing access to 
electronic databases.

Cl.41;Training services in the field of computer software development; provision of online training; dissemination of 
educational material; education; educational services relating to software for digital tokens of value; educational services 
relating to blockchain technology; educational services relating to distributed ledgers technology; distance learning 
services; correspondence courses; education information; provision of video content via the Internet for educational 
purposes; electronic publishing; publication of books, periodical publications, magazines, newspapers and newsletters; 
arranging and conducting of seminars, conferences and exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; blockchain as a service [BaaS]; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a 
service [PaaS]; hosting of platforms for providing online content; construction of Internet platforms for electronic 
commerce; hosting of platforms for generating and managing blockchains; platform as a service [PaaS] for generating 
and managing virtual currencies; hosting of platforms for generating and managing tokens of value; technological 
research relating to computers; technological research relating to blockchains; research on computer technology in the 
field of virtual currencies; software design and development; developing software for digital wallets; developing software 
for virtual currencies; development and maintenance of web sites; providing information on computer technology via a 
web site; providing information on blockchain technology; providing technical advice relating to computers; information 
technology [IT] engineering.
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4230592    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474705]
YUEQING ZHIWEI TOOLS CO., LTD.
HOUYANG VILLAGE, FURONG TOWN, YUEQING CITY ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric hand drills; pneumatic nail guns; electric hammers; spray guns for paint; drilling heads [parts of 
machines]; tools [parts of machines]; circular saw blades being parts of machines.

Cl.8;Hand tools, hand-operated; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; shovels [hand tools]; garden tools, hand-
operated; screwdrivers, non-electric; jig-saws; lifting jacks, hand-operated; riveters [hand tools]; hobby knives [scalpels]; 
pruning knives.
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4230594    12/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1474716]
PRODUCTOS CONCENTROL, S.A.
Polg. Ind. de Girona E-17457 Riudellots de la Selva (Girona) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for industrial purposes; chemical products for preserving foods; chemical products for stabilizing 
foodstuffs; mold-release products; mold-release products; mold-release agent; water-based and solvent-based release 
agents; mold-release agent for asphalt; mold-release agents for use in the concrete industry; chemical substances for 
stabilizing foam; stabilizers for plastic polymers; silicones; emulsifiers; photographic emulsions; wetting products for the 
textile industry; wetting solutions; wetting agents for use with agrochemical products; wetting additives; chemical 
cleaning agents for use in industrial manufacturing processes; chemical additives for lubricants; chemical substances for 
use as additives for industrial lubricant oils; polyurethane; polyurethane resins; polyurethane adhesives; unprocessed 
synthetic resins; unprocessed epoxy resins; unprocessed artificial resins; raw natural resins; adhesives for industrial 
use; slip agents; non-stick chemicals; chemical additives.

Cl.35;Wholesale services, services for retail sale and via global computer networks of chemical products for industrial 
use, chemical substances, chemical products for preserving and stabilizing food agents, mold-release agents and 
demolding agents, emulsifiers and emulsions, silicones, resins, polyurethane, chemical additives, additives and additive 
products, foam stabilizers and plastic polymers, wetting products and agents, chemical cleaning agents, adhesives for 
industrial use, slip and non-stick agents.
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Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 017949175 ;European Union 

4230595    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474525]
Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG
Stiftsbergstraße 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Adhesives used in industry; adhesive materials (other than for stationery purposes); adhesive glues for hot melt 
guns for industrial use; chemicals for use in industry, solvents for lacquers and paints.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; anti-rust preparations; colouring matters, dyestuffs; mordants; hard wax oils for the 
preservation of wood; thinners and thickeners for paints and lacquers; metals in foil and powder form for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists.

Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; abrasive paper (sandpaper); furbishing preparations; 
exfoliating agents for paints, lacquer removing preparations.

Cl.4;Wax [raw material].

Cl.6;Tool walls, trestles, all of the aforesaid of metal; trestles of metal, other than furniture; ladders and scaffolding, of 
metal; metal building materials; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; clamps and cords of metal; tanks of 
metal, tool boxes of metal, empty; closures of metal for containers, metal padlocks; ironmongery, small items of metal 
hardware; dowel bars, nails, pins, screws, nuts, sleeves, hooks, springs, restraint straps, cable clamps, all of metal; 
bindings of metal; fittings of metal for building and furniture; cable drums (non-mechanical -) of metal; door guards of 
metal; tool chests of metal, empty; hand operated metal garden hose reels.

Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and electric tools for materials processing; machines, machine tools and electric tools for 
the treatment of materials; machines, machine tools and electric tools for use in woodworking, metal treating, stone 
processing and/or plastics processing; electronic tools for domestic use for woodworking, metal processing, stone 
working and/or plastics processing; trueing machines, drilling machines, saws, welding machines, milling cutters, impact 
wrenches, electric planes, soldering apparatus, glue guns, polishing machines; accessories and parts for the aforesaid 
machines, apparatus and implements, included in this class, in particular saw blades, cut off wheels, abrasive discs, 
polishing discs, filters for machines and electrical apparatus, included in this class, inserts for electronic tools, in 
particular drill bits, hammer bits, screwdriver bits, cutting inserts, saw bits; electric soldering apparatus, electric 
soldering irons; agricultural machines and implements; horticultural machines and implements, included in this class; 
harvesting machines; lawn mowers; lawn mowers; electric lawnmowers; lawn and garden string trimmer spools; 
gardening machines (powered -); gardening tools (electric -); garden rotavators; pumps [machines]; valves for pumps; 
hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; motorised gardening tools; sharpening machines; pulleys; grease guns 
operated by compressed air; compressed air machines; compressed air sprayers; high-pressure cleaners, steam 
cleaners; vacuum cleaners; electric brooms; attrition machines for cleaning; power-operated plumbing snakes; power 
supply apparatus [generators]; parts and fittings for the aforesaid implements and machines, included in this class.

Cl.8;Hand-operated tools and implements, included in this class; hand tools and implements (hand-operated) for 
processing wood, metal, stone and/or plastics, in particular grinding tools, borers, saws, hatchets, axes, screwdrivers, 
hammers, cutting tools; accessories and parts for the aforesaid apparatus and tools, included in this class, in particular 
saw blades, cutting wheels, sanding discs, polishers, drill bits, screwdriver inserts, cutter inserts; hand tools and 
implements (hand operated) for agricultural, horticultural and forestry purposes; lifting jacks, hand-operated; expanders; 
hand-operated drain cleaning pumps; scissors; knives, cutlery, including of precious metal; knife sharpeners, tool 
sharpeners; tool bags [filled]; fitted tool backpacks; tool belts [holders]; fire irons; hand-operated pumps for pumping well 
water; manually operated sharpeners; holders for gardening implements; guns [hand tools]; hand operated plumbing 
snakes; wire brushes (hand-operated).

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; battery and storage batteries, included in this class; charging equipment for batteries and storage batteries; 
parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; surveying, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; meters and measuring tools; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus; projectors, enlarging apparatus; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; time switches (switch clocks); safety 
clothing for protection against accident or injury, safety glasses for protecting the eyes; safety shoes and boots for 
protection against accident or injury; safety headgear; gloves for protection against accidents; protective masks; knee-
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pads for protecting the knee during DIY works; measuring tapes; thermometers; electrical controls for irrigation sprinkler 
systems.

Cl.10;Hearing protection devices; ear plugs [ear protection devices].

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; apparatus and instruments for lighting; lighting lamps; luminaires; electric torches; LED luminaires; 
apparauts and devices for lighting; camping stoves; roasting devices; grills, roasting spits; cooking grills; grill heating 
plates; electric broiling pans; protective covers for barbecues; blowers for barbecues; portable fire pits; fire baskets; fire 
bowls; appliances for smoking foodstuffs; watering installations, automatic; irrigation apparatus for horticultural use; 
irrigation sprinklers; irrigation spray nozzles.

Cl.12;Vehicles; sack trucks, wheelbarrows, handling carts; scooters [for transportation]; carts for garden hoses.

Cl.16;Paint brushes; paper and plastic film for wrapping; adhesive tapes; pastes and other adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; painters' brushes, canvas for painting, palettes for painters, house painters' rollers, painting 
templates, brushes for painters, painters' easels, telescopic poles for rollers, wood correction pens; writing instruments, 
sharpeners for writing implements.

Cl.17;Rubber; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal; buffers for doors, door stops 
consisting of rubber sealing plugs, rubber for tiling; masking films; reflective sheeting (non-metallic -) for obviating heat 
transmission; adhesive materials in the form of strips [other than for household, medical and/or stationery use]; joint 
tape.

Cl.18;Backpacks for storing and transporting tools.

Cl.19;Scaffolding, not of metal; coverings for windows.

Cl.20;Furniture and parts of furniture; work tables, clamping tables, cupboards, tool walls, support blocks, all not of 
metal; steps [ladders], not of metal; containers and tool boxes (not of metal); tool storage containers, not of metal; 
dowels, screws and binding screws for cables, none of the aforesaid of metal; furniture of metal; working tables, clamping 
tables, metal cabinets; cable drums (non-mechanical -) of non-metallic materials; hose reels, not of metal; hinges, not of 
metal for the fastening of electrical cables; cushions; stools; temporary casters, not of metal; door stops, door buffers, 
not of metal or rubber.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; articles for cleaning purposes; brushes (except paintbrushes); 
brooms; brush-making materials, sponges, steelwool; buckets; barbecue tongs; barbecue forks; griddles [cooking 
utensils]; oven mitts; gridiron supports; grill scrapers [cleaning articles]; cooling racks for baked goods; non-electric 
griddles; cooking utensils, non-electric; skewers (cooking utensil); spray nozzles for garden hoses; sprayers attached to 
garden hoses; nozzles for watering hose; sprayer wands for garden hoses; spray nozzles for garden hoses.

Cl.22;Ropes, string, nets, awnings, tarpaulins, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); cables, not of metal; tie-
down straps, not of metal; bindings, not of metal.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; felt, felt slides.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; workwear, working overalls, working vests, work trousers, work shoes, gloves for 
workers.

Cl.26;Hook and pile fastening tapes.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats; wall hangings (non-textile).
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2018; Application No. : 017934324 ;European Union 

4230618    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474469]
Sono Motors GmbH
Waldmeisterstr. 76 80935 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Starter motors for land vehicles.

Cl.9;Solar modules; solar cells; solar energy collectors for electricity generation; solar cells; charging stations for 
electric vehicles; wallboxes (sockets); data-processing apparatus and computer; computer software; computer software 
and apps for coordinating transport, namely software for the automatic planning and dispatch of motor vehicles; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
electric batteries for vehicles; battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries; holders for electric coils; electric loss 
indicators; plates for batteries; tires (automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle -); simulators for the steering and 
control of vehicles; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; speed indicators; navigation apparatus for vehicles; on-board 
computers for vehicles; all of the aforesaid goods for use with automatic drive trains, electrically powered and/or solar 
powered land or water vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles; vehicles for use on land; electric vehicles; solar cars; upholstery for vehicles; electric engines for land 
vehicles; land vehicle axles; electric motor vehicle bodies; brake pads and brake linings for vehicles; brake calipers, 
brake systems, bumpers, couplings, differentials, drive sprockets, drive shafts, motors and engines, ventilators for 
engines, selector switches for change-speed gear boxes, gear boxes, gearbox shafts, radiators (cooling), hydraulic brake 
cylinders and motors, couplings, journal bearings and fan belts, the aforesaid goods being integral components for land 
vehicles and land vehicle engines; chassis (vehicle-); manual and power steering apparatus, personal safety restraints, 
seats, sliding roofs, steering columns, all for vehicles; hubs for vehicle wheels; wheeled vehicles; deflectors, direction 
signals, doors, hatches, upholstery, door handles, horns, mirrors (rear-view mirrors), luggage carriers, ski racks, 
mudguards, snow chains, anti-skid chains, head-rests for vehicle seats, safety belts, safety seats for infants, splash 
guards, roof racks, suspension shock absorbers, suspension springs for automobiles, stabilisers, motor starters, 
steering wheels, steering linkages, suspensions, torsion bars, tow bars, windows, window lifters, windscreen wipers, the 
aforesaid goods being for or being integral components for vehicles, land vehicles and land vehicle engines; arm rests for 
vehicles; balance weights for vehicle wheels; control units for integral components for land vehicles, namely motors and 
engines, brakes, couplings, gas pedals, gears and engine mounts; protective covers, radiator grilles, reservoirs for fluids, 
stowage boxes and stowage compartments, wheel carriers, all being parts of vehicles; trim panels for vehicle bodies; 
starter motors for land vehicles; parts and fittings for electrically powered and/or solar powered land or water vehicles.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles, solar cells and batteries; recharging for electric vehicles.

Cl.39;Providing information regarding transportation services and bookings for transportation services through a 
website; transport; vehicle hire.
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Priority claimed from 07/06/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 013 956 ;Germany 

4230619    05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1474511]
OSRAM GmbH
Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6 80807 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, data processing apparatus and computers; light emitting diodes (LED) and laser 
diodes; light conductors, fiber optical couplings, LED lamp modules for signal lamps; displays in LED technology, 
electrical and electronical devices and apparatus and systems consisting thereof for the operation, regulation and control 
of LED lighting facilities, LED lightshows and LED multi media shows, LED light installations, LED luminaires and LED 
lamps also for building control technology and for the regulation and control of building installations, especially also 
operation, power supply and interface modules for such systems, apparatus and devices, electronic ballasts, dimmers; 
electrical connector and contact elements including plugs, clips, sleeves, switches, interrupters, ready-made special 
cables; displays, also LED displays as operating devices or terminals of such systems, apparatus and devices, 
computers, especially servers, as parts of such systems, apparatus and devices; software, stored and downloadable, 
especially for the aforesaid systems, devices and apparatus; parts and spare parts of all the aforesaid physical goods, 
included in class 9.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, in particular lamps and lights, including LED lamps and lights; lighting and decorative 
lighting apparatus and lighting and decorative lighting installations consisting thereof, in particular for exterior parts of 
buildings, interior parts of buildings, floors, sales areas, stages, industrial installations, and light show installations; parts 
and fittings for the aforesaid goods, included in class 11; lighting, decorative lighting and light show apparatus consisting 
predominantly of a plurality of LEDs, in particular in the form of a strip, net, tube or planar matrix.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair, installation services; the aforesaid services in relation to operational hardware 
including remote control, interface, operating, control (including remote control, server, sensor (including camera sensor) 
apparatus and systems consisting thereof for lighting and decorative lighting installations and apparatus, in particular for 
exterior parts of buildings, interior parts of buildings, floors, sales areas, stages, industrial installations, and for light 
show installations).

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; creation of programs for data processing; interior design, electrotechnical 
and light engineering planning and counseling; services of an industrial designer; online providing of non downloadable 
planning and simulation programs for lighting applications also via the Internet and also via renting / leasing of software; 
architectural services and design of interior decor, especially in the field of illumination; technical projecting and 
technical planning in relation of electric illumination; computer services, namely technical counseling, design, technical 
testing, information and technical advise in relation to all the aforesaid services, including online services available via 
the Internet or the extranet.
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Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 33214942 ;China 

4230675    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474676]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Notebook computers; pedometers; cash registers; ticket dispensers; holograms; human face recognition devices; 
photocopiers; scales; measures; signal lanterns; smartphones; headphones; cameras; measuring apparatus; optical 
lenses; cables, electric; semi-conductors; electronic chips; coils, electric; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric 
connections]; video screens; remote control apparatus; electric apparatus for commutation; electrolysers; fire 
extinguishing apparatus; radiology screens for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use against 
accidents; locks, electric; 3D spectacles; batteries, electric; animated cartoons; remotely deployable spike strips used to 
stop cars by puncturing tires.

Cl.42;Technical research; telecommunications technology consultancy; quality control; surveying; cosmetic research; 
biological research; meteorological information; material testing; industrial design; interior design; dress designing; 
computer software design; cloud computing.
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Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 33229426 ;China 

4230680    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474677]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Notebook computers; pedometers; cash registers; ticket dispensers; holograms; human face recognition devices; 
photocopiers; scales; measures; signal lanterns; smartphones; headphones; cameras; measuring apparatus; optical 
lenses; cables, electric; semi-conductors; electronic chips; coils, electric; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric 
connections]; video screens; remote control apparatus; electric apparatus for commutation; electrolysers; fire 
extinguishing apparatus; radiology screens for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use against 
accidents; locks, electric; 3D spectacles; batteries, electric; animated cartoons; remotely deployable spike strips used to 
stop cars by puncturing tires.

Cl.42;Technical research; telecommunications technology consultancy; quality control; surveying; cosmetic research; 
biological research; meteorological information; material testing; industrial design; interior design; dress designing; 
computer software design; cloud computing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 33226190 ;China 

4230683    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474673]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Notebook computers; pedometers; cash registers; ticket dispensers; holograms; human face recognition devices; 
photocopiers; scales; measures; signal lanterns; smartphones; headphones; cameras; measuring apparatus; optical 
lenses; cables, electric; semi-conductors; electronic chips; coils, electric; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric 
connections]; video screens; remote control apparatus; electric apparatus for commutation; electrolysers; fire 
extinguishing apparatus; radiology screens for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use against 
accidents; locks, electric; 3D spectacles; batteries, electric; animated cartoons; remotely deployable spike strips used to 
stop cars by puncturing tires.

Cl.42;Technical research; telecommunications technology consultancy; quality control; surveying; cosmetic research; 
biological research; meteorological information; material testing; industrial design; interior design; dress designing; 
computer software design; cloud computing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

4230688    26/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1474671]
MOTUL
119 boulevard Félix Faure F-93300 AUBERVILLIERS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunications; news and information agencies; communications by computer terminals.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; editing of books, of magazines; book lending; 
animal training; show and film production; entertainer services; rental of films, phonographic recordings, cinema 
projection apparatus and stage scenery accessories; organization of competitions relating to education or entertainment; 
organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, conventions; organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; organization of lotteries; news reporter services; videotaping.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 10/09/2018; Application No. : 017952625 ;European Union 

4230692    09/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474617]
FUNDACJA "BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION"
ul. Sienkiewicza 82/84 PL-90-318 Lódz Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; information technology and audio-visual, 
multimedia and photographic devices; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; navigation, guidance, tracking, 
targeting and map making devices; scientific and laboratory devices for treatment using electricity; scientific research 
and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; diving equipment; measuring, detecting and monitoring 
instruments, indicators and controllers; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; apparatus, instruments and cables for 
electricity.

Cl.35;Business analysis, research and information services; business assistance, management and administrative 
services; advertising, marketing and promotional services; auctioneering services; subscriptions to telecommunications 
database services; administrative processing and organising of mail order services; sales administration; providing 
consumer information relating to goods and services; providing information via the internet relating to the sale of 
automobiles; electronic order processing; bidding quotation; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety 
of telecommunications services, enabling consumers to conveniently compare and purchase those services; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of insurance services, enabling consumers to conveniently compare and 
purchase those services; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; 
foreign trade information and consultation; information about sales methods; subscription to a television channel; 
procurement of goods on behalf of other businesses; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third 
parties; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties via telecommunication systems; 
negotiation of contracts relating to the purchase and sale of goods; negotiation of contracts with health care payors; 
goods or services price quotations; arranging subscriptions to electronic journals; arranging subscriptions to a television 
channel; arranging subscriptions to information media; arranging subscriptions to information packages; arranging 
subscriptions to media packages; arranging subscriptions to internet services; arranging subscriptions to telephone 
services; arranging of subscriptions for the publications of others; arranging business introductions relating to the 
buying and selling of products; arranging subscriptions of the online publications of others; arranging of collective 
buying; provision of online financial services comparisons; price comparison rating of accommodations; mediation of 
trade business for third parties; arranging of commercial and business contacts; procurement of contracts concerning 
energy supply; arranging of contracts, for others, for the providing of services; arranging of contracts for others for the 
buying and selling of goods; subscriptions to a telematics, telephone or computer service; arranging of trading 
transactions and commercial contracts; administrative processing of warranty claims; administrative processing of 
purchase orders placed by telephone or computer; advertising of the services of other vendors, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and compare the services of those vendors; computerized on-line ordering services; computerised 
stock ordering; provision of online price comparison services; automatic re-ordering service for business; import-export 
agencies in the field of energy; administrative services relating to dental health insurance; administrative services relating 
to employee stock plans; administrative services relating to the referral of patients; administrative services relating to the 
referral of clients to lawyers; providing consumer product advice relating to software; providing consumer product advice 
relating to laptops; providing consumer product information relating to laptops; providing consumer product information 
relating to software; telemarketing services; business administration services for processing sales made on the internet; 
wholesale ordering services; intermediary services relating to advertising; intermediary services relating to the rental of 
advertising time and space; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; business intermediary and 
advisory services in the field of selling products and rendering services; business intermediary services relating to the 
matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; energy price comparison services; 
consultancy services relating to the procurement of goods and services; electronic commerce services, namely, 
providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; advisory 
services relating to commercial transactions; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales management services; on-
line ordering services in the field of restaurant take-out and delivery; price comparison services; price analysis services; 
retail services in relation to domestic electronic equipment; retail services in relation to car accessories; retail services 
relating to audiovisual equipment; retail services in relation to computer software; retail services in relation to computer 
hardware; retail services in relation to smartphones; retail services in relation to wearable computers; retail services 
connected with the sale of pre-paid encoded cards (for others); wholesale services in relation to computer software; 
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wholesale services in relation to computer hardware; retail services in relation to safes; retail services in relation to 
mobile phones; retail services in relation to smartwatches; retail services in relation to information technology 
equipment; wholesale services in relation to audio-visual equipment; wholesale services in relation to navigation devices.

Cl.36;Fundraising and financial sponsorship; safe deposit services; financial and monetary services, and banking; 
insurance underwriting; real estate services; valuation services; issuance of prepaid cards and tokens of value.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; testing, authentication and quality 
control; design services; engineering services relating to information technology.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 14/11/2018; Application No. : 017985040 ;European Union 

4230696    08/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474568]
PELLICONI & C. S.P.A.
Via Emilia, 314 I-40064 OZZANO DELL'EMILIA (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Stoppers of metal; metal bottle caps; cap closures of metal; metal bottle stoppers; plugs [stoppers] of metal; cap 
closures of metal; screw cups of metal; screw tops of metal for bottles; bottle closures of metal; closures of metal for 
containers; closures of metal for containers; bottle closures of metal; screw threaded fasteners of metal; closures of 
metal; metal lids; screw caps of metal; metal lids for cans.

Cl.20;Sealing caps, not of metal; plastic caps; corks for bottles; corks for containers; corks; stoppers of cork 
imitations; non-metal bottle caps; non-metal bottle caps; cap closures (non-metallic -) for containers; screw tops, not of 
metal, for bottles; containers and container closures, non-metallic; closures for containers, non-metallic; closures for 
containers, non-metallic; closures made of plastic for containers made of glass; non-metallic caps and closures for 
bottles and for containers; non-metal threaded fasteners; bottle closures, not of metal; container closures of plastic; 
fixing plugs, not of metal; plastic lids for cans; caps made of non-metallic materials for containers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 13/07/2018; Application No. : 2018-90912 ;Japan 

4230698    11/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474942]
Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd.
6-9, Wakinohama-cho 3-chome, Chuo-ku Kobe-shi Hyogo 651-0072 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; caps and hats; garters; socks and stockings; sock suspenders; suspenders; wristbands; belts for 
clothing; footwear; masquerade costumes; clothes for sports; tennis shirts; tennis sweatbands; tennis shoes; golf shoes.

Cl.28;Sports equipment; golf clubs; golf club shafts; grips for golf clubs; heads for golf clubs; head covers for golf 
clubs; golf balls; gloves for golf; caddy bags for golf; golf bags (with or without wheels); stands specially adapted for golf 
clubs; green markers for golf; golf equipment; tennis rackets; tennis balls; cases for tennis rackets; tennis nets; guts for 
tennis rackets; tennis racquet strings; tennis bags; grips for tennis rackets; overgrips for tennis rackets; grip tapes for 
tennis rackets; grip bands for tennis rackets; head covers for tennis rackets; tennis implements; squash implements; 
badminton implements; toys; dolls; toys for domestic pets; playing cards; fishing tackles.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2018; Application No. : 017947011 ;European Union 

4230700    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474548]
Otis Elevator Company
One Carrier Place Farmington CT 06032 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Conveyors (machines); elevators and elevator systems; moving pavements (machines); moving platforms 
(machines); escalators and related carriers; lifts, other than ski-lifts; hoists; moving stairways; elevator destination entry 
device; elevator operating apparatus; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; including all of the aforesaid goods 
capable of being connected to the Internet.

Cl.9;Operating, monitoring, remote monitoring, and control apparatus and instruments; computers, micro-computers 
and computer monitors; video and camera equipment; wireless communication apparatus; sensors, detectors and 
alarms; all for use in conveyors, elevators, moving pavements, moving platforms, escalators and related carriers for the 
operation, control or servicing thereof, including such goods which can also provide news and entertainment, diagnostic 
information, elevator position information and emergency information; elevator call controls; elevator floor selection 
controls; elevator control apparatus and software including for mobile phones; devices for calling, monitoring and 
controlling elevators, escalators, moving walkways, moving platforms and hoists; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods; including all of the aforesaid goods capable of being connected to the Internet and to each other.

Cl.37;Installation, servicing, maintenance, repair, modification and renovation services, all relating to conveyors 
(machines), elevators, moving walkways, moving platforms (machines), escalators, lifts, hoists and moving stairways; 
maintenance of electronic equipment; information, advice and consultancy in respect of all of the aforesaid services; 
including all of the aforesaid services being provided as a result of Internet communication between devices.

Cl.42;Monitoring of conveyors (machines), elevators, moving walkways, moving platforms (machines), escalators, lifts, 
hoists and moving stairways, including for safety, location and maintenance purposes; diagnosing performance problems 
utilizing electronic equipment; information, advice and consultancy in respect of all of the aforesaid services; including all 
of the aforesaid services being provided as a result of Internet communication between devices.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 31/10/2018; Application No. : 302018000034672 ;Italy 

4230714    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1474538]
IMPRIMA S.P.A.
Corso Italia 22 I-20122 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Supply chain management services; business and industrial planning; business management consultancy 
relating to production; purchasing services; shop window dressing;assistance in management of business activities; 
commercial or industrial management assistance; business management consulting; professional business consulting; 
accounting; financial auditing; dissemination of advertisements; direct mail advertising; provision of commercial and 
business contact information; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; interim 
business management; providing business information via a web site; business information; commercial information and 
advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; business investigation; marketing services; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organisation of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
fashion shows for promotional purposes (organization of -); presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; sales promotion for others; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; 
radio advertising; television advertising; conducting of marketing studies; marketing studies; business research; 
advisory services for business management; business organisation consulting; consultancy regarding business 
organisation and business economics; pay per click advertising; systemization of information into computer databases; 
opinion polling; business appraisal; wholesaling, retailing and electronic commerce of clothing for pets, umbrella rings, 
saddle trees, saddlery, key cases, fastenings for saddles; harness for animals, alpenstocks, hiking sticks, walking sticks, 
umbrella sticks, vanity cases, not fitted, trunks, travelling trunks, panniers, bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for 
packaging, saddlebags, beach bags, bags for sports; totes, wheeled shopping bags, knitted bags, purses, handbags, 
travelling sets (leatherware), empty tool bags of leather, bridles (harness), reins for guiding children, web bridles, straps 
for soldiers' equipment, kid, game bags, briefcases, bags (leatherware), conference folders, school bags, cases of leather 
or leatherboard, halters, bands of leather, leather straps; collars for animals, including collars for horses, horse blankets, 
covers for animals, leather laces, leather straps, straps of leather [saddlery], harness straps, straps for skates, 
compression cubes adapted for luggage, leather, unworked or semi-worked, labels of leather, horseshoes, leather thread, 
moleskin (imitation leather), umbrella covers, whips; kneepads for horses, casings, of leather, for springs, saddle cloths 
for horses, pads for horse saddles; wholesaling, retailing and electronic commerce of leather trimmings for furniture, 
harness fittings, leather leashes, sling bags for carrying infants, imitation leather, walking stick handles, grips for holding 
shopping bags, umbrella handles, suitcase handles; slings for carrying infants, pouch baby carriers, cat o'nine tails, chin 
straps of leather, bits for animals (harness), muzzles, parasols, blinkers [harness], umbrellas, hides, goldbeaters' skin, 
animal skins, cattle skins; curried skins, chamois leather, other than for cleaning purposes, parts of rubber for stirrups, 
business card cases, credit card holders (wallets), card cases (notecases), pocket wallets, music cases, randsels 
(Japanese school satchels), reins, net bags for shopping, covers of leather for furniture, knapsacks, nose bags (feed 
bags), bags for campers, holdalls; bags for climbers, boxes of leather or leather board, boxes of vulcanised fibre, 
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hatboxes of leather, butts [parts of hides], walking stick seats, riding saddle, saddlecloths for horses, mounting stirrups, 
stirrup leathers, umbrella or parasol ribs, baggage tags, tefillin [phylacteries], frames for umbrellas or parasols, handbag 
frames, traces (harness),attache cases, travelling bags; trolley cases, garment bags for travel, motorised suitcases, 
valves of leather, back packs; wholesaling, retailing and electronic commerce of thread of metal for embroidery, chenille 
yarn, spun thread and yarn, spun cotton, thread, hemp thread and yarn, rubber thread for textile use, coir thread and yarn, 
cotton thread and yarn, jute thread and yarn, woollen thread and yarn, linen thread and yarn, threads of plastic materials 
for textile use, rayon thread and yarn, silk thread and yarn, fibreglass thread for textile use, elastic thread and yarn for 
textile use, sewing thread and yarn, darning thread and yarn, embroidery thread and yarn, spun wool, spun silk; 
wholesaling, retailing and electronic commerce of fabric of imitation animal skins, upholstery fabrics, bath linen, except 
clothing, textiles, brocades, textile material, textile, cloth, hemp fabric, fabric for footwear, velvet, felt, cotton fabrics, 
bedspreads, bed blankets, mattress covers; tick [linen], bed covers of paper, tablecloths, not of paper, travellers' rugs, 
crepe [fabric], crepon, damask, lingerie fabric, linings [textile], bed sheets, flags of textile or plastic, bunting of textile or 
plastic, drugget, down coverlets, elastic woven material, curtain holders of textile material, traced cloths for embroidery, 
flannel [fabric], frieze [cloth], fustian, gauze [cloth]; gummed cloth, other than for stationery, haircloth [sackcloth], printed 
calico cloth, jersey [fabric], jute fabric, woollen cloth, linen cloth, bedlinen, diapered linen, table linen, not of paper, 
household linen, textile serviettes, marabouts [cloth], ticks [mattress covers], coverings of plastic for furniture, table 
napkins of textile; wholesaling, retailing and electronic commerce of moleskin (fabric), handkerchiefs of textile, 
pillowcases, plastic material (substitute for fabrics), ramie fabric, rayon fabric, curtains of textile or plastic, face towels of 
textile, silk (cloth), tulle; esparto fabric, taffeta [cloth], knitted fabric, net curtains, zephyr [cloth], calico, coasters of textile, 
tablemats of textile, non-woven textile fabrics, sleeping bag liners, tapestry (wall hangings) of textile, fibreglass fabrics for 
textile use, chenille fabric, pillow shams, individual place mats made of textile, bed blankets, cushion covers and pillow 
cases, fabrics for textile use, furniture covers of textile; shower curtains of textile or plastic, diaper changing cloths for 
babies, sleeping bags for babies, baby buntings, sleeping bags; wholesaling, retailing and electronic commerce in 
relation to motorists' clothing, footwear, bath slippers, stockings, berets, overalls, hosiery, boots, ankle boots, lace boots, 
collars (clothing), neck scarves (mufflers), mufflers (neck scarves), camisoles, boxer shorts, skull caps, bodices (lingerie), 
underwear, hoods (clothing), hat frames (skeletons); cap peaks, belts (clothing), shawls, coverups, pullovers, chasubles, 
socks, inner soles, shirts, shortsleeved shirts, clothing, hats, headgear for wear, combinations [clothing], anti-sweat 
underwear, suit sets, ready-made clothing, children's pants (clothing), neckties, shorts, trousers, cyclists' clothing, 
outerclothing; gloves [clothing], ready-made linings [parts of clothing], neckerchiefs (scarves), scarves, knit wear, shirt 
yokes, esparto shoes or sandals, football shoes, girdles, vests, gaiter straps, wimples, gymnastic shoes; wholesaling, 
retailing and electronic commerce in relation to coats, waterproof clothing, leggings (leg warmers), leg warmers, jerseys 
(clothing), skirts, layettes (clothing), liveries, sports jerseys, cuffs, slippers, pelerines, furs, beach clothes, beach shoes, 
pockets for clothing, pyjamas, dresses, sandals, underpants, brassieres, topcoats, uniforms, stuff jackets (clothing); stuff 
jackets (clothing), jackets, paper clothings, veils [clothing], bathing caps, swim briefs, bathing wraps,bath robes/gowns, 
non-paper bibs, shoe soles, shoes, heels, sports footwear, footwear for sports, pants (underwear), bodies (underwear), 
bandanas (neckerchiefs), gymnastic clothing, articles of clothing made of imitation leather, leatherwear, teeshirts, cravats, 
pocket squares, ponchos, sarongs, ski gloves; leggings (trousers), pinafore dresses, visors for heads, panties, gowns; all 
of the aforesaid services relating to the textile and fashion sector.

Cl.40;Moulding of textiles; textile printing; cutting of fabric; pattern printing; pattern printing on fabric; pattern printing 
of carpets; custom imprinting of clothing with decorative designs; knitting machine rental; applying finishes to clothing; 
permanentpress treatment of fabrics; fabric bleaching; dressmaking; custom fashioning of fur; fulling of cloth; textile 
fireproofing; cloth waterproofing; leather working; fur conditioning; skin dressing; saddlery working; fur glossing; cloth 
edging; cloth pre-shrinking; clothing alteration; fur satining; tanning; embroidering; custom tailoring; dyeing services; 
quilting; cloth cutting; staining of leather; fur dyeing; shoe staining; cloth dyeing; textile dyeing; wool treating; colour 
separation services; cloth treating.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019           Class 99 
 

4230715    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474968]
ZHEJIANG YANKON GROUP CO., LTD.
NO. 568, WEST REMIN AVENUE, CAOE STREET, SHANGYU, SHAOXING 312353 ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; 
light regulators [dimmers], electric; switches, electric; contacts, electric; connections, electric; connectors [electricity]; 
wire connectors [electricity]; light dimmers [regulators], electric; high voltage switch plates; lighting ballasts; current 
rectifiers.

Cl.11;Lights; electric lamps; lamps; lamp tube; fluorescent lamp tube; holiday lamps; reading lamps; illuminator; 
lighting apparatus and installations; energy saving lamps; light bulbs; filaments for electric lamps; lamp fixtures; 
chandeliers; incandescent burners; lamp fittings; ceiling lights; safety lamps; halogen lamp; chandeliers; standard lamps; 
light diffusers; automobile lights.
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Priority claimed from 21/09/2018; Application No. : AM 51877/2018 ;Austria 

4230718    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474956]
Woom GmbH
Inkustraße 1-7/Halle 14/5 A-3400 Klosterneuburg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Bicycles; folding bicycles; electric bicycles and folding electric bicycles; bicycle frames; saddle supports; 
handlebar stems; bicycle forks; bicycle saddles; derailleur gears for bicycles; bicycle tyres; bicycle handlebars; bicycle 
carriers; bicycle baskets and other parts of bicycles and other bicycle accessories, included in class 12.

Cl.35;Retail, wholesale services and advertising in relation to bicycles, bicycle parts, bicycle derailleurs gears and 
bicycle accessories.
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4230719    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474953]
Stölzle Lausitz GmbH
Berliner Straße 22-32 02943 Weißwasser Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Drinking glasses; glassware.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services in connection with drinking glasses.

Cl.40;Material treatment, namely processing of drinking glasses.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2018; Application No. : 01381882 ;Benelux 

4230722    19/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474924]
DIGI-Steel Besloten Vennootschap
Dorsmolen 4 NL-7591 SG Denekamp Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software.

Cl.42;Development, programming and implementation of software; computer software research.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 112 174 ;Germany 

4230728    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474954]
MIGUA Fugensysteme GmbH
Dieselstraße 20 42489 Wülfrath Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal profiles for joint sealing.

Cl.17;Joint seals made of rubber or plastic profiles.
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4230736    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474788]
Agile Cockpit B.V.
Brassersplein 1 NL-2612 CT Delft Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; computer software; computer software; computer software platforms; downloadable software; 
educational software; interactive software; education software; training software; software for smartphones; software for 
self-assessments; mobile apps; educational mobile applications; application software for self-assessments.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; human resources 
management and recruitment services; personnel consultancy; personnel management consultancy; personnel 
placement consultancy; consultancy and advisory services relating to personnel management; business consultancy and 
advisory services; business management consultancy; assistance and consultancy relating to business management and 
organisation; business analysis, research and information services; consultancy relating to business analysis; advisory 
services relating to business analysis; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business analysis; 
analysis of company behaviour; analysis of business statistics; statistical analysis and reporting services for business 
purposes.

Cl.41;Training; education, entertainment and sport services; education and instruction services; organisation of 
conferences, exhibitions and competitions; arranging and conducting of educational events; teaching; educational 
testing; workshops for educational purposes; arranging and conducting educational conferences; educational and 
teaching services; educational services in the nature of coaching; coaching; provision of skill assessment courses; 
educational assessment services; courses (training -) relating to customer services; education courses relating to self-
assessment; training and education relating to digital transformations; coaching relating to digital transformations.

Cl.42;Testing, authentication and quality control; testing services for the certification of quality or standards; testing, 
analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification; testing, analysis and 
evaluation of the services of others for the purpose of certification; software development; software development, 
programming and implementation; professional advisory services relating to computer software.
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4230745    09/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1474877]
ALSTOM
48 rue Albert Dhalenne F-93400 Saint-Ouen France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for signaling, electric traction, protection, management, control and monitoring traffic, 
passenger information, control, rescue (life-saving), education, conducting and monitoring; apparatus enabling the 
monitoring (inspection) of motors and electrical, electronic and computing equipment; scientific apparatus and 
instruments for switching, transforming, storage, regulation or control of electric current, all covered or fixed installations 
for track and/or mounted, rolling stock for railways, railway high speed and very high speed, for railway trains with 
distributed or concentrated engines, mechanically-propelled or non-mechanically propelled trains, or articulated and non-
articulated trains, for trams, buses, electric vehicles and unmanned vehicles; diagnostic apparatus for road and rail 
vehicles, in particular mobile and fixed optical equipment, data for displaying, measuring, monitoring, in particular lasers, 
control and surveillance cameras; electric and electronic equipment for data processing of satellite tracking and electric 
and electronic monitoring apparatus for rail and road traffic; analysis and diagnostic system of the status of equipment 
for road and railway infrastructure; monitoring equipment for the management of rail and road transport lines; electro-
dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; alarm devices and instruments; acoustic [sound] alarms; 
command transmitters, warning systems; fire extinguishers; apparatus for monitoring and diagnosis, in particular optical 
equipment, data visualization, measurement, monitoring, control, especially of lasers and surveillance cameras; 
apparatus and equipment for the transmission of data; electric conductors rolling stock for railways, high speed and very 
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high speed railways,for railway trains with distributed or concentrated engines, for mechanically-propelled or non-
mechanically propelled trains, for articulated or non-articulated railway trains, for tram cars, buses, electric vehicles and 
autonomous vehicles, for stations and substations; electric cables; electric collectors; electric and electronic installations 
for the remote control of rail and road operations; control panels (electricity); control charts (computerized) of railway and 
road operations; electric apparatus for commutation; electric batteries; electric chargers; electric batteries and 
accumulators; electrical conductors in all metals; electric ducts; speed controllers for rail vehicles, tram cars, buses, 
electric vehicles and electric buses, space vehicles; magnetic and optical data media; electric and electronic relays; 
speed indicators; luminous or non-luminous, optical, mechanical, non-mechanical signaling for rail vehicles, trams and 
buses; signaling panels, luminous or mechanical; lighting bollards; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of 
signals; transmitters of electronic signals; apparatus for rail and road traffic safety; electronic display panels; time 
recording apparatus; electric alarm bells; transformers; navigation apparatus for road and rail vehicles (on-board 
computers); radio guidance apparatus for road and rail vehicles (on-board computers); information processing apparatus; 
recorders and apparatus for measuring distances for road and rail vehicles; automatic steering devices for vehicles; 
voltage regulators for rail and road vehicles; software (recorded programs); software embedded in signaling, controlling 
and monitoring devices for rail vehicles, for trams, buses, electric vehicles and unmanned vehicles; computer programs, 
namely, tracking programs, route search and mapping for rail and road traffic; mobile terminals intended for 
telecommunications for road and rail traffic; management software and computer equipment for the analysis and 
processing of data collected by an analysis and diagnostic system making it possible to ensure the continuous 
management of rail and road traffic and the maintenance and continuous or predictive adaptation of rail and road traffic; 
management software and computer equipment for modeling and simulation of road and railway equipment and 
optimization of road and railway equipment; digital simulation and modeling software platform, simulation protocol 
software platform; satellite navigation apparatus; data processing equipment and computers, for fixed, track and / or on-
board installations, rolling stock for railways, railway vehicles for high speed and very high speed, for railway trains with 
distributed or concentrated motorization, for rail trains with or without a rail car, for articulated or non-articulated railway 
trains, for buses, electric vehicles and autonomous vehicles; apparatus for broadcasting, recording, transmission, 
reproduction of sound or images on board or not in rail vehicles, electric buses and vehicles, unmanned vehicles; 
telecommunication apparatus, equipment for input, storage and processing of information or data; apparatus for 
capturing, counting, collecting, storing, converting, processing, entering, sending and transmitting information, data and 
signals; transmitting and receiving apparatus for radio and television broadcasting and for long-distance transmission; 
digital data transmitting and/or receiving apparatus; satellite data transmitters and/or receivers; antennas, electric cables 
for data transmission; computer, telematic and telephone terminals, in particular for access to global telecommunication 
networks (such as the Internet) with unrestricted or restricted access, or private networks (such as the Intranet) with 
unrestricted or restricted access; Global Positioning System [GPS] receivers; video servers, software for continuous 
broadcasting of images, sounds, film, in particular video-on-demand (vod), information, data; telecommunication and 
information devices for travelers in stations; integrated systems for the management of intermodal transport to road and 
rail information, and secure passenger entertainment during their travel; smoke removal systems, fire detection, 
telecommunication devices and radio stations in tunnels for use in case of emergency; digital and electronic equipment 
dedicated to the cyber security of railway systems; contactors, isolating switches, high-speed circuit breakers,, single-
phase circuit breakers with vacuum interrupter, light bulbs for three-phase switches, vacuum switches, roof multi-
function systems and equipment for measuring energy; auxiliary converters, electric vehicles, buses underground, train 
regional, high-speed trains and locomotives; power transformers for urban transport vehicles, trains regional, high-speed 
trains and locomotives; substation supervisors and electric power substations; computer processing electric; rectifiers, 
converters, inverters, electric filters; devices for protection against surges or electrical interferences; the recovery 
apparatus for generating electrical energy produced by network; active filtering devices for power substations; digital 
control machines, control protective and traction substations, related software; deposited equipment in a road or rail 
power supply for vehicles for transporting freight and/or passengers, that perform in the food, by means of power by 
electric components and electric switches; consoles for overhead wires; purchase of automatic ticket terminals; all in the 
railway sector, and road transport of passengers and/or goods.

Cl.12;In particular buses, motor coaches, vehicles, rail vehicles and electric vehicles space; rolling stock for railways, 
including locomotives, wagons, self-propelled vehicles, high and very high speed rail vehicles, railway engines with 
distributed or concentrated motorization, railway trains with or without a rail car, articulated or non-articulated railway 
trains; subway cars and other public transport vehicles, automatic or non-automatic, namely railway vehicles on iron 
wheels or guided vehicles on wheels equipped with a tire or other types that come into contact with the ground; motor 
buses; motor coaches; railway couplings; electric vehicles in particular trams and buses; unmanned vehicles; the 
aforesaid motors for land vehicles and their parts; pneumatic shock absorbers for the aforementioned land vehicles; drive 
belts and related gearings for the aforementioned land vehicles; air pumps (vehicle accessories); transmission shafts for 
the aforementioned land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for the aforementioned land vehicles; brakes, bogies, axles, 
wagon bodies; carriages [railway]; railway couplers; tank wagons, parts for land vehicles; shock absorbers for road and 
rail vehicles; bogies for vehicles, engines for vehicles, traction systems for vehicles.

Cl.37;Construction, maintenance, construction supervision, repair, renovation, maintenance and installation; 
information on construction and repair of railway infrastructures, underground, trams, buses, space vehicles and electric 
vehicles; construction management [supervision]; construction of railway infrastructure; producing covers and tracks; 
repair information; installation and repair of devices reporting all incidents and accidents impacting rail and road traffic; 
installation, servicing, repair and maintenance of control equipment for the management of rail and urban transport lines; 
pumping and water flow; construction of railway tracks and railway or other structures with support plates and / or 
anchorage points in concrete or plastic material; all these services being in connection with rolling stock in general (for 
road rail and public transport vehicles and/or freight, including self-propelled vehicles, locomotives and railway high 
speed and very high speed, for trains distributed or concentrated, mechanically-propelled or non mechanically-propelled 
trains,, tram cars, underground, vehicles and electric buses, unmanned vehicles) and bus, railway infrastructures, electric 
vehicles and unmanned vehicles; construction consultancy.
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Cl.42;Engineering, research and development work for new equipment and apparatus; coordination of engineering 
work, research and development work for new equipment and apparatus; project planning, preparation of technological 
and scientific reports, research services and industrial analysis and research provided by engineers and experts; advice 
related to energy saving; quality control; surveying [engineering work]; testing of materials; mechanical research; 
research and development of new products for third parties; technical research; technical project study; engineering; 
industrial tests; design, development, maintenance, updating and installation of computer systems and software; urban 
planning; environmental protection-related research; monitoring services for rail and road infrastructures; software 
consultancy; software as a service [SaaS]; scientific research and design services relating to the establishment of 
modeling (static or dynamic) and integration of such models (engineering work) for road and rail applications; 
engineering services; technical assistance (consulting) services for operating and monitoring computer and television 
broadcasting networks; technical support (advice) services in the field of computing; creation (design) of programs for 
processing business data and text; research in the field of telecommunications and television broadcasting; technical 
consulting and advice in the field of information technology; consultancy relating to computers; rental of programs on 
computer media and via telecommunications; design (development) of computer systems, telecommunication systems 
and television broadcasting systems; technical project studies and research in the field of maintenance (servicing, 
installation, repair) of computer, telecommunication and television broadcasting hardware materials; technical advice on 
information technology; code and format conversion between different types of text; creation and installation of web 
pages; design and maintenance of Internet sites; design, installation, maintenance, updating or rental of software, of 
databases; monitoring services (control, surveillance) of computer networks for digitally securing railway and/or road 
operations; design and development of computer languages for simulation and modeling; design of computer systems 
and embedded systems; providing computer programs for tracing maps and routes and routing via a communications 
network; all these services relating to the railway sector, road and public transport for passengers and/or goods.
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4230747    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474865]
Dr. Helmut Herz
Lauterbachstrasse 14 80997 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; photoelectric sensors; optical readers; laboratory robots; diagnostic 
apparatus, not for medical purposes; bioinformatics software; biochip sensors; biochips; oxygen sensors, not for medical 
use; optical apparatus and instruments; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
microscopy; measuring instruments; laboratory apparatus and instruments; sensors [measurement apparatus], other 
than for medical use; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; laboratory incubators; incubators for 
laboratory use; bioreactors for cell culture; disposable plastic bioreactors for cell culture; optical sensors; biological 
microscopes; microscopes; scientific apparatus; apparatus for recording images; bioreactors for laboratory use; testing 
apparatus not for medical purposes; data processing equipment; data processing apparatus and computers; research 
laboratory analyzers for measuring, testing and analyzing blood and other bodily fluids.

Cl.42;Scientific investigations for medical purposes; scientific research for medical purposes; scienti-c research 
relating to cosmetics; scienti-c research relating to biology; scientific research in the -eld of pharmacy; preparation of 
biological samples for testing and analysis in research laboratories; preparation of biological samples for analysis in 
research laboratories; preparation of biological samples for research purposes; rental of software for computers; rental of 
laboratory apparatus and instruments; rental of computer software; rental of computer programs; medical research; 
laboratory research services relating to pharmaceuticals; laboratory research in the field of chemistry; laboratory 
research in the field of cosmetics; cosmetic research; research and development services in the field of microorganisms 
and cells; research and development services in the field of biotechnology; research and development services for the 
pharmaceutical industry; research in the field of pharmaceuticals; research in the field of biotechnology; research and 
development of vaccines and medicines; design and development of testing and analysis methods; biotechnological 
research; biological laboratory services; biological research and analysis; biological research services; biological 
research; biochemical research and analysis; biochemical research services; consultancy in the field of biology; 
consultancy in the field of biochemistry; bacteriological research and analysis; bacteriological research; analysis in the 
field of molecular biology; scientific research for medical purposes in the field of cancerous diseases; research in the 
field of chemistry and biology; research in the field of bacteriology; scientific and technological services and related 
research and design services; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; scientific 
and technological services and research and development relating thereto; preparation of technological research reports; 
rental of computer software and programs; pharmaceutical research services; pharmaceutical research and development 
services; medical research laboratory services; medical research services; laboratory research in the field of 
pharmaceuticals; research services in the field of proteins, antibodies, microorganisms and cells; research and 
development services in the field of antibodies; biological research laboratory services; scientific laboratory services; 
laboratory research in the field of bacteriology; research and development services in the field of bacteriology; laboratory 
analysis in the field of bacteriology; research and development in the field of biochemistry; research and development in 
the field of biotechnology; research and development in the field of microorganisms and cells; research and development 
of vaccines; research and development services in the field of cytology; research and development services in the field of 
immunology; research and development services in the field of gene expression systems; research and development 
services in the field of chemistry; research and development services in the field of antibody technology; research in the 
field of chemistry; biological and chemical research; chemical research and analysis; biological and chemical research 
services; chemical research and analysis services; biotechnology research; scientific research for medical purposes in 
the area of cancerous diseases; preparation of scientific reports; preparation of reports relating to scientific research; 
providing information relating to scientific research in the fields of biochemistry and biotechnology; laboratory testing; 
laboratory testing services; analytical laboratory services; laboratory research and analysis; conducting of chemical 
analyses; biological research and analysis services; scientific research services for medical purposes; medical and 
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pharmacological research services; biochemical analysis; biochemical research; biochemical analysis services; provision 
of information and data relating to medical and veterinary research and development; providing information and data 
relating to medical and veterinary research and development; advisory services relating to gene therapy research; 
consultancy relating to laboratory testing; consultancy in the field of pharmaceutical research; consultancy in the field of 
pharmacology; consultancy pertaining to pharmacology; consultancy relating to research and development in the field of 
therapeutics; consultancy relating to research in the field of pharmacogenetics; consultancy relating to pharmaceutical 
research and development; pharmaceutical research and development; research in the field of pharmacogenetics; 
consultancy in the field of biotechnology; providing technical advice in the field of scientific and industrial research; 
consultancy in the field of scientific research.
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Priority claimed from 17/01/2019; Application No. : 018010896 ;European Union 

4230758    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474863]
SESPHARMADER S.L.
C/ Grabador Esteve nº 8 - Bajo E-46004 Valencia Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic and perfumery products.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and medical products; preparations for medical use; hygiene and sanitary products for medical 
use; dietetic substances and foodstuffs for medical use; food, dietetic and nutritional supplements.

Cl.35;Wholesale services, services for retail sales and via global computer networks for all types of cosmetic and 
perfumery products, pharmaceutical and medical products, preparations for medical use, hygienic and sanitary products 
for medical use, of foodstuffs and dietetic substances for medical use and food, dietary and nutritional supplements.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2019; Application No. : 302019000002299 ;Italy 

4230759    06/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474589]
BONFIGLIOLI RIDUTTORI S.P.A.
Via Giovanni XXIII 7/A, Frazione Lippo I-40012 CALDERARA DI RENO (Bologna) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Units and/or apparatus for movement transmission for any application namely, reduction gears, motor reducers, 
variable-speed reducers, either mechanical or hydraulic, and components thereof; joints; hoists; gear attachments; 
chains.

Cl.9;Electronic apparatus and instruments, monitoring software and systems for applications using machines and 
machine-tools and motors; electronic components for controlling and monitoring motors; converters and controllers for 
electronic frequencies for applications using electric motors; electric reducers.

Cl.12;Variable speed drives; brakes; couplers; speed limiters for land vehicles.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1488508 1488508 - (1893-0) 
CLERICAL ERRORS IN GOODS CORRECTED TO BE  
CLASS 11 - VENT FILLINGS, HEAT VENTING EQUIPMENT, SMOKE VENTING EQUIPMENT, 
AIR HANDLING EQUIPMENT, BUILDING AND PIPE INSULATION, COOLING TOWERS, GAS 
MEASURING EQUIPMENTS. 
CLASS 19 - NON-METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; NON-METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; 
ROOFING MATERIALS, NAMELY, ROOF DECKS, VAPOR AIR RETARDERS, INSULATION 
FASTENERS, ADHESIVES, EXTERIOR COVERINGS, ROOF COATINGS, PERIMETER 
FLASHINGS; WINDSTORM RESISTANT FENESTRATIONS, NAMELY, WINDOWS, DOORS, 
WALL CLADDING. 
CLASS 42- CENTRAL STATION MONITORING 
AS PER TM 68. 

1512927 1512927 - (1904-0) 
category amended to be body incorporate as per TM M dated 19/02/2019. 

2556284 2556284 - (1901-0) 
The correct label as per TM 1 is uploaded as the label is coloured and in the earlier 
publication it was black and white. 

3119949 3119949 - (1907-0) 
CLERICAL ERROR IN THE ADDRESS OF THE PROPRIETOR CORRECTED TO BE -6329 
SOUTH 226TH STREET, SUITE 101, KENT, WASHINGTON 98032 AND LEGAL STATUS - A 
WASHINGTON CORPORATION CORRECTED AS PER TM 1. 

3119950 3119950 - (1907-0) 
CLERICAL ERROR IN THE PROPRIETOR ADDRESS CORRECTED TO BE - 6329 SOUTH 
226TH STREET, SUITE 101, KENT, WASHINGTON 98032 AND LEGAL STATUS 
CORRECTED TO BE - A WASHINGTON CORPORATION. 

3408122 3408122 - (1905-0) Service address has been changed to read as SHAILESH NARANBHAI 
PATEL, PROPRIETOR OF SHREE UMIYA COMMUNICATION, C-202, AAROHI ELYSIUM, 
BEHIND SAFAL PARISAR-1, SOUTH BOPAL, AHMEDABAD - 380058. 

3550833 3550833 - (1892-0) Goods to be read as "Computer software namely an integrated software 
platform for collecting, organising, analysing, and presenting actionable data regarding 
public utilities and water systems only; computer software for industrial automation 
specifically in the field of public utilities and water systems". 

3812901 3812901 - (1909-0) FRESH HONEY, FOREST HONEY, UNIFLORAL HONEY, PREMIUM AND 
EXOTIC COFFEE, ROASTED COFFEE BEANS, SPICES, SAUCES AND VINEGARS. 

4064130 4064130 - (1892-0) 
The colour condition "The applicant claims the colour combination of Red, Yellow and 
Black as shown in the 
representation as the distinctive feature of the mark." added as per TM A. 

4154923 4154923 - (1906-0) 
The colour condition " The applicant wishes m claim the colours white, gold, green and 
red as elements of the 
mark in the first representation of Ike series and black, shades of gold, shades of red and 
shades of green as elements of the mark in the second representation of the series and 
white, 
shades of gold, shades of red and shades of green as elements of the mark in the third 
representation of the series." added as per TM A. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
410092 461938 476205 488191 584653
605242 607339 626652 644450 671627
676497 680062 702584 709322 759257
767086 777863 778449 779508 788283
802780 823764 833007 833129 835648
840624 843790 858877 860949 863395
867756 870225 872419 875886 892031
892939 903663 912374 922371 922495
925804 929549 934132 939233 940151
944268 944783 964872 967750 978547
983310 990137 993978 1007274 1007976
1015176 1033904 1084989 1087547 1093104
1108756 1112907 1126235 1127557 1141198
1162199 1162532 1179065 1184048 1187734
1199852 1241261 1243264 1243857 1254643
1263028 1264903 1272799 1274064 1281226
1285154 1302845 1318608 1386224 1391018
1414725 1483966 1614565 1699056 1736380
1800159 1813669 1813670 1817407 1831275
1885380 1899389 1900255 1908521 1964860
2000750 2033955 2076141 2079528 2096257
2123205 2124414 2163912 2163919 2163920
2181102 2189667 2198980 2198981 2221460
2248161 2275093 2300265 2308953 2333548
2341745 2371815 2372160 2383218 2386380
2406858 2419983 2428524 2445707 2456442
2461867 2466756 2470329 2471408 2484615
2493133 2493134 2493135 2500384 2504308
2504338 2506291 2509007 2510723 2510823
2518834 2519953 2521886 2523069 2526701
2530765 2531952 2532436 2534942 2535849
2536205 2538834 2540380 2542766 2544041
2545280 2546468 2552790 2555270 2556356
2557063 2557775 2559937 2560676 2568127
2568128 2575124 2575127 2575150 2575222
2575282 2575681 2577942 2578818 2580721
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2587040 2592771 2593262 2597981 2602017
2603534 2605286 2605696 2610829 2611500
2612003 2612005 2612051 2612387 2615198
2617516 2618754 2619805 2619806 2620072
2620075 2621087 2621616 2626213 2626214
2626218 2626509 2626510 2626513 2631144
2632863 2634589 2634719 2634722 2634723
2639852 2641494 2643463 2643798 2647416
2647709 2655431 2659686 2665703 2667269
2667974 2675645 2675742 2683351 2684203
2687192 2687579 2692713 2694424 2695531
2696494 2705417 2716105 2716984 2717420
2719970 2720758 2720920 2720926 2720936
2720942 2721098 2721691 2722830 2723003
2723100 2723101 2723422 2724026 2724027
2724062 2724670 2724914 2725116 2725138
2725199 2725755 2725761 2725820 2726143
2726489 2726739 2726750 2727052 2727278
2727281 2727734 2729080 2729087 2730191
2731532 2732918 2732979 2736662 2736665
2736880 2737434 2740444 2741285 2741520
2742008 2742009 2742010 2742012 2742048
2742693 2742829 2742955 2743499 2743512
2743540 2744996 2745456 2745457 2745695
2745822 2748861 2749164 2749167 2749751
2749886 2750230 2750983 2751363 2752398
2752698 2752702 2753200 2754766 2755326
2755578 2756355 2757839 2758859 2758962
2759352 2760232 2761052 2762225 2762709
2762909 2763937 2764199 2765856 2765949
2766205 2766872 2767147 2768189 2768550
2769297 2769299 2769304 2769315 2769319
2769320 2769321 2769325 2769331 2769332
2769333 2769336 2769337 2770401 2770874
2770888 2770939 2771121 2771186 2772106
2772254 2772529 2773628 2774030 2774813
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2775150 2775665 2775929 2775932 2776513
2776717 2776723 2777012 2777180 2777753
2777982 2778103 2778444 2778685 2779350
2780025 2780171 2780904 2781138 2781322
2781380 2781863 2782159 2782171 2782206
2783080 2784317 2784662 2785326 2785985
2786014 2787501 2787502 2787503 2788210
2788306 2788565 2789510 2790026 2791098
2791676 2791755 2791953 2791987 2792086
2792087 2792090 2792091 2792575 2792628
2792666 2792801 2792851 2793032 2793062
2793071 2793077 2793128 2794137 2794454
2794461 2794471 2794486 2794931 2795791
2796426 2797110 2797144 2798993 2799313
2799607 2799621 2799799 2800212 2800921
2802213 2802262 2803377 2804393 2804458
2805664 2805874 2805883 2808742 2809175
2809230 2809708 2809763 2811924 2812385
2815977 2816033 2816189 2818302 2818550
2821041 2821137 2821215 2821967 2823274
2823762 2824007 2826234 2827238 2827919
2828536 2829771 2830663 2831108 2832260
2832664 2833043 2837262 2837357 2837360
2838946 2841272 2841356 2845060 2847714
2854317 2858447 2858701 2862890 2863289
2865805 2868548 2869291 2871379 2871623
2877465 2877474 2877590 2879511 2881271
2882754 2884492 2886821 2888338 2889832
2891258 2891259 2892480 2893098 2894076
2894281 2894506 2895935 2898063 2898070
2898288 2898366 2898627 2898704 2898943
2898946 2899001 2899002 2899003 2899006
2899322 2899482 2899668 2899669 2899694
2899717 2899718 2899728 2899769 2899780
2899921 2899922 2899927 2900110 2900111
2900115 2900513 2900515 2900569 2900572
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2900756 2900760 2900762 2900967 2901286
2901361 2901397 2901583 2901647 2901649
2901650 2901651 2901653 2901656 2901661
2901665 2901666 2901669 2901678 2901680
2901754 2901756 2901808 2901813 2901819
2901904 2902140 2902141 2902534 2902834
2902886 2903201 2903212 2903213 2903228
2903563 2903564 2903596 2903642 2903813
2903838 2903839 2903873 2904050 2904103
2904286 2904297 2904300 2904301 2904314
2904317 2904336 2904593 2904640 2904642
2904845 2905087 2905233 2905234 2905241
2905246 2905248 2905249 2905290 2905291
2905294 2905763 2905764 2905821 2905824
2905830 2905831 2905832 2905835 2905842
2905845 2905989 2906424 2906432 2906438
2906542 2906543 2906545 2906546 2906551
2906555 2906593 2906817 2907158 2907162
2907423 2907561 2907946 2907947 2907976
2907977 2907991 2908007 2908008 2908009
2908014 2908022 2908410 2908511 2908586
2908650 2908821 2908901 2908902 2908903
2909122 2909124 2909660 2909664 2909972
2909973 2909974 2909976 2909977 2909983
2909985 2909991 2910020 2910181 2910182
2910184 2910189 2910205 2910596 2910682
2910687 2910919 2910928 2910931 2910934
2910940 2910960 2911071 2911437 2911438
2911466 2911584 2911585 2911726 2911989
2911993 2911996 2911999 2912000 2912006
2912008 2912017 2912035 2912337 2912409
2912411 2912599 2912618 2912637 2912638
2912833 2912876 2913062 2913177 2913534
2914085 2914182 2914204 2914552 2914615
2914616 2914620 2914688 2914693 2914698
2914738 2914741 2914755 2914756 2914759
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2914764 2914766 2914770 2915126 2915127
2915137 2915140 2915142 2915342 2915376
2915398 2915496 2915508 2915518 2915519
2915520 2915525 2915530 2915548 2915618
2915674 2915725 2915759 2915762 2915977
2916584 2916585 2916760 2917181 2917234
2917323 2917524 2917785 2917789 2917791
2917792 2917803 2918024 2918025 2918394
2918636 2918739 2918786 2918900 2919695
2919697 2919698 2919819 2920167 2920168
2920202 2920204 2920205 2920328 2920351
2920431 2920432 2920660 2920669 2920673
2920932 2921118 2921401 2921460 2921592
2921607 2921610 2921626 2921628 2922844
2922851 2922852 2922863 2922864 2922865
2923158 2923544 2923546 2923648 2923714
2924307 2924393 2924410 2924556 2924746
2924923 2924925 2925159 2925400 2925406
2925428 2925492 2925789 2925790 2925792
2926117 2926132 2926195 2926277 2926313
2926657 2926658 2926664 2926675 2926676
2926776 2926777 2926778 2926779 2927140
2927220 2927223 2927224 2928474 2928480
2928484 2928485 2928488 2928493 2928496
2928499 2928500 2928501 2928503 2928803
2928959 2928960 2929155 2929156 2929159
2929162 2929419 2929427 2929485 2929486
2929488 2930024 2930258 2930260 2930267
2930272 2930367 2930375 2931244 2931578
2931748 2931749 2931752 2931757 2932168
2932188 2932206 2932449 2932456 2932460
2932464 2932709 2932711 2933186 2933336
2933416 2933488 2933528 2933535 2933555
2934033 2934036 2934075 2934077 2934081
2934084 2934087 2934334 2934956 2935408
2935421 2935496 2935497 2936064 2936581
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2936663 2936667 2937186 2937325 2937327
2937328 2937330 2937414 2937416 2937836
2938153 2938308 2938374 2938376 2938431
2938470 2938634 2938636 2938843 2938996
2939219 2939220 2939755 2939835 2940121
2940126 2940249 2940353 2941383 2941804
2941954 2942479 2942578 2942590 2942592
2942594 2942598 2942601 2942603 2942604
2942605 2942606 2942632 2942641 2942646
2942649 2942652 2942657 2942658 2942715
2942816 2942978 2943097 2943303 2943318
2943321 2943322 2943325 2943326 2943329
2943333 2943334 2943336 2943337 2943343
2944008 2944096 2944097 2944098 2944100
2944104 2944106 2944110 2944119 2944123
2944125 2944362 2944367 2944369 2944370
2944375 2944440 2944462 2944507 2944515
2944517 2944524 2944931 2944952 2945053
2945235 2945237 2945238 2945391 2945396
2945576 2945577 2946210 2946323 2946424
2946430 2946432 2946437 2946440 2946441
2946450 2946451 2946453 2946456 2946461
2946466 2946468 2946820 2947002 2947009
2947039 2947137 2947221 2947328 2947335
2947714 2947732 2947758 2947867 2947883
2947887 2948309 2948430 2948794 2948799
2948936 2948941 2948946 2948947 2948948
2948953 2948962 2948963 2949043 2949044
2949068 2949509 2949525 2949532 2949546
2949548 2949551 2949556 2949603 2949606
2949611 2949616 2949618 2949624 2949873
2949878 2949881 2949883 2949884 2950036
2950049 2950302 2950610 2950694 2950802
2951339 2951340 2951821 2951886 2952077
2952140 2952365 2952367 2952418 2952419
2953129 2953262 2953263 2953265 2953273
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2953277 2953278 2953279 2953281 2953293
2953294 2953302 2953304 2953434 2953589
2953666 2953907 2954155 2954163 2954164
2954165 2954170 2954175 2954181 2954187
2954189 2954197 2954284 2954290 2954292
2954298 2954405 2954411 2954418 2954545
2954546 2954548 2954552 2954587 2954592
2954604 2954606 2954715 2954720 2954721
2954723 2954813 2955438 2955617 2955656
2955848 2955874 2956101 2956111 2956854
2956855 2956860 2956871 2956873 2956874
2956875 2956895 2956896 2956900 2956901
2957221 2957350 2957400 2957692 2957694
2957726 2957731 2957733 2957736 2957738
2957743 2957745 2957746 2957748 2957749
2957750 2957751 2957766 2957778 2957782
2958177 2958378 2958457 2959080 2959317
2959318 2959560 2959614 2959615 2959643
2959646 2959752 2959798 2959868 2959869
2959871 2959873 2959964 2960312 2960327
2960352 2960503 2960534 2960863 2960986
2961778 2961791 2961796 2961802 2961894
2962119 2962449 2962461 2962464 2962468
2962469 2962470 2962476 2962479 2962506
2962507 2962508 2962516 2962518 2962521
2962522 2962523 2962527 2962556 2962673
2963180 2963228 2963230 2963234 2963235
2963256 2963334 2963337 2963338 2963362
2963364 2963496 2963498 2963601 2963731
2964358 2964438 2964441 2964676 2964761
2964851 2964852 2964853 2964857 2965346
2965562 2965599 2965600 2965601 2965602
2965846 2965852 2965854 2965865 2965938
2966738 2966739 2966748 2966753 2966917
2966963 2966967 2967655 2969447 2971392
2976456 2982647 2984222 2985008 2985101
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2988888 2989118 2993539 2994104 2997819
2998221 3004335 3008908 3010605 3011693
3014360 3014364 3019150 3019167 3019361
3022814 3022888 3025827 3025829 3027269
3027871 3028554 3030068 3030439 3033450
3033503 3036887 3038637 3039235 3043150
3044985 3045857 3046967 3047815 3051340
3052599 3054426 3060306 3062919 3064704
3066789 3069780 3070477 3070663 3072492
3072845 3073261 3073353 3073668 3073719
3074499 3074580 3079781 3081141 3082290
3083173 3087678 3088398 3088885 3090339
3091496 3092974 3093262 3097113 3100169
3100301 3101685 3103707 3104346 3104507
3104680 3105611 3107313 3108221 3108992
3108993 3108994 3109339 3109352 3109496
3109497 3109498 3109808 3110146 3110486
3111275 3112039 3113426 3113572 3114625
3114626 3114933 3117208 3117257 3118648
3121651 3121663 3122692 3123284 3123563
3124856 3125801 3125916 3126604 3127233
3129128 3129720 3131322 3131336 3131372
3131679 3133826 3133828 3133829 3134864
3135256 3136466 3137387 3139785 3140015
3140577 3141244 3141723 3143372 3144232
3144237 3144247 3144698 3144750 3145185
3149627 3150083 3150391 3150392 3151142
3151283 3153228 3153323 3155072 3155260
3155262 3155701 3156118 3156221 3156242
3156905 3158294 3158345 3158436 3158683
3158694 3158880 3160536 3160873 3165690
3165990 3166776 3168275 3172624 3173501
3174845 3176169 3177159 3177313 3184633
3185576 3186067 3187625 3187671 3190370
3190987 3192283 3192436 3192437 3193535
3194971 3194972 3199340 3199742 3201411
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3201412 3201413 3202016 3203306 3205505
3207622 3209517 3214443 3214493 3216792
3216793 3220628 3223525 3223946 3227587
3229692 3230460 3231861 3232671 3233132
3233316 3234045 3239099 3239153 3239919
3240080 3240081 3240084 3240691 3242268
3245215 3248778 3250031 3253420 3255131
3255180 3255249 3261190 3261448 3261490
3261883 3261992 3262807 3263224 3263328
3263680 3264011 3264492 3266536 3266838
3266841 3269403 3269528 3269964 3270250
3270488 3270813 3271262 3272264 3272347
3272887 3273359 3273696 3273787 3274751
3275064 3275220 3275463 3276633 3276890
3276895 3277151 3277255 3277263 3277264
3277265 3277270 3277271 3277273 3277539
3277738 3277918 3279122 3279171 3279284
3279307 3279923 3282953 3283256 3283884
3284003 3284017 3284062 3284080 3284083
3284085 3284116 3284117 3284350 3284622
3285055 3285246 3285247 3285402 3285533
3285628 3285662 3286029 3286102 3286161
3286307 3286310 3286312 3286314 3286519
3286728 3286997 3287301 3287985 3288026
3288193 3288335 3288613 3288664 3288666
3288891 3289095 3289395 3289396 3289399
3289424 3289830 3290439 3290759 3290875
3291516 3291756 3291885 3291898 3292237
3292535 3292961 3293046 3293741 3293744
3293818 3294049 3294077 3294082 3294123
3294125 3294130 3294554 3295007 3295132
3295414 3295555 3295574 3295577 3295641
3295647 3296073 3296634 3296672 3296930
3297491 3297495 3297496 3297501 3297778
3297779 3298022 3298027 3298379 3298388
3298467 3298489 3298915 3299046 3299047
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3299122 3299123 3299334 3299430 3299600
3299912 3299913 3299915 3299916 3299918
3299922 3299930 3299933 3300085 3300121
3300122 3300371 3300599 3301603 3301934
3301936 3302089 3302092 3302098 3302101
3302104 3302106 3302107 3302188 3302201
3302533 3302553 3303174 3303417 3303970
3303977 3304015 3304041 3304170 3304172
3304207 3304491 3305189 3305520 3306103
3306475 3306476 3306485 3306491 3306950
3306963 3307146 3307289 3307291 3307294
3307295 3307500 3308102 3308103 3308659
3308716 3309090 3309130 3309224 3309227
3309229 3309230 3309232 3309239 3309367
3309527 3309647 3309687 3309982 3309985
3311084 3311513 3311514 3311840 3311844
3312697 3312702 3312862 3312863 3312864
3312950 3313434 3314483 3314484 3314665
3314953 3314955 3315189 3315193 3315195
3316875 3317193 3317239 3317240 3317911
3317990 3318206 3318807 3318816 3318827
3318907 3319987 3320837 3321227 3321431
3321433 3321450 3321451 3321457 3321498
3322297 3322303 3322307 3322449 3322450
3322582 3322606 3322698 3323022 3323149
3323153 3323156 3323162 3323175 3323349
3323434 3323786 3323787 3323788 3323867
3323976 3324094 3324169 3324612 3324613
3324614 3324620 3324623 3324643 3324828
3324829 3324830 3325102 3325185 3325611
3325969 3325970 3325972 3325974 3325976
3326027 3326630 3326638 3326642 3326718
3326781 3326782 3327111 3328224 3328273
3329099 3329448 3330117 3330239 3330249
3330251 3330420 3330599 3330600 3330642
3331148 3331232 3331362 3331441 3332151
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3332507 3332513 3332557 3332651 3333085
3333150 3333469 3333656 3333659 3333666
3333668 3333690 3333691 3334364 3335071
3336307 3337132 3337245 3339663 3339673
3339675 3340030 3340186 3340229 3340511
3340951 3340954 3340956 3340958 3340959
3340960 3340962 3340963 3341003 3341038
3342068 3342139 3342176 3342446 3343416
3343952 3344230 3344445 3344825 3344957
3345162 3345191 3345202 3345312 3345506
3346009 3346137 3346185 3346491 3346492
3347337 3347667 3347690 3347773 3347789
3348588 3349633 3349717 3350886 3350977
3351101 3351104 3351228 3351378 3352143
3352190 3352508 3352666 3353008 3353009
3353764 3354688 3354807 3354808 3355278
3355970 3359926 3360004 3360540 3361200
3361316 3361317 3361433 3362087 3362093
3362107 3362108 3362380 3362509 3362511
3362540 3362978 3362981 3362984 3363059
3363077 3363579 3363782 3363932 3364034
3364039 3364044 3364048 3364050 3364053
3364055 3364312 3364881 3364957 3365054
3365174 3365273 3365274 3365277 3365278
3365279 3365280 3365282 3365283 3365777
3365844 3366991 3367021 3367739 3367759
3367761 3367765 3368038 3368091 3368304
3368618 3368708 3368734 3368743 3369104
3369106 3369188 3369461 3369462 3370321
3370667 3371330 3371447 3371603 3372386
3373271 3373272 3373575 3373848 3375046
3375244 3375245 3375247 3375248 3375251
3375266 3375267 3375269 3375270 3375271
3375416 3377191 3377823 3378277 3378592
3379699 3379716 3379747 3379748 3379968
3380422 3381510 3381673 3384536 3384540
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3385466 3386048 3386272 3387949 3388350
3389832 3391477 3391479 3391480 3391785
3392794 3392863 3393915 3394350 3394536
3394721 3395010 3395197 3396050 3396644
3397471 3398024 3398028 3398441 3398798
3399358 3399464 3400456 3400883 3400924
3401851 3403924 3404989 3405916 3406737
3406798 3409274 3409417 3409550 3410226
3410681 3411567 3411569 3411730 3415757
3418191 3418739 3418740 3418742 3418743
3418854 3419510 3420320 3420950 3420951
3420952 3420953 3421505 3422997 3423597
3423897 3425557 3425868 3426497 3427659
3428336 3429174 3429256 3429643 3430631
3431270 3432213 3432276 3432317 3432727
3433384 3433694 3434140 3434171 3434392
3434426 3436235 3436236 3436480 3437220
3437487 3437820 3437821 3437936 3438309
3439272 3439279 3439283 3439284 3439286
3439498 3439512 3440201 3440413 3440860
3440870 3440881 3440975 3440983 3441025
3441382 3441776 3442185 3442380 3443122
3443683 3444452 3445558 3446594 3447222
3447234 3447820 3448979 3449497 3449732
3450944 3452048 3452307 3452308 3452309
3452311 3452312 3452886 3453874 3454078
3454079 3454080 3454255 3454611 3454619
3454844 3455303 3455395 3455787 3455977
3455980 3455981 3456278 3456886 3457587
3458169 3458187 3458256 3458440 3458442
3458448 3459047 3459048 3459241 3459360
3459628 3459632 3459755 3459760 3459868
3460022 3460201 3460203 3461021 3461148
3461456 3461654 3461675 3461679 3461682
3461691 3462041 3462254 3462354 3462765
3462775 3462847 3463167 3463168 3463169
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3463370 3463449 3463577 3463849 3464185
3464186 3464647 3464757 3464762 3464770
3464773 3464951 3465016 3465130 3465170
3465171 3465201 3465236 3465237 3465238
3465239 3465240 3465241 3465242 3465408
3465428 3465574 3465593 3465777 3465848
3466036 3466083 3466206 3466634 3466693
3466840 3467027 3467585 3467639 3467889
3468118 3468120 3468124 3468125 3468568
3468639 3468654 3468871 3468949 3469008
3469302 3469304 3469308 3469386 3469538
3469555 3469556 3469593 3469595 3469640
3469839 3469850 3469852 3470336 3470337
3470382 3470609 3470655 3470736 3470737
3470787 3470811 3470977 3470983 3471038
3471039 3471040 3471193 3471281 3471319
3471757 3471809 3471862 3471863 3472034
3472141 3472168 3472260 3472264 3472266
3472268 3472270 3472272 3472275 3472278
3472281 3472282 3472283 3472285 3472327
3472329 3472571 3472576 3472579 3472737
3472810 3472893 3473021 3473024 3473165
3473211 3473308 3473311 3473633 3473658
3473910 3474107 3474108 3474384 3474686
3474910 3474918 3474925 3475078 3475079
3475080 3475149 3475150 3475152 3475155
3475156 3475157 3475385 3475386 3475411
3475469 3475649 3475735 3475766 3475776
3475777 3475779 3475781 3475783 3475790
3475870 3475933 3476000 3476204 3476508
3476509 3476519 3476529 3476688 3476817
3476891 3476928 3476960 3477059 3477060
3477814 3477815 3477887 3477963 3478059
3478061 3478063 3478167 3478168 3478205
3478210 3478293 3478295 3478296 3478299
3478369 3478377 3478686 3479172 3479202
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3479203 3479204 3479205 3479356 3479486
3479489 3479578 3479611 3479633 3479881
3479894 3479895 3479898 3479899 3479903
3479908 3479910 3479912 3479914 3479916
3479917 3479918 3479923 3479924 3480052
3480173 3480174 3480175 3480399 3480401
3480405 3480597 3480991 3481063 3481064
3481066 3481132 3481164 3481193 3481199
3481284 3481328 3481540 3481653 3481656
3481665 3481727 3481841 3481844 3481847
3481892 3482026 3482027 3482105 3482245
3482290 3482291 3482307 3482987 3483027
3483148 3483161 3483251 3483278 3483935
3483967 3484219 3484239 3484404 3484405
3484407 3484418 3484854 3484954 3484959
3485169 3485170 3485200 3485608 3485644
3485645 3485658 3485847 3485920 3485930
3486287 3486556 3486695 3486770 3486808
3486810 3486811 3486844 3486924 3487106
3487364 3487419 3487424 3487425 3487429
3487583 3487584 3487639 3487959 3487964
3487966 3487967 3487970 3487971 3487974
3487976 3487981 3488002 3488004 3488008
3488009 3488012 3488014 3488015 3488064
3488066 3488067 3488068 3488070 3488074
3488076 3488077 3488081 3488082 3488089
3488091 3488092 3488093 3488095 3488099
3488101 3488106 3488121 3488124 3488131
3488133 3488134 3488138 3488202 3488256
3488317 3488500 3488585 3488739 3488740
3488741 3488742 3489453 3489948 3489953
3490027 3490044 3490064 3490066 3490298
3490442 3490451 3490534 3490535 3490538
3490590 3490615 3490673 3490757 3490819
3490882 3490925 3490957 3491117 3491137
3491187 3491306 3491316 3491346 3491493
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3491498 3491978 3492390 3492392 3492445
3492514 3492515 3492552 3493017 3493027
3493040 3493041 3493049 3493068 3493069
3493072 3493073 3493340 3493393 3493404
3493687 3493808 3493851 3493857 3494079
3494089 3494330 3494332 3494402 3494406
3494591 3494634 3494637 3494662 3494674
3494679 3494693 3494726 3494800 3494919
3494924 3494925 3495442 3495444 3495447
3495569 3495696 3495708 3495727 3496022
3496027 3496250 3496349 3496508 3496517
3496565 3496647 3496661 3496756 3496877
3496884 3496886 3496888 3496890 3496892
3496893 3496895 3496898 3496904 3496910
3496915 3496924 3496925 3496926 3496986
3497078 3497177 3497237 3497709 3497712
3498083 3498600 3498644 3498683 3498684
3498812 3498813 3498846 3498888 3499512
3499517 3499519 3499521 3499624 3499676
3499677 3499752 3499763 3499768 3499863
3499873 3499875 3500479 3501139 3501286
3501287 3501369 3501598 3501722 3501736
3501739 3501741 3501744 3501745 3501746
3502011 3502029 3502042 3502375 3502610
3502611 3502612 3502997 3503008 3503016
3503017 3503019 3503023 3503051 3503056
3503063 3503070 3503074 3503075 3503076
3503204 3503209 3503314 3503378 3503400
3503488 3503534 3503588 3503954 3503996
3504003 3504210 3504595 3504913 3505067
3505071 3505082 3505132 3505175 3505210
3505389 3505408 3505409 3505424 3505435
3505479 3505541 3505623 3505721 3505992
3505997 3506276 3506342 3506347 3506348
3506349 3506369 3506643 3506944 3507352
3507436 3507536 3507555 3507557 3507559
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3507563 3507565 3507567 3507806 3507914
3508086 3508229 3508479 3508503 3508523
3508558 3509178 3509266 3509743 3509747
3509936 3510118 3510385 3510688 3510710
3511231 3511475 3511667 3511715 3511832
3511896 3512765 3512767 3512807 3512812
3512813 3512814 3512824 3512947 3513038
3513049 3513053 3513054 3513310 3513706
3513901 3513970 3513976 3513993 3514108
3514112 3514115 3514119 3514127 3514148
3514492 3514742 3514773 3515317 3515348
3515349 3515352 3515354 3515367 3515381
3515580 3515767 3515808 3515897 3515905
3515907 3516157 3516163 3516187 3516266
3516268 3516467 3516483 3516851 3517150
3517175 3517361 3517512 3517516 3517523
3517528 3517529 3517532 3517538 3518213
3518515 3518516 3518520 3518812 3518851
3518885 3518889 3518895 3518935 3518936
3518992 3519055 3519122 3519126 3519371
3519420 3519482 3519598 3519612 3519636
3519646 3519649 3519694 3519764 3519842
3520239 3520241 3520398 3520408 3520485
3521140 3521144 3521180 3521194 3521324
3521339 3521340 3521903 3521904 3522555
3522581 3522634 3522806 3522809 3523133
3523233 3523257 3523260 3523261 3523262
3523274 3523278 3523281 3523410 3523424
3523571 3524312 3524314 3524560 3524680
3524892 3524902 3524961 3525028 3525234
3525683 3526187 3526189 3526307 3526328
3526329 3526717 3526721 3526723 3526848
3526889 3527101 3527105 3527120 3527230
3527819 3527823 3527884 3527885 3528223
3528224 3528226 3528229 3528231 3528250
3528590 3528592 3529142 3529565 3529635
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3529807 3529815 3529819 3530132 3530539
3530603 3530604 3530940 3530942 3531347
3531954 3532102 3532261 3532269 3532272
3532436 3532843 3532892 3532913 3532974
3532996 3533061 3533078 3533613 3533621
3533624 3533626 3533627 3533628 3533630
3533719 3533735 3533783 3534190 3534213
3534247 3534611 3534841 3534869 3534945
3535005 3535017 3535164 3535347 3535357
3535403 3535408 3535414 3535492 3535502
3535572 3536106 3536107 3536109 3536116
3536119 3536143 3536190 3536191 3536238
3536593 3536675 3536755 3536756 3536876
3537062 3537063 3537064 3537065 3537066
3537067 3537290 3537824 3537917 3537959
3537971 3538232 3538313 3539198 3539385
3539387 3539453 3539818 3539836 3539869
3540310 3540444 3540446 3540449 3540928
3540930 3541196 3541602 3541725 3541728
3541779 3541868 3541874 3541916 3541919
3541920 3542150 3542159 3542272 3542275
3542480 3542621 3542670 3542731 3542787
3542883 3542931 3542935 3542946 3542958
3543267 3543277 3543318 3543394 3543395
3543396 3543398 3543400 3543420 3543421
3543422 3543423 3543567 3543569 3544133
3544168 3544169 3544177 3544313 3544385
3544387 3544390 3544391 3544392 3544394
3544396 3544399 3544403 3544406 3544429
3544515 3544563 3544742 3544794 3544918
3545078 3545254 3545262 3545264 3545265
3545268 3545276 3545280 3545687 3546023
3546029 3546108 3546111 3546118 3546191
3546192 3546306 3546448 3546579 3546580
3546586 3546737 3546763 3546906 3546908
3547130 3547137 3547153 3547238 3547262
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3547416 3547534 3547728 3547745 3548206
3548464 3548824 3548825 3548882 3548936
3549002 3549067 3549126 3549230 3549274
3549277 3549307 3549495 3549530 3549531
3549580 3549647 3549648 3549649 3549802
3549803 3549968 3550055 3550080 3550089
3550212 3550439 3550552 3550607 3550627
3550644 3550934 3550936 3550938 3550943
3550956 3550957 3550958 3550959 3551207
3551267 3551383 3551479 3551480 3551539
3551637 3551696 3551699 3551701 3551841
3552107 3552125 3552162 3552225 3552240
3552273 3552360 3552396 3552399 3552402
3552406 3552495 3552496 3552497 3552551
3552610 3552884 3552997 3553051 3553117
3553220 3553221 3553326 3553445 3553446
3553447 3553590 3554402 3554404 3554699
3555308 3555382 3555465 3555469 3555472
3555530 3555590 3555593 3555688 3555748
3555852 3555950 3555972 3556157 3556223
3556277 3556582 3556584 3556604 3556605
3556606 3556607 3556610 3556612 3556686
3556695 3556970 3557054 3557196 3557251
3557253 3557257 3557346 3557347 3557348
3557784 3557957 3558065 3558177 3558264
3558371 3558390 3558501 3558540 3558541
3558922 3558951 3558978 3558985 3558986
3559037 3559120 3559180 3559181 3559308
3559313 3559386 3559414 3559473 3559475
3559564 3559712 3559754 3560097 3560127
3560128 3560561 3560562 3560563 3560608
3560674 3560755 3561409 3561410 3561442
3561494 3561495 3561528 3561532 3561534
3561536 3561580 3561867 3562060 3562272
3562367 3562401 3562500 3562558 3562561
3562562 3562565 3562969 3563025 3563026
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3563246 3563249 3563341 3563344 3563348
3563351 3563416 3563455 3563589 3563623
3563706 3563712 3563715 3563732 3563736
3563748 3563753 3563812 3563814 3563870
3563873 3564049 3564052 3564283 3564369
3564821 3564823 3565068 3565070 3565146
3565241 3565245 3565398 3565510 3565720
3565721 3565891 3565975 3565979 3566073
3566076 3566079 3566150 3566265 3566815
3566823 3566884 3566950 3566969 3566976
3567141 3567142 3567143 3567144 3567145
3567146 3567147 3567148 3567149 3567150
3567182 3567195 3567196 3567201 3567205
3567208 3567209 3567212 3567214 3567217
3567219 3567220 3567223 3567224 3567225
3567228 3567230 3567247 3567249 3567253
3567255 3567258 3567411 3567420 3567557
3567559 3567798 3567995 3568351 3568433
3568694 3568781 3568788 3568846 3568928
3568941 3568944 3568945 3568946 3569066
3569310 3569367 3569375 3569432 3569448
3569507 3569555 3569846 3569857 3569858
3569860 3569864 3569866 3570297 3570664
3570738 3570960 3571406 3571408 3571436
3571604 3571641 3571735 3571737 3571884
3571893 3572018 3572102 3572155 3572172
3572251 3572534 3573017 3573205 3573511
3573707 3573717 3573718 3573797 3574939
3574940 3574999 3575318 3575458 3575466
3575467 3575654 3576476 3576589 3577004
3577103 3577114 3578659 3579012 3579095
3579440 3579442 3579443 3579704 3579981
3579991 3580249 3580446 3581118 3581793
3582182 3582544 3582810 3582811 3582814
3582831 3584034 3584246 3584391 3584502
3584507 3584510 3585300 3585301 3585377
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3585624 3585625 3585698 3585699 3585875
3586251 3586448 3586874 3587045 3587089
3587824 3587950 3588164 3588201 3588682
3588686 3588813 3588852 3589058 3589152
3589463 3589478 3589481 3589879 3589961
3590120 3590121 3590601 3590658 3590818
3590926 3591219 3591229 3591230 3591245
3591686 3591687 3591688 3591696 3592144
3592149 3592539 3592580 3592682 3592696
3592697 3593277 3593280 3593970 3593986
3594632 3594633 3594637 3594639 3594828
3594890 3594891 3595186 3595190 3595280
3595925 3596667 3596963 3597321 3597763
3597765 3598092 3598121 3598219 3598228
3598289 3598412 3598514 3598898 3598899
3598901 3598902 3599093 3599237 3599240
3599501 3599632 3606298 3617938 3622816
3712150 3723451 3754572 3754573 3757728
3759967 3815021 3816631 3830347 3841094
3843733 3853555 3855507 3860200 3860573
3863927 3872881 3873522 3873590 3877755
3877757 3877778 3877811 3877846 3877855
3877867 3878842 3879122 3880463 3882553
3883478 3890898 3898028 3898636 3899485
3906723 3907328 3907469 3908705 3908786
3912205 3914522 3916134 3916374 3916540
3917886 3919551 3920463 3922613 3923073
3926349 3928826 3929548 3929570 3931119
3932744 3933636 3934960 3936861 3938364
3941844 3943822 3944673 3944675 3946941
3947409 3947837 3947838 3947840 3949372
3950359 3950796 3950835 3952741 3956195
3957442 3958503 3960879 3962165 3962598
3963757 3964239 3964647 3965094 3965693
3966546 3967476 3967955 3968967 3969120
3970466 3970677 3971638 3972690 3973013
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3974105 3976867 3977514 3978272 3979298
3980086 3980301 3981863 3982802 3982963
3984388 3984571 3984916 3986522 3987229
3987676 3987853 3987893 3987990 3988260
3988263 3988290 3988291 3988857 3988986
3989014 3989024 3989297 3989822 3990209
3991213 3991379 3992118 3993201 3994238
3994753 3994818 3994832 3994855 3994914
3995030 3995065 3995715 3995920 3995922
3996165 3996167 3996333 3996382 3996400
3996524 3996601 3996617 3996636 3996735
3997048 3997428 3998190 3998291 3998685
3998994 3999019 3999172 3999276 3999424
3999763 3999900 3999905 3999914 3999938
4000329 4000344 4000349 4000631 4000637
4000653 4000776 4000866 4001168 4001666
4001780 4001890 4001923 4001945 4002043
4002125 4002291 4002351 4002404 4002447
4002668 4002670 4003050 4003195 4003237
4003334 4003451 4003660 4003698 4003702
4003881 4004065 4004083 4004088 4004089
4004147 4004176 4004233 4004327 4004574
4004644 4004652 4004955 4005062 4005081
4005378 4005453 4005502 4005613 4005818
4005904 4005941 4005990 4006018 4006054
4006174 4006223 4006297 4006305 4006325
4006357 4006360 4006383 4006509 4006596
4006597 4006598 4006609 4006655 4006739
4006802 4006931 4007029 4007056 4007077
4007115 4007242 4007245 4007283 4007284
4007285 4007286 4007398 4007413 4007691
4007692 4007901 4007921 4007961 4007999
4008084 4008097 4008224 4008396 4008639
4008682 4008778 4008999 4009074 4009244
4009399 4009402 4009857 4009864 4009894
4009912 4010006 4010010 4010499 4010630
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4010745 4010747 4010860 4010973 4011046
4011146 4011160 4011207 4011235 4011326
4011343 4011344 4011347 4011422 4011437
4011498 4011499 4011501 4011511 4011537
4011539 4011540 4011686 4011691 4011789
4011853 4011861 4011892 4011944 4012262
4012316 4012354 4012357 4012363 4012382
4012421 4012427 4012463 4012464 4012507
4012527 4012669 4012731 4012859 4013021
4013357 4013482 4013483 4013631 4013633
4013838 4013839 4013840 4013846 4013943
4013946 4013947 4014070 4014152 4014181
4014319 4014325 4014414 4014416 4014486
4014542 4014572 4014573 4014731 4014774
4014790 4014968 4014984 4015065 4015117
4015191 4015195 4015298 4015317 4015511
4015609 4015629 4015694 4015766 4015865
4016007 4016011 4016351 4016521 4016824
4016862 4016930 4016931 4016934 4016935
4016970 4017082 4017098 4017099 4017736
4017783 4017796 4017879 4018426 4018427
4018607 4018753 4019295 4019420 4019563
4019694 4020415 4020747 4020753 4021245
4021287 4021289 4021508 4021524 4021564
4021574 4021929 4021930 4022065 4022460
4023321 4023612 4024190 4024526 4024527
4024579 4024801 4024802 4025131 4025133
4025211 4025212 4025213 4025336 4026180
4026181 4026308 4026314 4026362 4026744
4026746 4027145 4027147 4027449 4027483
4027519 4027674 4028346 4028556 4028830
4028924 4029305 4029562 4029734 4029805
4030044 4030411 4030882 4031056 4031147
4031163 4031372 4031380 4031432 4032941
4033095 4033457 4035233 4035296 4035797
4035836 4035917 4035988 4035989 4036402
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4036405 4036484 4036637 4036645 4036761
4036860 4036861 4037233 4037460 4038092
4038526 4038695 4038761 4039009 4039379
4039438 4039465 4039769 4039774 4039780
4040326 4040543 4040652 4041127 4041377
4041666 4041830 4041832 4041835 4042046
4042060 4042096 4042097 4042813 4042992
4042997 4043433 4043587 4043606 4043615
4043616 4043697 4044094 4044303 4044500
4044510 4044665 4044777 4044779 4044804
4044953 4044957 4044958 4044962 4044964
4044969 4044970 4044971 4045184 4045196
4045197 4045216 4045414 4045469 4045476
4045484 4045616 4046101 4046112 4046276
4046277 4046294 4046300 4046377 4046497
4046498 4046500 4046552 4046555 4046565
4046566 4046605 4046854 4046858 4046893
4046938 4047040 4047044 4047046 4047047
4047068 4047069 4047081 4047107 4047141
4047144 4047510 4048044 4048163 4048164
4048344 4048541 4048609 4048678 4048685
4048764 4048786 4048808 4048811 4049053
4049054 4049209 4049267 4049283 4049284
4049300 4049334 4049336 4049337 4049340
4049341 4049343 4049344 4049346 4049347
4049364 4049395 4049396 4049593 4049686
4049734 4049828 4049920 4049946 4049957
4049960 4049991 4050022 4050062 4050063
4050067 4050120 4050164 4050176 4050177
4050237 4050240 4050251 4050252 4050255
4050256 4050262 4050433 4050560 4050565
4050568 4050655 4050683 4050714 4050752
4050759 4050814 4050817 4050825 4050864
4050865 4050866 4050871 4050900 4050905
4050931 4051007 4051097 4051098 4051132
4051171 4051172 4051183 4051320 4051416
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4051418 4051464 4051554 4051557 4051711
4051713 4051766 4051769 4051775 4051821
4051899 4051953 4052053 4052069 4052131
4052256 4052319 4052323 4052324 4052325
4052346 4052365 4052394 4052404 4052448
4052452 4052453 4052553 4052589 4052593
4052606 4052607 4052672 4052677 4052693
4052705 4052706 4052707 4052708 4052709
4052710 4052713 4052731 4052732 4052762
4052764 4052765 4052777 4052778 4052786
4052817 4052841 4052852 4052874 4052942
4052951 4053025 4053026 4053173 4053223
4053270 4053360 4053370 4053392 4053413
4053423 4053470 4053536 4053614 4053630
4053658 4053659 4053665 4053676 4053680
4053682 4053685 4053705 4053716 4053721
4053733 4053758 4053784 4053785 4053786
4053808 4053849 4053851 4053871 4053988
4054038 4054047 4054048 4054064 4054069
4054086 4054087 4054088 4054126 4054127
4054145 4054198 4054220 4054237 4054248
4054313 4054314 4054372 4054401 4054408
4054410 4054482 4054504 4054505 4054506
4054507 4054620 4054643 4054644 4054645
4054735 4054751 4054759 4054760 4054761
4054762 4054763 4054764 4054765 4054784
4054786 4054788 4054813 4054894 4054927
4054928 4054951 4054953 4054958 4055066
4055088 4055126 4055142 4055144 4055145
4055157 4055158 4055159 4055176 4055181
4055194 4055237 4055278 4055279 4055336
4055361 4055363 4055381 4055402 4055457
4055565 4055616 4055673 4055674 4055694
4055737 4055802 4055806 4055808 4055809
4055860 4055863 4055877 4055880 4055886
4055887 4055888 4055958 4056001 4056057
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4056067 4056166 4056174 4056177 4056213
4056215 4056220 4056278 4056289 4056334
4056383 4056439 4056594 4056609 4056610
4056621 4056633 4056640 4056751 4056765
4056778 4056848 4056917 4057058 4057059
4057099 4057235 4057236 4057264 4057265
4057292 4057294 4057313 4057332 4057349
4057351 4057357 4057392 4057399 4057402
4057403 4057413 4057415 4057421 4057425
4057427 4057461 4057464 4057467 4057484
4057485 4057490 4057499 4057520 4057521
4057527 4057549 4057550 4057555 4057562
4057564 4057577 4057597 4057622 4057623
4057635 4057639 4057649 4057684 4057687
4057742 4057783 4057834 4057922 4057964
4058042 4058078 4058095 4058150 4058208
4058238 4058252 4058253 4058259 4058263
4058283 4058288 4058297 4058318 4058330
4058338 4058414 4058416 4058421 4058441
4058446 4058447 4058455 4058558 4058566
4058654 4058686 4058715 4058718 4058719
4058725 4058727 4058744 4058745 4058746
4058747 4058748 4058771 4058788 4058904
4058946 4058978 4059014 4059045 4059089
4059105 4059137 4059145 4059181 4059191
4059213 4059215 4059220 4059222 4059237
4059238 4059246 4059247 4059248 4059265
4059279 4059282 4059283 4059298 4059326
4059345 4059348 4059349 4059354 4059381
4059399 4059406 4059433 4059434 4059438
4059456 4059460 4059497 4059538 4059540
4059573 4059588 4059621 4059623 4059625
4059630 4059633 4059634 4059635 4059636
4059643 4059644 4059646 4059651 4059654
4059655 4059656 4059657 4059658 4059681
4059682 4059683 4059698 4059707 4059712
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4059752 4059783 4059784 4059788 4059789
4059795 4059803 4059804 4059808 4059810
4059828 4059871 4059876 4059877 4059881
4059897 4059908 4059914 4059916 4059920
4059923 4059925 4059935 4059981 4059982
4059995 4060179 4060184 4060209 4060211
4060215 4060240 4060242 4060249 4060257
4060258 4060259 4060276 4060295 4060316
4060321 4060350 4060351 4060352 4060362
4060388 4060389 4060390 4060392 4060408
4060422 4060448 4060452 4060453 4060454
4060458 4060460 4060486 4060489 4060490
4060501 4060523 4060547 4060552 4060556
4060559 4060636 4060663 4060671 4060695
4060707 4060727 4060732 4060742 4060747
4060753 4060754 4060775 4060799 4060811
4060823 4060846 4060865 4060884 4060933
4060957 4060966 4060985 4061007 4061011
4061031 4061050 4061051 4061054 4061076
4061088 4061155 4061157 4061158 4061182
4061189 4061192 4061195 4061226 4061234
4061245 4061256 4061259 4061261 4061263
4061291 4061323 4061385 4061401 4061405
4061435 4061436 4061439 4061463 4061525
4061530 4061532 4061537 4061582 4061590
4061602 4061624 4061677 4061691 4061710
4061737 4061752 4061779 4061796 4061797
4061808 4061811 4061817 4061835 4061854
4061872 4061894 4061912 4061917 4061928
4061935 4061938 4061944 4061948 4061950
4061967 4061969 4061971 4061976 4061980
4061981 4061983 4061998 4062019 4062022
4062036 4062042 4062046 4062048 4062078
4062089 4062124 4062135 4062160 4062200
4062203 4062206 4062211 4062212 4062213
4062250 4062256 4062259 4062260 4062288
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4062289 4062290 4062293 4062297 4062302
4062307 4062312 4062319 4062331 4062334
4062342 4062345 4062346 4062347 4062366
4062397 4062399 4062407 4062416 4062432
4062435 4062436 4062437 4062438 4062439
4062442 4062473 4062474 4062478 4062482
4062483 4062519 4062619 4062640 4062653
4062659 4062661 4062662 4062674 4062681
4062712 4062739 4062745 4062747 4062777
4062778 4062781 4062795 4062801 4062803
4062813 4062814 4062818 4062819 4062836
4062867 4062876 4062880 4062882 4062899
4062911 4062941 4062942 4062946 4062965
4062966 4063027 4063028 4063030 4063034
4063035 4063036 4063040 4063041 4063042
4063057 4063067 4063072 4063084 4063085
4063089 4063122 4063128 4063130 4063133
4063239 4063250 4063251 4063287 4063300
4063301 4063302 4063318 4063327 4063328
4063348 4063375 4063415 4063422 4063423
4063424 4063426 4063427 4063428 4063430
4063431 4063432 4063435 4063447 4063470
4063475 4063514 4063515 4063518 4063521
4063529 4063534 4063567 4063574 4063576
4063577 4063581 4063596 4063604 4063626
4063632 4063633 4063639 4063644 4063653
4063656 4063657 4063658 4063661 4063662
4063685 4063690 4063702 4063703 4063704
4063705 4063707 4063718 4063725 4063732
4063745 4063770 4063785 4063790 4063791
4063794 4063796 4063797 4063798 4063799
4063804 4063805 4063806 4063807 4063808
4063813 4063817 4063833 4063844 4063847
4063857 4063902 4063904 4063926 4063980
4063994 4064032 4064039 4064051 4064082
4064083 4064092 4064108 4064114 4064115
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4064127 4064128 4064129 4064133 4064142
4064143 4064157 4064158 4064159 4064160
4064168 4064172 4064184 4064188 4064201
4064224 4064232 4064247 4064250 4064252
4064263 4064264 4064269 4064270 4064282
4064283 4064286 4064288 4064289 4064291
4064298 4064300 4064308 4064310 4064325
4064327 4064339 4064344 4064351 4064352
4064353 4064355 4064358 4064361 4064372
4064393 4064404 4064409 4064411 4064412
4064422 4064424 4064425 4064427 4064432
4064466 4064469 4064475 4064476 4064477
4064478 4064489 4064500 4064503 4064506
4064527 4064528 4064529 4064530 4064602
4064605 4064607 4064636 4064657 4064665
4064666 4064682 4064704 4064714 4064736
4064761 4064778 4064796 4064798 4064799
4064801 4064804 4064818 4064819 4064822
4064829 4064841 4064864 4064871 4064877
4064893 4064900 4064903 4064904 4064905
4064906 4064909 4064911 4064922 4064924
4064940 4064951 4064993 4065014 4065015
4065016 4065017 4065018 4065019 4065023
4065024 4065025 4065036 4065037 4065038
4065039 4065041 4065042 4065044 4065063
4065064 4065068 4065079 4065086 4065087
4065089 4065107 4065120 4065124 4065125
4065126 4065139 4065143 4065145 4065151
4065164 4065166 4065167 4065170 4065174
4065188 4065193 4065205 4065222 4065229
4065241 4065242 4065259 4065267 4065268
4065280 4065295 4065298 4065303 4065304
4065307 4065309 4065324 4065346 4065374
4065395 4065413 4065437 4065449 4065450
4065462 4065463 4065464 4065468 4065486
4065495 4065496 4065506 4065547 4065559
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4065573 4065574 4065591 4065612 4065613
4065618 4065626 4065637 4065641 4065642
4065651 4065652 4065662 4065663 4065664
4065666 4065674 4065678 4065687 4065711
4065713 4065714 4065716 4065718 4065722
4065723 4065749 4065765 4065766 4065767
4065768 4065769 4065770 4065771 4065772
4065773 4065774 4065775 4065776 4065777
4065778 4065779 4065780 4065781 4065797
4065802 4065803 4065804 4065852 4065865
4065874 4065879 4065887 4065892 4065895
4065896 4065897 4065898 4065900 4065931
4065947 4065954 4065956 4065972 4065973
4065974 4066005 4066006 4066007 4066032
4066036 4066042 4066044 4066045 4066046
4066062 4066070 4066071 4066102 4066106
4066111 4066112 4066113 4066114 4066116
4066122 4066138 4066146 4066153 4066155
4066156 4066167 4066171 4066182 4066184
4066185 4066186 4066189 4066202 4066217
4066218 4066235 4066244 4066248 4066249
4066253 4066254 4066256 4066258 4066281
4066282 4066323 4066336 4066337 4066348
4066352 4066353 4066358 4066372 4066377
4066383 4066385 4066413 4066415 4066416
4066421 4066440 4066441 4066442 4066456
4066486 4066502 4066504 4066512 4066517
4066530 4066535 4066550 4066554 4066576
4066589 4066597 4066600 4066612 4066613
4066615 4066622 4066628 4066629 4066638
4066659 4066660 4066661 4066680 4066690
4066691 4066700 4066706 4066708 4066709
4066710 4066719 4066725 4066727 4066728
4066744 4066747 4066752 4066754 4066756
4066757 4066762 4066763 4066764 4066780
4066781 4066783 4066791 4066801 4066802
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4066803 4066804 4066818 4066840 4066844
4066845 4066846 4066847 4066858 4066868
4066875 4066876 4066883 4066886 4066896
4066898 4066899 4066901 4066906 4066914
4066917 4066918 4066930 4066975 4066992
4067003 4067020 4067022 4067025 4067027
4067036 4067046 4067049 4067061 4067062
4067065 4067068 4067069 4067071 4067073
4067076 4067077 4067078 4067105 4067106
4067121 4067123 4067124 4067128 4067132
4067158 4067159 4067161 4067172 4067182
4067184 4067188 4067189 4067190 4067191
4067193 4067194 4067195 4067198 4067199
4067203 4067219 4067221 4067237 4067239
4067245 4067249 4067253 4067254 4067255
4067257 4067258 4067262 4067264 4067272
4067274 4067276 4067279 4067280 4067284
4067311 4067316 4067319 4067332 4067343
4067345 4067346 4067353 4067355 4067359
4067360 4067361 4067363 4067383 4067384
4067412 4067421 4067429 4067430 4067431
4067434 4067435 4067453 4067467 4067499
4067500 4067509 4067513 4067520 4067523
4067526 4067563 4067570 4067589 4067623
4067628 4067629 4067635 4067641 4067645
4067659 4067673 4067678 4067681 4067687
4067688 4067728 4067730 4067732 4067733
4067741 4067743 4067744 4067750 4067754
4067773 4067775 4067786 4067788 4067796
4067805 4067806 4067807 4067808 4067810
4067811 4067812 4067813 4067814 4067820
4067823 4067828 4067836 4067839 4067840
4067847 4067852 4067853 4067863 4067864
4067889 4067891 4067908 4067909 4067910
4067911 4067912 4067913 4067922 4067938
4067939 4067943 4067950 4067951 4067952
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4067953 4067954 4067955 4067956 4067957
4067958 4067959 4067960 4067961 4067962
4067964 4067965 4067967 4067968 4067970
4067971 4067972 4067973 4067974 4067983
4067996 4068001 4068002 4068003 4068005
4068006 4068009 4068015 4068021 4068022
4068028 4068032 4068037 4068064 4068067
4068068 4068070 4068077 4068079 4068082
4068084 4068094 4068095 4068110 4068111
4068147 4068148 4068151 4068153 4068155
4068159 4068160 4068165 4068166 4068185
4068186 4068187 4068189 4068197 4068203
4068207 4068208 4068210 4068211 4068212
4068216 4068217 4068218 4068220 4068228
4068230 4068254 4068263 4068264 4068266
4068267 4068270 4068272 4068283 4068285
4068294 4068314 4068319 4068320 4068321
4068322 4068323 4068324 4068325 4068365
4068367 4068369 4068373 4068377 4068387
4068388 4068389 4068391 4068393 4068422
4068434 4068435 4068440 4068448 4068453
4068455 4068462 4068463 4068465 4068466
4068472 4068473 4068478 4068480 4068481
4068484 4068499 4068502 4068509 4068511
4068518 4068519 4068523 4068524 4068536
4068548 4068552 4068558 4068561 4068562
4068566 4068588 4068601 4068603 4068608
4068621 4068628 4068644 4068645 4068646
4068647 4068651 4068657 4068659 4068679
4068681 4068682 4068683 4068684 4068686
4068688 4068689 4068690 4068691 4068692
4068693 4068695 4068697 4068699 4068715
4068724 4068725 4068726 4068729 4068746
4068747 4068763 4068771 4068774 4068775
4068776 4068778 4068779 4068780 4068785
4068786 4068788 4068789 4068790 4068794
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4068795 4068796 4068797 4068798 4068811
4068812 4068813 4068814 4068815 4068823
4068824 4068827 4068833 4068882 4068885
4068895 4068901 4068934 4068971 4068980
4068981 4069004 4069005 4069008 4069009
4069010 4069014 4069015 4069019 4069020
4069023 4069031 4069036 4069051 4069052
4069054 4069057 4069058 4069077 4069079
4069083 4069090 4069100 4069103 4069107
4069112 4069115 4069131 4069133 4069166
4069167 4069168 4069169 4069171 4069172
4069174 4069185 4069186 4069196 4069216
4069225 4069229 4069231 4069232 4069235
4069239 4069241 4069243 4069244 4069245
4069246 4069254 4069274 4069293 4069294
4069302 4069317 4069319 4069333 4069335
4069336 4069343 4069344 4069345 4069346
4069349 4069361 4069362 4069388 4069389
4069391 4069404 4069411 4069412 4069413
4069414 4069415 4069416 4069417 4069422
4069423 4069424 4069427 4069439 4069442
4069459 4069466 4069470 4069479 4069491
4069498 4069525 4069529 4069530 4069534
4069535 4069549 4069550 4069551 4069553
4069559 4069574 4069577 4069581 4069601
4069602 4069610 4069623 4069631 4069637
4069643 4069645 4069654 4069655 4069656
4069674 4069675 4069676 4069683 4069684
4069685 4069706 4069707 4069708 4069709
4069723 4069725 4069726 4069728 4069748
4069764 4069782 4069786 4069814 4069818
4069838 4069843 4069849 4069850 4069851
4069852 4069854 4069855 4069856 4069860
4069861 4069862 4069865 4069867 4069872
4069874 4069875 4069888 4069933 4069934
4069935 4069943 4069944 4069947 4069948
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4069949 4069950 4069951 4069960 4069963
4069964 4069966 4069969 4069971 4069973
4069974 4069985 4069992 4069999 4070005
4070027 4070030 4070031 4070034 4070043
4070045 4070046 4070068 4070070 4070077
4070083 4070088 4070089 4070090 4070091
4070092 4070093 4070094 4070097 4070105
4070106 4070107 4070108 4070109 4070119
4070120 4070128 4070129 4070141 4070159
4070162 4070167 4070178 4070180 4070181
4070185 4070202 4070203 4070205 4070227
4070228 4070229 4070236 4070251 4070253
4070274 4070276 4070278 4070279 4070280
4070308 4070309 4070311 4070321 4070329
4070331 4070332 4070333 4070336 4070340
4070343 4070346 4070347 4070355 4070356
4070362 4070369 4070370 4070372 4070373
4070375 4070376 4070377 4070380 4070381
4070385 4070387 4070390 4070403 4070406
4070409 4070419 4070420 4070424 4070425
4070429 4070430 4070432 4070434 4070442
4070448 4070457 4070459 4070461 4070463
4070475 4070482 4070490 4070492 4070493
4070494 4070498 4070499 4070500 4070504
4070578 4070584 4070587 4070591 4070606
4070608 4070609 4070610 4070613 4070614
4070615 4070626 4070629 4070644 4070647
4070651 4070660 4070662 4070663 4070666
4070667 4070668 4070671 4070672 4070673
4070678 4070683 4070684 4070686 4070687
4070688 4070695 4070696 4070700 4070702
4070705 4070708 4070711 4070720 4070727
4070728 4070731 4070732 4070733 4070751
4070753 4070757 4070766 4070767 4070772
4070773 4070774 4070776 4070781 4070784
4070787 4070790 4070794 4070795 4070796
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4070801 4070808 4070809 4070814 4070815
4070816 4070825 4070830 4070840 4070851
4070852 4070857 4070871 4070872 4070874
4070877 4070878 4070885 4070886 4070895
4070897 4070898 4070899 4070907 4070910
4070913 4070914 4070915 4070945 4070946
4070948 4070949 4070950 4070951 4070960
4070961 4070963 4070964 4070969 4070970
4070971 4070972 4070973 4070974 4070980
4070985 4070992 4070997 4070998 4071000
4071001 4071008 4071009 4071017 4071018
4071029 4071030 4071032 4071036 4071113
4071114 4071119 4071127 4071128 4071138
4071141 4071158 4071170 4071213 4071220
4071229 4071232 4071243 4071244 4071248
4071251 4071309 4071310 4071311 4071312
4071331 4071332 4071338 4071339 4071341
4071342 4071346 4071348 4071349 4071352
4071356 4071357 4071368 4071380 4071410
4071412 4071418 4071422 4071423 4071428
4071429 4071431 4071441 4071442 4071444
4071452 4071453 4071473 4071479 4071484
4071485 4071491 4071492 4071493 4071498
4071502 4071517 4071523 4071526 4071531
4071532 4071534 4071539 4071540 4071546
4071560 4071561 4071564 4071565 4071569
4071576 4071577 4071579 4071586 4071591
4071592 4071595 4071597 4071601 4071604
4071605 4071606 4071610 4071612 4071613
4071618 4071620 4071621 4071622 4071623
4071627 4071629 4071637 4071638 4071644
4071645 4071646 4071647 4071650 4071651
4071654 4071659 4071667 4071670 4071686
4071687 4071690 4071705 4071714 4071725
4071731 4071737 4071738 4071739 4071740
4071741 4071742 4071744 4071745 4071747
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4071748 4071750 4071751 4071758 4071759
4071762 4071766 4071768 4071769 4071771
4071786 4071795 4071798 4071801 4071803
4071805 4071821 4071845 4071846 4071847
4071848 4071849 4071850 4071851 4071872
4071873 4071874 4071883 4071885 4071890
4071891 4071912 4071913 4071914 4071915
4071917 4071929 4071935 4071942 4071943
4071944 4071949 4071952 4071963 4071966
4071971 4071980 4072007 4072009 4072012
4072013 4072019 4072043 4072044 4072055
4072061 4072066 4072070 4072071 4072077
4072078 4072079 4072090 4072091 4072093
4072098 4072101 4072102 4072103 4072108
4072109 4072110 4072111 4072115 4072117
4072119 4072120 4072135 4072137 4072146
4072147 4072148 4072149 4072155 4072157
4072166 4072174 4072177 4072179 4072183
4072185 4072188 4072191 4072192 4072194
4072197 4072226 4072227 4072228 4072241
4072242 4072244 4072255 4072267 4072272
4072273 4072274 4072281 4072284 4072285
4072286 4072293 4072296 4072298 4072303
4072308 4072324 4072325 4072331 4072335
4072341 4072348 4072350 4072351 4072357
4072358 4072361 4072363 4072377 4072390
4072396 4072407 4072409 4072411 4072421
4072431 4072433 4072435 4072436 4072437
4072439 4072446 4072447 4072451 4072453
4072460 4072470 4072487 4072496 4072498
4072500 4072508 4072509 4072511 4072516
4072521 4072537 4072544 4072569 4072570
4072575 4072579 4072582 4072595 4072609
4072621 4072624 4072625 4072626 4072632
4072633 4072634 4072635 4072637 4072638
4072639 4072641 4072642 4072645 4072646
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4072649 4072657 4072661 4072679 4072681
4072683 4072689 4072716 4072717 4072718
4072719 4072724 4072726 4072733 4072749
4072763 4072765 4072768 4072775 4072776
4072777 4072778 4072784 4072785 4072787
4072801 4072803 4072804 4072806 4072816
4072818 4072829 4072836 4072850 4072852
4072855 4072860 4072865 4072906 4072910
4072922 4072929 4072937 4072988 4072991
4072998 4072999 4073000 4073004 4073016
4073027 4073035 4073036 4073037 4073051
4073056 4073059 4073072 4073073 4073077
4073078 4073079 4073097 4073098 4073099
4073100 4073101 4073102 4073126 4073129
4073137 4073139 4073140 4073146 4073149
4073165 4073169 4073170 4073171 4073172
4073173 4073174 4073175 4073176 4073181
4073185 4073186 4073190 4073191 4073197
4073207 4073210 4073216 4073218 4073219
4073233 4073238 4073239 4073244 4073250
4073253 4073255 4073262 4073263 4073274
4073278 4073279 4073280 4073284 4073285
4073287 4073294 4073298 4073301 4073302
4073303 4073305 4073306 4073331 4073334
4073341 4073343 4073345 4073351 4073352
4073353 4073354 4073358 4073360 4073364
4073372 4073378 4073379 4073380 4073381
4073406 4073409 4073410 4073411 4073413
4073414 4073415 4073417 4073422 4073423
4073424 4073425 4073434 4073435 4073438
4073440 4073442 4073444 4073448 4073449
4073451 4073454 4073456 4073458 4073461
4073468 4073469 4073482 4073486 4073490
4073491 4073492 4073517 4073521 4073525
4073547 4073561 4073567 4073571 4073579
4073594 4073603 4073607 4073622 4073623
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4073624 4073634 4073654 4073662 4073665
4073666 4073673 4073682 4073686 4073693
4073698 4073701 4073727 4073728 4073743
4073770 4073777 4073790 4073797 4073815
4073817 4073839 4073844 4073848 4073892
4073894 4073895 4073900 4073906 4073960
4073961 4073965 4073996 4074029 4074042
4074057 4074062 4074069 4074077 4074079
4074081 4074085 4074088 4074089 4074093
4074094 4074095 4074097 4074108 4074110
4074112 4074121 4074122 4074123 4074146
4074151 4074152 4074162 4074163 4074164
4074174 4074175 4074180 4074181 4074191
4074192 4074193 4074196 4074197 4074206
4074217 4074222 4074233 4074249 4074251
4074252 4074257 4074260 4074269 4074275
4074283 4074286 4074287 4074293 4074319
4074321 4074324 4074332 4074333 4074334
4074338 4074340 4074342 4074346 4074355
4074373 4074384 4074385 4074399 4074406
4074446 4074447 4074448 4074449 4074458
4074459 4074468 4074473 4074474 4074475
4074476 4074477 4074497 4074498 4074514
4074515 4074519 4074522 4074542 4074543
4074560 4074567 4074642 4074643 4074645
4074646 4074682 4074686 4074687 4074695
4074696 4074728 4074734 4074735 4074736
4074737 4074775 4074777 4074778 4074817
4074829 4074835 4074860 4074870 4074883
4074884 4074885 4074886 4074896 4074897
4074915 4074916 4075016 4075018 4075019
4075020 4075023 4075056 4075057 4075059
4075060 4075061 4075138 4075143 4075162
4075164 4075165 4075171 4075204 4075219
4075221 4075238 4075239 4075343 4075349
4075351 4075354 4075388 4075389 4075491
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4075500 4075540 4075541 4075542 4075544
4075730 4075731 4075732 4075740 4075808
4075809 4075812 4075813 4076021 4076022
4076023 4076262 4076319 4076340 4076346
4076374
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
111680 5 12/07/2019
113227 34 05/09/2019
115170 5 13/11/2019
127300 6 13/01/2014
127785 1 07/02/2014
127786 5 07/02/2014
129171 4 02/05/2014
154797 2 16/07/2019
155397 5 03/09/2019
155398 5 03/09/2019
161738 7 03/12/2019
163808 3 22/04/2020
167574 16 21/01/2014
167575 16 21/01/2014
196870 5 08/07/2019
206669 2 05/01/2014
206735 30 09/01/2014
242932 9 30/06/2019
243461 6 03/08/2019
243462 7 03/08/2019
243654 28 14/08/2019
243914 30 28/08/2019
245848 7 05/12/2019
245849 9 05/12/2019
247294 30 14/02/2020
247295 30 14/02/2020
255872 26 05/04/2014
294437 1 23/02/2009
294843 5 12/03/2019
297360 7 05/07/2019
297426 4 08/07/2019
297428 4 08/07/2019
297764 5 18/07/2019
298056 7 29/07/2019
298667 12 24/08/2019
298668 7 24/08/2019
298834 5 31/08/2019
298979 5 04/09/2019
299119 3 10/09/2019
299142 5 11/09/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
299143 5 11/09/2019
299144 5 11/09/2019
299147 5 11/09/2019
299917 12 10/10/2019
300639 7 12/11/2019
301154 5 03/12/2019
312409 6 13/02/2014
313383 7 24/03/2014
313385 6 24/03/2014
313411 11 25/03/2014
314159 9 20/04/2014
314428 12 29/04/2014
314868 7 14/05/2014
315604 7 08/06/2014
349126 12 14/05/2019
375729 16 07/05/2011
378047 5 07/07/2019
378220 9 09/07/2019
378221 9 09/07/2019
378222 9 09/07/2019
378355 3 13/07/2019
378357 3 13/07/2019
378359 3 13/07/2019
378566 5 18/07/2019
378939 9 27/07/2019
379207 7 03/08/2019
379543 12 13/08/2019
381214 9 23/09/2019
381215 7 23/09/2019
382148 1 19/10/2019
382149 17 19/10/2019
384922 34 04/01/2020
389925 22 13/05/2020
389929 26 13/05/2020
390185 26 19/05/2020
391526 30 09/06/2020
400073 9 15/01/2014
400752 9 31/01/2014
401048 3 07/02/2014
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
402692 3 14/03/2014
404825 17 28/04/2014
405576 7 17/05/2014
405866 12 23/05/2014
405867 11 23/05/2014
406138 3 30/05/2014
407865 5 11/07/2014
479246 5 01/10/2018
487847 30 23/08/2019
489250 24 15/04/2019
493639 16 29/06/2019
493937 29 06/07/2019
494105 5 08/07/2019
494462 5 18/07/2019
494470 5 18/07/2019
494517 3 18/07/2019
494962 5 27/07/2019
495076 26 28/07/2019
495226 9 01/08/2019
495320 5 03/08/2019
495389 7 04/08/2019
496129 3 17/08/2019
496346 3 22/08/2019
496488 34 25/08/2019
496569 30 25/08/2019
496788 30 29/08/2019
496789 11 29/08/2019
496790 16 29/08/2019
496791 21 29/08/2019
496870 7 30/08/2019
497291 5 05/09/2019
497292 5 05/09/2019
497293 5 05/09/2019
497565 7 09/09/2019
498406 30 27/09/2019
498475 30 28/09/2019
498674 5 03/10/2019
499357 25 13/10/2019
499359 10 13/10/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
499415 5 14/10/2019
499610 5 19/10/2019
499815 24 24/10/2019
500078 25 28/10/2019
500816 6 16/11/2019
501437 16 29/11/2019
501438 17 29/11/2019
501439 18 29/11/2019
501942 5 08/12/2019
502139 3 12/12/2019
502539 3 20/12/2019
504137 5 20/01/2020
504138 5 20/01/2020
504139 5 20/01/2020
504140 5 20/01/2020
504141 5 20/01/2020
504143 5 20/01/2020
504930 9 06/02/2020
505785 16 21/02/2010
512954 16 05/07/2009
513259 5 11/07/2019
513329 7 12/07/2019
513792 7 24/07/2019
515728 12 25/08/2019
521016 14 08/12/2019
522699 18 12/01/2014
522700 25 12/01/2014
523412 12 25/01/2014
523413 12 25/01/2014
523558 30 29/01/2014
523842 28 02/02/2014
524060 14 07/02/2014
524241 4 09/02/2014
524605 9 16/02/2014
524703 24 19/02/2014
526200 34 13/03/2020
526514 12 19/03/2014
527361 5 02/04/2014
529828 1 16/05/2014
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
530282 10 24/05/2014
533113 16 11/07/2014
563725 9 12/12/2015
563976 9 18/12/2011
564414 16 26/12/2011
564414 16 26/12/2011
576471 3 06/07/2019
577930 25 27/07/2019
578462 16 04/08/2019
579838 2 26/08/2019
581376 5 21/09/2019
599922 29 21/06/2020
600318 30 25/06/2013
603857 33 12/08/2013
615389 24 03/01/2014
616610 28 15/01/2014
617519 16 24/01/2014
617777 7 27/01/2014
618661 10 04/02/2014
619013 16 08/02/2014
619015 16 08/02/2014
619018 16 08/02/2014
619020 16 08/02/2014
619524 5 14/02/2014
619525 5 14/02/2014
619526 5 14/02/2014
621505 25 07/03/2014
622128 30 15/03/2014
622129 30 15/03/2014
622130 30 15/03/2014
622131 30 15/03/2014
624530 31 06/04/2014
624597 10 07/04/2014
624598 5 07/04/2014
624599 10 07/04/2014
625115 30 13/04/2014
625970 3 22/04/2014
626650 5 28/04/2014
626947 5 05/02/2014
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
628008 33 13/05/2014
630905 3 13/06/2014
630906 3 13/06/2014
630907 3 13/06/2014
630908 3 13/06/2014
630909 3 13/06/2014
632147 3 28/06/2014
633070 7 06/07/2014
637872 34 24/08/2018
656551 3 23/02/2015
657875 
663482 

5 
4 

07/03/2015
24/04/2015 

669267 11 15/06/2005
671807 12 04/07/2015
671807 12 04/07/2015
672444 7 10/07/2019
672446 5 10/07/2019
672453 16 10/07/2019
672485 30 10/07/2019
672504 5 10/07/2019
672505 5 10/07/2019
672604 9 10/07/2019
672967 34 12/07/2019
674439 12 25/07/2019
674557 23 26/07/2019
674843 25 28/07/2019
674846 26 28/07/2019
674904 1 31/07/2019
675890 7 07/08/2019
677094 3 17/08/2019
677810 7 24/08/2019
678154 9 28/08/2019
678284 26 28/08/2019
680469 7 18/09/2019
681890 5 28/09/2019
686145 7 09/11/2019
686410 5 13/11/2019
687868 5 22/11/2015
687868 5 22/11/2015
691475 5 21/12/2015
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
695211 25 22/01/2020
718917 1 09/10/2016
745552 7 26/12/2016
745552 7 26/12/2016
751507 3 16/01/2014
753698 25 24/02/2014
755617 30 06/06/2017
797079 25 31/03/2015
798588 5 15/04/2018
798588 5 15/04/2018
798841 9 16/04/2018
818170 12 08/09/2008
818171 20 08/09/2008
818173 1 08/09/2008
819429 11 16/09/2018
821351 9 29/09/2018
821351 9 29/09/2018
827999 19 17/11/2018
832984 5 18/12/2008
835924 13 11/01/2019
836815 9 14/01/2019
836816 14 14/01/2019
840420 11 08/02/2019
840523 6 09/02/2019
841295 29 16/02/2019
844807 29 11/03/2019
845113 6 15/03/2019
847793 30 11/02/2019
847793 30 11/02/2019
847804 5 11/02/2019
847804 5 11/02/2019
849192 10 01/04/2019
850712 3 12/04/2019
855761 10 11/05/2019
856018 16 12/05/2019
862849 5 28/06/2019
862850 5 28/06/2019
862853 29 28/06/2019
862854 29 28/06/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
862899 6 28/06/2019
863468 33 01/07/2019
864037 5 06/07/2019
864180 9 06/07/2019
864181 16 06/07/2019
864209 5 06/07/2019
864211 5 06/07/2019
864212 5 06/07/2019
864283 5 07/07/2019
864286 5 07/07/2019
864535 7 08/07/2019
864538 7 08/07/2019
864545 5 08/07/2019
864546 5 08/07/2019
864547 5 08/07/2019
864649 29 08/07/2019
864663 9 08/07/2019
864844 31 09/07/2019
864845 34 09/07/2019
864846 31 09/07/2019
864847 34 09/07/2019
864874 30 09/07/2019
864876 30 09/07/2019
864898 20 09/07/2019
864973 3 12/07/2019
865155 9 12/07/2019
865156 16 12/07/2019
865246 28 12/07/2019
865250 32 12/07/2019
865265 13 12/07/2019
865267 15 12/07/2019
865269 17 12/07/2019
865270 18 12/07/2019
865274 22 12/07/2019
865278 26 12/07/2019
865449 25 13/07/2019
865578 12 13/07/2019
865618 31 14/07/2019
865619 34 14/07/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
865897 17 15/07/2019
865915 1 15/07/2019
865924 10 15/07/2019
865927 13 15/07/2019
865929 15 15/07/2019
865939 25 15/07/2019
865942 28 15/07/2019
865946 32 15/07/2019
865947 33 15/07/2019
865953 5 15/07/2019
865957 9 15/07/2019
865961 13 15/07/2019
865985 3 15/07/2019
866017 18 15/07/2019
866307 31 16/07/2019
866308 34 16/07/2019
866369 5 16/07/2019
866370 5 16/07/2019
866372 5 16/07/2019
866375 5 16/07/2019
866378 5 16/07/2019
866380 5 16/07/2019
866529 5 19/07/2019
866534 5 19/07/2019
866601 5 19/07/2019
866617 6 19/07/2019
866682 5 19/07/2019
866687 5 19/07/2019
866688 5 19/07/2019
866692 5 19/07/2019
866694 5 19/07/2019
866697 5 19/07/2019
866698 5 19/07/2019
866699 5 19/07/2019
866707 5 19/07/2019
866708 5 19/07/2019
866712 5 19/07/2019
866713 5 19/07/2019
866714 5 19/07/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
866715 5 19/07/2019
866716 5 19/07/2019
866783 10 19/07/2019
866785 8 19/07/2019
866789 4 19/07/2019
866792 1 19/07/2019
867207 31 21/07/2019
867208 32 21/07/2019
867210 34 21/07/2019
867211 30 21/07/2019
867212 29 21/07/2019
867214 27 21/07/2019
867215 26 21/07/2019
867216 25 21/07/2019
867244 14 21/07/2019
867245 15 21/07/2019
867246 16 21/07/2019
867247 17 21/07/2019
867249 19 21/07/2019
867250 20 21/07/2019
867252 22 21/07/2019
867553 9 23/07/2019
867693 25 23/07/2019
867818 16 26/07/2019
867819 16 26/07/2019
867820 16 26/07/2019
868405 34 28/07/2019
868410 1 28/07/2019
868990 14 02/08/2019
869049 29 02/08/2019
869359 5 03/08/2019
869540 5 04/08/2019
869541 5 04/08/2019
869865 9 05/08/2019
871661 29 17/08/2019
871907 31 18/08/2019
871908 29 18/08/2019
871909 30 18/08/2019
872056 5 18/08/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
872467 5 20/08/2019
872878 30 24/08/2019
872891 5 24/08/2019
872972 25 24/08/2019
872973 25 24/08/2019
873312 16 26/08/2019
873335 5 26/08/2019
874248 28 01/09/2019
874249 16 01/09/2019
874250 9 01/09/2019
874251 28 01/09/2019
874252 16 01/09/2019
874253 9 01/09/2019
875199 5 07/09/2019
875439 10 08/09/2019
875451 9 08/09/2019
875885 7 10/09/2019
875937 25 10/09/2019
875938 25 10/09/2019
875939 28 10/09/2019
876173 5 13/09/2019
876393 5 14/09/2019
876844 5 17/09/2019
876945 3 17/09/2019
877243 31 20/09/2019
877244 1 20/09/2019
878505 7 27/09/2019
878506 9 27/09/2019
878507 11 27/09/2019
878903 19 29/09/2019
879810 12 04/10/2019
879811 12 04/10/2019
879812 7 04/10/2019
879813 7 04/10/2019
880124 3 06/10/2019
880508 16 07/10/2019
881177 9 11/10/2019
881178 16 11/10/2019
881179 9 11/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
883919 5 28/10/2019
886027 5 09/11/2019
886643 3 15/11/2019
886645 3 15/11/2019
887641 5 22/11/2019
887644 5 22/11/2019
887645 5 22/11/2019
887647 5 22/11/2019
889483 5 02/12/2019
889583 6 02/12/2019
890001 5 06/12/2019
890002 5 06/12/2019
890790 5 09/12/2019
891397 9 13/12/2019
891479 12 13/12/2019
892236 34 16/12/2019
892289 4 17/12/2019
892290 16 17/12/2019
894371 7 27/12/2019
894372 7 27/12/2019
894373 7 27/12/2019
896083 9 05/01/2020
901293 5 02/02/2010
901294 5 02/02/2010
908424 5 08/03/2020
910769 3 16/03/2020
915976 5 04/04/2010
929538 3 02/06/2020
929539 3 02/06/2020
930398 7 07/06/2020
932166 5 16/06/2020
932616 21 16/06/2020
932617 21 16/06/2020
933295 5 20/06/2020
933595 5 21/06/2020
936343 7 03/07/2020
936812 12 05/07/2020
937087 7 05/07/2020
937088 7 05/07/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
944332 24 02/08/2010
980757 32 02/01/2011
984043 5 16/01/2011
1091542 5 02/04/2012
1166846 17 16/01/2013
1174832 3 14/02/2013
1174833 3 14/02/2013
1182063 3 11/03/2013
1182064 3 11/03/2013
1182065 3 11/03/2013
1182066 3 11/03/2013
1182069 5 11/03/2013
1186884 7 28/03/2013
1190053 5 07/04/2013
1205605 11 11/06/2013
1232248 16 04/09/2013
1236781 42 15/09/2013
1236782 42 15/09/2013
1236783 42 15/09/2013
1236833 35 15/09/2013
1239675 99 25/09/2013
1243074 5 13/10/2013
1248397 5 07/11/2013
1249047 2 10/11/2013
1252573 1 02/12/2013
1259287 12 05/01/2014
1259288 12 05/01/2014
1259635 32 07/01/2014
1259636 42 07/01/2014
1259986 99 08/01/2014
1260502 7 12/01/2014
1260718 7 12/01/2014
1260864 17 13/01/2014
1261030 42 14/01/2014
1261931 8 19/01/2014
1261932 7 19/01/2014
1261933 9 19/01/2014
1262164 36 20/01/2014
1262167 36 20/01/2014
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1262313 5 21/01/2014
1262400 99 21/01/2014
1262657 20 22/01/2014
1262895 10 23/01/2014
1263448 42 28/01/2014
1263450 42 28/01/2014
1263557 5 28/01/2014
1263558 5 28/01/2014
1264219 42 03/02/2014
1264298 39 03/02/2014
1264299 42 03/02/2014
1264300 39 03/02/2014
1264301 42 03/02/2014
1264429 12 03/02/2014
1264570 2 03/02/2014
1264571 10 03/02/2014
1264590 5 03/02/2014
1264595 19 03/02/2014
1264597 19 03/02/2014
1264929 17 04/02/2014
1264962 37 05/02/2014
1265374 33 06/02/2014
1265375 33 06/02/2014
1265532 99 06/02/2014
1265566 28 09/02/2014
1265579 7 09/02/2014
1265809 39 09/02/2014
1265811 99 09/02/2014
1266056 99 10/02/2014
1266058 99 10/02/2014
1266066 99 10/02/2014
1266124 19 11/02/2014
1266126 19 11/02/2014
1266127 19 11/02/2014
1266128 19 11/02/2014 10:59:00
1266319 7 11/02/2014
1266329 42 11/02/2014
1266331 42 11/02/2014
1266463 10 11/02/2014
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1266563 42 12/02/2014
1266570 31 12/02/2014
1266571 31 12/02/2014
1266595 39 12/02/2014
1266596 39 12/02/2014
1266597 39 12/02/2014
1266598 39 12/02/2014
1266599 39 12/02/2014
1266600 39 12/02/2014
1266601 39 12/02/2014
1266602 39 12/02/2014
1266606 42 12/02/2014
1266607 42 12/02/2014
1266608 42 12/02/2014
1266609 42 12/02/2014
1266610 42 12/02/2014
1266611 42 12/02/2014
1266612 42 12/02/2014
1266613 42 12/02/2014
1266702 5 13/02/2014
1266703 5 13/02/2014
1266778 5 13/02/2014
1266912 17 13/02/2014
1266913 99 13/02/2014
1266938 99 13/02/2014
1267253 7 16/02/2014
1267268 15 16/02/2014
1267406 5 17/02/2014
1267860 42 19/02/2014
1267861 42 19/02/2014
1267862 42 19/02/2014
1267863 42 19/02/2014
1268463 99 23/02/2014
1269170 99 26/02/2014
1269379 7 27/02/2014
1269824 42 03/03/2014
1269826 42 03/03/2014
1269827 42 03/03/2014
1269828 39 03/03/2014
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1269829 39 03/03/2014
1269830 39 03/03/2014
1269831 39 03/03/2014
1270235 33 04/03/2014
1270236 33 04/03/2014
1270553 3 05/03/2014
1270554 5 05/03/2014
1270555 5 05/03/2014
1270556 5 05/03/2014
1270727 29 05/03/2014
1271136 7 09/03/2014
1271325 3 09/03/2014
1273980 16 22/03/2014
1274232 42 22/03/2014
1274445 30 23/03/2014
1274446 30 23/03/2014
1274977 9 25/03/2014
1278077 30 12/04/2014
1278264 39 12/04/2014
1278984 11 16/04/2014
1280332 42 23/04/2014
1280333 42 23/04/2014
1281748 24 30/04/2014 14:31:00
1283826 9 13/05/2014
1287148 30 01/06/2014
1287819 3 03/06/2014
1288632 30 07/06/2014
1289191 24 10/06/2014
1289431 5 11/06/2014
1289645 42 11/06/2014
1291947 5 23/06/2014
1292812 99 28/06/2014
1293525 5 30/06/2014
1294636 10 06/07/2014
1295816 34 13/07/2014
1295817 34 13/07/2014
1297651 20 20/07/2014
1299311 99 29/07/2014
1325019 24 10/12/2014
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
1365836 41 22/06/2015 11:34:00
1365837 41 22/06/2015 11:34:00
1498456 1 24/10/2016
1518015 
1542526 

5 
11 

08/01/2017
22/03/2017 

1578793 5 13/07/2017
1707034 3 07/07/2018
1708368 41 09/07/2018
1708516 25 09/07/2018
1708936 5 10/07/2018
1708960 5 10/07/2018
1708961 5 10/07/2018
1708962 5 10/07/2018
1712701 41 21/07/2018
1724313 17 22/08/2018
1724314 17 22/08/2018
1734904 12 19/09/2018
1734921 42 22/09/2018
1735600 39 23/09/2018
1739185 25 30/09/2018
1757276 5 24/11/2018
1761970 99 10/12/2018
1772613 26 09/01/2019
1773937 24 14/01/2019
1774770 34 16/01/2019
1783768 5 10/02/2019
1796702 5 18/03/2019
1799491 7 25/03/2019
1799495 42 25/03/2019
1800922 5 30/03/2019
1801431 41 30/03/2019
1802063 7 01/04/2019
1808245 7 17/04/2019
1808246 12 17/04/2019
1808585 38 20/04/2019
1816311 1 08/05/2019
1817679 16 13/05/2019
1818158 16 14/05/2019
1819597 35 19/05/2019
1825402 6 03/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1826508 41 08/06/2019
1828355 14 12/06/2019
1830689 35 19/06/2019
1831275 5 20/06/2019
1832441 35 24/06/2019
1832483 37 24/06/2019
1832484 37 24/06/2019
1832485 37 24/06/2019
1832921 37 25/06/2019
1832922 36 25/06/2019
1833041 5 25/06/2019
1833362 42 26/06/2019
1833363 41 26/06/2019
1833384 39 26/06/2019
1833688 5 26/06/2019
1834241 24 29/06/2019
1834253 36 29/06/2019
1834379 37 29/06/2019
1834943 5 30/06/2019
1835327 16 01/07/2019
1835328 5 01/07/2019
1835329 5 01/07/2019
1835692 41 02/07/2019
1835890 6 02/07/2019
1836049 30 03/07/2019
1836053 5 03/07/2019
1836054 5 03/07/2019
1836056 5 03/07/2019
1836057 5 03/07/2019
1836058 5 03/07/2019
1836060 5 03/07/2019
1836061 5 03/07/2019
1836174 25 03/07/2019
1836250 5 03/07/2019
1836252 5 03/07/2019
1836253 5 03/07/2019
1836254 5 03/07/2019
1836258 5 03/07/2019
1836259 5 03/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1836260 5 03/07/2019
1836261 5 03/07/2019
1836262 5 03/07/2019
1836263 5 03/07/2019
1836264 5 03/07/2019
1836266 5 03/07/2019
1836268 5 03/07/2019
1836269 5 03/07/2019
1836613 26 06/07/2019
1836664 9 06/07/2019
1836666 9 06/07/2019
1836717 35 06/07/2019
1836718 29 06/07/2019
1836719 7 06/07/2019
1836722 9 06/07/2019
1836819 5 06/07/2019
1836849 1 06/07/2019
1836851 1 06/07/2019
1836853 1 06/07/2019
1836855 3 06/07/2019
1836871 3 06/07/2019
1836874 3 06/07/2019
1836915 11 06/07/2019
1836919 11 06/07/2019
1837024 11 07/07/2019
1837025 37 07/07/2019
1837026 11 07/07/2019
1837027 37 07/07/2019
1837064 10 07/07/2019
1837068 10 07/07/2019
1837245 5 07/07/2019
1837246 5 07/07/2019
1837253 5 07/07/2019
1837256 7 07/07/2019
1837257 41 07/07/2019
1837355 5 07/07/2019
1837365 35 07/07/2019
1837368 9 07/07/2019
1837457 5 08/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1837483 3 08/07/2019
1837549 35 08/07/2019
1837554 5 08/07/2019
1837584 7 08/07/2019
1837593 6 08/07/2019
1837594 7 08/07/2019
1837595 11 08/07/2019
1837597 17 08/07/2019
1837604 5 08/07/2019
1837618 29 08/07/2019
1837619 30 08/07/2019
1837620 30 08/07/2019
1837623 30 08/07/2019
1837624 30 08/07/2019
1837625 5 08/07/2019
1837627 5 08/07/2019
1837628 5 08/07/2019
1837629 5 08/07/2019
1837630 29 08/07/2019
1837631 30 08/07/2019
1837632 5 08/07/2019
1837633 29 08/07/2019
1837634 30 08/07/2019
1837635 5 08/07/2019
1837636 5 08/07/2019
1837677 9 08/07/2019
1837775 43 08/07/2019
1837786 5 08/07/2019
1837792 5 08/07/2019
1837829 9 09/07/2019
1837836 31 09/07/2019
1837851 11 09/07/2019
1837906 41 09/07/2019
1837910 14 09/07/2019
1837930 3 09/07/2019
1837969 42 09/07/2019
1837977 42 09/07/2019
1837978 41 09/07/2019
1837979 41 09/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1837980 18 09/07/2019
1837981 24 09/07/2019
1838014 29 09/07/2019
1838015 29 09/07/2019
1838053 99 09/07/2019
1838063 30 09/07/2019
1838098 25 09/07/2019
1838107 5 09/07/2019
1838108 5 09/07/2019
1838109 5 09/07/2019
1838110 5 09/07/2019
1838121 5 09/07/2019
1838133 10 09/07/2019
1838134 10 09/07/2019
1838175 41 09/07/2019
1838178 9 09/07/2019
1838193 3 09/07/2019
1838210 17 10/07/2019
1838212 9 10/07/2019
1838223 35 10/07/2019
1838231 12 10/07/2019
1838234 20 10/07/2019
1838235 20 10/07/2019
1838236 5 10/07/2019
1838237 5 10/07/2019
1838238 5 10/07/2019
1838239 5 10/07/2019
1838284 35 10/07/2019
1838292 5 10/07/2019
1838293 5 10/07/2019
1838297 41 10/07/2019
1838298 41 10/07/2019
1838305 3 10/07/2019
1838306 29 10/07/2019
1838354 39 10/07/2019
1838366 9 10/07/2019
1838414 5 10/07/2019
1838415 5 10/07/2019
1838428 35 10/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1838429 42 10/07/2019
1838451 9 10/07/2019
1838452 16 10/07/2019
1838453 41 10/07/2019
1838486 32 10/07/2019
1838514 5 10/07/2019
1838516 5 10/07/2019
1838517 11 10/07/2019
1838519 30 10/07/2019
1838530 11 10/07/2019
1838533 99 10/07/2019
1838534 25 10/07/2019
1838543 21 10/07/2019
1838622 30 13/07/2019
1838624 30 13/07/2019
1838844 99 13/07/2019
1838908 10 13/07/2019
1838956 25 13/07/2019
1838957 25 13/07/2019
1838969 5 13/07/2019
1838970 5 13/07/2019
1839019 41 13/07/2019
1839096 25 13/07/2019
1839097 25 13/07/2019
1839098 25 13/07/2019
1839099 25 13/07/2019
1839265 14 14/07/2019
1839343 36 14/07/2019
1839377 1 14/07/2019
1839378 12 14/07/2019
1839379 1 14/07/2019
1839380 1 14/07/2019
1839422 41 14/07/2019
1839423 41 14/07/2019
1839451 42 14/07/2019
1839537 5 14/07/2019
1839538 5 14/07/2019
1839539 5 14/07/2019
1839541 5 14/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1839542 5 14/07/2019
1839582 5 14/07/2019
1839583 5 14/07/2019
1839584 5 14/07/2019
1839585 5 14/07/2019
1839587 5 14/07/2019
1839595 11 14/07/2019
1839596 6 14/07/2019
1839668 21 14/07/2019
1839669 10 14/07/2019
1839670 3 14/07/2019
1839692 1 14/07/2019
1839741 6 15/07/2019
1839867 10 15/07/2019
1840036 99 15/07/2019
1840267 5 16/07/2019
1840343 2 16/07/2019
1840344 6 16/07/2019
1840345 11 16/07/2019
1840346 16 16/07/2019
1840347 17 16/07/2019
1840348 19 16/07/2019
1840349 35 16/07/2019
1840376 39 16/07/2019
1840426 5 16/07/2019
1840427 5 16/07/2019
1840455 16 16/07/2019
1840472 9 16/07/2019
1840594 5 16/07/2019
1840595 10 16/07/2019
1840596 41 16/07/2019
1840597 1 16/07/2019
1840608 9 16/07/2019
1840616 9 16/07/2019
1840625 33 16/07/2019
1840626 33 16/07/2019
1840837 41 17/07/2019
1840849 7 17/07/2019
1840872 42 17/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1840903 9 17/07/2019
1841059 24 17/07/2019
1841195 44 20/07/2019
1841782 99 20/07/2019
1841796 30 20/07/2019
1841819 41 20/07/2019
1841820 16 20/07/2019
1841835 2 20/07/2019
1841836 2 20/07/2019
1841845 17 20/07/2019
1841882 35 20/07/2019
1841903 5 20/07/2019
1841989 5 21/07/2019
1841991 5 21/07/2019
1842002 5 21/07/2019
1842042 11 21/07/2019
1842043 11 21/07/2019
1842044 11 21/07/2019
1842045 11 21/07/2019
1842110 5 21/07/2019
1842234 99 21/07/2019
1842236 99 21/07/2019
1842247 29 21/07/2019
1842551 9 22/07/2019
1842630 9 22/07/2019
1842631 11 22/07/2019
1842721 30 22/07/2019
1842722 30 22/07/2019
1842723 30 22/07/2019
1842724 30 22/07/2019
1842725 30 22/07/2019
1842726 30 22/07/2019
1842728 30 22/07/2019
1842729 29 22/07/2019
1842731 29 22/07/2019
1842770 10 22/07/2019
1843135 99 23/07/2019
1843205 42 23/07/2019
1843213 5 23/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1843214 5 23/07/2019
1843224 10 23/07/2019
1843256 30 23/07/2019
1843257 30 23/07/2019
1843335 6 24/07/2019
1843387 5 24/07/2019
1843389 5 24/07/2019
1843390 5 24/07/2019
1843391 5 24/07/2019
1843392 5 24/07/2019
1843395 5 24/07/2019
1843396 5 24/07/2019
1843397 5 24/07/2019
1843398 5 24/07/2019
1843399 5 24/07/2019
1843400 5 24/07/2019
1843401 5 24/07/2019
1843403 5 24/07/2019
1843404 5 24/07/2019
1843406 5 24/07/2019
1843434 7 24/07/2019
1843477 3 24/07/2019
1843566 9 24/07/2019
1843820 19 27/07/2019
1843867 35 27/07/2019
1844007 9 27/07/2019
1844241 19 27/07/2019
1844344 5 27/07/2019
1844345 5 27/07/2019
1844346 5 27/07/2019
1844347 5 27/07/2019
1844382 33 27/07/2019
1844415 16 27/07/2019
1844426 25 27/07/2019
1844743 36 28/07/2019
1844905 5 28/07/2019
1844906 5 28/07/2019
1844988 33 29/07/2019
1845349 5 29/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1845353 5 29/07/2019
1845384 19 29/07/2019
1845385 19 29/07/2019
1845471 44 30/07/2019
1845878 3 30/07/2019
1846114 5 31/07/2019
1846115 5 31/07/2019
1846116 5 31/07/2019
1846118 5 31/07/2019
1846119 5 31/07/2019
1846126 5 31/07/2019
1846127 5 31/07/2019
1846130 5 31/07/2019
1846706 5 03/08/2019
1846707 5 03/08/2019
1846804 5 03/08/2019
1846916 36 03/08/2019
1846923 10 03/08/2019
1846924 10 03/08/2019
1846925 10 03/08/2019
1847108 30 04/08/2019
1847163 2 04/08/2019
1847363 99 04/08/2019
1847393 42 04/08/2019
1847406 33 04/08/2019
1847496 10 05/08/2019
1847591 16 05/08/2019
1847761 29 06/08/2019
1847924 99 06/08/2019
1847933 12 06/08/2019
1848092 35 06/08/2019
1848233 41 07/08/2019
1848271 16 07/08/2019
1848399 99 07/08/2019
1848538 9 07/08/2019
1848539 17 07/08/2019
1848724 3 10/08/2019
1848725 3 10/08/2019
1848726 3 10/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1848727 3 10/08/2019
1848757 5 10/08/2019
1848979 3 10/08/2019
1848980 3 10/08/2019
1849534 5 11/08/2019
1849556 33 11/08/2019
1850040 5 12/08/2019
1850041 5 12/08/2019
1850134 37 12/08/2019
1850403 11 13/08/2019
1850591 24 13/08/2019
1850594 42 13/08/2019
1850681 7 13/08/2019
1850683 7 13/08/2019
1850707 9 13/08/2019
1850708 16 13/08/2019
1850709 35 13/08/2019
1850710 36 13/08/2019
1850711 42 13/08/2019
1850796 41 14/08/2019
1851094 11 17/08/2019
1851213 33 17/08/2019
1851224 5 17/08/2019
1851783 5 18/08/2019
1851803 99 18/08/2019
1851991 42 18/08/2019
1851992 35 18/08/2019
1851993 32 18/08/2019
1851994 30 18/08/2019
1851995 29 18/08/2019
1852151 20 19/08/2019
1852228 5 19/08/2019
1852229 5 19/08/2019
1852346 9 19/08/2019
1852347 16 19/08/2019
1852348 41 19/08/2019
1852349 42 19/08/2019
1852350 9 19/08/2019
1852351 16 19/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1852352 41 19/08/2019
1852353 42 19/08/2019
1852580 3 20/08/2019
1852726 99 20/08/2019
1852737 99 20/08/2019
1852839 5 20/08/2019
1853038 12 21/08/2019
1853044 41 21/08/2019
1853045 37 21/08/2019
1853046 37 21/08/2019
1853047 41 21/08/2019
1853048 1 21/08/2019
1853049 6 21/08/2019
1853050 8 21/08/2019
1853051 19 21/08/2019
1853052 41 21/08/2019
1853053 6 21/08/2019
1853054 8 21/08/2019
1853055 19 21/08/2019
1853056 1 21/08/2019
1853057 42 21/08/2019
1853058 41 21/08/2019
1853059 37 21/08/2019
1853060 19 21/08/2019
1853061 6 21/08/2019
1853062 8 21/08/2019
1853063 19 21/08/2019
1853064 6 21/08/2019
1853065 8 21/08/2019
1853066 37 21/08/2019
1853067 41 21/08/2019
1853068 42 21/08/2019
1853069 37 21/08/2019
1853070 19 21/08/2019
1853071 1 21/08/2019
1853072 42 21/08/2019
1853073 42 21/08/2019
1853074 1 21/08/2019
1853075 42 21/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1853076 1 21/08/2019
1853077 6 21/08/2019
1853078 8 21/08/2019
1853222 24 21/08/2019
1853225 35 21/08/2019
1853227 25 21/08/2019
1853228 25 21/08/2019
1853279 11 21/08/2019
1853391 16 21/08/2019
1853394 5 21/08/2019
1853628 45 24/08/2019
1853629 45 24/08/2019
1853630 16 24/08/2019
1853633 9 24/08/2019
1853634 9 24/08/2019
1854301 25 25/08/2019
1854302 25 25/08/2019
1854427 5 25/08/2019
1854607 9 25/08/2019
1854943 42 26/08/2019
1854944 42 26/08/2019
1854980 5 26/08/2019
1855058 5 26/08/2019
1855186 30 26/08/2019
1855188 30 26/08/2019
1855485 5 27/08/2019
1855604 25 27/08/2019
1855605 5 27/08/2019
1855889 17 28/08/2019
1855931 9 28/08/2019
1856116 12 28/08/2019
1856155 5 28/08/2019
1856156 6 28/08/2019
1856157 36 28/08/2019
1856158 38 28/08/2019
1856159 38 28/08/2019
1856160 36 28/08/2019
1856814 99 31/08/2019
1856989 30 31/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1857349 11 01/09/2019
1857953 14 03/09/2019
1858397 99 04/09/2019
1858428 9 04/09/2019
1858429 9 04/09/2019
1858595 28 04/09/2019
1858596 35 04/09/2019
1859478 11 07/09/2019
1859989 41 08/09/2019
1860141 9 08/09/2019
1860142 16 08/09/2019
1860143 38 08/09/2019
1860144 41 08/09/2019
1860218 5 08/09/2019
1860219 5 08/09/2019
1860249 11 08/09/2019
1860250 11 08/09/2019
1860251 99 08/09/2019
1860252 99 08/09/2019
1860253 99 08/09/2019
1860453 9 09/09/2019
1860454 9 09/09/2019
1860486 23 09/09/2019
1861717 9 11/09/2019
1862067 3 14/09/2019
1862133 12 14/09/2019
1862138 5 14/09/2019
1862139 5 14/09/2019
1862451 5 14/09/2019
1863409 29 16/09/2019
1863768 5 17/09/2019
1863769 5 17/09/2019
1863770 5 17/09/2019
1863771 5 17/09/2019
1863816 14 17/09/2019
1863913 29 17/09/2019
1864298 9 18/09/2019
1864299 9 18/09/2019
1864300 9 18/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1864348 5 18/09/2019
1864349 5 18/09/2019
1864350 5 18/09/2019
1864351 5 18/09/2019
1864354 5 18/09/2019
1864355 5 18/09/2019
1864357 5 18/09/2019
1864389 7 18/09/2019
1864390 7 18/09/2019
1864391 99 18/09/2019
1864740 5 22/09/2019
1864741 5 22/09/2019
1864742 5 22/09/2019
1864744 5 22/09/2019
1864745 5 22/09/2019
1864746 5 22/09/2019
1864747 5 22/09/2019
1865266 9 22/09/2019
1865267 16 22/09/2019
1865271 38 22/09/2019
1865272 41 22/09/2019
1865378 4 22/09/2019
1865385 39 22/09/2019
1866768 99 24/09/2019
1867620 99 29/09/2019
1868217 30 30/09/2019
1869178 25 01/10/2019
1869410 30 05/10/2019
1870126 32 06/10/2019
1870482 37 07/10/2019
1870483 19 07/10/2019
1870484 19 07/10/2019
1870486 19 07/10/2019
1870823 19 07/10/2019
1870853 17 08/10/2019
1870854 17 08/10/2019
1870855 17 08/10/2019
1870856 7 08/10/2019
1870860 7 08/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1870861 7 08/10/2019
1870862 7 08/10/2019
1870863 7 08/10/2019
1870864 7 08/10/2019
1870865 7 08/10/2019
1870866 7 08/10/2019
1870869 7 08/10/2019
1870870 7 08/10/2019
1870872 7 08/10/2019
1870873 7 08/10/2019
1870874 7 08/10/2019
1871748 31 09/10/2019
1871750 31 09/10/2019
1871751 31 09/10/2019
1871753 31 09/10/2019
1871754 31 09/10/2019
1872442 31 12/10/2019
1873272 5 14/10/2019
1873273 5 14/10/2019
1873386 3 14/10/2019
1873401 10 14/10/2019
1874685 5 20/10/2019
1874686 5 20/10/2019
1874932 30 21/10/2019
1875611 24 22/10/2019
1875614 20 22/10/2019
1875723 21 23/10/2019
1876050 2 23/10/2019
1876051 3 23/10/2019
1876052 4 23/10/2019
1876053 5 23/10/2019
1876054 6 23/10/2019
1876055 7 23/10/2019
1876056 8 23/10/2019
1876057 9 23/10/2019
1876058 10 23/10/2019
1876059 11 23/10/2019
1876060 12 23/10/2019
1876061 13 23/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1876062 14 23/10/2019
1876063 15 23/10/2019
1876064 17 23/10/2019
1876065 18 23/10/2019
1876066 19 23/10/2019
1876067 20 23/10/2019
1876068 21 23/10/2019
1876069 22 23/10/2019
1876070 23 23/10/2019
1876071 24 23/10/2019
1876072 25 23/10/2019
1876073 26 23/10/2019
1876074 27 23/10/2019
1876075 28 23/10/2019
1876076 29 23/10/2019
1876077 30 23/10/2019
1876078 31 23/10/2019
1876079 32 23/10/2019
1876080 33 23/10/2019
1876081 34 23/10/2019
1876082 35 23/10/2019
1876083 36 23/10/2019
1876084 37 23/10/2019
1876085 38 23/10/2019
1876086 39 23/10/2019
1876087 41 23/10/2019
1876088 42 23/10/2019
1876089 1 23/10/2019
1876090 16 23/10/2019
1876091 40 23/10/2019
1876111 31 26/10/2019
1876254 44 26/10/2019
1876463 3 26/10/2019
1876567 9 26/10/2019
1877204 1 28/10/2019
1877205 2 28/10/2019
1877206 3 28/10/2019
1877207 4 28/10/2019
1877208 5 28/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1877209 6 28/10/2019
1877211 8 28/10/2019
1877212 9 28/10/2019
1877213 10 28/10/2019
1877214 11 28/10/2019
1877215 12 28/10/2019
1877216 13 28/10/2019
1877217 14 28/10/2019
1877218 15 28/10/2019
1877219 16 28/10/2019
1877220 17 28/10/2019
1877221 18 28/10/2019
1877222 19 28/10/2019
1877223 20 28/10/2019
1877224 21 28/10/2019
1877225 22 28/10/2019
1877226 23 28/10/2019
1877227 24 28/10/2019
1877228 25 28/10/2019
1877229 26 28/10/2019
1877230 27 28/10/2019
1877231 28 28/10/2019
1877232 29 28/10/2019
1877233 30 28/10/2019
1877234 31 28/10/2019
1877236 33 28/10/2019
1877237 34 28/10/2019
1877238 35 28/10/2019
1877239 36 28/10/2019
1877240 37 28/10/2019
1877241 38 28/10/2019
1877242 39 28/10/2019
1877243 40 28/10/2019
1877244 41 28/10/2019
1878220 19 30/10/2019
1879434 10 03/11/2019
1879435 10 03/11/2019
1879855 31 04/11/2019
1883001 25 11/11/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1883417 99 12/11/2019
1883628 36 12/11/2019
1883629 45 12/11/2019
1884648 5 16/11/2019
1885105 18 17/11/2019
1885106 25 17/11/2019
1885107 35 17/11/2019
1885329 32 17/11/2019
1885330 33 17/11/2019
1885331 32 17/11/2019
1885332 33 17/11/2019
1885877 5 18/11/2019
1886538 4 19/11/2019
1886665 11 19/11/2019
1886985 4 20/11/2019
1886986 9 20/11/2019
1886987 16 20/11/2019
1886988 35 20/11/2019
1886989 37 20/11/2019
1889139 16 26/11/2019
1889140 41 26/11/2019
1889815 42 30/11/2019
1891638 31 04/12/2019
1891639 31 04/12/2019
1891640 31 04/12/2019
1891904 5 04/12/2019
1892008 9 04/12/2019
1892488 34 07/12/2019
1892489 34 07/12/2019
1892617 23 07/12/2019
1892618 30 07/12/2019
1893343 5 08/12/2019
1893345 7 08/12/2019
1893514 12 08/12/2019
1893848 20 09/12/2019
1893850 20 09/12/2019
1893851 20 09/12/2019
1894669 12 11/12/2019
1894670 35 11/12/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1896034 5 15/12/2019
1896163 11 15/12/2019
1896244 1 16/12/2019
1896245 2 16/12/2019
1896247 4 16/12/2019
1896248 5 16/12/2019
1896249 6 16/12/2019
1896250 7 16/12/2019
1896251 8 16/12/2019
1896252 9 16/12/2019
1896253 10 16/12/2019
1896254 11 16/12/2019
1896255 12 16/12/2019
1896256 13 16/12/2019
1896257 14 16/12/2019
1896258 15 16/12/2019
1896259 16 16/12/2019
1896260 17 16/12/2019
1896261 18 16/12/2019
1896262 19 16/12/2019
1896263 20 16/12/2019
1896265 22 16/12/2019
1896266 23 16/12/2019
1896267 24 16/12/2019
1896268 25 16/12/2019
1896269 26 16/12/2019
1896270 27 16/12/2019
1896271 28 16/12/2019
1896272 29 16/12/2019
1896273 30 16/12/2019
1896274 31 16/12/2019
1896275 32 16/12/2019
1896276 33 16/12/2019
1896278 35 16/12/2019
1896279 36 16/12/2019
1896280 37 16/12/2019
1896281 38 16/12/2019
1896282 39 16/12/2019
1896283 40 16/12/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1896284 41 16/12/2019
1896285 42 16/12/2019
1896501 6 16/12/2019
1896669 5 16/12/2019
1898195 33 18/12/2019
1898196 33 18/12/2019
1898197 33 18/12/2019
1898198 33 18/12/2019
1899096 99 21/12/2019
1899114 5 21/12/2019
1900245 31 23/12/2019
1900246 34 23/12/2019
1902742 9 30/12/2019
1902808 5 30/12/2019
1902990 99 30/12/2019
1903097 16 30/12/2019
1903123 16 30/12/2019
1903124 41 30/12/2019
1903782 5 31/12/2019
1903828 35 31/12/2019
1903829 35 31/12/2019
1904528 17 04/01/2020
1904802 35 04/01/2020
1904854 25 04/01/2020
1911815 99 21/01/2020
1912895 37 25/01/2020
1912896 37 25/01/2020
1913150 11 25/01/2020
1913338 42 25/01/2020
1913559 29 27/01/2020
1913824 5 27/01/2020
1913825 5 27/01/2020
1917065 6 04/02/2020
1918159 12 05/02/2020
1920449 29 10/02/2020
1923714 16 17/02/2020
1923715 45 17/02/2020
1925003 41 19/02/2020
1925026 30 19/02/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1925027 30 19/02/2020
1927769 6 25/02/2020
1927770 6 25/02/2020
1929781 99 03/03/2020
1931176 9 05/03/2020
1931177 17 05/03/2020
1931178 9 05/03/2020
1931179 9 05/03/2020
1931180 17 05/03/2020
1931181 11 05/03/2020
1931182 6 05/03/2020
1931188 6 05/03/2020
1931189 11 05/03/2020
1934607 11 11/03/2020
1937716 6 18/03/2020
1937717 8 18/03/2020
1939464 35 22/03/2020
1939465 36 22/03/2020
1939466 37 22/03/2020
1939469 40 22/03/2020
1939470 41 22/03/2020
1939471 42 22/03/2020
1941084 36 25/03/2020
1941085 4 25/03/2020
1942464 19 29/03/2020
1943388 35 30/03/2020
1948822 11 12/04/2020
1948862 35 12/04/2020
1949478 9 13/04/2020
1949650 19 13/04/2020
1949651 19 13/04/2020
1949652 19 13/04/2020
1950453 25 15/04/2020
1951250 22 16/04/2020
1951374 5 16/04/2020
1951376 5 16/04/2020
1951727 7 16/04/2020
1951774 35 16/04/2020
1952224 30 19/04/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1952225 30 19/04/2020
1952272 38 19/04/2020
1952273 38 19/04/2020
1952276 38 19/04/2020
1953675 5 20/04/2020
1956906 5 28/04/2020
1958106 11 29/04/2020
1958201 16 29/04/2020
1960426 24 04/05/2020
1960427 25 04/05/2020
1960431 35 04/05/2020
1960501 5 04/05/2020
1960814 14 05/05/2020
1960928 30 05/05/2020
1961631 9 06/05/2020
1963306 25 11/05/2020
1965098 30 13/05/2020
1965099 30 13/05/2020
1965100 30 13/05/2020
1967873 19 19/05/2020
1967874 19 19/05/2020
1967875 19 19/05/2020
1967876 19 19/05/2020
1971217 4 26/05/2020
1971218 4 26/05/2020
1971221 27 26/05/2020
1972335 12 28/05/2020
1973448 12 01/06/2020
1973449 35 01/06/2020
1973615 30 01/06/2020
1974144 7 02/06/2020
1974464 24 02/06/2020
1974652 25 03/06/2020
1974693 14 03/06/2020
1975077 19 04/06/2020
1976043 7 07/06/2020
1976612 35 08/06/2020
1976613 35 08/06/2020
1976717 10 08/06/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1977581 3 09/06/2020
1977583 24 09/06/2020
1977602 37 09/06/2020
1977673 7 09/06/2020
1977709 30 09/06/2020
1979408 9 14/06/2020
1981151 36 17/06/2020
1981376 35 17/06/2020
1981379 10 17/06/2020
1981596 35 18/06/2020
1982300 5 21/06/2020
1982301 5 21/06/2020
1982302 5 21/06/2020
1982303 5 21/06/2020
1982304 5 21/06/2020
1982306 5 21/06/2020
1982307 5 21/06/2020
1982308 5 21/06/2020
1982309 5 21/06/2020
1982374 18 21/06/2020
1982375 19 21/06/2020
1982377 21 21/06/2020
1982379 23 21/06/2020
1982383 27 21/06/2020
1982387 31 21/06/2020
1982388 32 21/06/2020
1982389 33 21/06/2020
1982390 34 21/06/2020
1982392 36 21/06/2020
1982443 42 21/06/2020
1983456 35 22/06/2020
1985681 9 28/06/2020
1985728 19 28/06/2020
1986424 5 29/06/2020
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
441627 - 19, 441628 - 11: Proprietor Altered to LIXIL CORPORATION , 2-1-1 OJIMA, KOTO-KU, 
TOKYO 136-8535, JAPAN 
INAX CORPORATION.

420806 - 9: Proprietor Altered to MR. YOGESH KUMAR BHUTANI , 21,NICOLSON ROAD 
KASMERE GATE, DELHI-110006  
HARNESS ELECTRICALS (INDIA).

429505 - 9: Proprietor Altered to TYCO THERMALCONTROLS LLC. , 2415 BAY ROAD, RED WOOD 
CITY, CALIFORNIA 94063, USA. 
TYCO ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

421904 - 30: Proprietor Altered to INDER RAJ ARORA , OUTSIDE CHATIWIND GATE, TARN TARAN 
ROAD, AMRITSAR 143 006 
MOHAN RICE MILLS.

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
437185 - 12, 346566 - 18: Proprietor Name Altered to AVON AUTO 
VEEKAY AUTO ACCESSORIES

437185 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 1746/54, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005 
AVON AUTO

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
1090280 - 9:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'COMPUTER INTERFACES CABLES COMPUTER SOFTWARE HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES 
HARD AND FLOPPY DISCS DISKETTES ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS AND 
PARTS THEREOF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 9, ELECTRONIC 
GAMES COMPUTER GAMES VIDEO GAMES INTEGRATED CIRCUITS PRINTED CIRCUITS BOARDS 
AUDIO VIDEO AND COMPUTER RECORDING MEDIA AND IN THE FROM OF TAPES CARDS SHEETS 
FOR SOUND VISUAL AND DATA PROCESSING AND RECORDING ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITERS 
TELEPROMPTERS PRINTERS CONVERTERS COMPUTER LASER PRINTERS, VOLTAGE STABILIZED 
REGULATOR INVERTORS, COMPUTER TERMINALS AND COMPONENTS, DISCS, DRIVES, DATA 
STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS PERIPHERALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 9. ' of class 9 from the 
goods for which the trademark is registered. 

1086168 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAS,NEW DELHI-110013,

1077655 - 12: Address for Service is altered to A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.,

441215 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018., 
www.krishnnandsauraslrixom

441628 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. ROAD, 
GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION,

1234550 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX 
CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, 
INDIA., r_bhansa!i73@hotmail.com

441627 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. ROAD, 
GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, remfiy-sagarfg.remfry.com

1084222 - 9: Address for Service is altered to A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE 
MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.,

1084223 - 17: Address for Service is altered to A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE 
MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.,

420806 - 9: Address for Service is altered to A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110 092.,

1657293 - 30, 1660091 - 30, 1665298 - 30, 1657298 - 30, 1657297 - 30, 1657295 - 30, 1657292 - 30: 
Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, 
AHMEDABAD 380 015,
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
124803 3 19/07/2019 08:47:04
125105 5 19/07/2019 08:48:56
165724 12 19/07/2019 08:55:13
165784 7 19/07/2019 09:11:27
165839 34 19/07/2019 09:12:30
165880 11 19/07/2019 09:15:49
204819 5 19/07/2019 09:17:19
204855 5 19/07/2019 09:18:30
251516 9 19/07/2019 09:19:35
251654 29 19/07/2019 09:20:59
251657 30 19/07/2019 09:22:23
251659 32 19/07/2019 09:23:23
251660 32 19/07/2019 09:24:55
251706 30 19/07/2019 09:25:59
251712 30 19/07/2019 09:26:59
251718 30 19/07/2019 09:28:02
251730 5 19/07/2019 09:28:58
251943 5 19/07/2019 09:29:52
251965 33 19/07/2019 09:31:34
251966 33 19/07/2019 09:32:36
308171 32 19/07/2019 09:33:36
308212 5 19/07/2019 09:34:29
308213 32 19/07/2019 09:35:29
308217 25 19/07/2019 09:36:20
308288 11 19/07/2019 09:37:16
308294 12 19/07/2019 09:40:59
308336 5 19/07/2019 09:41:56
308337 11 19/07/2019 09:45:06
308413 5 19/07/2019 09:46:01
308517 23 19/07/2019 09:47:58
308518 16 19/07/2019 09:48:55
308548 31 19/07/2019 09:49:50
308604 16 19/07/2019 09:50:38
528051 25 19/07/2019 12:19:25
548081 34 16/07/2019 10:13:34
548132 25 16/07/2019 10:15:32
548938 5 18/07/2019 15:01:15
549023 30 19/07/2019 11:38:08
937891 34 19/07/2019 12:02:28
937892 34 19/07/2019 12:03:52
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
937900 5 19/07/2019 12:04:50
937925 12 19/07/2019 12:05:31
937960 9 19/07/2019 12:06:12
937963 16 19/07/2019 12:07:46
937973 3 19/07/2019 12:08:54
937975 16 19/07/2019 12:09:34
937977 29 19/07/2019 12:10:26
937981 16 19/07/2019 12:11:04
937983 9 19/07/2019 12:12:09
937986 4 19/07/2019 12:13:10
937989 6 19/07/2019 12:14:52
937998 20 19/07/2019 12:16:15
938000 17 19/07/2019 12:18:24
938015 16 19/07/2019 12:20:33
938016 34 19/07/2019 12:21:16
950317 28 15/07/2019 16:22:51
950319 16 15/07/2019 16:27:20
950320 28 16/07/2019 08:35:04
950321 9 16/07/2019 08:36:31
950332 30 16/07/2019 08:37:16
950343 25 16/07/2019 08:38:40
950344 25 16/07/2019 08:39:08
950345 25 16/07/2019 08:47:54
950348 25 16/07/2019 08:48:29
950354 16 16/07/2019 08:49:23
950360 9 16/07/2019 08:51:04
950367 9 16/07/2019 08:52:10
950404 6 16/07/2019 08:53:01
950415 25 16/07/2019 08:53:34
950417 25 16/07/2019 08:54:24
950420 10 16/07/2019 08:55:03
950425 9 16/07/2019 08:55:52
950430 20 16/07/2019 08:56:26
950434 12 16/07/2019 08:59:24
950435 9 16/07/2019 09:00:11
950445 21 16/07/2019 09:00:47
950446 21 16/07/2019 09:01:19
950460 16 16/07/2019 09:02:02
950490 21 16/07/2019 09:02:33
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
950494 16 16/07/2019 09:03:14
950497 9 16/07/2019 09:03:49
950503 5 16/07/2019 09:04:26
950505 16 16/07/2019 09:04:59
950508 31 16/07/2019 09:05:42
950512 5 16/07/2019 09:06:19
950518 11 16/07/2019 09:07:35
950519 11 16/07/2019 09:08:24
950521 16 16/07/2019 09:08:58
950522 24 16/07/2019 09:09:41
950523 30 16/07/2019 09:10:23
950531 30 16/07/2019 09:10:49
950533 9 16/07/2019 09:11:19
950534 9 16/07/2019 09:11:52
950535 9 16/07/2019 09:12:32
950536 25 16/07/2019 09:13:34
950537 25 16/07/2019 09:14:03
950552 5 16/07/2019 09:14:31
950553 31 16/07/2019 09:15:02
950557 5 16/07/2019 09:15:45
950558 9 16/07/2019 09:16:18
950581 16 16/07/2019 09:16:56
950583 28 16/07/2019 09:17:34
950593 19 16/07/2019 09:18:15
950595 31 16/07/2019 09:18:59
950599 24 16/07/2019 09:19:32
950612 11 16/07/2019 09:20:03
950621 10 16/07/2019 09:20:38
950622 5 16/07/2019 09:22:04
950626 33 16/07/2019 09:22:56
950629 34 16/07/2019 09:26:02
950630 3 16/07/2019 09:26:34
950637 16 16/07/2019 09:27:44
950664 9 16/07/2019 09:28:23
950670 9 16/07/2019 09:29:06
950697 3 16/07/2019 09:29:41
950698 5 16/07/2019 09:30:12
950699 9 16/07/2019 09:30:45
950700 11 16/07/2019 09:31:15
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
950703 25 16/07/2019 09:31:48
950704 25 16/07/2019 09:33:28
950737 16 16/07/2019 09:34:11
950738 9 16/07/2019 09:34:40
950748 9 16/07/2019 09:35:14
950749 14 16/07/2019 09:36:25
950754 30 16/07/2019 09:37:11
950755 30 16/07/2019 09:37:45
950756 30 16/07/2019 09:38:14
950768 16 16/07/2019 09:38:44
950777 18 16/07/2019 09:39:29
950804 30 16/07/2019 09:40:04
950817 25 16/07/2019 09:40:29
950820 17 16/07/2019 09:41:02
950821 17 16/07/2019 09:41:39
950833 2 16/07/2019 09:42:17
950835 2 16/07/2019 09:42:51
950859 25 16/07/2019 09:43:28
950880 2 16/07/2019 09:43:59
950887 3 16/07/2019 09:44:35
950889 2 16/07/2019 09:45:06
950910 29 16/07/2019 09:45:50
950911 1 16/07/2019 09:46:29
950912 6 16/07/2019 09:47:04
950913 1 16/07/2019 09:47:46
950914 6 16/07/2019 09:48:27
950922 16 16/07/2019 09:49:06
950923 30 16/07/2019 09:49:40
950927 16 16/07/2019 09:50:10
950944 12 16/07/2019 09:50:48
950947 24 16/07/2019 09:51:24
950953 3 16/07/2019 09:52:05
950956 31 16/07/2019 09:52:56
950968 5 16/07/2019 09:53:36
950969 1 16/07/2019 09:54:12
950970 5 16/07/2019 09:54:42
950973 9 16/07/2019 09:55:09
950979 25 16/07/2019 09:55:55
951006 17 16/07/2019 09:56:41
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
951012 25 16/07/2019 09:57:29
951016 12 16/07/2019 09:58:01
951018 16 16/07/2019 09:58:36
951023 12 16/07/2019 09:59:07
951030 20 16/07/2019 09:59:47
951031 12 16/07/2019 10:00:18
951032 7 16/07/2019 10:00:52
951033 7 16/07/2019 10:01:20
951034 7 16/07/2019 10:01:49
951039 19 16/07/2019 10:02:23
951040 19 16/07/2019 10:02:55
951041 19 16/07/2019 10:03:38
951042 19 16/07/2019 10:04:43
951043 19 16/07/2019 10:05:16
951044 19 16/07/2019 10:06:04
951051 7 16/07/2019 10:06:32
951053 7 16/07/2019 10:07:10
951059 12 16/07/2019 10:08:51
951070 19 16/07/2019 10:09:22
951071 12 16/07/2019 10:09:53
951072 12 16/07/2019 10:11:12
951075 9 16/07/2019 10:11:51
951078 12 16/07/2019 10:12:22
951082 7 16/07/2019 10:12:56
951085 8 16/07/2019 10:13:46
951087 19 16/07/2019 10:14:28
951088 19 16/07/2019 10:14:58
951089 19 16/07/2019 10:15:27
951091 19 16/07/2019 10:15:55
951093 5 16/07/2019 10:16:23
951098 5 16/07/2019 10:16:54
951100 5 16/07/2019 10:17:49
951101 3 16/07/2019 10:18:31
951111 9 16/07/2019 10:19:01
951115 12 16/07/2019 10:19:34
951116 9 16/07/2019 10:20:05
951119 16 16/07/2019 10:20:32
951120 16 16/07/2019 10:21:01
951170 11 16/07/2019 10:22:01
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
951184 11 16/07/2019 10:22:38
951191 11 16/07/2019 10:23:12
951208 7 16/07/2019 10:24:09
951213 14 16/07/2019 10:24:54
951214 14 16/07/2019 10:25:22
951215 29 16/07/2019 10:26:52
951216 30 16/07/2019 10:27:29
951218 9 16/07/2019 10:27:57
951222 25 16/07/2019 10:28:33
951235 17 16/07/2019 10:30:40
951236 9 16/07/2019 10:31:10
951237 2 16/07/2019 10:31:42
951241 7 16/07/2019 10:33:52
951245 12 16/07/2019 10:34:24
951248 12 16/07/2019 10:34:54
951250 12 16/07/2019 10:38:02
951254 25 16/07/2019 10:38:27
951255 7 17/07/2019 08:49:34
951256 34 17/07/2019 08:50:16
951259 8 17/07/2019 08:50:48
951261 11 17/07/2019 08:51:23
951265 25 17/07/2019 08:51:53
951270 16 17/07/2019 08:52:24
951274 3 17/07/2019 08:52:50
951275 3 17/07/2019 08:53:21
951276 3 17/07/2019 08:53:50
951277 16 17/07/2019 08:54:17
951278 16 17/07/2019 08:55:04
951302 30 17/07/2019 08:55:37
951306 9 17/07/2019 08:56:06
951307 25 17/07/2019 08:56:35
951309 10 17/07/2019 08:57:06
951310 5 17/07/2019 08:57:32
951313 5 17/07/2019 09:02:36
951321 9 17/07/2019 09:06:10
951322 9 17/07/2019 09:06:41
951343 31 17/07/2019 09:19:23
951346 24 17/07/2019 09:20:45
951347 30 17/07/2019 09:21:36
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
951350 3 17/07/2019 09:22:17
951352 1 17/07/2019 09:22:51
951358 24 17/07/2019 09:23:28
951359 3 17/07/2019 09:24:01
951368 5 17/07/2019 09:24:55
951370 5 17/07/2019 09:25:39
951374 5 17/07/2019 09:26:08
951375 5 17/07/2019 09:26:38
951377 5 17/07/2019 09:27:19
951380 5 17/07/2019 09:28:10
951383 5 17/07/2019 09:28:46
951384 5 17/07/2019 09:29:35
951385 5 17/07/2019 09:30:07
951386 5 17/07/2019 09:30:38
951398 30 17/07/2019 09:31:30
951402 29 17/07/2019 09:32:20
951403 29 17/07/2019 09:33:18
951409 25 17/07/2019 09:33:45
951411 1 17/07/2019 09:34:13
951412 16 17/07/2019 09:34:40
951413 3 17/07/2019 09:35:06
951414 30 17/07/2019 09:35:41
951416 9 17/07/2019 09:36:13
951461 28 17/07/2019 09:36:53
951465 28 17/07/2019 09:37:27
951466 28 17/07/2019 09:38:13
951468 16 17/07/2019 09:38:51
951470 28 17/07/2019 09:39:19
951474 28 17/07/2019 09:39:58
951475 25 17/07/2019 09:40:23
951476 16 17/07/2019 09:40:48
951477 9 17/07/2019 09:41:13
951479 16 17/07/2019 09:41:40
951480 9 17/07/2019 09:42:11
951483 25 17/07/2019 09:42:39
951484 3 17/07/2019 09:43:07
951485 30 17/07/2019 09:43:35
951494 25 17/07/2019 09:44:10
951499 34 17/07/2019 09:44:41
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
951500 31 17/07/2019 09:45:17
951502 3 17/07/2019 09:45:45
951504 25 17/07/2019 09:46:37
951506 3 17/07/2019 09:47:06
951512 28 17/07/2019 09:47:45
951515 30 17/07/2019 09:48:24
951516 29 17/07/2019 09:49:00
951517 9 17/07/2019 09:49:40
951521 2 17/07/2019 09:50:15
951523 5 17/07/2019 09:51:04
951525 5 17/07/2019 09:51:45
951526 5 17/07/2019 09:52:30
951527 5 17/07/2019 09:53:12
951528 3 17/07/2019 09:53:50
951529 14 17/07/2019 09:54:36
951552 2 17/07/2019 09:55:04
951554 6 17/07/2019 09:55:30
951557 21 17/07/2019 09:55:56
951558 25 17/07/2019 09:56:27
951581 34 17/07/2019 09:56:55
951582 25 17/07/2019 09:57:22
951586 19 17/07/2019 09:57:48
951588 30 17/07/2019 09:58:19
951631 9 17/07/2019 09:58:55
951639 24 17/07/2019 09:59:21
951760 18 17/07/2019 09:59:49
951763 9 17/07/2019 10:00:11
951765 29 17/07/2019 10:00:41
951766 30 17/07/2019 10:01:06
951780 24 17/07/2019 10:01:43
1000729 25 16/07/2019 10:45:11
1000762 9 16/07/2019 10:19:46
1000763 9 16/07/2019 10:22:39
1000764 12 16/07/2019 10:23:24
1000766 16 16/07/2019 10:23:49
1000768 1 16/07/2019 10:24:13
1000774 9 16/07/2019 10:24:37
1000776 17 16/07/2019 10:25:07
1000811 7 16/07/2019 10:25:36
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1000812 16 16/07/2019 10:26:07
1000828 21 16/07/2019 10:26:38
1000830 3 16/07/2019 10:27:04
1000918 5 16/07/2019 10:49:10
1000925 24 16/07/2019 10:49:31
1000930 3 16/07/2019 10:49:54
1000931 5 16/07/2019 10:50:16
1000934 9 16/07/2019 10:50:43
1000938 9 16/07/2019 10:51:04
1000952 16 16/07/2019 11:09:06
1000959 16 16/07/2019 11:09:33
1000966 16 16/07/2019 11:10:02
1000968 12 16/07/2019 11:10:29
1000982 5 16/07/2019 11:10:52
1000987 5 16/07/2019 11:11:30
1000992 3 16/07/2019 11:12:00
1000993 30 16/07/2019 11:12:40
1001000 3 16/07/2019 11:13:05
1001001 3 16/07/2019 11:16:43
1001002 3 16/07/2019 11:17:06
1001003 5 16/07/2019 11:17:41
1001004 12 16/07/2019 11:18:03
1001005 6 16/07/2019 11:18:27
1001006 6 16/07/2019 11:18:49
1001007 12 16/07/2019 11:20:58
1001008 12 16/07/2019 11:21:28
1001009 6 16/07/2019 11:25:17
1001010 6 16/07/2019 11:25:45
1001011 12 16/07/2019 11:26:07
1001012 6 16/07/2019 11:26:32
1001013 6 16/07/2019 11:27:35
1001014 12 16/07/2019 11:28:00
1001015 8 16/07/2019 11:28:33
1001056 25 16/07/2019 11:33:15
1001058 5 16/07/2019 11:33:40
1001078 3 16/07/2019 11:34:02
1001083 25 16/07/2019 11:34:24
1001084 25 16/07/2019 11:37:33
1001085 25 16/07/2019 11:38:03
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1001089 12 16/07/2019 11:38:28
1001091 9 16/07/2019 11:39:32
1001100 5 16/07/2019 11:40:22
1001100 5 16/07/2019 11:40:22
1001102 5 16/07/2019 11:41:05
1001103 29 16/07/2019 11:41:50
1001104 30 16/07/2019 11:42:14
1001105 32 16/07/2019 11:42:48
1001130 5 16/07/2019 11:43:29
1001147 16 16/07/2019 12:13:30
1001149 25 16/07/2019 12:19:12
1001154 16 16/07/2019 12:19:51
1001157 3 16/07/2019 12:20:30
1001159 7 16/07/2019 12:20:52
1001160 11 16/07/2019 12:21:18
1001162 3 16/07/2019 12:21:49
1001163 25 16/07/2019 12:22:17
1001172 5 16/07/2019 12:29:15
1001182 16 16/07/2019 12:29:49
1001184 29 16/07/2019 12:30:09
1001205 7 16/07/2019 12:30:29
1001206 25 16/07/2019 12:31:17
1001209 26 16/07/2019 12:31:45
1001219 7 16/07/2019 14:17:30
1001223 4 16/07/2019 12:32:11
1001237 99 16/07/2019 12:32:36
1001244 24 16/07/2019 12:32:59
1001274 14 16/07/2019 14:23:48
1001284 9 16/07/2019 14:24:10
1001286 7 16/07/2019 14:24:31
1001287 7 16/07/2019 14:24:53
1001288 11 16/07/2019 14:25:16
1001289 7 16/07/2019 14:25:40
1001290 17 16/07/2019 14:26:03
1001291 12 16/07/2019 14:26:30
1001292 7 16/07/2019 14:27:03
1001293 12 16/07/2019 14:27:28
1001295 6 16/07/2019 14:27:55
1001296 9 16/07/2019 14:28:29
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1001297 11 16/07/2019 14:28:57
1001309 5 16/07/2019 14:29:31
1001311 5 16/07/2019 15:09:13
1001318 30 16/07/2019 14:30:02
1001346 30 16/07/2019 15:09:38
1001350 7 16/07/2019 14:30:52
1001351 16 16/07/2019 14:31:21
1001359 11 16/07/2019 14:32:01
1001360 11 16/07/2019 14:32:53
1001363 11 16/07/2019 14:33:54
1001371 16 16/07/2019 14:34:23
1001373 4 16/07/2019 14:34:52
1001383 16 16/07/2019 14:35:32
1001385 11 16/07/2019 14:36:19
1001386 12 16/07/2019 14:40:40
1001387 13 16/07/2019 14:41:20
1001388 14 16/07/2019 14:42:22
1001389 15 16/07/2019 14:59:00
1001390 16 16/07/2019 14:59:22
1001391 17 16/07/2019 15:00:00
1001392 18 16/07/2019 15:00:23
1001393 19 16/07/2019 15:10:13
1001394 20 16/07/2019 15:00:44
1001407 5 16/07/2019 15:01:19
1001415 16 16/07/2019 15:01:47
1001454 31 16/07/2019 15:02:12
1001479 5 16/07/2019 15:03:19
1001480 5 16/07/2019 15:03:42
1001481 5 16/07/2019 15:04:06
1001482 21 16/07/2019 15:04:28
1001489 25 16/07/2019 15:04:50
1001490 28 16/07/2019 15:05:11
1001491 34 16/07/2019 15:10:39
1001494 17 16/07/2019 15:05:38
1001525 9 16/07/2019 15:06:02
1001526 16 16/07/2019 15:06:22
1001528 17 16/07/2019 15:07:26
1001582 16 16/07/2019 15:07:57
1001583 16 16/07/2019 15:08:19
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1001584 16 16/07/2019 15:11:05
1001585 16 16/07/2019 15:11:32
1001605 25 16/07/2019 15:12:23
1001606 34 16/07/2019 15:12:47
1001607 34 16/07/2019 15:13:10
1001611 5 16/07/2019 15:13:32
1001752 12 17/07/2019 10:37:11
1001753 9 17/07/2019 10:37:45
1001759 30 17/07/2019 10:38:09
1001760 30 17/07/2019 10:38:36
1001784 9 17/07/2019 14:51:28
1001785 9 17/07/2019 10:41:50
1001788 9 17/07/2019 10:42:59
1001852 9 17/07/2019 10:49:08
1001880 11 17/07/2019 10:52:56
1001895 29 17/07/2019 10:53:24
1001896 29 17/07/2019 10:53:50
1001897 6 17/07/2019 10:54:14
1001902 6 17/07/2019 14:52:15
1001907 4 17/07/2019 14:52:48
1001908 9 17/07/2019 10:55:02
1001916 9 17/07/2019 12:05:17
1001918 9 17/07/2019 12:06:10
1001951 3 17/07/2019 12:06:37
1001957 12 17/07/2019 12:07:35
1001961 12 17/07/2019 12:09:02
1001970 7 17/07/2019 12:09:27
1001971 25 17/07/2019 12:09:51
1001972 28 17/07/2019 12:10:21
1001973 12 17/07/2019 12:10:44
1001974 16 17/07/2019 12:11:05
1001975 25 17/07/2019 12:11:30
1001978 16 17/07/2019 12:11:54
1001979 30 17/07/2019 12:12:21
1001983 25 17/07/2019 12:12:47
1001984 12 17/07/2019 12:13:14
1001985 25 17/07/2019 12:14:08
1001991 17 17/07/2019 12:14:44
1001992 3 17/07/2019 12:15:15
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1001993 17 17/07/2019 12:15:44
1002022 5 17/07/2019 12:17:12
1002025 10 17/07/2019 12:17:40
1002027 5 17/07/2019 12:18:27
1002028 29 17/07/2019 12:18:56
1002033 16 17/07/2019 12:20:20
1002035 8 17/07/2019 12:20:47
1002036 9 17/07/2019 12:21:22
1002059 12 17/07/2019 12:21:55
1002060 33 17/07/2019 12:22:32
1002061 33 17/07/2019 12:23:07
1002062 33 17/07/2019 12:23:48
1002063 33 17/07/2019 12:28:03
1002068 3 17/07/2019 12:28:35
1002128 30 17/07/2019 12:29:08
1002129 16 17/07/2019 12:30:30
1002131 7 17/07/2019 12:31:58
1002160 6 17/07/2019 12:32:22
1002163 9 17/07/2019 12:33:30
1002164 9 17/07/2019 12:33:51
1002167 6 17/07/2019 12:34:13
1002174 19 17/07/2019 14:21:58
1002175 16 17/07/2019 14:22:42
1002176 16 17/07/2019 14:23:04
1002178 5 17/07/2019 14:23:26
1002201 34 17/07/2019 14:23:55
1002212 5 17/07/2019 14:24:18
1002228 9 17/07/2019 14:54:02
1002229 16 17/07/2019 14:24:59
1002230 16 17/07/2019 14:25:42
1002231 5 17/07/2019 14:26:06
1002232 5 17/07/2019 14:26:28
1002234 5 17/07/2019 14:26:52
1002243 11 17/07/2019 14:27:23
1002244 6 17/07/2019 14:27:44
1002246 6 17/07/2019 14:28:12
1002258 18 17/07/2019 14:54:45
1002262 25 17/07/2019 14:55:39
1002266 1 17/07/2019 14:29:01
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1002268 16 17/07/2019 14:30:33
1002271 32 17/07/2019 14:30:56
1002273 25 17/07/2019 14:31:18
1002274 26 17/07/2019 14:31:40
1002275 5 17/07/2019 14:32:01
1002292 5 17/07/2019 14:32:25
1002293 21 17/07/2019 14:32:50
1002299 9 17/07/2019 14:56:08
1002300 14 17/07/2019 14:33:26
1002301 16 17/07/2019 14:33:59
1002302 18 17/07/2019 14:34:22
1002303 24 17/07/2019 14:37:56
1002304 25 17/07/2019 14:39:31
1002309 19 17/07/2019 14:40:00
1002310 19 17/07/2019 14:40:21
1002314 5 17/07/2019 14:40:44
1002321 9 17/07/2019 14:41:16
1002322 16 17/07/2019 14:41:38
1002327 32 17/07/2019 14:42:01
1002345 16 17/07/2019 14:58:15
1002354 11 17/07/2019 14:45:31
1002355 32 17/07/2019 14:45:59
1002357 25 17/07/2019 14:46:33
1002358 25 17/07/2019 14:47:21
1002359 16 17/07/2019 14:47:48
1002361 3 17/07/2019 14:48:18
1002363 30 17/07/2019 14:48:53
1002409 7 18/07/2019 10:43:01
1002435 5 18/07/2019 10:43:32
1002436 5 18/07/2019 10:43:53
1002437 5 18/07/2019 10:44:20
1002440 5 18/07/2019 10:44:44
1002441 5 18/07/2019 10:49:36
1002442 17 18/07/2019 10:50:04
1002443 24 18/07/2019 10:50:27
1002444 10 18/07/2019 10:50:51
1002450 16 18/07/2019 10:51:13
1002453 29 18/07/2019 10:51:36
1002455 11 18/07/2019 10:57:57
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1002462 2 18/07/2019 10:58:22
1002469 30 18/07/2019 10:58:55
1002470 30 18/07/2019 10:59:18
1002471 30 18/07/2019 10:59:39
1002472 30 18/07/2019 11:00:41
1002474 32 18/07/2019 11:01:05
1002489 31 18/07/2019 11:01:55
1002490 9 18/07/2019 11:02:19
1002494 16 18/07/2019 11:02:58
1002504 16 18/07/2019 11:03:54
1002508 25 18/07/2019 11:04:21
1002510 9 18/07/2019 11:14:18
1002522 12 18/07/2019 11:15:06
1002523 7 18/07/2019 11:15:28
1002532 34 18/07/2019 11:15:49
1002535 17 18/07/2019 11:16:14
1002564 31 18/07/2019 11:16:39
1002565 31 18/07/2019 11:17:07
1002567 31 18/07/2019 11:17:30
1002568 31 18/07/2019 11:17:54
1002571 5 18/07/2019 11:18:18
1002572 25 18/07/2019 11:18:42
1002573 25 18/07/2019 11:19:12
1002574 25 18/07/2019 11:19:38
1002578 14 18/07/2019 11:19:59
1002579 30 18/07/2019 11:20:23
1002585 14 18/07/2019 11:20:47
1002586 14 18/07/2019 11:21:14
1002587 9 18/07/2019 11:21:36
1002590 9 18/07/2019 11:22:01
1002591 7 18/07/2019 11:22:28
1002592 3 18/07/2019 11:22:55
1002593 7 18/07/2019 11:23:21
1002596 7 18/07/2019 11:23:43
1002597 7 18/07/2019 11:24:13
1002600 7 18/07/2019 11:24:39
1002601 7 18/07/2019 11:25:06
1002602 3 18/07/2019 11:25:27
1002609 7 18/07/2019 11:25:57
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1002618 9 18/07/2019 11:26:29
1002619 16 18/07/2019 11:26:57
1002640 30 18/07/2019 11:27:25
1002643 3 18/07/2019 11:28:05
1002652 29 18/07/2019 11:28:36
1002661 16 18/07/2019 11:53:32
1002664 3 18/07/2019 11:53:58
1002669 25 18/07/2019 11:54:42
1002691 25 18/07/2019 11:59:05
1002692 12 18/07/2019 11:59:28
1002693 7 18/07/2019 11:59:49
1002695 11 18/07/2019 12:00:17
1002699 7 18/07/2019 12:00:43
1002701 7 18/07/2019 12:03:25
1002736 20 18/07/2019 12:03:49
1002740 21 18/07/2019 12:04:11
1002741 22 18/07/2019 12:04:38
1002742 23 18/07/2019 12:05:00
1002743 24 18/07/2019 12:05:20
1002744 25 18/07/2019 12:05:43
1002745 21 18/07/2019 12:06:07
1002746 22 18/07/2019 12:06:59
1002747 23 18/07/2019 12:07:21
1002748 24 18/07/2019 12:07:40
1002749 25 18/07/2019 12:08:00
1002758 10 18/07/2019 12:08:20
1002762 25 18/07/2019 12:08:43
1002767 5 18/07/2019 12:34:05
1002770 9 18/07/2019 15:02:19
1002771 3 18/07/2019 12:34:30
1002774 9 18/07/2019 12:34:51
1002781 2 18/07/2019 12:35:17
1002785 25 18/07/2019 12:35:43
1002787 11 18/07/2019 15:02:44
1002788 9 18/07/2019 12:37:59
1002789 11 18/07/2019 12:39:15
1002790 9 18/07/2019 14:27:32
1002792 3 18/07/2019 14:28:24
1002795 9 18/07/2019 14:28:49
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1002799 30 18/07/2019 14:29:12
1002803 12 18/07/2019 14:33:07
1002804 9 18/07/2019 14:33:31
1002806 16 18/07/2019 14:33:56
1002807 16 18/07/2019 14:34:41
1002822 16 18/07/2019 14:35:04
1002823 9 18/07/2019 14:35:30
1002861 16 18/07/2019 14:35:59
1002868 9 18/07/2019 14:36:26
1002879 5 18/07/2019 14:40:15
1002880 5 18/07/2019 14:41:03
1002881 9 18/07/2019 14:41:34
1002882 16 18/07/2019 14:41:57
1002901 34 18/07/2019 14:43:55
1002920 24 18/07/2019 14:44:23
1002921 30 18/07/2019 14:44:45
1002925 24 18/07/2019 14:45:10
1002932 16 18/07/2019 14:45:40
1002933 30 18/07/2019 14:46:15
1002961 16 18/07/2019 15:04:30
1002963 25 18/07/2019 15:04:55
1002964 9 18/07/2019 15:05:18
1002965 6 18/07/2019 15:05:49
1002967 16 18/07/2019 15:06:25
1002968 9 18/07/2019 15:06:55
1002971 25 18/07/2019 15:07:20
1002972 25 18/07/2019 15:10:34
1002973 6 18/07/2019 15:11:00
1002978 33 19/07/2019 11:38:52
1002979 14 18/07/2019 15:11:29
1002981 14 18/07/2019 15:11:53
1002982 14 18/07/2019 15:12:17
1002988 16 19/07/2019 11:39:19
1002989 16 18/07/2019 15:12:46
1003011 21 18/07/2019 15:16:58
1003012 21 18/07/2019 15:18:25
1003032 7 18/07/2019 15:19:40
1003033 6 18/07/2019 15:20:09
1003034 7 18/07/2019 15:20:33
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1911 ,   22/07/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1003035 9 18/07/2019 15:20:58
1003036 10 18/07/2019 15:21:19
1003037 12 18/07/2019 15:21:42
1003038 16 18/07/2019 15:22:04
1003054 9 18/07/2019 15:22:28
1003056 9 18/07/2019 15:22:57
1003057 9 18/07/2019 15:23:33
1003066 7 19/07/2019 11:39:43
1003067 9 18/07/2019 15:24:06
1003068 12 18/07/2019 15:24:33
1003069 20 18/07/2019 15:25:01
1003073 11 18/07/2019 16:01:40
1003076 11 18/07/2019 16:02:26
1003077 7 19/07/2019 11:40:06
1003078 9 18/07/2019 16:02:52
1003079 25 18/07/2019 16:03:14
1003083 5 18/07/2019 16:03:36
1003084 5 18/07/2019 16:03:56
1003088 5 18/07/2019 16:04:31
1003089 12 18/07/2019 16:04:55
1003121 1 18/07/2019 16:05:17
1003122 2 18/07/2019 16:05:37
1003123 4 18/07/2019 16:05:59
1003125 6 18/07/2019 16:06:19
1003126 7 18/07/2019 16:06:40
1003127 8 18/07/2019 16:07:01
1003129 10 19/07/2019 11:41:14
1003131 12 19/07/2019 10:46:39
1003132 13 19/07/2019 10:47:05
1003133 14 19/07/2019 10:47:31
1003134 15 19/07/2019 10:47:54
1003136 18 19/07/2019 10:48:40
1003138 20 19/07/2019 10:49:51
1003139 21 19/07/2019 10:50:13
1003140 22 19/07/2019 10:53:23
1003141 23 19/07/2019 10:53:43
1003143 25 19/07/2019 10:54:04
1003145 27 19/07/2019 10:54:25
1003146 28 19/07/2019 10:54:46
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1003147 29 19/07/2019 10:55:07
1003148 30 19/07/2019 11:06:34
1003149 31 19/07/2019 11:06:56
1003150 32 19/07/2019 11:07:39
1003151 33 19/07/2019 11:08:23
1003152 34 19/07/2019 11:41:52
1003153 16 19/07/2019 11:08:53
1003154 16 19/07/2019 11:09:20
1003155 16 19/07/2019 11:12:33
1003156 16 19/07/2019 11:13:14
1003162 9 19/07/2019 11:13:35
1003163 4 19/07/2019 11:42:28
1003170 16 19/07/2019 11:14:07
1003171 9 19/07/2019 11:14:33
1003176 30 19/07/2019 11:14:54
1003181 16 19/07/2019 11:15:18
1003184 16 19/07/2019 11:15:38
1003186 9 19/07/2019 11:16:01
1003187 9 19/07/2019 11:16:22
1003189 9 19/07/2019 11:16:46
1003191 16 19/07/2019 11:17:10
1003198 21 19/07/2019 11:18:11
1003199 21 19/07/2019 11:18:34
1003200 21 19/07/2019 11:23:23
1003201 21 19/07/2019 11:23:45
1003202 21 19/07/2019 11:24:06
1003203 21 19/07/2019 11:24:28
1003204 21 19/07/2019 11:24:51
1003205 21 19/07/2019 11:25:19
1003206 21 19/07/2019 11:25:49
1003207 21 19/07/2019 11:26:10
1003208 21 19/07/2019 11:26:42
1003209 21 19/07/2019 11:27:48
1003210 9 19/07/2019 11:32:17
1003211 9 19/07/2019 11:32:41
1003212 16 19/07/2019 11:33:04
1003213 16 19/07/2019 11:33:26
1003225 11 19/07/2019 11:33:55
1003301 9 19/07/2019 14:27:58
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1003302 30 19/07/2019 14:28:51
1003311 3 19/07/2019 14:29:15
1003320 30 19/07/2019 14:29:44
1003322 9 19/07/2019 14:30:09
1003324 8 19/07/2019 14:30:34
1003329 8 19/07/2019 14:31:00
1003337 7 19/07/2019 14:31:28
1003338 12 19/07/2019 14:31:58
1003340 2 19/07/2019 14:32:23
1003341 1 19/07/2019 14:32:48
1003342 1 19/07/2019 14:33:13
1003343 2 19/07/2019 14:34:07
1003344 30 19/07/2019 14:34:29
1003349 26 19/07/2019 14:35:03
1003350 27 19/07/2019 14:35:33
1003351 28 19/07/2019 14:35:57
1003355 32 19/07/2019 14:36:59
1003356 33 19/07/2019 14:37:22
1003357 34 19/07/2019 14:37:52
1003358 26 19/07/2019 14:38:29
1003359 27 19/07/2019 14:38:55
1003360 28 19/07/2019 14:55:34
1003361 29 19/07/2019 14:56:13
1003362 30 19/07/2019 14:58:05
1003363 31 19/07/2019 14:58:26
1003364 32 19/07/2019 14:58:55
1003365 33 19/07/2019 15:00:20
1003380 16 19/07/2019 15:01:35
1003381 25 19/07/2019 15:02:47
1003404 31 19/07/2019 15:03:45
1003406 3 19/07/2019 15:04:20
1003410 30 19/07/2019 15:04:44
1003411 30 19/07/2019 15:14:00
1003412 8 19/07/2019 15:20:13
1003419 29 19/07/2019 15:20:38
1003421 29 19/07/2019 15:22:17
1003446 12 19/07/2019 15:24:12
1003448 5 19/07/2019 15:25:55
1003453 7 19/07/2019 16:00:18
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1003457 5 19/07/2019 16:00:44
1003458 16 19/07/2019 16:01:05
1003460 9 19/07/2019 16:01:31
1003461 16 19/07/2019 16:01:58
1003463 16 19/07/2019 16:02:21
1003464 9 19/07/2019 16:02:44
1003465 16 19/07/2019 16:03:05
1003466 9 19/07/2019 16:03:29
1003467 16 19/07/2019 16:03:48
1003469 9 19/07/2019 16:04:08
1003495 9 19/07/2019 16:04:39
1003496 16 19/07/2019 16:05:03
1003499 5 19/07/2019 16:05:28
1003508 16 19/07/2019 16:05:57
1003509 17 19/07/2019 16:06:38
1003511 20 19/07/2019 16:06:58
1003513 3 19/07/2019 16:07:20
1003515 3 19/07/2019 16:07:41
1003516 3 19/07/2019 16:08:05
1003518 7 19/07/2019 16:08:24
1023237 26 18/07/2019 11:32:03
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1911,   22/07/2019

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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